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SPECIAL NOTICE

The abstract sections of the monthly supplements of *Aeronautical Engineering* can be bound separately. Individual abstracts can be located readily by means of the page numbers given at each entry, e.g., p331 N77-23063. To assist the user in binding Supplements SP-7037 (80) through SP-7037 (91), a title page is included in the back of this Cumulative Index.
This Cumulative Index supersedes the indexes contained in supplements SP-7037 (80) through SP-7037 (91).
INTRODUCTION

WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS

This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7037(80) through NASA SP-7037(91) of Aeronautical Engineering A Special Bibliography NASA SP-7037 and its supplements have been compiled through the cooperative efforts of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Entries prepared by the two contributing organizations are identified as follows

1 NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N77-10000 series)
2 AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A77-10000 series)

HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED

This Cumulative Index includes a subject index, a personal author index, a corporate source index, a contract number index, and a report/accession number index

HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX

Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index

1 Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid term, and the following term or terms are used instead For example

AIRCRAFT PROTUBERANCES
U PROTUBERANCES
FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
U FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS

2 Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same subject area, under which additional material on the subject may be found For example

FLOW RESISTANCE
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
NT FRICTION DRAG
NT SUPersonic DRAG

In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow further his quest for particular items This is because subject terms readily include more than one class of document For example

AIRLINE OPERATIONS
All-weather operations, including
pilot role, instrument landing
systems and guidance aids
Airport congestion as constraint on
air travel, considering runway
capacity and adjusted demand

illustrates a case where two references on different topics are listed under the same subject term
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX

All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear in the index. Differences in transliteration schemes may require multiple searching of the index for variants of an author’s name. For example

EMELIANOV, M D
and
YEMELYANOV, M D

HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX

The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source supplementary (organizational component) does not appear in the index. For example

BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS DIV

(Source citation entry)

BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH

(Source index entry)

HOW TO USE THE CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX

All contract numbers that are identified in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear in this index. Changes by agencies in the style in which contract numbers are presented may require multiple searching for variants. For example

AF 33(615)-71-C-1758
F33615-71-C-1758

HOW TO USE THE REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX

All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency or cataloging activity appear in this index. Variations in initial cataloging may result in different report number series. For example

TP-924
ONERA-TP-924

IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT

The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may be found in the appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each Supplement appears on the inside front cover of this index. Once the range of page numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the second column, the desired Supplement number will be found in the first column. For example

Page 331 will be found in Supplement 86

AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS

Information concerning the availability of documents announced in the Aeronautical Engineering supplements is found in the Introduction to the most currently issued monthly supplement.
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A-4 AIRCRAFT
Baseline data from an A-4 cockpit in simulated carrier deck fire
[AD-A034217] p0332 TH7-23077

A-6 AIRCRAFT
Comparison of applied propulsion jet simulation techniques, using models of the Airbus A 300
[IAF PAPER 76-200] p0095 A77-10939

A-7 AIRCRAFT
A-7 nose gear development
[AD-A024523] p0026 TH7-10210

Inertially derived flying qualities and performance parameters
[AD-A026963] p0080 TH7-11054

Role of head-up display in instrument flight
[AD-A030075] p0231 TH7-19153

Results of A-7 aloft bottom up model and weight sensitivity analysis
[AD-A033767] p0338 TH7-22530

Master monitor display applications study for the F-10C
[AD-A039882] p0526 TH7-30118

A-10 AIRCRAFT
Weight and balance considerations in the design of the A-10A close air support aircraft
[SACE PAPER 1104] p0010 A77-12183

The Fairchild-Republic A-10 fighter
[AD-A02U523] p0026 TH7-10210
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Comparison of fatigue design load spectra with scale test and field aircraft instrumentation
[AD-A042110] p0590 TH7-31556
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Comparison of applied propulsion jet simulation techniques, using models of the Airbus A 300
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Evaluation of carbon-carbon composite nosetip materials
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ABORT APPARATUS
Study of a fail-safe abort system for an actively cooled supersonic aircraft: Computer program documentation
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UBLABILITV
ABSORPTIVITY
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Acoustic emission investigation - helicopter rotor system
[AD-A033571]  p0319  N77-22110

Acoustic emission structure-borne noise measurements on aircraft during flight
[AD-A033186]  p0319  N77-22111

ACOUSTIC EXCITATION
Material damping developments for aircraft lightweight structures subjected to acoustic loads
[AIAA 77-396]  p0206  A77-25768
Flow regimes underlying aeroacoustic excitation of airplane wings
p0211  A77-26039

ACOUSTIC FATIGUE
Specialists' Meeting on Acoustic Fatigue Review
--- aircraft construction materials
[AIAA-CB-145087]  p0038  N77-11068
Review of acoustic fatigue activities in Germany
p0329  N77-22569
Experimental solutions of acoustic fatigue problems
--- in aircraft construction materials
p0329  N77-22572
Review of acoustic fatigue activities in the United Kingdom
p0329  N77-22573

ACOUSTIC GENERATORS
U SOUND GENERATORS

ACOUSTIC INEFFICIENCY
A theoretical study of the acoustic impedance of orifices in the presence of a steady grazing flow
p0100  A77-17066
DC-10 integrally woven polyamide/fiberglass acoustic panel program
p0255  A77-27499

ACOUSTIC INSTABILITY
Effect of flow characteristics in a supersonic annular jet on the development of acoustic perturbations in the jet
p0203  A77-25536

ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS
MT NOISE MEASUREMENTS
Signal-treatment methods during aircraft-engine inspection based on vibroacoustic noises
p0008  A77-11603
Sound shielding on an engine model and comparison with theory
[DGLR PAPER 76-163]  p0004  A77-16573
In-flight far-field measurement of helicopter impulsive noise
p0268  A77-26826
Vibroacoustical method for determining the technical state of aircraft turbine engines
p0415  A77-39269
A reevaluation of helicopter main rotor noise
p0463  A77-43366
Additional experiments with a four-bladed cyclic pitch stirring model rotor, part 2 of second yearly report
[NASA-CR-139666]  p0037  A77-10006
Acoustic evaluation of the NASA Langley V/STOL wind tunnel
[NASA-CR-145087]  p0038  A77-11068
Theoretical and experimental investigation of noise shielding for jet engines --- acoustic and aerodynamic interference measurements
p0163  A77-17072
Acoustic tests of augmentor wing model
[NASA-TM-1-3519]  p0315  N77-22046
Effects of combined acoustic and flight loads of crack growth
[AD-A033573]  p0338  N77-23550
Noise of fan designed to reduce stator lift fluctuations
[NASA-TM-1-3538]  p0371  A77-24141
Attenuation of upstream-generated low frequency noise by gas turbines
[NASA-CR-135219]  p0477  A77-28122
Investigation of the effects of a moving acoustic medium on jet noise measurements
[NASA-CR-152038]  p0497  A77-29921

ACOUSTIC NOISES
Anoacoustic studies of coannular nozzles suitable for supersonic cruise aircraft applications
p0219  N77-18020
Coannular nozzle noise characteristics and applications to advanced supersonic transport engines
p0220  N77-18021
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Digital controllers for VTCI aircraft
Adaptive tracking of abruptly maneuvering targets
Digital control of high performance aircraft using
Estimation of the parameters of the dynamic model
Objectives for the design of improved actuation
High speed hydraulic started motor for aircraft
Adaptive fading memory filtering in a
Improved navigation using adaptive Kalman filtering
F-8C adaptive flight control extensions for
Application of DBF adaptive array to
Application of pole allocation to the design of
Maximum likelihood identifier refinements for F-8C
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Adaptive tracking of abrupt maneuvering targets
Application of linear model - Tracking parameter
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Adaptive control
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Adaptive estimation techniques
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F-8C adaptive flight control extensions for
Adaptive control systems
Adaptive control
Adaptive filters
Improved navigation using adaptive Kalman filtering
Adaptive tracking of abruptly maneuvering targets
Adaptive fading memory filtering in a
decentralized airborne tracking system
Additives
Antioxidants
Oil additives
Propellant additives
The electrical conductivity during pumping and
filtration of HT fuel containing an antistatic additive
New potentials for conventional aircraft when
powered by hydrogen-enriched gasoline
Addressing
ADS-B - A selective address secondary surveillance
radar
Addressers
UHF addressers
Adhesion tests
Bonding tests
Durability of bonded aluminum structure
Adhesive bonding
Durability of bonded aluminum structure
Effect of surface exposure time on bonding of
commercially pure titanium alloy

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
A new, versatile stereo-camera system for
large-scale helicopter photography of forest
resources in central Europe
The Ka-102A Lorop camera - airborne Long Range
Oblique Photography
KS-128 night photo system flight test results
The helicopter Ka-26 in the Special Purpose
Flights Sector of Interflug. II
A new, versatile stereo-camera system for
large-scale helicopter photography of forest
resources in central Europe

ADHESIVES
High performance composites and adhesives for
F/STOL aircraft

ADMINISTRATION
U.S. GOVERNMENT
U.S. AIRFORCE COMMAND POST
Advanced Airborne Command Post
F-4A Aircraft
Advanced Technology InGB. F. Aircraft

AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE
Aerial reconnaissance systems; Proceedings of the
Seminar, Reston, Va., (March 24, 25, 1976
Reconnaissance design considerations for the F-5
multiple mission tactical fighter
Criteria for developing a multi-sensor
reconnaissance pod system for carriage on
tactical aircraft - onboard A-7 aircraft
Tactical reconnaissance pod system development for
the F-14
RVF sensor system interface
Integration of a tactical reconnaissance system
with Navy attack aircraft
How real is real time - reconnaissance image
data management
A CCD video camera as an adjunct to aerial
reconnaissance systems
A simple technique for making long range imaging
and surveillance systems trade-offs - TV
camera compensation monographs for aerial
reconnaissance
Utilization of IR imagery in tactical reconnaissance
Microwave radiometric imager design for pods and
aircraft
The nonlinear lifting-surface theory for yawed and
Flight test results for an advanced technology
The arrow wing - Its potentialities and drawbacks
Hew aircraft airfoils. I for transonic
Identification of aircraft aerodynamic
Recent research on aerodynamic characteristics of
Aerodynamics of helicopter flight near the ground
Aircraft anti-icing devices
The fenestron helicopter fan-in-tail concept
Theoretical prediction of over-wing blowing
V/STOL aerodynamic testing techniques at British
A two-dimensional cascade solution using minimized
Effect of angle of attack and Mach number on
A contribution to calculate the performance of
In-flight measurements of the GA/W/-2 aerodynamic
Fundamentals of aerodynamic design: Propellers
Aircraft anti-icing devices
Aerodynamics of helicopter flight near the ground
Upper surface blowing aerodynamic and acoustic
Methods and problems in practical aerodynamics
Determination of longitudinal aerodynamic
derivatives from steady-state measurement of an aircraft
Maxim likelihood estimation of aerodynamic
derivatives for an oblique wing aircraft from
Aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic fighter
airplane configurations based on Soviet design concepts
Identification of aircraft aerodynamic
characteristics at high angles of attack and
Recent research on aerodynamic characteristics of
New aircraft configurations. I --- for transonic
Analytic construction of 'aerodynamic profile' curvess
Flight test results for an advanced technology
Nonlinear lifting-surface theory for yawed and
The arrow wing - Its potentialities and drawbacks
with allowance for vortex sheet at the nose
Theoretical prediction of over-wing blowing
Development of the circulation control wing to
Effect of angle of attack and Mach number on
Aerodynamic characteristics of a wing moving at subsonic speed, in the case of a weak shock-wave effect on the wing
Aerodynamic and thermodynamic characteristics of kerosene-spray flames
Aerodynamic effects during supersonic flow past a laser beam
Experimental data and theoretical analysis of an operating 100 kw wind turbine
Fluid dynamics of diffuser augmented wind turbines
Vortex lattice prediction of subsonic aerodynamics of hypersonic vehicle concepts
The technical conception of the IL-62B - Aerodynamic features
Influence of the noise level in a transonic wind tunnel on the aerodynamic characteristics of models
Calculation of the longitudinal aerodynamic
derivatives from transient rotor tests
Prediction Methods for Jet V/STOL Propulsion
Lifting surface theory for rectangular wings
Application of the nonlinear vortex-lattice concept to aircraft-interference problems
An application of the suction analog for the analysis of asymmetric flow situations
Advanced transonic airfoil design including viscous interaction
Calculation of the longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of wing-tip configurations with externally blown lips
Small axial compressor technology, volume 1
Small axial compressor technology, volume 2 --- tables
Cold-air performance of a tip turbine designed to drive a lift fan. 1: Baseline performance
Airworthiness and flight characteristics evaluation: YAH-1S improved Cobra agility and maneuverability helicopter
Effects of upper-surface blowing and thrust vectoring on low speed aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale supersonic transport model
Wind-tunnel investigation of a large-scale model of a lift-cruise fan V/STOL aircraft with extended lift-cruise nacelles
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS CONTD

[HASA-TH-Z-73164] p0075 N77-12999
Comparisons of several aerodynamic methods for application to dynamic loads analyses [NASA-CR-137720] p0075 N77-13001
Initial and internal aerodynamics of a VTOL thrust augmenter [AD-A027687] p0081 N77-13067
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of 45 deg swept wings at Mach approximately 0 [NASA-TM-X-73942] p0120 N77-13990
Two-dimensional aerodynamic characteristics of several rotorcraft airfoils at Mach numbers from 0.35 to 0.90 [NASA-TM-X-73990] p0127 N77-14999
Study of unconventional aircraft engines designed for low energy conversion [NASA-CR-135136] p0130 N77-15043
Rated aerodynamic characteristics investigation for the 0.04 scale model TF 1065 (Boeing 747-150) of the 747 CAN and the 0.0405 scale model (43-0) of the space shuttle orbiter in the NASA Langley V/STOL transition research wind tunnel (CAR), volume 3 [NASA-CR-147643] p0131 N77-15083
Effects of wing leading-edge radius and Reynolds number on longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of highly swept wing-body configurations at subsonic speeds [NASA-TM-X-8361] p0167 N77-15980
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamics of the Klee-Pojelman airfoil [AS-76-5] p0176 N77-16988
Investigation of the steady-state behavior of two delta-wing hang gliders [NASA-TT-X-73794] p0176 N77-17031
Results of recent NASA research on low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic cruise aircraft [NASA-CR-138989] p0187 N77-18003
Upper surface macelle influence on SCAR aerodynamic characteristics at transonic speeds [NASA-CR-138990] p0187 N77-18004
Experimental and theoretical low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a Wortman airfoil as manufactured on a fiberglass sailplane [NASA-TM-X-8324] p0223 N77-18049
Side forces on a tangent ogive forebody with a fineness ratio of 2.5 at high angles of attack and low speed [NASA-TM-X-73176] p0223 N77-18053
On the unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of oscillating airfoils in two-dimensional transonic flow [NASA-TM-X-73003-0] p0224 N77-18060
Aerodynamic characteristics of a series of bodies with and without tails at Mach numbers from 0.8 to 3.0 and angles of attack from 0 to 45 degrees [NASA-TM-X-80283] p0224 N77-18065
Subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of proposed high wing maneuvering air-to-surface submarines [NASA-TM-X-82227] p0225 N77-18067
Flow-field characteristics near the sliding weapons pylons of the F-16 aircraft at Mach numbers from 0.4 to 0.95 [AD-A027087] p0225 N77-18075
AERODYNAMIC CONFIGURATIONS

SUBJECT INDEX

[NASA-CR-15397] p0071 N77-20809
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Discussion of aircraft air pollution legislation and naval aircraft operations [AD-A026176] p0126 N77-14621
Screening analysis and selection of emission reduction concepts for intermittent combustion aircraft engines [NASA CR-135074] p0129 N77-15038
Technology for controlling emissions of oxides of nitrogen from supersonic cruise aircraft and upper atmosphere measurement programs p0227 N77-18098
Status of NASA aircraft engine emission reduction [AD-A03379] p0227 N77-18024
The variable geometry combustor p0232 N77-22239
Analysis of the NBL airports pollution dispersion model on sensitivity for meteorological parameters and on source modeling --- noting point source and line source modeling of polluting airplanes [NBL-TR-75014-D] p0389 N77-25681
Analysis and selection of CSEM (Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine) over-the-wing exhaust system development [NASA CR-2782] p0436 N77-27119
The effect of Navy and Air Force aircraft engine test facilities on ambient air quality [AD-A036393] p0482 N77-28630
Notes on the pollution of airplanes and helicopters by chemicals during agricultural jobs [NASA-TM-P-8444] p0587 N77-33129
AIR PURIFICATION
A rotating high pressure water condenser and separator --- for aircraft environmental control system [ASME PAPER 77-WAAS-10] p0514 N77-46851
AIR QUALITY
Development of EPA aircraft piston engine emission standards --- for air quality p0184 N77-17082
AIR SEA INTERACTIONS
U AIR WATER INTERACTIONS
AIR TO AIR M.ISiLES
Flow-field characteristics near the midwing weapons pylon of the F-16 aircraft at Mach numbers from 0.4 to 0.95 [AD-A028078] p0225 N77-18075
AIR TO AIR ROCKETS
U AIR TO AIR MISSILES
AIR TO SUBSURFACE MISSILES
MT BARFOON MISSILES
Subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of proposed high wing maneuver air-to-surface submunitions [AD-A026227] p0225 N77-18067
AIR TRAFFIC
The traffic capacity and integrity of guidance systems based on random-access airborne interrogators p0404 A77-37743
The effect that the probability of a successful approach has on the sequential landing rate of like aircraft p0417 A77-39844
Some aspects of the development of air traffic of the Socialist States, II p0555 A77-49651
Technical background: Interim criteria for planning rotary-wing aircraft traffic patterns, and siting noise-sensitive land uses [AD-A0371449] p0328 N77-22150
Terminal area design: Analysis and validation of RMA task force concepts [AD-A037022] p0365 N77-24088
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
MT BADAR APPROACH CONTROL
Reliability of automated flight service stations p0003 A77-10442
AEROSAT system --- for oceanic ATC communication and surveillance p0054 A77-15149
The Discrete Address Beacon System for air traffic control p0054 A77-15128
A transportable VFR air-traffic control system [ADA-038629] p0108 A77-16195
ATC automation with minicomputers p0108 A77-17403
The metering system concept --- for airport traffic control efficiency p0108 A77-17404
Expanded use of computers in air transportation [AIAA PAPER 77-274] p0112 A77-18114
Automated Terminal Service --- for airport tower installation p0132 A77-20668
Communications with aircraft via satellite p0154 A77-21423
Measures for enhancing safety in general aviation in the areas of air traffic control, navigation, and meteorology p0155 A77-21587
Regulation of the air traffic control system p0155 A77-21593
Sri's air traffic flow model p0196 A77-24598
A real-time simulation facility for evaluating advanced concepts in air traffic control p0196 A77-24599
A designer oriented air traffic control simulation facility p0196 A77-24600
Operational control - A unique Australian concept p0203 A77-25599
The air traffic controller's problems associated with ground movement control p0203 A77-25600
Air-derived vs ground-derived ATC functions p0256 A77-24636
Air traffic management. I - Evolution in the next decade. II - Prospects from research and development --- impact on aircraft design p0253 A77-29660
Application of Kalman filters to automated ATC systems p0299 A77-31050
Controlled flight into terrain accidents - System-induced errors p0307 A77-42543
Airtrack, a system for air traffic control p0310 A77-22985
Secondary radar: Fundamentals and instrumentation --- Book p0347 A77-34878
Air route surveillance radar p0347 A77-34878
Aggregate flow model for evaluating ATC planning strategies p0353 A77-35071
Performance of a square law pseudo-noise time-of-arrival estimator p0358 A77-35888
Air traffic control in the Soviet Union p0357 A77-36567
The Air Traffic Control Evaluation Unit, Burns Airport, U.K. p0357 A77-36567
Air route surveillance radar system ARSR-3 p0357 A77-36563
Birds in flight - Badar observation and avoidance procedures which can be employed by air traffic controllers p0357 A77-36566
Future air traffic control systems. III p0357 A77-36567
PAA's flight service stations in modernization process --- for general aviation p0358 A77-36570
The MFRE METER air traffic control simulation laboratory p0358 A77-36571
Automation of the low density terminal --- ATC facilities p0358 A77-36572
An integrated approach to terminal area surveillance p0358 A77-37455
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AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS (PERSONNEL)

DABS monopulse summary — monopulse azimuth estimation
[AD-A038157/4] p0427 N77-26114
System definition and investigation of the on site processing of en route sensor signals. Volume 1: Summary of results; system definition, radar processing
[AD-A038491/7] p0427 N77-26115
System definition and investigation of the on site processing of en route sensor signals. Volume 2: Beacon processing investigation
[AD-A038492/5] p0427 N77-26116
System definition and investigation of the on site processing of en route sensor signals. Volume 3: Appendices
[AD-A038493/3] p0427 N77-26117
An aacometric analysis of enroute and terminal air traffic control
[AD-A036892] p0428 N77-26119
Communications station evaluation report, Selfridge ANGB, Michigan, 9-10 November 1976
[AD-A037479] p0428 N77-26120
The AMCS mode of DABS
[AD-A036543] p0434 N77-27092
Area navigation/vertical area navigation terminal simulation
[AD-A036623] p0434 N77-27093
Impact of automation upon air traffic control system productivity/capacity (ABTS III)
[AD-A036659] p0434 N77-27094
Implementation of area navigation in the national airspace system: An assessment of NAVLAB task force concepts and payoffs
[AD-A039225] p0438 N77-27096
Computer-program for FAA/MTI, CBSA tape reader, program Jasper 1
[AD-A039875] p0438 N77-27103
Description and performance evaluation of the moving target detector — automated aircraft detection in all forms of clutter
[AD-A000055] p0439 N77-27274
A communications system for the terminal area effectiveness program
[NASA-TH-75227] p039 N77-27279
Terminal area air traffic control simulation
[NASA-CT-15207] p040 N77-27281
Real-time manned simulation of advanced terminal area guidance concepts for short-haul operations
[NASA-TH-0-0499] p0480 N77-28117
Longitudinal separation analysis of the central east pacific track system
[AD-A001759] p0480 N77-29112
Area navigation route with requirements
[AD-A001523] p0480 N77-29119
Advanced productivity assessment methods for air traffic control operations
[AD-A003505] p0480 N77-29120
Development of a discrete address beacon system
[AD-A001089] p0480 N77-29127
FAA air traffic activity, calendar, year 1976
[AD-A000474] p0480 N77-29134
Monte Carlo simulations of VOR/DME holding procedures. Basic ideas and applications
[DLR-PB-77-08] p0526 N77-30105
Microwave holographic imaging of aircraft with spaceborne illuminating source
[AD-A001759] p0531 N77-30439
Air traffic control experiment and evaluation with the NASA ATS-6 satellite. Volume 2: Demonstration of satellite-supported communications and surveillance for oceanic air traffic control
[FAA-RA-75-64-VOL-2] p0537 N77-31124
Multiple curved descending approaches and the air traffic control problem
[NASA-TH-78830] p0579 N77-32104
Air traffic control experiment and evaluation test
[AD-A041571] p0580 N77-33136
Requirements for flight testing automated terminal service
[AD-A041575] p0580 N77-33137
Monte Carlo simulation of VOR/DME holding procedures. Basic notions and applications
[NASA-TH-619] p0580 N77-33142
AIRCRAFT TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS (PERSONNEL)
Transport airplane flight deck survey and analysis: Report and recommendations
[NASA-CH-185121] p0178 N77-17030

Area navigation/vertical area navigation terminal simulation
[AD-A036623] p0434 N77-27093
Impact of automation upon air traffic control system productivity/capacity (ABTS III)
[AD-A036659] p0434 N77-27094
AIR TRANSPORTATION
Beyond supersonic transport
[IAF PAPER 77-76-66] p0005 N77-10972
Transport progress in practice: Air transport in Africa - East African Airways Corporation
[AD-A030121] p0112 N77-11312
Responsibilities and assurances with regard to cargo transport - Air transport law
[AD-A030121] p0112 N77-11343
Air transportation and fuel consumption
[AD-A030121] p0114 N77-18260
A new air transport policy for the North Atlantic
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A proposition for an advanced aircraft navigation system for civil air transport - Keynote remarks
[AD-A030121] p0112 N77-18201
Focus on the future of air transportation
[AD-A030121] p0112 N77-24050
The transportation system and the unloading of cargo in the case of the C-212 Aviocar
[AD-A030121] p0121 N77-25121
Flight safety in the air transportation system

CC in the military airlift command

Air-derived vs ground-derived ATC functions
Designing for air transportability - military aircraft standardization, certification, testing, documentation

Integrated surface-air transportation - combined technologies for freight and passenger movement

Effects of selected R&D options on fuel usage in the commercial air system

Technology and decision making in the air transport industry

Some early perspectives on ground requirements of liquid hydrogen air transports

Flight test development of a helicopter-towed surface delivery system

The C.A.R California-Texas Paces case - an intrastate stopover takeover

Small is beautiful, silence is golden

Civil aviation activities in global perspective

Basic safety concepts of air transportation compared with other travel modes

Surface delivery system

Transportation technologies for freight and passenger movement
AIBCBIFT SCCIDBHT IHBSTIG1TIOB
AIBCBiFT
Teaching the practical techniques of establishing
Overseas national 'irways DC-10-30 CF fire -
Controlled flight into terrain accidents -
A crashworthiness analysis with emphasis on the
Lessons from individual aircraft fire accidents -
An evaluation of worldwide transport aircraft fire
Accident research at the United States Army
Investigation and analysis of the human factors in
HSEG, a segmented mission analysis program for low
Eight-channel resolver simplifies digital flight
Proving the correctness of a flight-director
Advanced avionics for the Advanced Remotely
Central integrated test system /CITS/ - Check
A versatile computer-generated dynamic flight
display
AIBCBIFT ACCIDEHIS
HI BIBD-AIBCBAFT COLLISIOBS
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format. Civil
Annual review of aircraft accident data, US
general aviation, calendar year 1975
An epidemiologic investigation of occupation, age
and exposure in general aviation accidents
Analysis of selected general aviation stall/spin
hazards
Briefs of accidents involving aircraft
operations, US General Aviation 1975
Briefs of accidents involving amateur/home built
Briefs of accidents involving aerial application
Analysis of selected general aviation stall/spin
aircraft accidents 1961-1971
AIRCRAFT
F-15 TEXT test facility -- Tactical Electronic
Warfare System
Microprocessor development for a digital flight
Control System voter/monitor
A fast phase locked loop algorithm with
applications to microprocessor implemented
communication and navigation systems
Airborne data analysis and monitoring with a Mini
Power supplies for full time fly-by-wire aircraft
control systems
A flight control system using the DAIS architecture
--- Digital Avionics Information System
[AIAA 77-1100] p0456 A77-42804
Automatic collision control of the 747 airplane
[AIAA 77-1106] p0457 A77-42806
Central integrated test system /CITS/ - Check
three times -- for onboard testing of 81-aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 77-1206] p0510 A77-45513
Complementary roles for EPPs in support of
tactical manned aircraft
Multiple drone control development -- for EPP and
electronic warfare applications
Advanced avionics for the Advanced Remotely
Piloted Vehicle /ARPV/
Proving the correctness of a flight-director
program for an airborne microcomputer
Eight-channel resolver simplifies digital flight
controls
A versatile computer-generated dynamic flight
display
[A-D-0271419] p0123 A77-14024
AIRCRAFT
NSEG, a segmented mission analysis program for low
and high speed aircraft. Volume 1: Theoretical
development
[NASA-CR-2807] p0486 A77-29085
Soviet aircraft and rockets
[NASA-TP-F-770] p0523 A77-30065
Foundation of the magnetic field integral equation
code for the calculation of the electromagnetic
pulse external interaction with aircraft
[AD-A039953] p0545 A77-31389
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
Investigation and analysis of the human factors in
aircraft accidents
Accident research at the United States Army Agency
for Aviation Safety - An overview
Controlled flight into terrain accidents -
System-induced errors
Lessons from individual aircraft fire accidents:
TWA 1011 aircraft fire - Logan International
Airport, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A., 20 April
1974
An evaluation of worldwide transport aircraft fire
experiences
U.S. air carrier accidents involving fire /1974/
through 1974/
Overseas National 'irways DC-10-30 CF fire -
November 12, 1975, JFK International Airport,
New York, New York
Lessons from individual aircraft fire accidents -
Accident of the Boeing 707-PP-KJ3 at
Saulx-les-Chartreux, July 11, 1973
Teaching the practical techniques of establishing
egress system performance in an accident
environment
A crashworthiness analysis with emphasis on the
fire hazard: US and selected foreign turbine
aircraft accidents 1964-1974
[AD-A029162/5] p0077 A77-13024
General aviation accidents involving aerodynamics,
1972 - 1974
[PB-257747/6] p0177 A77-17020
Accident investigation: Analysis of aircraft
motions from AFC radar recordings
[AD-A0361044] p0227 A77-16091
Helicopter sling load accident/incident survey:
1965 - 1974
Analysis of US Navy aircraft accident rates in
major aviation commands -- (pilot performance)
[AD-A031837] p0346 A77-2205B
Flight test evaluation of AVOID 2 (avionic
observation of intruder danger) collision
avoidance system
[AD-A033596] p0317 A77-22061
The reduction of F-111 low-level enroute bird
hazards
[AD-A032879] p0342 A77-2307B
AIRCRAFT accidents
[A-26]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>AIRCRAFT CARRIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The air force defense - The basic mission and needs</td>
<td>p0465 A77-00943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extinguishers for aircraft fire fighting foam agents - Protein, fluoroprotein and AFFF</td>
<td>p0465 A77-00944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balancing the costs of rescue services and fire fighting among different categories of airports</td>
<td>p0465 A77-00946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A method of analysis for general aviation airplane structural crashworthiness</td>
<td>p0464 A77-42566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer simulation of light aircraft crash</td>
<td>p0554 A77-09361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The need for improved aircraft crashworthiness design</td>
<td>p0554 A77-49473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed helicopter safety system for catastrophic failures</td>
<td>p0557 A77-49936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The development of new designs of emergency escape parachutes for ejection seats</td>
<td>p0558 A77-49966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAF experience in aircraft accident survivability</td>
<td>p0558 A77-49967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircrew escape and survival - Problems and solutions</td>
<td>p0558 A77-49969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The life cycle cost impacts of unsafe designs - aircraft accident effects</td>
<td>p0558 A77-49969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single pass Doppler positioning for Search and Rescue satellite missions</td>
<td>p0559 A77-50462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-scale crash test of a CH-47C helicopter</td>
<td>p0571 A77-51166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety of transport aircraft</td>
<td>p0667 A77-12027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The flight recorder and accident investigation</td>
<td>p0237 A77-19035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An accident analysis of fighter aircraft in relation to modifications introduced and new developments</td>
<td>p0237 A77-19036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft cabin compartmentation concepts for improving postcrash fire safety</td>
<td>p0280 A77-20053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of U. S. navy major aircraft accident rates by aircraft type</td>
<td>p0316 A77-22056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A study of lightplane stall avoidance and suppression</td>
<td>p0317 A77-17019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An epizootiologic investigation of occupation, age and exposure in general aviation accidents</td>
<td>p0460 A77-27212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of selected general aviation stall/spin accidents</td>
<td>p0460 A77-27212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US air carrier accidents involving fire, 1965 through 1974 and factors affecting the statistics</td>
<td>p0536 A77-31112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briefs of fatal accidents involving weather as a cause/factor, 05 general aviation, 1975</td>
<td>p0537 A77-31119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briefs of accidents involving air taxi operations, US general aviation, 1975-1979</td>
<td>p0578 A77-32102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of air accidents involving airplanes or helicopters of various types of application</td>
<td>p0567 A77-33128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing simulation of damages occurred in service</td>
<td>p0594 A77-33194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIRCRAFT ANTENNAS</td>
<td>Linearly polarized microstrip antennas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of extended off-surface radiators - of aircraft antenna</td>
<td>p0302 A77-31776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization of the reduction of the radiometric noise created by a corona discharge on aircraft</td>
<td>p0360 A77-37011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis program for static electricity on aircraft</td>
<td>p0360 A77-37012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rain erosion resistant floorcementer radome and antenna coatings</td>
<td>p0556 A77-49731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-1 forward radome microwave test range</td>
<td>p0556 A77-49743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of aircraft wing-mounted antenna patterns</td>
<td>p0556 A77-49743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement of the power handling capabilities of a blimpant slot array</td>
<td>p0112 A77-15294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A short backfire antenna fitted with a waveguide feed</td>
<td>p0173 A77-16274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHF-UHF aircraft antenna</td>
<td>p0240 A77-19310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real time data transmission and processing for the determination of aircraft antenna radiation patterns</td>
<td>p0699 A77-24123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An array technique for zenith to horizon coverage</td>
<td>p0699 A77-25392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft antenna analysis and Microwave Landing System (MLS) applications</td>
<td>p0489 A77-29143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIRCRAFT APPROACH SPACING</td>
<td>The metering system concept --- for airport traffic control efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation of the air traffic control system</td>
<td>p0155 A77-21543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test and evaluation of a feasibility model ILS glide slope performance assurance monitor for the final approach path</td>
<td>p0290 A77-21068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIRCRAFT BRAKES</td>
<td>U MILITARY AIR FACILITIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All pregnant edge slats</td>
<td>p0290 A77-21068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS</td>
<td>NT WING FLAPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of aircraft brake materials</td>
<td>p0055 A77-11195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft antiskid braking systems</td>
<td>p0058 A77-15795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application of dimensional analysis to predict airplane stopping distance</td>
<td>p0147 A77-20446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The employment of aircraft on operational areas in the case of differing surface conditions</td>
<td>p0159 A77-22119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibrations of landing gear struts during braking</td>
<td>p0253 A77-27151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The technical concept of the IL-62R. III - Hydraulics and nitrogen system</td>
<td>p0254 A77-27165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A corrosion protection system for beryllium in aircraft brake applications</td>
<td>p0308 A77-22610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wear formulation for aircraft brake material sliding against steel</td>
<td>p0356 A77-36202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A computer technique for the determination of brake horsepower output of normally-aspirated reciprocating aircraft engines</td>
<td>p0393 A77-37043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of the environment on some properties of sintered frictional materials - aircraft wheel brake materials</td>
<td>p0404 A77-37774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An alternate recovery system for the aquila --- mini-BPW soft landing</td>
<td>p0518 A77-47486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status of recent aircraft braking and cornering research</td>
<td>p0227 A77-18094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior of aircraft antiskid braking systems on dry and wet runway surfaces - a velocity-rate-controlled, pressure-bias-modulated system</td>
<td>p0281 A77-20079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIRCRAFT CARRIERS</td>
<td>( 'Skjip' ) Harrier /R. J. Mitchell Memorial Lecture/ --- curved ramp launching devices aboard aircraft carriers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea Harrier - The first of the new wave /Twenty-third R. J. Mitchell Memorial Lecture/</td>
<td>p0306 A77-15464</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Aircraft Communication

- Barrier navigation for maritime power projection and sea control missions
- Corrosion control of high temperature fastening systems for aircraft carrier steam catapults
- V/STOL and the naval planner’s dilemma
- Investigation of landing gear deck obstruction effects by drop testing
- Evaluation of coatings for air/fluid accumulators
- Baseline data from an 1-4 cockpit in simulated carrier deck fire
- Summary of helicopter airframe testing in the shipboard environment

### Aircraft Communication

- AF.BOSAT system for oceanic ATC communication
- Baseline data from an A-1 cockpit in simulated evaluation of coatings for air/fluid accumulators
- Investigation of landing gear deck obstruction effects by drop testing
- Investigation of interior aircraft noise on speech intelligibility and annoyance
- Optical communications systems for aircraft
- Development of fire resistant, nontoxic aircraft interior materials
- Aircraft communication systems with fixed and variable components
- Air traffic controller’s problems associated with ground movement control
- The traffic controller’s problems associated with ground movement control

### Aircraft Communication

- BFV video communications - a new challenge to video data compression
- Experimental image compression subsystem /EICS/ - two-way aircraft laser image transmission
- Secondary radar: Fundamentals and instrumentation
- Communications with aircraft via satellite
- Aircraft communications system — for oceanic ATC communication and surveillance
- EMP hardening of aircraft by closing the points-of-entry — Electromagnetic Pulse
- Optical communications systems for aircraft — A hybrid configured fiber optic data bus system
- A transportable VHF air-traffic control system
- Experimental cognition for qualification of voice warning systems in aircraft
- Radiowave transmission in aircraft landing approaches

### Aircraft Communication

- Software implementation of a PR spread spectrum fast phase locked loop algorithm with new theoretical approaches to the jamming and multipath problems in aeronautical communication-navigation systems
- Ground-based air conditioning in passenger aircraft internal cabin fire protection
- A simulator to produce narrowband multipath effects on L-band aircraft-to-satellite signals
- A review and analysis of the MITRE beacon interference reduction at airports for airports and airfields of regional importance
- A communications system for the terminal area effectiveness program
- A communications system for the terminal area effectiveness program
- A communications system for the terminal area effectiveness program
- A communications system for the terminal area effectiveness program

### Aircraft Components

- Thermal analysis of flight vehicle compartment structure
- Modal synthesis for combined structural-acoustic systems
- Fire testing of aircraft cabins
- Cabin safety by crash survival
- Criteria for large scale fire testing of aircraft interiors
- The aircraft passenger compartment as a temperature-regulated plant
- A composite system approach to aircraft cabin fire safety
- A corporate system approach to aircraft cabin fire safety
- Cabin noise reduction - Use of isolated inner cabin --- in helicopters
- The aircraft cabin as a temperature-controlled plant
- Aircraft interior sandwich panel development
- Cabin noise behavior of a U.S. STOL transport --- upper surface blowing YC-11 aircraft
- Attenuation of light transmission in key aircraft transparencies due to slanting
- Development of fire resistant, nontoxic aircraft interior materials
- Aircraft interior sandwich panel development
- Cabin noise behavior of a U.S. STOL transport --- upper surface blowing YC-11 aircraft
- Attenuation of light transmission in key aircraft transparencies due to slanting
- Cabin interior noise reduction in a large civil helicopter
- Effects of interior aircraft noise on speech intelligibility and annoyance
- A research program to reduce interior noise in general aviation airplanes — test methods and results
Advanced composite materials fabrication — honeycomb sandwich and spar/tub aircraft structures

New technology for fighter aircraft

Application and effect of the results of stability and structural component studies on current and future aircraft

Contribution of materials technology to progress in propulsion system construction

Development of a carbon fiber-reinforced plastic elevator unit for the Alpha Jet

The development of a carbon fiber-reinforced plastic rudder for the Alpha Jet

Testing procedures for carbon fiber reinforced plastic components — destructive and nondestructive

Stainless steels and alloys in air and space-craft

Payoff of the application of advanced composite materials to a fighter type aircraft

Design, fabrication and testing an advanced composite AH-10 tail boom

The wing of a modern transport aircraft

Ways of improving joints in aircraft construction

Utilization of the alloys VT-14 and VT-22 in landing gear construction — welded joint bend strength

Synergistic integration of composite manufacturing methods — for TF-17 aircraft fuselage structure

DC-10 integrally woven polyimide/fiberglass acoustic panel program

Advanced materials and their use in civil aircraft structures

Thermal stability of an advanced high speed aircraft alloy — beta Ti alloy

Lightning protection design concepts for advanced composite structures — aircraft applications

The problem of onboard fire hazard

On selection of a hypothesis on survivability of fatigue damage — in aircraft materials

Composite technology — the boom is under way — rotorcraft materials

The composite technology — its possibilities and its risks /Rego Junkers Lecture/

Polyphenylguanxalines with terminal acetylene groups — for military aircraft construction materials

F-15 composite speedbrake in production

Use of composites in airframes

Aluminum alloys of the 70's: Scientific solutions to engineering problems — an invited review

Development, fabrication and testing of a hybrid composite tailboom for BO-105

Powerlift — Its impact on TC-14 materials and structures

Cast aluminum structures technology — for TC-14 airframes

Advanced composites and advanced metallics meet the challenge of design-to-cost

Composite horizontal stabilizer for the B-71 — Design, fabrication and test

Aircraft composite primary structures in Brazil

Durability testing of the A-7D composite outer-wing panel

Accelerated environmental conditioning of the A-7D composite outer wing

Productivity aspects of advanced composites for an L-1011 aileron

Trapped rubber processing for advanced composites

Design, fabrication and test of an F-14 composite overwing fairing

Airframe composite materials

Development of fire resistant, nontoxic aircraft interior materials

Optimal ride control for the Twin Otter, STOL aircraft

Effects of atmospheric conditions on the operating characteristics of supersonic cruise aircraft

The stochastic control of the F-8C aircraft using the multiple model adaptive control /HBAC/ method
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The development and flight testing of the ZC-88 air cushion landing systems /ACLS/ [SAE PAPER 760920]

Optimal landing control

Analytical designing of soft-landing systems for random scatter of initial conditions and structural parameters

Flight-operations problems related to wind shear in the approach and the takeoff phase

Operational and performance criteria for STOL aircraft landings in low visibility weather conditions

[AIAA 77-577]

Flight evaluation of flight-path control required for the approach and landing of STOL aircraft

[AIAA 77-609]

Category III landing mixia

An airline view of the operational requirements

A survey of the costs and benefits of MLS introduction

The development and evaluation of two segment approach techniques --- for aircraft landing

Noise reduction

Visual aids for steep gradient approaches in low visibility conditions

An electronic time and frequency referenced scanning beam compatible with Doppler MLS

Computer simulation of TCAO MLS candidates in representative airport environments

HATCALS - Ground-derived automation of all-weather tactical airfield operations

The performance of the SPATAC landing aid

Interactive computer graphics in an all-weather landing system

An electronic method for measuring takeoff and landing distances

Visual landing aids for Category II

Spray from aircraft undercarriages at high speed - a model investigation

The effect that the probability of a successful approach has on the sequential landing rate of like aircraft

Measuring the motion of an aircraft with automatic lift control during flight along the approach path

Doppler m.l.s. - The landing guidance system for the future

A study of key features of random atmospheric disturbance models for the approach flight phase

/AIAA 77-1105

An evaluation of vertical wake hazard separation distances for military aircraft

/AIAA 77-1116

Ship landing trials with the BO 105

Analytic design of flight vehicle aligning gear with random scatter of initial conditions and structural parameters

The profile descent --- MTC for aircraft descent

Fuel conservation for high performance aircraft in the terminal area

Feasibility demonstration of the earth referenced maneuvering flight path display

/AIAA PAPER 77-1114

New lidar concept for measuring the slant range transmission in aircraft landing approaches

/AIAA 77-4698

Electronic systems for air traffic control

/AIAA 77-51276

Application of the nonlinear vortex-lattice concept to aircraft-interference problems

/AIAA 77-10349

A flight investigation of piloting techniques and crosswind limitations during visual STOL-type landing operations

[NASA-TN-D-8284]

Landing practices of general aviation pilots in single-engine light airplanes

/[NASA-TN-D-8283]

Analysis and design of an electro-mechanical optical landing system for helicopters at night in varying sea states

[AD-A0253866]

Factors influencing tolerance to wind shears in landing approach

/AD-A0253866

Study (safety analysis) of aircraft systems during take-off and landing

/[NASA-TN-D-8283]

Flight test demonstration of automatic landings based on microwave landing system guidance

/[AD-A0317777]

Effects of pavement roughness on naval air operations

/[AD-A0335581]

System simulation in aircraft landing gear and tire development

/[AD-A034992]

Usage of landing mat as overlay on asphalt runway during military field exercises

/[AD-A033914]

Noise data for a twin-engine commercial jet aircraft flying conventional, steep, and two-segment approaches

/[NASA-TN-D-8441]

Safety criteria for fail-operational autoland systems and their application --- for civil aviation

/[NASA-TN-D-8441]

Summary of buckling and tension tests of landing masts as related to C-5A aircraft bow wave problems

/[AD-A0370003]
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AIRCRAFT LAUNCHING DEVICES
'Ski jump' Harrier /B. J. Mitchell Memorial Lecture/ - curved ramp launching devices aboard aircraft carriers
Corrosion control of high temperature fastening systems for aircraft carrier steam catapults

AIRCRAFT LIGHTS
Wide area illuminator development for US Coast Guard HH-39 helicopter

AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
Interface between maintainability and commercial aircraft space support
Maintaining transport aircraft
Concorde maintenance as seen by the designer - The maintenance program
Maintenance basis for the aircraft Tu-134
Operational experience on engine health monitoring
Inspection of the working order of airplanes and helicopters: Handbook
Design of military aircraft for minimum cost of ownership
Elaboration of a system of preventive personalized maintenance of jet engines
Engine health monitoring in the Royal Air Force
The significance and goals of engineering diagnostics - automatic aircraft equipment testing
Automatic aircraft testing and checkout equipment
Combination of a programmed measuring exchange and the Consul 253 organizing automaton - for aircraft testing
Reliability of aircraft hydraulic systems - Russian book
Some aspects of analyzing the state of corrosion of civil aviation aircraft
Material maintenance Alpha Jet
Avionics design for testability - S-3A aircraft
Selection of an atomizer and its modes of operation for the removal of ice deposits, frost and frozen snow from aircraft surfaces
An engineering approach to estimating propulsion contributions to system life cycle costs
New technology ATN in support of the TAH-6 advanced attack helicopter - Automatic Test Equipment
The Analytical Maintenance Program - No more 'maintenance as usual'
The use of probability analysis in aircraft certification and its effects on maintenance and equipment maintenance

AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
Central integrated test system /CITS/ - checkout three times - - for onboard testing of F-16 aircraft
Fuel conservation through airplane maintenance
Gas turbines in the RAP from a maintenance engineering viewpoint
Monitoring for preventive maintenance in the small fleet
Near reliability of aircraft spares
Reliability improvement warranty techniques and applications - - to F-16 aircraft
Logistics planning simulation model for USARP spare engine management
Automatic systems check-out
CP6 engine designed for maintenance
Bearing restoration by grinding
Environmental effects on maintenance costs for aircraft equipment
Advanced simulator performance specification for an F-111 test station
Helicopter drive system on-condition maintenance capability OH-1/AB-1
Scheduled maintenance policies for the F-4 aircraft: Results of the maintenance posture improvement program
Advanced Fl-16 flat rate manual
Helicopter drive system on-condition maintenance capability
Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System (UTTAS). A critical look at its reparability
Failure mode analysis in the light of experience - aircraft equipment maintenance
Development program for field-repairable/expendable main rotor blades
The use and control of hazardous materials in aircraft maintenance
The magnitude of internal rework on the F-4 aircraft during depot level maintenance at Ogden Air Logistics Center
Field evaluation of OH-1 helicopter inspection systems. Project Inspect, phase 2
Adhesive bonded aerospace structures standardized repair handbook
SPACE: Simulation for the Performance Aircraft Engine Repair Systems
Maintenance cost study of rotary wing aircraft
Precursors for the development of naval aviation maintenance objectives
Fat air traffic activity, calendar, year 1976
Estimation of engine removal times and prediction of replacement requirements
Flying, maintenance, and the sale of parts to the field: Interactive models for H-1 and CH-54 systems
Investigation of factors controlling engine
Scheduling overhaul: T-37/T55
Procurement improvement program evaluation
Avionics design for testability - S-3A aircraft
Maintenance cost study of rotary wing aircraft
Precursors for the development of naval aviation maintenance objectives
Fat air traffic activity, calendar, year 1976
Estimation of engine removal times and prediction of replacement requirements
Flying, maintenance, and the sale of parts to the field: Interactive models for H-1 and CH-54 systems
Investigation of factors controlling engine
Scheduling overhaul: T-37/T55
Procurement improvement program evaluation
Avionics design for testability - S-3A aircraft
Human factors engineering considerations in designing naval aircraft for maintainability [AD-A047156] p0500 N77-33153

Maintenance methods for improving propulsion system reliability p0593 N77-33184

AIRCRAFT MANEUVERS

Optimal control for the rolling pullout maneuver of a modern fighter aircraft p0071 N77-12698

The pursuit-avoidance problem of two aircraft in a horizontal plane p0071 N77-12698

Fatigue load spectra for combat aircraft - Their derivation and data requirements p0069 N77-13775

Attitude instability in steady rolling and roll resonance p0108 N77-17494

Flight simulators for air warfare of the future [AIAA PAPER 77-327] p0113 N77-18266

Optimal control of thrust and angle of attack of an aircraft performing a climb-acceleration maneuver p0135 N77-19329

Estimation of weapon-radius versus maneuverability trade-off for air-to-air combat [AIAA PAPER 77-35] p0037 N77-19787

A subsonic flow investigation on a research body at high angles of attack [AIAA PAPER 77-180] p0012 N77-22209

Cockpit information requirements - Common elements p0164 N77-22729

Discussion of existing load spectra for aircraft and their parts p0193 N77-23472

Handling qualities considerations for ROD flight p0236 N77-26674

Can land-based strategic bombers survive an SLBM attack -- Submarine Launched Ballistic Missile assault on R-1 bases p0295 N77-30494

Energy-turn-rate characteristics and turn performance of an aircraft p0303 N77-31855

Vertical maneuver of a flight vehicle in the atmosphere p0303 N77-31981

Dynamic test techniques - Concepts and practices --- flight tests p0407 N77-38026

F-5E spin susceptibility test program p0407 N77-38029

Aircraft aeroelasticity - Russian book p0447 N77-41575

Command augmentation control laws for maneuvering aircraft [AIAA 77-410] p0455 N77-82759

Some analytical control laws for the design of desirable lateral handling qualities using the model matching method for aircraft [AIAA 77-1085] p0045 N77-82812

Desire-basing simulation results using direct side force control modes [AIAA 77-7118] p0457 N77-43152

Prediction of jump phenomena in rotationally-coupled maneuvers of aircraft, including nonlinear aerodynamic effects [AIAA 77-1126] p0458 N77-83159

Investigation of a helicopter maneuver demand system p0466 N77-43353

Studies on rotor and flight dynamics of a horizontally stoppable hingeless rotor aircraft p0465 N77-83365

Aircraft of wide speed and maneuvering range --- vertical or short takeoff fighter aircraft p0466 N77-83366

Feasibility demonstration of the earth referenced maneuvering flight path display [AIAA PAPER 77-1116] p0507 N77-45171

Complementary roles for BV's in support of tactical manned aircraft p0516 N77-47334

Stability of the pilot-aircraft system in maneuvering flight p0553 N77-49380

Practical aerodynamics of maneuvering aircraft / A manual for flight personnel/ --- Russian book A-86

Air Combat Maneuvering Range/Instrumentation "ICBM/2" p0561 N77-5693

Army preliminary evaluation YAH-1H improved Cobra agility and maneuverability helicopter, adiabatic [AD-A0248050] p0070 N77-12108

Statistical review of counting accelerometer data for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft [AD-A0251922] p0080 N77-13058

The automatic flare maneuver of an allliner --- VC-10 aircraft [YAH-102] p0082 N77-13171

The effect of thrust vectoring on aircraft maneuvering [AB-A0273671] p0082 N77-14174

Augmentation of maneuver performance by spasmwise blowing [NAS-TR-7-34186] p0105 N77-15983

Handling qualities aspects of NASA TP-12 flight experience p0218 N77-18007

Lateral aerodynamic parameters extracted from flight data for the F-6C airplane in maneuvering flight [NASA-TP-D-8276] p0235 N77-19009

The influence of handling qualities on safety and survivability p0237 N77-19044

Statistical studies on dynamic zones of protection during horizontal evasive maneuvers [DLRFB-76-51] p0280 N77-20054


Effects of simulated turbulence on aircraft handling qualities [NASA-CR-152621] p0298 N77-22115

Aircraft motion sensitivity to cross and cross-coupling damping derivatives [AD-A032654] p0337 N77-23130

Weapons testing techniques --- aerodynamic loads during aircraft maneuvers p0369 N77-24115

Estimation of drag and thrust of jet-propelled aircraft by non-steady flight test maneuvers p0369 N77-24118

Flight test and evaluation of RODC (McDonnell Douglas Electronics Corporation) collision avoidance system [AD-A037435/5] p0381 N77-25146

Aerodynamic configuration development of the highly maneuverable aircraft technology remotely piloted research vehicle [NASA-CR-173404] p0425 N77-26076

The need for task oriented control laws p0432 N77-26164

Implementation of task-oriented control laws p0432 N77-26165

Energy management display for air combat maneuvering [NASA-CR-7-0709] p0526 N77-30076

Investigation of flight dynamics during roll [JDF-8/76] p0584 N77-31117

Transonic wind-tunnel investigation of the maneuver potential of the NASA supercritical wing concept, phase 1 [NASA-TP-1-354J] p0586 N77-73115

AIRCRAFT MODELS

On the identification of state-derivative-coupled systems p0011 N77-12498

Use of structural model specimens for verification of aircraft fatigue life p0045 N77-13353

Aerodynamic heat transfer to a hypersonic research aircraft model /X-24C/ at Mach 6 p0051 N77-14557

Method of analyzing flutter in light aircraft p0052 N77-14665

A method for the preliminary stability analysis of aircraft structures - Numerical analysis p0052 N77-19006

Airframe noise of component interactions on a large transport model [AIAA PAPER 77-57] p0126 N77-19901

An experimental study of techniques for increasing the lead-lag damping of soft inplane hingeless rotors p0126 N77-19901
AIRCRAFT PARTS

High-speed helicopter impulsive noise  p0462 A77-4335

Cabin noise reduction - Use of isolated inner cabin  p0454 A77-41774

- an helicopters  p0463 A77-4334

The noise protection area as a criterion for the  p0463 A77-4334

problem of aircraft noise during the take-off of  p0463 A77-4334

VTOL aircraft  p0463 A77-4334

A revaluation of helicopter main rotor noise  p0463 A77-4334

The relative importance of acoustic sources  p0463 A77-4334

generated by helicopter rotors in high speed  p0463 A77-4334

Main and tail rotor interaction noise during hover  p0466 A77-4370

and low-speed conditions  p0466 A77-4371

OTW noise correlation for several nozzle/wing  p0466 A77-4371

geometries using a 5:1 slot nozzle with external  p0466 A77-4371

deflectors -- Over The Wing configurations  p0505 A77-44641

Air transport noise reduction  p0505 A77-44650

Problems in predicting aircraft noise exposure  p0505 A77-44650

Convex 76 - Aircraft noise and air traffic control  p0520 A77-47561

Noise emission of the agricultural aircraft  p0522 A77-49225

Z-37  p0522 A77-49225

The measurement of aircraft overflight noise --  p0555 A77-49656

Errors due to its nonstationary character  [OPEMA, TP NO. 1977-143]

[AD-A039664] p0324 N77-22150

Are wheel-related aerodynamic sources of any  p0559 A77-50461

significance in airframe noise  [AIAA PAPER 77-1270]

Noise component method for airframe noise  [AIAA PAPER 77-1271]

Airframe noise of the DC-9  [AIAA PAPER 77-1272]

Interim noise correlation for some OTW  p0564 A77-51035

configurations using external jet-flow deflectors  [AIAA PAPER 77-1317]

Flight noise studies on a turbojet engine using  p0566 A77-51072

microphones mounted on a 450 ft. tower  [AIAA PAPER 77-1325]

An experimental investigation of helicopter rotor  p0566 A77-51079

high frequency broadband noise  [AIAA PAPER 77-1339]

Some measured and calculated effects of a tip  p0568 A77-51092

vortex modification device on impulsive noise  [AIAA PAPER 77-1341]

- for helicopter rotors  p0568 A77-51092

Effect of forward motion on turbomachinery  p0568 A77-51098

noise  [AIAA PAPER 77-1346]

New developments in blown flap noise technology  [AIAA PAPER 77-1356]

NYSTOL aircraft noise prediction (jet propulsors)  [AIAA PAPER 77-14013]

--- computer program  [AD-A028766/6]

In-flight far-field measurement of helicopter  p035 N77-11045

impulsive noise  p035 N77-11045

A new capability for predicting helicopter rotor  p037 N77-12060

noise in hover and in flight  [NASA-TR-X-74041]

Interim prediction method for turbine noise  [NASA-TR-X-73566]

Further studies of static to flight effects on fan  p0081 N77-13065

tone noise using inlet distortion control for  p0081 N77-13065

source identification  [NASA-TR-X-73603]

The subjective evaluation of noise from light  p0124 N77-14027

aircraft  [NASA-CB-2273]

Test plan for aircraft ramp noise penalty  p0126 N77-14615

evaluation  [AD-A026209]

Noise certification considerations for helicopters  p0126 N77-14639

based on laboratory investigations  [AD-A030208/3]

Data base for predicting noise from civil  p0174 N77-16865

aircraft: Flight profile prediction  [PB-2157689/7]

[AD-A031450]

Noise standards for aircraft type certification  [NASA-CH-15996]

Interim noise correlation for some OTW  p0460 N77-27890

configurations using external jet-flow deflectors  [AD-A039964]

- engine Over The Wing  [AIAA PAPER 77-1317]

Flight noise studies on a turbojet engine using  p0566 A77-51072

microphones mounted on a 450 ft. tower  [AIAA PAPER 77-1325]

An experimental investigation of helicopter rotor  p0566 A77-51079

high frequency broadband noise  [AIAA PAPER 77-1339]

Some measured and calculated effects of a tip  p0568 A77-51092

vortex modification device on impulsive noise  [AIAA PAPER 77-1341]

- for helicopter rotors  p0568 A77-51092

Effect of forward motion on turbomachinery  p0568 A77-51098

noise  [AIAA PAPER 77-1346]

New developments in blown flap noise technology  [AIAA PAPER 77-1356]

NYSTOL aircraft noise prediction (jet propulsors)  [AIAA PAPER 77-14013]

--- computer program  [AD-A028766/6]

In-flight far-field measurement of helicopter  p035 N77-11045

impulsive noise  p035 N77-11045

A new capability for predicting helicopter rotor  p037 N77-12060

noise in hover and in flight  [NASA-TR-X-74041]

Interim prediction method for turbine noise  [NASA-TR-X-73566]

Further studies of static to flight effects on fan  p0081 N77-13065

tone noise using inlet distortion control for  p0081 N77-13065

source identification  [NASA-TR-X-73603]

The subjective evaluation of noise from light  p0124 N77-14027

aircraft  [NASA-CB-2273]

Test plan for aircraft ramp noise penalty  p0126 N77-14615

evaluation  [AD-A026209]

Noise certification considerations for helicopters  p0126 N77-14639

based on laboratory investigations  [AD-A030208/3]

Data base for predicting noise from civil  p0174 N77-16865

aircraft: Flight profile prediction  [PB-2157689/7]

[AD-A031450]
A method for the analysis of nonlinearities in aircraft dynamic response to atmospheric turbulence
[NASA-TN-D-8265] p06a N77-1192
Investigation of normal shock inlets for highly maneuverable aircraft
[NASA-CR-137970] p012a N77-15026
High angle of attack of stability and control
[AP-A027877] p018a N77-17106
(b) ECON 6: A real-time, wide-angle, solid-state reconnaissance camera system for high-speed, low-altitude aircraft
[NASA-CR-137981] p017a N77-17281
Preliminary study of tug-glider freight systems utilizing a Boeing 747 as the tug
[NASA-TN-X-74006] p022a N77-18118
Applications of advanced V/STOL aircraft concepts to civil utility missions, volume 1
[NASA-CR-151987] p031b N77-22096
Applications of advanced V/STOL aircraft concepts to civil utility missions. Volume 2: Appendices
[NASA-CR-151988] p031e N77-22097
Use of engine variables to improve military performance
[NASA-CB-154617] p032a N77-22122
Simulation of a radar tracking a glinting aircraft target in a multipath environment
[NASA-CB-137970] p032a N77-22377
Thrust augmentor application for STOL and V/STOL
[NASA-TN-X-73241] p036a N77-24098
Flight Test Techniques — of aircraft and weapon systems control
[AGARD-CP-223] p036e N77-24107
Overall aircraft systems evaluation
[NASA-CR-137981] p036g N77-24211
Aluminum alloy development and evaluation for aircraft structural performance
[NL-RP-76022-9] p039a N77-25311
The market for airline aircraft: A study of process and performance
[NASA-CR-156617] p047a N77-29100
A personalized system of instruction for aircraft performance
[AD-A039654] p047b N77-29116
Experimental and analytical investigations to improve low-speed performance and stability and control characteristics of supercruise fighter vehicles
[NASA-CR-156122] p047e N77-29136
Compatibility check of measured aircraft responses using kinematic equations and extended Kalman filter
[NASA-TN-D-8518] p085a N77-29143
The development of primary equations for the use of on-board accelerometers in determining aircraft performance
[AD-A039177] p052a N77-30112
Effects of control laws and relaxed static stability on vertical ride quality of flexible aircraft
[NASA-CR-156122] p052b N77-30128
Unsteady airloads in Separated and Transonic Flow
[AGARD-CP-226] p053b N77-30173
Flight evaluation of an advanced technology light twin-engine airplane (NTL-T)
[AGARD-CP-226] p058s N77-33104
AIRCRAFT PILOTS
AIRCRAFT PILOTS
Airworthiness requirements on reliability and control system
[NASA-CR-156617] p087a N77-28100
Army aviation manufacturing technology program guidance
[AD-104087] p052g N77-30074
AIRCRAFT RELIABILITY
Structural reliability prediction method considering growth and residual strength
--- of aircraft structures
[NASA-CR-156617] p058s N77-33104
Reliability analysis of wing panel considering test results from initiation of first and subsequent fatigue cracks
[The 5th F. J. Plantema Memorial Lecture]
[p0947 N77-13752
Crack detection capability of non-destructive inspection methods in relation to the airworthiness of aircraft
[NASA-CR-156617] p094a N77-13781
Concorde has designed-in reliability --- hydraulics control system
[NASA-CR-156617] p099a N77-16749
The impact of despatchability and civil airworthiness requirements on reliability and engine control system design
[p102a N77-17425
Realization problems concerning reliable CCR flight guidance systems
[DGLOW PAPER 76-243] p015b N77-21878
Inspection history of the working order of airplanes and helicopters: Handbook
[AD-A222824] p163 N77-22841
Qualification and in-service evaluation of the A-7D composite outer wing
[AD-A022824] p211 N77-25815
External force balance - The measurement of inflight loads on F-10 external stores
---
AIRCRAFT SAFETY CONF

Accident research at the United States Army Agency for Aviation Safety — An overview

In-flight crack detection system for the C-135 lower center wing skin

Wind shear - An update --- aircraft hazard

Summastrøm maintains lead in GPWS battle - Mark II systems on offer --- Ground ProximityWarning Systems

Theory and practice of designing passenger aircraft --- Russian book

Flight safety in the air transportation system

Computer estimates of flight safety

A matrix method for estimating aircraft system reliability

Air-derived vs ground-derived ATC functions

An approach to aircraft ordnance test requirements of MIL-E-6051D

Aircraft fire detection and suppression system

Fire testing of aircraft cabins

Pro-active agents in jet fuels

Cabin safety by crash survival [SAC PAPER 770485]


Performance and safety aspects of the XV-15 tilt rotor research aircraft [ABS 77-33-18]

Criteria for large scale fire testing of aircraft interiors

The airport and fire from the airport fire chief’s view

An evaluation of worldwide transport aircraft fire experiences

Vehicles and extinguishants --- foams for aircraft fires

Combined agent techniques and new agent developments --- in aircraft fire fighting

Safety on board/evacuation procedures and training of cabin crew

A composite system approach to aircraft cabin fire safety

Improving fire prevention measures on board commercial transport aircraft

The aircraft and fire from the operator’s view

Basic safety concepts --- of air transport compared with other travel modes

Investigation of the vulnerability of powered-lift STOL’s to wind shear [ATLA 77-1120]

Control of rare events by aircraft system design regulation - Impact on operations [ATLA PAPER 77-1258]

Lightning-hazard assessment - A first-pass probabilistic model --- for aircraft

Survival and Flight Equipment Association, Annual Symposium, 14th, San Diego, Calif., September 13-14, 1976, Proceedings

SENDs /Safe Ejection Envelope Display System/

Fluid thrust vector control systems for ejection seats

SUBJECT INDEX

Fluidic event sequencing subyestes for AKES ---

Aircraft Automated Escape Systems

Proposed helicopter safety system for catastrophic failures

Evaluation of inflatable ‘air bag’ occupant restraint systems for aircraft application

The need for a workable collision avoidance system - Now --- in civil aviation

Aircraft ground fire suppression and rescue systems. Characteristics of kinematic jet fuel fires cascading and rod fuel geometries

Wind shear --- An update --- aircraft hazard

Evaluation of inflatable ‘air bag’ occupant restraint systems for aircraft application

The need for a workable collision avoidance system - Now --- in civil aviation

Materials research for aircraft fire safety

An accident analysis of fighter aircraft in relation to modifications introduced and new developments

Aviation safety and operation problems research and technology

Study (safety analysis) of aircraft systems during take-off and landing

The influence of handling qualities on safety and survivability

Design of helicopters for survivability

A method of analysis for general aviation airplane structural crashworthiness

Aircraft fire suppression and rescue systems. Characteristics of kinematic jet fuel fires cascading and rod fuel geometries

The need for a workable collision avoidance system - Now --- in civil aviation

Materials research for aircraft fire safety

An accident analysis of fighter aircraft in relation to modifications introduced and new developments

Aviation safety and operation problems research and technology

Study (safety analysis) of aircraft systems during take-off and landing

The influence of handling qualities on safety and survivability

Design of helicopters for survivability

A method of analysis for general aviation airplane structural crashworthiness

Evaluation of inflatable ‘air bag’ occupant restraint systems for aircraft application

The need for a workable collision avoidance system - Now --- in civil aviation

Materials research for aircraft fire safety

An accident analysis of fighter aircraft in relation to modifications introduced and new developments

Aviation safety and operation problems research and technology

Study (safety analysis) of aircraft systems during take-off and landing

The influence of handling qualities on safety and survivability

Design of helicopters for survivability

A method of analysis for general aviation airplane structural crashworthiness
AIRCRAFT STABILITY

NASA aviation safety reporting system
[ AIAA PAPEB 77-20028 ] p0328 A77-22567
SRDS technical program document: Fiscal year 1977
engineering and development approved programs
[ AD-A034195 ] p0365 A77-20476
Safety criteria for full-operational autoland
systems and their application — for civil application
[ AD-A040759 ] p0375 A77-25058
Longitudinal separation analysis of the central
east pacific track system
[ AIAA PAPEB 77-29117 ] p0488 A77-29117
Bird strike hazards: A bibliography, 1971 - 1976
[ SAL-BIBL-DER-77 ] p0507 A77-33131
AIRCRAFT SPECIFICATIONS

The Hawker-Siddeley HS 125-700
[ AD-A029359 ] p0527 A77-27620
Test flying the VPW 614. I - Airframe development
[ AIAA PAPEB 77-887 ] p0536 A77-24099
Consistency in aircraft structural and flight
control analysis
[ AIAA PAPEB 77-3213 ] p0597 A77-33213
AIRCRAFT STABILITY

An analytical method for ride quality of flexible
airplanes
[ AD-A029354 ] p0006 A77-11278
A wing on the SA.341 Gazelle helicopter and its
effects
[ AIAA PAPEB 77-17494 ] p0006 A77-11282
A recursive on-line estimation method with
application to aircraft dynamics parameter
identification
[ AIAA PAPEB 77-4316 ] p0054 A77-15033
Parameter identification and study of properties
within the scope of flight testing a
high-performance aircraft
[ DGLR PAPER 76-220 ] p0090 A77-16528
Flight-characteristics requirements concerning
static stability in supersonic flight
[ DGLR PAPER 76-199 ] p0091 A77-16536
Theoretical and experimental investigation of the
departure characteristics of external stores
which are dropped from an aircraft
[ DGLR PAPER 76-202 ] p0094 A77-16569
Handling qualities evaluation of helicopters with
different stability and control characteristics
[ AIAA PAPEB 77-38028 ] p1017 A77-17009
Attitude instability in steady rolling and roll
canard fighter configuration
[ AIAA PAPEB 77-37943 ] p0005 A77-17043
A model control technique and its application to
stabilization of rotorcraft flight
[ AIAA PAPEB 77-17994 ] p0116 A77-19837
A rational new approach to the response of an
disturbance model for the approach flight phase
[ AIAA PAPEB 77-17983 ] p0139 A77-19837
As an analytical method for ride quality of flexible
airplanes
[ DGLR PAPER 76-202 ] p0143 A77-20080
Effects of artificial stability on configuration
[ AIAA PAPEB 77-38028 ] p0153 A77-20719
Methods and techniques of vibration testing in
flight
[ AIAA PAPEB 77-38028 ] p0154 A77-20908
Improvement of the structure-dynamical properties
of aircraft with CCV systems
[ DGLR PAPER 76-237 ] p0156 A77-21076
Possibilities and solution methods of CCV technology
[ DGLR PAPER 76-236 ] p0156 A77-21079
Y-5E spin susceptibility test
[ AIAA PAPEB 77-38028 ] p0158 A77-22206
Practical aerodynamics of the Yak-18T airplane ---
Russian book
[ AIAA PAPEB 77-38028 ] p0162 A77-22500
AIRCRAFT STABILITY
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Evaluation of boattail geometry and exhaust plume

temperature effects on nozzle afterbody drag at

transonic Mach numbers

[AD-A030852] p0225 N77-18076

Experimental evaluation of the effect of rotation

on the aerodynamic characteristics of two rotor

hub fairing shapes

[AD-A033555] p0380 N77-25110

DRAG BALANCE

U AERODYNAMIC BALANCE

U LIFT-DRAG RATIO

DRAG COEFFICIENTS

U AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS

U AERODYNAMIC DRAG

DRAG DEVICES

U AERODYNAMIC DEVICES

U LEADING EDGE SLATS

U SPOILERS

U TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS

U WING FLAPS

DRAG EFFECT

U DRAG

DRAG MEASUREMENTS

Form drag, skin friction, and vortex shedding

frequencies for subsonic and transonic

crossflows on circular cylinder

[AIAA PAPER 77-087] p0361 A77-37034

Drag evaluation of the Bellanca Skycricket II

[SAA PAPER 770472] p0394 A77-37099

Comparison of a new method for measuring aircraft

power and drag in flight with a standard technique

[SAA PAPER 770475] p0394 A77-37093

Spanwise variation of potential form drag ---

finite element method

[NASA-CR-151160] p0331 N77-23005

Calculations, and comparison with ideal

minimum, of trimmed drag for conventional and

canard configurations having various levels of
DYNAMIC CONTROL

- Aircraft Stability
- Attitude Stability
- Boundary Layer Stability
- Combustion Stability
- Control Stability
- Directional Stability
- Drag
- Dynamic Pressure
- Dynamic Stability
- Flow Characteristics
- Flow Distribution
- Flow Stability
- Flow Velocity
- Frequency Stability
- Gyroscopic Stability
- Hovering Stability
- Interference Drag
- Jettisoned Loads
- Inertial Stability
- Jet Lift
- Lateral Stability
- Lift
- Longitudinal Stability
- Low Speed Stability
- Minimum Drag
- Motion Stability
- Pressure Stability
- Rotary Stability
- Motor Lift
- Supersonic Drag
- Transient Response
- Wave Drag

DYNAMICS

- Dynamics of an elastic seesaw rotor
- The effect of varying freestream velocity on dynamic stall characteristics
- Dynamic characteristics of systems for regulating aerodynamic forces arising on a surface in supersonic flow with the blowing of a lateral jet
- Dynamic test techniques - Concepts and practices
- Flight tests
- Unsteady processes in aircraft piston compressors
- Russian book
- Method of discrete modeling and its application to estimation of TF30 engine variables
- Influence of runway roughness on the dynamic behaviour of aircraft at take-off
- Calculated dynamic characteristics of a soft-inplane hingeless rotor helicopter
- Methods of analyzing wind-tunnel data for dynamic flight conditions

DYNAMIC CONTROL

- Contribution to the solution of the basic control problem for a discontinuous dynamic system
- Remotely piloted vehicles
- Synthesis of control systems with specified transfer functions
- Applied to aircraft motion in pitching plane
- Analysis of identification errors in flight dynamics
- Design of nonlinear automatic flight control systems
- Simplified simulation models for control studies of turbojet engines
- Optical input design for parameter identification
- The design, analysis, and testing of a low-budget wind-tunnel flutter model with active aerodynamic controls

DYNAMIC LOADS

- Aerodynamic Loads
- Blast Loads
- Cyclic Loads
- Gust Loads
- Impact Loads
- Landing Loads

DYNAMIC PRESSURE

- Surface pressure fluctuation measurements

SUBJECT INDEX

- Rolling Contact Loads
- Shock Loads
- Transient Loads
- Vibration Loads
- Wing Loads

- Search for unified methods of fatigue life assessment
- Analysis of aircraft loading in the case of a multistrut landing gear
- Theoretical prerequisites for determining the hydrodynamic force acting on a needle-shaped control vanes of a fuel supply system
- Investigation of the state of dynamic stresses and the influence of service time on the fatigue strength of turbine rotor blades of aircraft gas-turbine engines
- Acoustic loads on upper-surface-blown powered-lift systems
- Comparison of several aerodynamic methods for application to dynamic loads analysis [NASA-CR-137720]
- Heavy lift helicopter - Cargo handling FTC program, Volume 1: Detailed design structural and weights analysis and static and dynamic load analysis [AD-A000072]
- Rate effects on residual strength of flared structures and materials
- Dynamic loading of airframe components

DYNAMIC MODELS

- Nonoptimality of the steady-state cruise for aircraft
- Method of analyzing flutter in light aircraft
- A synthesis of unsteady aerodynamic effects including stall hysteresis
- Estimation of the parameters of the dynamic model of an aircraft with the purpose of designing adaptive numerical control
- Approximate dynamical model of a turbojet engine
- A linear dynamic model for Doppler radar errors
- Aggregate flow model for evaluating ATC planning strategies
- Modeling and instrumentation requirements for multivariable control of an advanced turbofan engine
- A study of key features of random atmospheric disturbance models for the approach flight phase
- A new approach to model structure identification
- Additional experiments with a four-bladed cyclic pitch actuating model rotor, part 2 of second yearly report
- Method of discrete modeling and its application to estimation of TF30 engine variables
- Optical input design for parameter identification
- The design, analysis, and testing of a low-budget wind-tunnel flutter model with active aerodynamic controls

DYNAMIC PRESSURE

- Surface pressure fluctuation measurements

- AIAA Paper 77-1363
- AIAA Paper 77-1895
- AIAA Paper 77-25281
- AIAA Paper 77-35071
- AIAA Paper 77-38551
- AIAA Paper 77-39490
- AIAA Paper 77-1165
- AIAA Paper 77-4375
- AIAA Paper 77-43175
- AIAA Paper 77-43399
- AIAA Paper 77-13964
- AIAA Paper 77-10006
- AIAA Paper 77-11171
- AIAA Paper 77-149107
- AIAA Paper 77-16061
- AIAA Paper 77-175048
- AIAA Paper 77-21031
- AIAA Paper 77-29087
- AIAA Paper 77-31076
The dynamic response of wings in torsion at high
Airframe response to separated flow on the short
An extended prediction model for airplane braking
Load and stability measurements on a soft-inplane
Cumulative deflection and rigid pavement
Analysis of dynamic aircraft response to bomb
damage repair
Cumulative deflection and rigid pavement
Dynamic response of nonuniform rotor blades
Load and stability measurements on a soft-inplane
Aircraft hydraulic system dynamic analysis.
Calculation of the dynamic response of CCA-type aircraft --- flexible T tail aircraft lateral motion
Experiment and analysis on the flow process
dynamics of the NASA-Langley eight foot
transonic pressure tunnel
An extended prediction model for airplane braking
distance and a specification for a total braking
determination systems, volume 2
The dynamic response of wings in torsion at high
Subsonic speeds
Airframe response to separated flow on the short.
Tail response to propeller flow on a transport
airplane

Subject Index
Dynamic structural analysis
Structural aspects of active control
Impact of a command and stability augmentation,
system on gust response of a combat aircraft
Dynamic stability
Aerodynamic stability
Aircraft stability
Attitude stability
Boundary later stability
Combustion stability
Control stability
Directional stability
Flap stability
Flow stability
Frequency stability
Gyroscopic stability
Hovering stability
Lateral stability
Longitudinal stability
Low speed stability
Motion stability
Rotary stability
The problems of aerelastic stability of ring arrays
An analysis of the stability of blade riser under
conditions of random actions
Longitudinal stability in supersonic and
hypersonic flight
Rotor helicopter system dynamic aerelastic
stability analysis and its application to a
flexstrut tail rotor
Advancing blade concept ABC/TN dynamics
Transfer Function and parameter indentification
methods for dynamic stability measurement --- in
flutter testing
Dynamic stability characteristics of the
combination space shuttle orbiter and ferry
vehicle
Pole-placement methods. A survey of applicable
methods for flight control systems
Handling qualities of the HH-53D in the design
growth configuration
Dynaic structural analysis
Reduction of vibrational characteristics of a
helicopter fuselage model
Application of holography to panel flutter
Prediction of the angular vibration of aircraft
classifications
Improvement of the structure-dynamical properties
of aircraft with CCA systems
Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials
Conference, 18th, March 21-23, 1977, and
Aircraft Composites: The Emerging Methodology
for Structural Assurance, San Diego, Calif.,
March 24, 25, 1977, Technical Papers. Volume A -
Structures and materials
Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials
Conference, 19th, March 21-23, 1977, and
Dynamics Specialist Conference, San Diego,
Calif., March 24, 25, 1977, Technical Papers. Volume B -
Dynamics, structural dynamics
Simplified and refined structural modeling for
economical flutter analysis and design
Some experimental and theoretical flutter
characteristics of an arrow-wing configuration
Influence of structural dynamics on light airplane
design
Influence of structural dynamics on fighter
aircraft design
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DYNAMIC TESTS

Influence of structural dynamics on vehicle design - Governor's view --- of aerospace vehicles

Helicopter aerodynamics and structural loads survey

Engine/airframe dynamic interface investigation using T63/LOE helicopter system

Influence of structural dynamics on the design of large aircraft

Modal synthesis for combined structural-acoustic system

Reliability of compressor aerofoils

Development and evaluation of a method for predicting the vibration and noise characteristics of helicopter transmissions

Structural response of the Heavy Lift Airship

Calculation of vibration modes and resonance frequencies of the Northrop NP-5

Measurement of the static influence coefficient of the AGC Cobra fuselage

Carbon fibre reinforced plastic sandwich beam construction in the main wing structure of a man powered aircraft

A method of analysis for general aviation airplane structural crashworthiness

Dynamic behavior of stochastically excited aircraft structures for determinants of stress and life

DYNAMIC TESTS

acceleration-proof test facility for the testing of aircraft propellers, turbines, and helicopter rotors

Dynamometric test devices for full-scale static fatigue tests

E-2 AIRCRAFT

Hawkeye - A new dimension in tactical warfare

Fatigue investigation of the E-2B/C nose landing gear

E-3A AIRCRAFT

An application of Omega as a sensor --- in E-3A Airborne Warning and Control hybrid navigation system

E-4A AIRCRAFT

A flight investigation of the wake turbulence alleviation resulting from a flap configuration change on a E-747 aircraft

EARTH ATMOSPHERE

NT GEOSFERES

NT UPPER ATMOSPHERE

EARTH RESOURCES

NT COAL

NT CRUDE OIL

EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY AIRCRAFT

Aircraft laboratories and experience in using them for the development of methods and means of remote sensing of earth resources

SUBJECT INDEX

EARTH ROTATION

The new UTC Time Signals --- Coordinated Universal Time

EARTH SATELLITES

NT AEROSAT SATELLITES

NT AEROSAT SATELLITES

NT AEROSAT SATELLITES

NT ASTRONOMICAL SATELLITES

NT ATS 6

NT COMMUNICATION SATELLITES

NT MARITIME SATELLITES

NT NAPOI SATELLITES

NT NAVIGATION SATELLITES

NT NAVSTAR SATELLITES

HBG U EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS

ECOBOICS

NT CLUTTER

ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS

ECOLOGY

E: An advanced concept that promises ecological and economic viability

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

The seat belt light is on --- airline industry economic assessment and forecasts

Cost-benefit analysis for airport development

Civil aviation activities in global perspective

The timing of technology - Commercial transport aircraft

Civil uses of remotely piloted aircraft


ECONOMIC FACTORS

A new air transport policy for the North Atlantic --- Book

Astroglide - The advanced automatic glideway transit system

LTA history and its significance for current events --- Lighter-Than-Air aircraft

Our next commercial transport - Collisions of interest

ECONOMICS

An advanced concept that promises ecological and economic viability

EDDIES

U VORTICES

EDDY CURRENTS

This airfoil in eddy-array and part-stalled oscillating cascade

ENDS

NT LEADING EDGES

NT SHARP LEADING EDGES

NT TRAILING EDGES

EDITING ROUTINES (COMPUTERS)

A hybrid editing system for the screening of inlet-engine data

EDUCATION

NT FLIGHT TRAINING

NT THEORICAL TRAINING

NT PILOT TRAINING

The influence of curricula on aerospace design decisions
GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF AUTOMATIC TV TRACKERS

An electro-optic airspeed sensor airborne

A 2.5 HVA, high voltage, lightweight generator

Fault detection/isolation results from AAFIS

Sneak circuit analysis of military systems

Development of lightweight transformers for airborne high power supplies

Electrochemical battery trends for aircraft and missile applications

Electrochemical corrosion

Some aspects of analyzing the state of corrosion of civil aviation aircraft

Electrochemical machining

EBC methods for aircraft engine manufacture

Electrochemical machining

Electro conductivity

The electrical conductivity during pumping and filtration of BT fuel containing an antistatic additive

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES

Electrochemical battery trends for aircraft and missile applications

Electrochemical corrosion

Some aspects of analyzing the state of corrosion of civil aviation aircraft

Electrochemical machining

EBC methods for aircraft engine manufacture

Electrochemical machining

Electro conductivity

The electrical conductivity during pumping and filtration of BT fuel containing an antistatic additive

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES

Electrochemical battery trends for aircraft and missile applications

Electrochemical corrosion

Some aspects of analyzing the state of corrosion of civil aviation aircraft

Electrochemical machining

EBC methods for aircraft engine manufacture

Electrochemical machining

Electro conductivity

The electrical conductivity during pumping and filtration of BT fuel containing an antistatic additive

ELECTROMAGNETICS

ELECTROCHEMICAL BATTERIES

ELECTROCHEMICAL BATTERIES

ELECTROCHEMICAL BATTERIES

ELECTROCHEMICAL BATTERIES

ELECTROCHEMICAL BATTERIES


**ELECTRONIC MODULES**

Ka-band integrated circuit receiver —— front end module for BPF  
* [AIAA PAPBE 77-493] p0194 A77-21912
Function and configuration analysis program  
* [AD-A036206] p033A A77-23104
**ELECTRONIC RECORDING SYSTEMS**

A low cost digital data acquisition system for army helicopter tests  
* p0243 A77-26915

**ELECTRONIC SIGNAL MEASUREMENT**

U SIGNAL MEASUREMENT  

U ELECTRONIC SWITCHES  

U SWITCHING CIRCUITS  

**ELECTROPHOTONOMETERS**

Advanced in turbine blade temperature measurements  
* p0242 A77-26914

**ELECTROPHYSICS**

U ELECTRO-OPTICS  

U ELECTROSTATIC CHARGER  

Electrostatics in aviation fuel systems sessions  
* p0199 A77-17503

Pro-static agents in jet fuels  
* p0360 A77-37010

Static electricity in aviation and ways of averting its effects  
* p0511 A77-66349

**ELECTROSTATIC FIELDS**

U ELECTRIC FIELD  

**ELECTROSTATIC PHOENOMENA**

The electrostatic sensing of simulated MA-1A gas path disturbances  
* [AD-A036527] p0478 A77-28130

A method for analysis of electrostatic probe signals relating to jet-engine microdistances  
* [AD-A036528] p0492 A77-29164

**ELECTROSTATICS**

Electrostatic properties of JP-5 jet fuel from alternate sources  
* [AD-A02566A] p0703 A77-12232

**ELEMENTARY PARTICLES**

U LIGHT BEAMS  

**ELEVATORS (CONTROL SURFACES)**

Optimal control for the rolling pullout maneuver of a modern fighter aircraft  
* p0011 A77-12444

Development of a carbon fiber-reinforced plastic elevator unit for the Alpha Jet  
* [DGMR PAPER 76-194] p0094 A77-16571

**ELIGORS**

Heat-transfer and pressure measurements on a simulated airplane deflected 30 deg near flight conditions at Mach 7  
* [NASA TR X-3563] p0545 A77-31440

**EMISSIONS**

U ELECTRICITY  

**EMISSIONS**

Emergency power benefits to multi-engine helicopters  
* p0248 A77-26900

Research requirements for emergency power to permit hover-one-engine-in-operative helicopter operations  
* [NASA CR-150115] p0238 A77-19059

**EMERGENCY LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS**

Safety on board/evacuation procedures and training of cabin crew  
* p0444 A77-00936

Handling aircraft accident/incident survivors and victims — accountability techniques and body management  
* p0444 A77-00941

Emergency escape from shuttle vehicles  
* p0557 A77-99935

The development of new designs of emergency escape parachutes for ejection seats  
* p0550 A77-99947

**EMISSIONS**

U ACIDIC EMISSION  

U ELECTRON EMISSION  

U FLUORESCENCE  

U PARTICLE EMISSION  

U PHOTOCHEMISTRY  

Technology for controlling emissions of oxides of nitrogen from supersonic cruise aircraft  
* p0220 A77-18024

Considerations of high altitude emissions —— from supersonic cruise aircraft  
* p0220 A77-18025

**EMISSION SPECTRA**

The impact of emissions standards on the design of aircraft gas turbine engine combustors  
* [NASA-TR-X-73490] p0024 A77-10063

**EMISSIONS**

Reduction of exhaust smoke from gas-turbine engines by using fuel emissions. II  
* [ASCR/CI PAPER 76-38] p0467 A77-63989

**ENCLOSURES**

Effects of tip clearance on overall performance of transonic fan stage with and without casing treatment  
* [NASA-TR-X-3479] p0175 A77-16992

**ENCODERS**

U CODERS  

**END PLATES**

An investigation of the effect on aerodynamic forces caused by the addition of end plates to helicopter rotor blades  
* p0019 A77-10024

**ENERGY CONSERVATION**

Energy considerations in aeronautical transportation /The W. Rupert Turnbull Lecture/  
* p0135 A77-19449

Energy and aerospace /Sixty-Fifth Wilbur and Orliee Wright Lecture/aerospace contributions to energy conservation  
* p0357 A77-26934

Fuel conservation for high performance aircraft in the terminal area  
* p0503 A77-64849

Fuel conservation through airplane maintenance  
* p0510 A77-05925

Aircraft fuel conservation technology. Task force report, September 10, 1975  
* [NASA TR-X-74295] p0036 A77-11055

Study of unconventional aircraft engines designed for low energy consumption  
* [NASA CR-135136] p0100 A77-15043

The potential role of technological modifications and alternative fuels in alleviating Air Force energy problems  
* [AD-A039597] p0530 A77-30261

An overview of concepts for aircraft drag reductions  
* p0578 A77-32092

**ENERGY CONSUMPTION**

Energy aspects of YFOL aircraft in comparison with other air and ground vehicles  
* p0461 A77-63333

Energy consumption characteristics of transports using the prop-fan concept  
* [NASA CR-137937] p0124 A77-14029

Energy consumption characteristics of transports using the prop-fan concept: Summary report  
* [NASA CR-137938] p0124 A77-14030

Identifying and analyzing methods for reducing the energy consumption of helicopters  
* [NASA CR-140953A] p0435 A77-27104

**ENERGY CONVERSION**

U SOLAR ENERGY CONVERSION  

Aircraft electrical systems --- Book  
* p0050 A77-14425

**ENERGY CONVERSION EFFICIENCY**

The aircraft energy efficiency active controls technology program  
* [AIAA 78-1076] p0456 A77-62784

**ENERGY DISSIPATION**

Energy dissipation in turbomachines due to boundary layers and their effects  
* p0525 A77-14745

The relationship between the mean depression in a vortex and its rotational kinetic energy  
* [DGMR PAPER 76-184] p0095 A77-16579

Wingtip vortex dissipator for aircraft  
* [NASA CAS-LAB-11645-1] p0817 A77-10001

Vortex interactions and decay in aircraft wakes  
* [NASA CR-20670] p0565 A77-33105

**ENERGY DISTRIBUTION**

Future trends in Air Force aircraft electrical power distribution and control  
* [AIAA PAPER 77-493] p0194 A77-29142

**ENERGY LOSSES**

U ENERGY DISSIPATION  

**ENERGY MEASUREMENTS**

Technology for controlling emissions of oxides of nitrogen from supersonic cruise aircraft  
* p0220 A77-18024

Considerations of high altitude emissions —— from supersonic cruise aircraft  
* p0220 A77-18025
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ENmGY POLICY
The impact of the energy crisis on the demand for fuel efficiency - The case of general aviation
Baseline energy forecasts and analysis of alternative strategies for airline fuel conservation [PB-255350/9]
Aircraft fuel efficiency program [S-REPT-55-633]
Delayed flap approach procedures for noise abatement and fuel conservation [PB-259089/1]
New potential for conventional aircraft when powered by hydrogen-enriched gasoline
Identifying and analyzing methods for reducing the energy consumption of helicopters [NASA-CR-144950A]
The potential role of technological modifications and alternative fuels in alleviating Air Force energy problems [AD-A039597]

ENERGY REQUIREMENTS
Electric power supply in the case of airports.
Energy-turn-rate characteristics and performance of an aircraft
Survey of hydrogen energy application projects
Energy STORAGE DEVICES
Energy STORAGE
Design consideration for the Darrius rotor wind turbines
Rotator/generator isolation for wind turbines [NASA CR-1657] Effects of selected R&D options on fuel usage in the commercial air system
Experimental data and theoretical analysis of an operating 100 kW wind turbine

ENGINE ANALYSES
Preliminary results of USGP experience with engine monitoring and diagnostics

ENGINE CONTROL
N-TURBOJET ENGINE CONTROL
Electromagnetic compatibility assurance tests for airborne systems controls in an HF-polluted environment
The impact of despatchability and civil airworthiness requirements on reliability and engine control system design
Self-correcting control for a turbofan engine
The application of microprocessors to the control of small/helicopter/gas turbines
Estimation and control of critical gas turbine engine variables [ASME PAPER 76-WA/NAV-12]
Selection of a fuel handling system for a small advanced turboshaft engine
Use of a digital computer in an integrated propulsion control system [SACE PAPER 760865]
Multivariable control design principles with application to the F100 turbofan engine
Application of multivariable optimal control techniques to a variable area turbine engine
Alternative methods for the design of jet engine control systems

SUBJECT INDEX
Design of a multivariable controller for an advanced turbofan engine
Interaction studies on a jet engine model by characteristic methodologies
A jet engine control problem for evaluating minimal design software
Analysis of control concepts for gas and shift-coupled V/STOL aircraft lift fan systems [AIAA 77-611]
The M-149 aircraft engine - Russian book
Modeling and instrumentation requirements for multivariable control of an advanced turbofan engine [AIAA PAPER 77-834]
Full authority digital electronic control /FADEC/ preliminary design overview for a variable cycle engine
Theory of automatic aircraft power plant control: --- Russian book
Engine control stabilizing compensation-testing and optimization
Computational methods to obtain time optimal jet engine control
Method of discrete modeling and its application to estimation of TF30 engine variables [NASA-5M-1-3443]
Alternatives for jet engine control [NASA-CR-146531]
Supersonic cruise inlets for variable-cycle engines
Engine evaluation of advanced technology control components [AD-A029571]
Power plant management systems for general aviation reciprocating engines [NASA-CR-151963]
Integrated propulsion control system for lighter aircraft
The benefits of an integrated digital powerplant control system
Output feedback regulator design for jet engine control systems [NASA TM-73776]
F100 multivariable control synthesis program: Evaluation of a multivariable control using a real-time engine simulation [NASA TP 86-946]
Methods of improving the performance reliability of advanced military power plant systems

ENGINE COOLING
Features of the concept of the efficiency coefficient of a turbine with open air cooling operating in a gas turbine engine system
On the concept of efficiency of a turbine with open-loop air cooling operating in a gas turbine engine system
Aerodynamics of horizontally-opposed aircraft engine installations [AIAA PAPER 77-1289]
Aircraft electric machines with intensive cooling systems --- Russian book
Application of differential similarity to finding nondimensional groups important in tests of cooled engine components [NASA-TN-D-1350]

ENGINE DESIGN
ST ROCKET ENGINE DESIGN
Experimental investigation of the near-surge flow in a high performance centrifugal compressor [GHEA, TP No. 1976-2]
Program system for computer calculations of jet engine characteristics --- Russian book
High-nickel alloys for gas turbines
Gas turbine emission control - A systems approach
An engine designer's view for advanced secondary power systems
Two-phase turbine engines - using gas-liquid mixture accelerated in nozzles
Application of simulation studies to the design and improvement of fuel control systems for aviation engines
Contribution of materials technology to progress in propulsion system construction
International Symposium on Air Breathing Engines, 3rd, Munich, West Germany, March 7–12, 1976, Proceedings
A new development concept for gas turbine engine optimization life cycle costs
Some experience with small engines - onboard combined starter and auxiliary power gas turbine engine
A comparison of two transonic compressors designed for a pressure ratio of 1.88
Results of further investigations of a new concept of fuel preheating
A promising, variable area combustor for a small gas turbine engine
The application of advanced turbine cooling technology in the IT701 Engine
Simple complex method of selection of the main design parameters of turbine stages for turbine-engines
Turboengine cycle selection procedures - lighter aircraft engine and airframe design
Pressure ratio optimization criteria in aircraft turbojet-engines design
Aircraft considerations for advanced S.S.T. propulsion systems
Variable geometry for high performance aircraft engines
Theoretical aspects of optimization of aviation gas turbine engine design variables
Analysis of parameters and characteristics of a bypass turbojet engine operating in a cycle with stepwise heat removal
Engine noise - A look ahead
Combustion modelling within gas turbine engines, some applications and limitations
Flap noise and aerodynamic results for model QCSBB over-the-wing configurations - Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine progress
Development of materials used in gas turbine engines - and D guide lines and proposals for a priority scheme
Gas turbine emission control - A systems approach
An engine designer's view for advanced secondary power systems
Flight operations of helicopter gas-turbine engines - Russian book
Engine life, usage and cycle selection
[AIAA PAPER 77-956] p0413 A77-38613

Propulsion systems of the future. IIT
p0413 A77-38805

Influence of atmospheric conditions on the
parameters of a turbojet engine
p0415 A77-39270

Propulsion cycle effects for a two-fan V/STOL
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 77-580] p0416 A77-39477

Aero engine development costing
p0417 A77-40010

Improved analytical design technique for
low-power-loss engine inlets
p0422 A77-40090

The effect of the structural features of a
combustion chamber on the emission of toxic
compounds
p0441 A77-40711

Statistical modeling of the optimal adjustment of
the parameters of a gas turbine engine
p0442 A77-40715

Airframe/engine integration with variable cycle engines
[AIAA PAPER 77-798] p0450 A77-41651

Optimization of propulsion systems for V/STOL
[AIAA PAPER 77-806] p0450 A77-41653

Advanced supersonic transport propulsion
requirements
[AIAA PAPER 77-831] p0450 A77-41659

Supersonic propulsion - 1970 to 1977
[AIAA PAPER 77-832] p0451 A77-41970

Use of experimental separation limits in the
theoretical design of V/STOL inlets
[AIAA PAPER 77-878] p0451 A77-41980

Engine design decisions impact aircraft life cycle costs
p0452 A77-41986

Advanced design procedure for aircraft engine
selection
[AIAA PAPER 77-953] p0452 A77-41989

Life considerations in the engine design process
[AIAA PAPER 77-954] p0452 A77-41990

Jet engines for high supersonic flight speeds -
Theoretical principles --- Russian book
p045a A77-42238

Unsteady processes in aircraft piston compressors
--- Russian book
p0467 A77-43610

Interactive graphics in aircraft gas turbine
design
p0508 A77-45491

p0511 A77-46401

The aircraft gas turbine - Status and prospects
p0511 A77-46403

Gas turbine power for large hovercraft
p0512 A77-46412

Development of an ultra-low-cost gas turbine ---
for BTT applications
p0517 A77-47344

Development of a small, low cost turbojet engine
with thrust augmentation --- for BTT
p0518 A77-47347

Ways of increasing the resources/potential lives/ of gas turbine engines
p0519 A77-47472

Some detailed design problems in aircraft gas turbines
p0549 A77-48001

Construction and design principles of aircraft
gas-turbine engines --- Russian book
p0561 A77-50680

CF6 engine designed for maintenance
p0574 A77-51352

Supersonic variable-cycle engines

Alternative general-aircraft engines
p0105 A77-17097

Research requirements for development of
regenerative engines for helicopters
[NASA-CR-145112] p0231 A77-18155

Methods for comparative evaluation of propulsion
system designs for supersonic aircraft
[NASA-CR-135110] p0232 A77-18156

Variable geometry and MultiCycle Engines
[AAGABD-CP-205] p0320 A77-22112

Opportunities for variable geometry engines in
military aircraft
p0930 A77-22114

Parameters for optimizing engines as a function of
mission
p0940 A77-22115

Advanced engine design concepts and their
influence on the performance of multi-role
combat aircraft
p0940 A77-22116

Variable cycle and supersonic transport
p0940 A77-22118

Possibilities of adapting by-pass-engines to the
requirements of higher supersonic flight
p0941 A77-22123

Variable cycle engine applications and constraints
--- for commercial and military (fighter) aircraft
p0941 A77-22125

Variable geometry in the gas turbine - the
variable pitch fan engine
p0942 A77-22128

Prediction of variable geometry compressor
performances (off design)

Experience with a one stage variable geometry
axial turbine
p0942 A77-22136

Performance, emissions, and physical characteristics of a rotating coaustion
aircraft engine
p0942 A77-22143

Design of turbofan engine controls using output
feedback regulator theory
p0949 A77-22166

Aircraft engines
p0953 A77-30036

Power plant reliability
[AAGABD-CP-215] p0593 A77-31941

CFM56 turbofan maintainability and
reliability-oriented development
p0594 A77-31989

Aircraft engine design and development through lessons learned
p0594 A77-33190

Engine Failure

Self-correcting control for a turbofan engine
p0102 A77-17246

Emergency power benefits to multi-engine helicopters
p0246 A77-26090

The operation of Bell drive systems following the loss of lubrication
p0246 A77-26091

Reliability and maintainability issues in helicopter propulsion and drive system design
p0246 A77-26092

Incipient Failure Detection for helicopter drive trains
[AIAA PAPER 77-999] p0411 A77-38683

Ways of increasing the resources/potential lives/ of gas turbine engines
p0519 A77-47472

Control methods for aiding a pilot during STOL engine failure transients
[NASA-CR-149280] p0131 A77-15049

Stalled and stall-free performance of axial-flow compressor stage with three inlet-guide-vanes and stator-blade settings
[NASA-TM-X-80527] p0492 A77-79164

A method for analysis of electrostatic probe
signals relating to jet-engine microdistresses
p0435 A77-21113

Civil airworthiness requirements for powerplant
reliability
p0593 A77-33105

Development procedures to promote reliability
p0594 A77-33188

Testing simulation of damages occurred in service
p0594 A77-33199

Experimental investigation on the influence of component faults on turbojet engine performance
p0595 A77-33197

Engine Inlets

Transonic performance of an auxiliary airflow system for asymmetric inlets
[AIAA PAPERS 77-168] p0160 A77-19960

Prediction of laminar and turbulent boundary layer
turbulence separation in V/STOL engine inlets
[AIAA PAPER 77-1404] p0142 A77-19983
Survey of inlet noise reduction concepts for gas turbine engines

A hybrid editing system for the screening of inlet-engine data

An unusual technique for engine inlet dynamic pressure measurement

Mask 6 flowfield survey at the engine inlet of a research airplane

Fan inlet for a V/STOL airplane

Comparison of canted with measured data instantaneous fluctuations using data from an engine noise test for the 350 cfm aircraft engine

Inlet Reynolds number and temperature effects on forward flight

Test data report: Low Speed Wind Tunnels Tests of Inlet Noise Suppressor Design Method Based Upon Production of Steady-State, Total-Pressure Data Areas for Gas Turbine Engines

Testing equipment available in France for studying aircraft and engine noise

Techniques employed in analyzing duct noise

The transmission of acoustic plane-waves at a jet exhaust

High intensity noise testing of panels

Powerplants for future SSTs

Quietening a quiet engine - The BB211 demonstrator

High intensity noise testing of panels

The transmission of acoustic plane-waves at a jet exhaust

Intermittent noise analysis and control for light aircraft

Aero-acoustic performance comparison of core engine noise suppressors on NASA quiet engine C

Macroscopic study of time unsteady noise of an aircraft engine during static tests

Simulation of flight-type engine fan noise in the NASA-Lewis 9 x 15 anechoic wind tunnel

Core noise source diagnostics on a turboprop engine using correlation and coherence techniques

Effects of forward velocity on noise for a J85 turboprop engine with multistage suppressor from wind tunnel and flight tests

Flight effects on exhaust noise for turbojet and turboprop engines - Comparison of experimental data with prediction

Experimental and analytical separation of hydrodynamic, combustion and noise in a gas turbine combustor

Gas turbine engine core noise source isolation by internal-to-far field correlations

Measurement of far field combustion noise from a turboprop engine using coherence functions
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ENGINE NOISE

Survey of inlet noise reduction concepts for gas turbine engines

A hybrid editing system for the screening of inlet-engine data

An unusual technique for engine inlet dynamic pressure measurement

Mask 6 flowfield survey at the engine inlet of a research airplane

Fan inlet for a V/STOL airplane

Comparison of instantaneous fluctuations using data from an engine noise test for the 350 cfm aircraft engine

Inlet Reynolds number and temperature effects on forward flight

Test data report: Low Speed Wind Tunnels Tests of Inlet Noise Suppressor Design Method Based Upon Production of Steady-State, Total-Pressure Data Areas for Gas Turbine Engines

Testing equipment available in France for studying aircraft and engine noise

Techniques employed in analyzing duct noise

The transmission of acoustic plane-waves at a jet exhaust

High intensity noise testing of panels

Powerplants for future SSTs

Quietening a quiet engine - The BB211 demonstrator

High intensity noise testing of panels

The transmission of acoustic plane-waves at a jet exhaust

Intermittent noise analysis and control for light aircraft

Aero-acoustic performance comparison of core engine noise suppressors on NASA quiet engine C

Macroscopic study of time unsteady noise of an aircraft engine during static tests

Simulation of flight-type engine fan noise in the NASA-Lewis 9 x 15 anechoic wind tunnel

Core noise source diagnostics on a turboprop engine using correlation and coherence techniques

Effects of forward velocity on noise for a J85 turboprop engine with multistage suppressor from wind tunnel and flight tests

Flight effects on exhaust noise for turbojet and turboprop engines - Comparison of experimental data with prediction

Experimental and analytical separation of hydrodynamic, combustion and noise in a gas turbine combustor

Gas turbine engine core noise source isolation by internal-to-far field correlations

Measurement of far field combustion noise from a turboprop engine using coherence functions

[AD-A036154] [AIAA PAPER 77-2518] Maintenance methods for improving propulsion system reliability

The evolution and control of different performance degradation processes in modern propulsion systems -- monitoring jet engines

Methods of improving the performance reliability of advanced military power plant systems

Preliminary results of DSAF experience with engine monitoring and diagnostics

ENGINE NOISE - V/STOL ENGINE NOISE

Aircraft noise analysis and control for light aircraft

Aero-acoustic performance comparison of core engine noise suppressors on NASA quiet engine C

Macroscopic study of time unsteady noise of an aircraft engine during static tests

Simulation of flight-type engine fan noise in the NASA-Lewis 9 x 15 anechoic wind tunnel

Core noise source diagnostics on a turboprop engine using correlation and coherence techniques

Effects of forward velocity on noise for a J85 turboprop engine with multistage suppressor from wind tunnel and flight tests

Flight effects on exhaust noise for turbojet and turboprop engines - Comparison of experimental data with prediction

Experimental and analytical separation of hydrodynamic, combustion and noise in a gas turbine combustor

Gas turbine engine core noise source isolation by internal-to-far field correlations

Measurement of far field combustion noise from a turboprop engine using coherence functions
A novel concept for suppressing internally
generated aircraft engine noise

Experimental clean combustor program: Noise study

Simulation of flight-type engine fan noise in the
NASA-Lewis 9151 anechoic wind tunnel

Effects of forward velocity on noise for a J85
supersonic jet engine with supersonic suppressor from
vand tannel and flight tests

Macroscopic study of time unsteady noise of an
engine aircraft during static tests

Core noise source diagnostics on a turbofan engine
using correlation and coherence techniques

Interim prediction method for turbine noise

Acoustics and method for jet noise suppression

The 727/J78D jet and fan noise flight effects study

Core noise measurements on a TF-102 turbofan engine

Theoretical and experimental investigation of
noise shielding for jet engines --- acoustic and
erodynamic interference measurements

Gas turbine engine exhaust noise

Aerodynamic and aerodynamic performance of a
1.5-pressure-ratio, 1.83-meter (6 ft) diameter
fan stage for turbofan engines

The generation and radiation of supersonic jet
noise. Volume 2: Studies of jet noise,
turbulence structure and laser velocimetry

The generation and radiation of supersonic jet
noise. Volume 3: Studies of jet noise,
turbulence structure and laser velocimetry

The generation and radiation of supersonic jet
noise. Volume 4: Shock-associated noise data

Combustion noise investigation --- predicting
direct and indirect noise from aircraft engines

Acoustic noise investigation --- predicting
direct and indirect noise from aircraft engines

Aero-acoustic performance comparison of core
engine noise suppressors on NASA quiet engine C

Acoustic performance of inlet multiple-pulse-tone
suppressors installed on NASA quiet engine C

Summary of forward velocity effects on fan noise

State-of-the-art of turbofan engine noise control

High velocity jet noise source location and
detection: Task 4: Development/evaluation of
techniques for inflight investigation

Supersonic jet exhaust noise investigation.
Volume 4: Acoustic far-field/near-field data

Investigation of feasible nozzle configurations
for noise reduction in turbofan and turbojet
Estimation of automated GTE test system characteristics — Gas Turbine Engine

CF6 engine designed for maintenance

Core noise measurements on a TF-102 turbofan engine

Vibration tests on aircraft engines

NASA 30,000-hour test demonstration of closed Brayton cycle reliability

Wide bandwidth gas temperature measurements in combustor and combustor exhaust gases

A microprocessor controlled pressure scanning system

YJ101/YF-17 flight test experience

T700 engine flight test experience on OTAS and AAR

Altitude engine test of a turbofan exhaust gas mixer to conserve fuel

Determination of acceptance-inspection parameters for gas-turbine engines

An investigation of the aerodynamics and cooling of a horizontally-opposed engine installation

A discussion of reasons for condemning engine components before reaching their design fatigue life

Propulsion system duty cycle - The Navy's new look

Accelerated mission testing of gas turbine engines

Vibroacoustical method for determining the technical state of aircraft turbine engines

Separation and investigation of wear particles from aircraft engines

Simulated flight endurance testing of a smaller helicopter turbofan engine

Testing of propulsion system diagnostic equipment — aircraft engine monitoring and inspection systems

The airjet distortion generator system - A new tool for aircraft turbine engine testing

Equivalent testing of gas turbine engines — Russian book

Determining gas turbine engine tolerance monitoring parameters

Macroscopic study of time unsteady noise of an aircraft engine during static tests

Engine control stabilizing compensation-testing and optimization

Development of an ultra-low-cost gas turbine — engine for BP7 applications

CF6 engine designed for maintenance

Supersonic variable-cycle engines — [NASA-PAPER 77-5352]

Review of measurement and testing problems — of aircraft emissions

Review of measurement and testing problems

Supersonic powerplant testing for preflight performance evaluation

Performance, emissions, and physical characteristics of a rotating combustion aircraft engine

Full-scale altitude engine test of a turbofan exhaust-gas-forced mixer to reduce thrust — specific fuel combustion

Effect of slotted, casing treatment with change in Reynolds number index on performance of a jet engine

CPM56 turbofan maintainability and reliability-oriented development

Progress in determining service life by endurance tests — Concorde aircraft

Accelerated mission test: A vital reliability tool

Experimental investigation on the influence of component faults on turbojet engine performance

Some engineering problems in the Royal Air Force

ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT

ENGINEERS

AIR BREATHING ENGINES

BRISTOL-SIDDELEY OLYMPUS 593 ENGINE

DUCTED FAN ENGINES

GAS TURBINE ENGINES

HELICOPTER ENGINES

HYDROGEN OXIDIZER ENGINES

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

J-79 ENGINE

J-85 ENGINE

JET ENGINES

PISTON ENGINES

RADJET ENGINES

ROCKET ENGINES

SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RADJET ENGINES

T-53 ENGINE

T-63 ENGINE

TP-30 ENGINE

TP-34 ENGINE

TURBINE ENGINES

TURBOPROP ENGINES

TURBOJET ENGINES

TURBOFAN ENGINES

VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINES

VERTIBLE ENGINES

WANKEL ENGINES

High temperature thermocouple system for advanced aircraft turbine engines — [AD-A025500]

F100 multivariable control system engine models/design criteria — [AD-A023532]

ENHANCEMENT

AGRETATION

ENTRAINTMENT

Theoretical prediction of over-wing-blowing aerodynamics — [AIAA-77-755]

ENTSOY

The entropy layer in two-dimensional flows - Hypersonic ideal gas flow behind shock wave

Experimental and analytical separation of aerodynamic, entropy and combustion noise in a gas turbine combustor — [NASA-PAPER 77-1275]

ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS

Search for unified methods of fatigue life assessment

CONCORDE

Climatic and the climate

Cooling methods for aircraft electronics equipment — [ASRE PAPW 76-MNAS-51]

Relative effects on atmospheric ozone of latitude and altitude of supersonic flight

Designing for long life with elastomers — [SAE TR-1412]

Future air traffic control systems, III

The effect of ambient conditions on carbon monoxide emissions from an ideal gas turbine combustor — [NASA-CH-154886]

ENVIRONMENT MODELS

The mini-BFV, cost effectiveness in a tactical
Influence of environment and production processes

Combined Environment Reliability Test /CERBT/

Accelerated environmental conditioning of the A-70

The effect of Navy and Air Force aircraft engine

An epidemiclogic investigation of occupation, age

Environmental reliability testing of helicopter

Evaluation of helicopter turbine engine linear

Environment

Simulation of a radar tracking a glinting aircraft
target in a multipath environment

F/N AIR POLLUTION

Environmental aspects of airport development

F/N ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION

The noise protection area as a criteria for the

problem of aircraft noise during the take-off of

VTOL aircraft

Convex 76 - Aircraft noise and air traffic control
devices

Development of EPA piston engine emission standards --- for air quality

F/N ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION

F/N ACUSTIC SIMULATION

F/N THERMAL SIMULATION

Lightning simulation testing of composites --- of

aircraft components and systems

F/N ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL

Aircraft environmental control problem as a

result of air contamination

[ASEM PAPER 76-ERAS-13] p0315 A77-19968

Fluidic applications to aircraft environmental

control systems

[ASEM PAPER 76-ERAS-21] p0315 A77-19971

A fluidically-controlled aircraft environmental

control system boardroom

[ASEM PAPER 78-ERAS-3] p0214 A77-26445

Recirculation air cycle environmental control

system for helicopters

[ASEM PAPER 76-ERAS-8] p0259 A77-28217

Variable geometry air cycle machine --- for

aircraft environmental control turbomachinery

[ASEM PAPER 76-ERAS-7] p0514 A77-46948

A comparison of ECS controls --- Environmental

Control Systems for F-6 air conditioning

[ASEM PAPER 78-ERAS-8] p0514 A77-46949

F/N ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

F/N AIR QUALITY

ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEYS

Baseline energy forecasts and analysis of

alternative strategies for airline fuel

conservation

[PH-2935361] p0303 A77-31900

Aircraft community noise impact studies

[ASEM-Ch-1655152] p0375 A77-24638

The effect of Navy and Air Force aircraft engine

test facilities on ambient air quality

AD-A036393] p0482 A77-28630

F/N ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE

F/N AURONTE

F/N ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS

F/N HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS

Environmental tests

Evaluation of helicopter turbine engine linear

vibration environment

[SBB AIR 1285] p0303 A77-31900

Environmental reliability testing of helicopter

systems

Accelerated environmental conditioning of the A-70

composite outer wing

[ASEM PAPER 77-ERAS-7] p0465 A77-43361

Combined Environmental Reliability Test /CERT/ --- for avionics

[p0514 A77-46980

Influence of environment and production processes

on the crack propagation behavior of unstiffened

sheet

[ASEM PAPER 76-ERAS-8] p0328 A77-22565

F/N ENVIRONMENTS

F/N AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENTS

F/N MARINE ENVIRONMENTS

EPIDEMIOLOGY

An epidemiologic investigation of occupation, age

and exposure in general aviation accidents

[AD-A043978] p0488 A77-29112

SUBJECT INDEX

EPFL

G EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVELS

EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS

A versatile environmental cooling air facility --- for
temperature testing of F-3 aircraft radar

Guidance accuracy considerations for the Microwave

Landing System

Power utilisation in electronic loads

The reduction of base strain sensitivity of a

triaxial accelerometer by the use of a mounting

pad --- measuring vibration signals up to 2 kHz

in aircraft instrument panels

Support equipment program for avionics readiness:

Initial planning

A-140
EVACUATING (TRANSPORTATION)

Safety on board evacuation procedures and training of cabin crew

Aerosol evaluation of OH-1 internal advanced personnel rescue boats, Western Gear Corporation model M-422781 and M-4230581, Breese Corporation model ECP-720 modification

[AD-A0376271] p0429 A77-26130

EVAPORATION

Flow of a radiating gas over a blunt body with intense vaporization

p0006 A77-10416

EVAPORATIVE COOLING

NT FILM COOLING
NT SWEAT COOLING

EVAPORATORS

Steam generation with modified H2/O2-rocket engines

[AIAA PAPER 77-889] p0417 A77-38578

EVASIVE ACTIONS

The pursuit-evacuation problem of two aircraft in a horizontal plane

p0011 A77-12652

Estimation of weapon-radius versus maneuverability trade-off for air-to-air combat

[AIAA PAPER 77-35] p1037 A77-19787

EXCITATION

NT ACOUSTIC EXCITATION
NT HARMONIC EXCITATION
NT SELF EXCITATION
NT WAVE EXCITATION

EXECUTIVE AIRCRAFT

U GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
U PASSENGER AIRCRAFT

EXHAUST DIFFUSERS

Some experiments on a radial vane diffuser

p0203 A77-25192

Analysis and design of ejector diffusers for optimum thrust

[AD-A0254951] p0039 A77-11356

Variable-area subsonic diffuser study

[AD-A029352] p0172 A77-16067

EXHAUST FLOW SIMULATION

NT ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY SIMULATION
NT FLIGHT SIMULATION

Scramjet exhaust simulation technique for hypersonic aircraft nozzle design and aerodynamic tests

[AIAA PAPER 77-82] p0136 A77-19815

An evaluation of jet simulation parameters for nozzle/afterbody testing at transonic Mach numbers

[AIAA PAPER 77-106] p0139 A77-19830

Model calculations of the combustion product distributions in the primary zone of a gas turbine combustor

[LAAE PAPER 76-WA-09-7] p0214 A77-26463

Comparison of applied propulsion jet simulation techniques, using models of the Airbus A 300

[TR-DEP-1276-09] p0267 A77-28789

Flight effects on exhaust noise for turbojet and turbofan engines - Comparison of experimental data with prediction

p0505 A77-44462

Streamtube analysis of a hydrogen-burning scramjet exhaust and simulation technique

p0507 A77-48817

Method for obtaining aerodynamic data on hypersonic configurations with scramjet exhaust flow simulation

[NASA-CR-2831] p0377 A77-25082

EXHAUST GASES

Empirical validation of turbine engine exhaust measurements

p0069 A77-16372

Standard reference gases and analytical procedures for use in gas turbine exhaust measurements

p0069 A77-16373

Status review of NASA programs for reducing aircraft gas turbine engine emissions

p0103 A77-17246

Emissions from gas turbine combustors. I - An experimental study on a model combustor

p0715 A77-18646

Emissions from gas turbine combustors. II - Analytical model and numerical analysis

p0715 A77-18647

An experimental and numerical study of the 3-D mixing flows of a turbofan engine exhaust system

[AIAA PAPER 77-204] p0741 A77-19986

SUBJECT INDEX

Gas turbine emission control - A systems approach

p0159 A77-22818

Wideband gas turbine temperature sensors in combustor and combustor exhaust gauges

p0242 A77-26607

Development of a hybrid catalytic combustor

p0264 A77-28595

Characteristics of turbulent flow through a turbine cascade with exhaust through the trailing edge

p0313 A77-33453

Reactant measurements of species concentration and temperature in an aircraft turbine exhaust

p0342 A77-33716

Infrared flow visualization for TBL applications

[AIAA 77-618] p0525 A77-30406

Advanced design infrared suppressor for turboshaft engines

[ABS 77-33-73] p0422 A77-60091

Monitoring Concorde emissions

p0647 A77-40638

The effect of the structural features of a combustion chamber on the emission of toxic compounds

p0647 A77-40711

Reduction of exhaust smoke from gas-turbine engines by using fuel emulsions. II

[WS5/CJ PAPER 76-34] p0667 A77-43590

Characterization time emissions correlations - The T-63 helicopter gas turbine combustor

Gas turbine engine core noise source isolation by internal-to-far field correlations

[AD-A029352] p0084 A77-51037

Emissions of an Avco Lycoming 0-320-DIAD air-cooled light aircraft engine as a function of fuel-air ratio, timing, and air temperature and humidity

[NASA-TM-7-17500] p0203 A77-10058

Advanced combustion techniques for controlling NO sub x emissions from high altitude cruise aircraft

[NASA-TM-7-13473] p0203 A77-10062

Effect of air temperature and relative humidity at various fuel-air ratios on exhaust emissions for a p-norm basis of an Avco Lycoming 0-320 DIAD light aircraft engine. Volume 2: Individual data points

[NASA-TM-7-17507] p0424 A77-10066

High temperature thermoacoustic system for advanced aircraft turbine engines

[AD-A025500] p0307 A77-11162

Reduction of gaseous pollutant emissions from gas turbine combustors using hydrogen-enriched jet fuel

[NASA-CR-191946] p0036 A77-11198

The impact of JP-6/JP-8 conversion on aircraft engine exhaust emissions

[AD-A0265646] p0083 A77-13234

Screening analysis and selection of engine reduction concepts for intermittent combustion aircraft engines

[NASA-CR-130078] p0129 A77-15038

Ambient temperature and humidity correction factors for exhaust emissions from two classes of aircraft turbine engines

[AD-A031923/6] p0172 A77-16064

Aircraft Piston Engine Exhaust Emission Symposium


Development of EPA aircraft piston engine emission standards - for air quality

p0184 A77-17082

Emissions data by category of engines

p0184 A77-17087

Avco Lycoming emission and flight test results

p0184 A77-17088

Teledyne Continental Motors emissions data and analysis and flight test results

p0184 A77-17089

Introduction to NASA contracts on engine modifications to reduce exhaust emissions

p0184 A77-17091

TCM aircraft piston engine emissions reduction progress

p0185 A77-17092

Emissions and new technology programs for conventional spark-ignition aircraft engines

p0185 A77-17096

Summary of the general aviation manufacturers' position on aircraft piston engine emissions

A-142
Comparison of two methods used to measure aerodynamic loads acting on captive store models in wind tunnel tests

[AD-A030208] p0243 A77-26829

Investigation of a larger than A size dimensional configurations --- for determining dimensions of external stores p-3 aircraft

[AD-A030208] p0177 A77-17016

Aerodynamic load characteristics of mix 0.05-scale stores in the flow field of an F-4C aircraft at Mach numbers from 0.5 to 1.1

[AD-A029194A] p0225 A77-18073

Numerical solution of complete flows around external stores

[AD-A028037] p0225 A77-18074

Flow-field characteristics near the midwing weapon pylons of the F-16 aircraft at Mach numbers from 0.4 to 0.95

[AD-A028078] p0225 A77-18075

A computer program predicting external store aerodynamic loads

[AD-A04275] p0275 A77-19995

Prediction of supersonic store separation characteristics. Volume 1: Theoretical methods and comparisons with experiment

[AD-A031388] p0334 A77-23099

Prediction of supersonic store separation characteristics. Volume 2: Users manual for the computer program

[AD-A031388] p0334 A77-23100

Static stability and drag effects of various external store configurations on the F-15 aircraft at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.3

[AD-A039844] p0435 A77-27109

Numerical solution of complete flows around external stores

[AD-A039213] p0531 A77-30422

Active flap suppression of an airplane with wing mounted external stores

[AD-A03887] p0597 A77-33211

EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS

WT UPPER SURFACE BLOWN FLAPS

Recent research on powered-lift STOL ground effects

[AIAA 77-574] p0346 A77-34936

Fluctuating loads on the flap surfaces of an externally-blown-flap configuration

[AIAA 77-589] p0350 A77-34946

OTW noise correlation for several nozzle/wing geometries using a 5:1 slot nozzle with external deflectors --- Over The Wing configurations

[AD-A039213] p0505 A77-44946

Forward flight effects on EBP noise --- Externally Blown Flaps

[AD-A031388] p0566 A77-51069

Interim noise correlation for some OTW configurations using external jet-flow deflectors --- engine Over The Wing

[AIAA PAPER 77-13171] p0566 A77-51072

New developments in blown flap noise technology

[AIAA-CH-145006] p0518 A77-10013

Noise generating by interaction between subsonic jets and blown flaps

[AIAA-CH-145006] p0528 A77-10067

Wing surface-jet interaction characteristics of an upper-surface blown model with rectangular exhaust nozzles and a radius flap

[NASA-TN-D-8107] p0119 A77-13989

EXTINGUISHERS

U.S. FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

Overseas National Airways DC-10-30 CF fire - November 12, 1975, JFK International Airport, New York, New York

[AD-A030208] p0443 A77-40930

EXTENSION

Improvements in aircraft extraction programs

[NASA-CR-145090] p0078 A77-13043

EXTENDING

Filled billet oxide dispersion strengthened hollow airfoil extrusions

[AD-A032315] p0338 A77-23255

BTR (ARMY) Spectrally balanced chaotic landing approach lighting system

[NASA-CAS-ABC-10990-1] p0067 A77-12031

F-6 AIRCRAFT

Statistical analysis of the vibration response of external aircraft stores

[AD-A030208] p0177 A77-17016

Application of pole allocation to the design of stabilization systems, illustrated by the longitudinal motion of an aircraft

[AD-A026037] A77-36980

Kalman filter design and performance for an operational F-6 Loran inertial weapon delivery system

[AD-A030208] p0260 A77-17049

A comparison of ECS controls --- Environmental Control System for F-6 air conditioning

[AIAA 77-571] p0318 A77-31931

LCC analysis of flight recorder for F-6 Wild Weasel aircraft

[AD-A028037] p0225 A77-18071

Analysis of dynamic aircraft response to bomb damage repair

[AD-A025647] p0269 A77-12047

Comparison of two methods used to measure aerodynamic loads acting on captive store models in wind tunnel tests

[AD-A030208] p0177 A77-17016

Research on smart target for aerial combat. Part 1: General description

[AD-A029171] p0120 A77-17050

Research on smart target for aerial combat. Part 2: Technical description

[AD-A029172] p0180 A77-17051

Research on smart target for aerial combat. Part 3: Interface documentation

[AD-A029173] p0180 A77-17052

Scheduled maintenance policies for the F-6 aircraft: Results of the maintenance posture improvement program

[AD-A030196] p0222 A77-18045

Aerodynamic load characteristics of mix 0.05-scale stores in the flow field of an F-4C aircraft at Mach numbers from 0.5 to 1.1

[AD-A029144] p0225 A77-18073

The magnitudes of internal rework on the F-4 aircraft during depot level maintenance at Ogden Air Logistics Center

[AD-A032658] p0330 A77-2008

F-9 AIRCRAFT

F-5E spin susceptibility test

[AD-A032658] p0158 A77-2006

Reconnaissance design considerations for the F-5 multiple mission tactical fighter

[AD-A032658] p0190 A77-24518

F-5E spin susceptibility test program

[AD-A032658] p0407 A77-38029

Calculation of vibration modes and resonance frequencies of the Northrop NF-5

[ELRE-TB-75050-0] p0440 A77-11450

Northrop/United States Air Force durability and damage-tolerance assessment of the F-5E/F aircraft

[AD-A032658] p0327 A77-22558

F-8 AIRCRAFT

The stochastic control of the F-8C aircraft using the multiple model adaptive control /MAC/ method

F-8 AIRCRAFT

NASA's advanced control law program for the F-8

Digital Fly-By-Wire aircraft

[AD-A032658] p0011 A77-14146

Maximum likelihood identifier refinements for F-8C adaptive control

[AD-A032658] p0262 A77-28802

An adaptive flight controller for the F-8 without explicit parameter identification

[AD-A032658] p0267 A77-28803

Specific failure identification algorithms for the F-8

[AD-A032658] p0267 A77-28804

A reliable dual-redundant sensor FDI system for the NASA F8C-DPB aircraft

[AD-A032658] p0267 A77-28807

Status report on the generalized likelihood ratio failure detection technique, with application to the F-8 aircraft

[AD-A032658] p0267 A77-28808

Flight data processing with the F-8 adaptive algorithms

[AIAA 77-1042] p0455 A77-41758

A-144
Linear regulator design for stochastic systems by a multiple time scales method --- with application to F-8 aircraft longitudinal control  
[AD-A030365] p0230 B77-18184

Design of nonlinear automatic flight control systems  
[AD-A030399] p0075 A77-46621

Design of active controls for the NASA F-8 digital fly-by-wire airplane  
[AD-A030397] p0079 A77-10432

Improvements in aircraft extraction programs  
[AD-A030398] p0078 A77-13603

A dual-mode generalized likelihood ratio approach to self-organizing digital flight control system design  
[AD-A030399] p0079 A77-13603
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Fracture Mechanics Design Methodology [AGARD-CP-221] p0327 W77-22554
Practical applications of fracture mechanics techniques to aircraft structural problems p04j W77-22555
Application of fracture mechanics to the F-111 airplane p0327 W77-22557
Application of fracture mechanics in designing built-up sheet structures p0347 W77-22559
Application of fracture mechanics to the selection of aluminum alloys, part 1 p0328 W77-22563
Effects of combined acoustic and flight loads of crack growth [AD-A03573] p0338 W77-23550
Fatigue effects on residual strength of flamed structures and materials [NBS-TR-760892] p049b W77-22956

FRACTURE RESISTANCE
O FRACTURE STRENGTH
FRACTURE STRENGTH
Durability of bonded aluminum structure p0086 A77-13743
A method for the preliminary stability analysis of aircraft structures - Numerical analysis p0052 A77-16406
Optimum distribution of material in rotating disks found from strength conditions p0110 A77-21761
The consideration of damage tolerance in the design of joints --- in aircraft structures p0198 A77-24916
Selecting processing options for high-fracture toughness titanium airframe forgings p0201 A77-25413
Fatigue strength of aircraft propeller blades p0413 A77-24959
Design mechanical properties, fracture toughness, fatigue properties, exfoliation and stress-corrosion resistance of 7050 sheet, plate, bulk forgings, die forgings and extrusions [AD-A036469] p0025 W77-137819
Fracture toughness of 8mm 2024-T3 non clad plate with long central cracks [FOR-R-1879] p0040 W77-14949
Crack propagation and residual static strength of typical aircraft forgings p0327 W77-22556
Investigation of the composition of phenol antioxidants containing zinc dialkylthiocarbamates, used to improve the thermal-oxidative stability of jet fuels

Investigation of the effectiveness of antioxidant additions to a highly hydrogenated jet fuel

FUEL FLOW
Penetration and break-up of liquid fuel jets in high subsonic speed airstreams [AVIA PAPER 77-201] p0141 A77-19093
A wide range no moving part flowmeter — for aircraft fuel flow measurement [ASME PAPER 76-WA/PIECS-16] p021A A77-26450
Jet fuels — Redefining the low temperature requirements of aircraft emissions p0177 A77-39925
Review of measurement and testing problems of aircraft emissions p0185 A77-17099
FUEL FLOW REGULATORS
Oil cooling system for a gas turbine engine [NASA-CASE-LEW-12830-1] p033A A77-23106
FUEL TRANSPORTATION
Results of further investigations of a new concept of fuel pre-accumulation p0104 A77-17247
Studies of transverse liquid fuel jets in high-speed air streams [AD-A032817] p033B A77-23420
FOEL SISTERS
Investigation of the factors affecting the deterioration accuracy of addition concentrations in aviation oils, using the method of thin-film chromatography p0345 A77-33915
Oil cooling system for a gas turbine engine [NASA-CASE-LEW-12830-1] p033A A77-23106
Fuel pumps
Some regularities of the wearing of fuel pump plungers, spheres — for aircraft engines p055A A77-49374
Development of a retractable vane starting pump integrated within a vapor core fuel pump. Turbine engine technology demonstrator component development program, project 68A. Controls development program (part 5) [AD-A029032] p0183 A77-17076
Fuel sprays
Unsteady combustion of fuel spray in jet-engine after-burners p0104 A77-17249
Reduction of exhaust smoke from gas-turbine engines by using fuel emulsions. II [PB-258269/0] p0667 A77-43598
Aerodynamic and thermodynamic characteristics of kerosene-spray flames p0550 A77-48181
FUEL SYSTEMS
NT AIRCRAFT FUEL SYSTEMS
Theoretical prerequisites for determining the hydrodynamic force acting on a needle-shaped control vane of a fuel supply system p0308 A77-32708
Fuel subsystem characteristics for LH2 aircraft p0312 A77-33393
Operational reliability of aircraft powerplants — Russian book p0447 A77-41648
Teledyne Continental Motors emissions data and analysis and flight test results p0184 A77-17089
Flight test summary of modified fuel systems p018A A77-17090
A fluidic fuel and air bleed load control system for gas turbine engines [AD-A035701] p0430 A77-26141
Fuel tanks
NT WING TANKS
Liquid hydrogen as propellant for commercial aircraft [DGLR PAPER 76-188] p0691 A77-16536
The technical concept of the IL-62M. II — Fuel system p0159 A77-22140
Fiber glass reinforced plastic BI-PAC vibration and rough handling tests [AD-A025785] p0443 A77-14188
Design and testing of the B-52, 450-gallon auxiliary fuel tank container [AD-A026283] p0181 A77-17086
FUEL TESTS
Chemistry of fuels and lubricants p0400 A77-14148
Determination of a fuel's thermal oxidation stability by the CITO-H method p0300 A77-14142
FUEL VALVES
Developing an automatic grade monitor for aviation fuels p004A A77-17174
FUEL-AIR RATIO
Emissions of an AVCO Lycoming 0-420-D1AD air cooled light aircraft engine as a function of fuel-air ratio, timing, and air temperature and humidity [NASA-TM-R-73500] p004A A77-10086
Characteristic time correlation of emissions from conventional aircraft type flames [PB-256269/0] p0184 A77-17078
Summary report on effects at temperature, humidity, and fuel-air ratio on two air-cooled light aircraft engines p0184 A77-17086
FUELING G REFUELING
NT AIRCRAFT FUELS
NT COAL
NT FUEL OILS
NT GASOLINE
NT HYDROCARBON FUELS
NT JET ENGINE FUELS
NT JP-5 JET FUEL
NT JP-8 JET FUEL
NT KEROSENE
NT SYNTHETIC FUELS
FULL SCALE TESTS
Vibration tests on aircraft engines p0162 A77-22260
Full scale wind tunnel tests of a controllable twist rotor p044B A77-26888
Full scale crash testing of a CH-47C helicopter p044B A77-26897
Methodology of measuring applied loads in full-scale static fatigue tests p0300 A77-32715
The evolution of the variable geometry rotor [AD-A034794] p014D A77-33794
Full scale wind tunnel tests of a controllable twist rotor p0144 A77-33792
Fire testing of aircraft cabins p0147 A77-34898
USB environment assessment based on TC-14 flight test measurements — Upper Surface Blowing [ATIA 77-593] p0350 A77-34950
Validation of AV-8B V/STOL characteristics by full scale static and wind tunnel tests [ATIA 77-597] p0150 A77-34953
Reignition and footprint characteristics of the YAK 191B — hot gas recirculation into V/STOL aircraft inlets [ATIA 77-617] p0352 A77-34955
Icing trials on the front fuselage and engine intakes of helicopters at conditions simulating forward flight [ABS 77-33-61] p0421 A77-40088
An investigation of the near-field wake behind a full-scale test aircraft p0507 A77-48816
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS

Some results of the testing of a full-scale Ogee tip helicopter rotor; acoustics, loads, and performance [AIAA PAPER 77-1326] p0568 A77-51093

FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS

MT INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
MT LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION
MT SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS

FUNCTIONS (MATHEMATICS)

MT CONFORMAL MAPPING
MT COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS
MT EXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONS
MT GREEN FUNCTIONS
MT HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS
MT KERNEL FUNCTIONS
MT LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION
MT LIAPNOV FUNCTIONS
MT MONOTONE FUNCTIONS
MT NORMAL DENSITY FUNCTIONS
MT PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS
MT MONOTONE FUNCTIONS
MT STRESS FUNCTIONS
MT TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
MT TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
MT WISHBELL DENSITY FUNCTIONS

FUSIBLES

MT SOLAR FUSIBLES

FUSELAGE MOUNTING

U AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION

FUSELAGES

Reducing vibration by structural modification --
helicopter fuselage model [S29E PAPER 1012] p0568 A77-11279
Fuselage analytical weight estimation method [S29E PAPER 1102] p0009 A77-12162
Experiences concerning construction and testing in the case of a pressurized fuselage section with a sandwich-construction design [DGLR PAPER 76-197] p0091 A77-16530
Crack propagation in the reinforced structure of a transport aircraft, calculation-experiment comparison [DGLR PAPER 76-218] p0092 A77-16549
Development of method for modification of thin-wall fuselage-type reinforced shells and construction of a practical calculation algorithm [NASA-P-1793] p0111 A77-17952
Determination of internal stress distribution in a monocoque aircraft fuselage with cutouts [NASA-P-1798] p0193 A77-23073
Synergistic integration of composite manufacturing methods -- for F-17 aircraft fuselage structure [NASA-P-1798] p0255 A77-27092
Aerospalale proposes a new family /A.200/ of aircraft, with 120 to 160 seats [NASA-P-1798] p0345 A77-33968
Calculation of the surface pressure for a fuselage-wing configuration situated in an ideal fluid [NASA-P-1798] p0416 A77-39686
Icing trials on the front fuselage and engine intakes of helicopters at conditions simulating forward flight [NASA-P-1798] p0421 A77-40084
Minimal fuselage vibrations using advanced composites [NASA-P-1798] p0422 A77-40097
The insertion or elimination of fuselage sections and the balancing of aircraft [NASA-P-1798] p0521 A77-47699
Acoustic scattering of point sources by a moving, prolate spheroid --- jet fuselage [NASA-P-1798] p0567 A77-51080
Catapult launch fatigue investigation of the model S-2 E airplane [NASA-P-1798] p0334 A77-11038
Measurement of the static influence coefficient of the AB-1G Cobra fuselage [NASA-P-1798] p0069 A77-12044
Aerodynamic centre of wing-fuselage combinations [NASA-P-1798] p0127 A77-14992
Low-frequency noise reduction of lightweight airframe structures [NASA-P-1798] p0128 A77-15029
Wind tunnel investigation of an unpoweded helicopter fuselage model with a V-type empennage [NASA-P-1798] p0235 A77-19008

The theoretical prediction of steady and unsteady aerodynamic loading on arbitrary bodies in supersonic flow [NASA-P-1798] p0276 A77-20010
Study to investigate design, fabrication and test of low cost concepts for large hybrid composite helicopter fuselage, phase 2 [NASA-P-1798] p0566 A77-24977
Interior and exterior fuselage noise measured on NASA's C-9403 augmentor wing jet-STOL research aircraft [NASA-P-1798] p0371 A77-24713
General study of light plane spin, aft fuselage geometry, part 1 [NASA-P-1798] p0385 A77-25150
Interference problems on wing-fuselage combinations. Part 2: Symmetrical unswept wing at zero incidence attached to a cylindrical fuselage at zero incidence in midwing position [NASA-P-1798] p0473 A77-23080
Interference problems on wing-fuselage combinations. Part 2: The design problem for a lifting swept wing attached to a cylindrical fuselage [NASA-P-1798] p0473 A77-23080
Investigations of three-dimensional flow separation on fuselage configurations [NASA-P-1798] p0549 A77-40214
Some results of the testing of a full-scale Ogee tip helicopter rotor; acoustics, loads, and performance [NASA-P-1798] p0568 A77-51093

FUSION WELDING

MT BRAZING
MT ELECTRODE BEAM WELDING
MT PLASMA ARC WELDING

Advanced joining processes --- CW laser welding, titanium brazing and plasma arc welding [NASA-P-1798] p0065 A77-15500

F/A-18 AIRCRAFT

U F/A-18 AIRCRAFT
U F/A-18 AIRCRAFT

G

G FORCE
U ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)

GASES
U MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

GALAXY AIRCRAFT
U C-5 AIRCRAFT

GALKIN METHOD
Analytical comparison of effects of solid-friction and viscous structural damping on panel flutter [NASA-P-1798] p0074 A77-12456

GALFANIC CELLS
U ELECTROLITIC CELLS

GAMMA THEORY
The pursuit-evasion problem of two aircraft in a horizontal plane [NASA-P-1798] p0011 A77-12452
Estimation of weapon-radius versus maneuverability trade-off for air-to-air combat [AIAA PAPER 77-35] p0317 A77-19547
Minimum required capture radius in a coplanar model of the aerial combat problem [NASA-P-1798] p0458 A77-47926

GAS ANALYSIS
Evaluation of Halon 1301 system for postcrash aircraft internal cabin fire protection [NASA-P-1798] p0169 A77-16003

GAS DENSITY
Quantitative density visualization in a transonic compressor rotor [NASA-P-1798] p0089 A77-41166
Aerodynamics of a confined jet with variable density [NASA-P-1798] p0516 A77-42426

GAS DETECTORS
Analytical study of mixed-flow JT8D exhaust emissions measurements for fixed-probe requirements [NASA-P-1798] p0284 A77-40112

GAS DYNAMICS
U AERODYNAMICS
U AEROTHERMODYNAMICS
U BIPOLAR GAS DYNAMICS

A-176
GAS TURBINE ENGINES

GT BRISTOL-SIDDELEY OLYMPUS 593 ENGINE
GT ETTRICK FAR ENGINES
GT J-79 ENGINE
GT J-85 ENGINE
GT JET ENGINES
GT JETTEN ENGINES
GT SUBLONIC COMBUSTION JET ENGINES
GT T-53 ENGINE
GT T-63 ENGINE
GT TP-70 ENGINE
GT TURBOFAN ENGINES
GT TURBOJET ENGINES
GT TURBOPROP ENGINES

High-nickel alloys for gas turbines

Future trends in aero gas turbine design. II - Unconventional engines
System considerations for reliable strain data from gas turbine engines
Experimental study of combustion time in two-stage combustion process
Selection of compressor pressure ratio of small GTL installed in bypass turbojet engine gas duct
Study of flow swirl influence on axial radial diffuser effectiveness
Heat-pipe regenerator for gas turbine engine
Catalytic combustion of C3H8 on Pt coated monolith - for reducing pollutant emissions from aircraft gas turbines
Turbine blade excitation by an irregular peripheral flow
Empirical validation of turbine engine exhaust measurements
Standard reference gases and analytical procedures for use in gas turbine exhaust measurements
Contribution of materials technology to progress in propulsion system construction
Multidimensional solutions for supersonic flow fields in turbomachines - new development concept for gas turbine engine
Optimise life cycle costs
The development and utilisation of an engine usage monitoring system with particular reference to low cycle fatigue recording
Some experience with small engines - onboard combined starter and auxiliary power gas turbine engine
A comparison of two transonic compressors designed for a pressure ratio of 1.8
Status review of NASA programs for reducing aircraft gas turbine engine emissions
A premixed, variable area combustor for a small gas turbine engine
A statistical method for the prediction of component low cycle fatigue life
The application of microprocessors to the control of small heli-copter/gas turbines
Instability phenomena in the flow passages of a gas turbine engine compressor
Contribution to the investigation of heat transfer in turbine blade cascades in diffusion cooling
Comparison of energy performance of different types of heat exchangers

SUBJECT INDEX

Optimum distribution of material in rotating disks found from strength conditions
Theoretical aspects of optimization of aircraft gas turbine engine design variables
Features of the concept or the efficiency coefficient of a turbine with open air cooling operating in a gas turbine engine system
Optimizing GTL tests on the basis of sequential Bayesian procedures - Gas Turbine Engine
Estimation of automated GTL test system characteristics --- Gas Turbine Engine

Emissions from gas turbine combustors. I - An experimental study on a model combustor
Emissions from gas turbine combustors. II - Analytical model and numerical analysis
Combustion modelling within gas turbine engines, some applications and limitations
Starting systems for aircraft gas turbine engines --- Russian book
Vortex streets in the wakes of subsonic and transonic turbine cascades

Survey of inlet noise reduction concepts for gas turbine engines
The aero engine and its progress - Fifty years after Griffith --- Gas turbine development and technology assessment
Development of materials used in gas turbine engines - R and D guide lines and proposals for a priority scheme
Gas turbine emission control - A systems approach
Fatigue of gas-turbine blades made of heat-resistant casting alloys
Design of nonlinear squeeze film dampers for aircraft engines
NASA 30,000 hour test demonstration of closed Brayton cycle reliability
The super integrated power unit - The aircraft power unit of the future
Flight operations of helicopter gas-turbine engines --- Russian book
Life of gas turbine engine materials and parts under thermocyclic loading
Means of increasing the service life of gas turbine engines
Gas turbines - Operational characteristics and optimization --- German book
Estimation and control of critical gas turbine engine variables
Fluidic fuel control for a small recuperated gas turbine engine
Fluidic compressor bleed valve control for small gas turbine engines
Model calculations of the combustion product distributions in the primary zone of a gas turbine combustor
Gas turbine hot section display concept
Selection of a fuel handling system for a small advanced turboshift engine
Progress in numerical turbomachinery analysis
GENERAL AVIATION Whitcomb Airfoil

Gerbini Air Heaters

Germantown Heat Equipment

A comparison of the results of dynamic wind-tunnel analysis of air accidents involving airplanes or Briefs of accidents involving corporate/executive.

Aerodynamic characteristics of wing-body configurations with two advanced general aviation airfoil sections and simple flap systems.

A research program to reduce interior noise in aircraft, OS general aviation airplanes.

Analysis of selected general aviation stall/spin accidents.

A comparison of the results of dynamic wind-tunnel tests with theoretical predictions for an aeromechanical gust-alleviation system for light airplanes.
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Aerospace Dynamics Studies

Aerospace Dynamics Studies

Aerospace Surveying

Aerospace Dynamics Studies

Aerospace Surveying

Aerospace Dynamics Studies

Aerospace Surveying

Aerospace Dynamics Studies

Aerospace Surveying

Aerospace Dynamics Studies

Aerospace Surveying

Aerospace Dynamics Studies

Aerospace Surveying

Aerospace Dynamics Studies

Aerospace Surveying

Aerospace Dynamics Studies

Aerospace Surveying

Aerospace Dynamics Studies

Aerospace Surveying

Aerospace Dynamics Studies

Aerospace Surveying

Aerospace Dynamics Studies

Aerospace Surveying

Aerospace Dynamics Studies

Aerospace Surveying

Aerospace Dynamics Studies

Aerospace Surveying

Aerospace Dynamics Studies

Aerospace Surveying

Aerospace Dynamics Studies

Aerospace Surveying
Validation of AV-8B V/STOL characteristics by full scale static and wind tunnel tests
(AIAA 77-597)
The AV-8B wing - aerodynamic concept and design
(AIAA 77-607)

BEAK SIDDLEY AIRCRAFT
NT COMBAT & AIRCRAFT
NT HARRIBER AIRCRAFT
The Hawker Siddley HS 125-700

BEAK K awaits effect devices
BEAK IN ATMOSPHERE
Development of an inflatable head/neck restraint system for ejection seats
[AIAA 77-2115]

BEAK UP DISPLAYS
Solid state helmet mounted display and head
position sensing system
p0164 [A77-22733]

BEAKING
A helmet-mounted light emitting diode /LED/ display applied to the aircraft maneuverability
problem
p0164 [A77-22738]

BEAK-UP DISPLAYS
Head-up display in commercial aviation
[AIAA PAPER 77-1281]
P0501 [A77-44333]

BEAKING
The presentation of information in combat aircraft
p0521 [A77-47817]

BEAKING
The A&D and the retrofit market
p0560 [H77-50624]

BEAKING
Head-up piloting aids
[NASA-TP-F-17390]
p0181 [H77-17057]

BEAKING
Electronic head-up display at pilot's eye level
[NASA-TP-F-17390]
p0181 [H77-17058]

BEAKING
Development of an inflatable head/neck restraint system for ejection seats
[A-D-77-2115]

BEAKING
Heat sink structural design concepts for a hypersonic research airplane
[AIAA 77-392]
p0205 [H77-25744]

BEAKING
Super sonic jet exhaust noise investigation. Volume 2
Technical report
p0477 [H77-28146]

BEAKING
Nickel base alloy engine --- for gas turbine engine
[NASA-CASE-LES-12270-1]
p0264 [H77-32240]

BEAKING
Supersonic jet exhaust noise investigation. Volume 1
p0477 [H77-28146]

BEAKING
Heat exchangers
tube heat exchangers
Heat-pipe regenerator for gas turbine engine
p0013 [A77-12528]

BEAKING
Comparison of energy performance of different types of heat exchangers
p0110 [A77-17760]

BEAKING
Analysis of parameters and characteristics of a bypass turbojet engine operating in a cycle with stepwise heat removal
p0111 [A77-17765]

BEAKING
Analysis of parameters and characteristics of bypass turbojet engines operating in cycle with multistage heat removal
p0272 [A77-29515]

BEAKING
Heat-pipe regenerator for gas turbine engine
p0013 [A77-12528]

BEAKING
Low-temperature heat pipes for aircraft --- Russian box
p0467 [A77-42612]

BEAKING
Development of a self contained heat rejection module, phase 3 and 3
[NASA-CP-151109]
p0072 [H77-12068]

BEAKING
Development of a self contained heat rejection system, phase 3 and 3
[NASA-CP-151109]
p0072 [H77-12068]

BEAKING
Heat exchangers
tube heat exchangers
Heat-pipe regenerator for gas turbine engine
p0013 [A77-12528]

BEAKING
Comparison of energy performance of different types of heat exchangers
p0110 [A77-17760]

BEAKING
Analysis of parameters and characteristics of a bypass turbojet engine operating in a cycle with stepwise heat removal
p0111 [A77-17765]

BEAKING
Analysis of parameters and characteristics of bypass turbojet engines operating in cycle with multistage heat removal
p0272 [A77-29515]

BEAKING
Heat exchangers
tube heat exchangers
Heat-pipe regenerator for gas turbine engine
p0013 [A77-12528]

BEAKING
Comparison of energy performance of different types of heat exchangers
p0110 [A77-17760]

BEAKING
Analysis of parameters and characteristics of a bypass turbojet engine operating in a cycle with stepwise heat removal
p0111 [A77-17765]

BEAKING
Analysis of parameters and characteristics of bypass turbojet engines operating in cycle with multistage heat removal
p0272 [A77-29515]

BEAKING
Heat exchangers
tube heat exchangers
Heat-pipe regenerator for gas turbine engine
p0013 [A77-12528]

BEAKING
Comparison of energy performance of different types of heat exchangers
p0110 [A77-17760]

BEAKING
Analysis of parameters and characteristics of a bypass turbojet engine operating in a cycle with stepwise heat removal
p0111 [A77-17765]

BEAKING
Analysis of parameters and characteristics of bypass turbojet engines operating in cycle with multistage heat removal
p0272 [A77-29515]
HEATING EQUIPMENT

HEAVY LIFT HELICOPTERS

- Applications of advanced composites --- in Heavy Lift Helicopters
- The application of advanced turbine cooling technology in the IT701 Engine
- Dynamics of a slung load
- Dynamic stability and control characteristics of the AEROCHANE hybrid heavy lift vehicle
- Heavy lift helicopter - Cargo handling ARC program. Volume 1: Detail design structural and weights analysis and static and dynamic load analyses

HELICAL WINDINGS

- Investigation of an aluminum rolling bellic crash energy absorber

HELICOPTER ATTITUDE INDICATORS

- V ATTITUDE INDICATORS
- U HELICOPTERS

HELICOPTER CONTROL

- Eigenvalue/eigenvector control via spectral characterisation - an application to helicopter hover control systems
- Advanced control systems for helicopters
- A wing on the SA341 Gazelle helicopter and its effects
- Application of Lapiunow model - Tracking parameter identification for the CH-47 helicopter
- Research in multicyclic and active control of rotary wings
- Optimizing the cyclic control response of helicopter rotors
- Handling qualities evaluation of helicopters with different stability and control characteristics
- A modal control technique and its application to stabilization of rotorcraft flight
- Helicopter motion - Equation linearization
- Static aerelastic twist effects on helicopter rotor-induced velocity
- Processor system configuration in the NOX helicopter environment
- Application of a model-based flight director design technique to a longitudinal hover task
- Aeroelastic stability of coupled flap-lag-torsional motion of helicopter rotor blades in forward flight
- Circulation control applied to a high speed helicopter rotor
- Higher harmonic rotor blade pitch control
- Helicopter vulnerability reduction, fly-by-wire backup demonstration
- Full scale wind tunnel tests of a controllable twist rotor
- Digital controllers for Vtol aircraft

Error analysis for combined estimation and control systems with application to Vtol digital flight-control synthesis

Relaxation of rotor limitations by feedback control

Parameter identification of a hingeless rotor helicopter

Digital flight control design for a tandem-rotor helicopter

Dynamics stability and control characteristics of the AEROCHANE hybrid heavy lift vehicle

Is the pilot necessary in a light observation helicopter

Flight evaluation of a highly cambered tail rotor

Meeting the maneuverability requirements of military helicopters

Investigation of a helicopter maneuver sensor system

The remotely piloted helicopter

The effect of variations in controls and displays on helicopter instrument approach capability

Helicopter sling load accident/incident survey: 1968 - 1974

Helicopter integrated control (GAT-2H)

A failure effects simulation of a low authority flight control augmentation system on a OH-1H helicopter

HELICOPTER DESIGN

- Advanced control systems for helicopters
- Reducing vibration by structural modification - helicopter fuselage model
- A method for estimating the weight of aircraft transmissions
- Towards the Starflex concept - helicopter rotor head design
- Hingeless rotor for the larger helicopters
- The application of advanced turbine cooling technology in the IT701 Engine
- The Mist Boat - A life boat for helicopter crewmen
- Advanced helicopter designs
- Maximum rotor thrust capabilities, articulated and teetering rotors
- Advanced blade concept /ABC/ development

A 2.5 MVA high voltage, lightweight generator

Structural attachment of composite rotor blades --- for helicopters

- Structural attachment of composite rotor blades

A-188
Analytical investigation of an improved helicopter landing gear concept
[AD-A029372] p0231 N77-18150
Study to investigate design, fabrication and test of low cost concepts for large hybrid composite helicopter fuselage, phase 2
[NASA-CR-145167] p0366 N77-28097
Experimental evaluation of analytically shaped helicopter hub-hybox configurations using the hub box evaluation rig
[AD-A035584] p0380 N77-25111
Design selection tests for TRAC retraction mechanism
[AD-A037307] p0429 N77-26129
Helicopter noise reduction design trade-off study
[AD-A038152/1] p0430 N77-26418
Calculated dynamic characteristics of a soft-inplane hingeless rotor helicopter
[NASA-TR-73262] p0435 N77-27105
Army aviation manufacturing technology program guidance
[AD-A040821] p0523 N77-30074
Single-rotor helicopter design and performance examination programs. Volume 1: Methodology
[AD-A041603] p0539 N77-31138
Sensitivity of army helicopter operating and support costs to changes in design and logistic parameters
[AD-A040353] p0539 N77-31139
Summary of helicopter airframe testing in the shipboard environment
[AD-A039748] p0540 N77-31444
HELIICOPTER ENGINES
The application of microprocessors to the control of small / helicopter / gas turbines
p1099 A77-17532
Flight operations of helicopter gas-turbine engines --- Russian book
p1097 A77-26663
Emergency power benefits to multi-engine helicopters
p0248 A77-26890
Reliability and maintainability issues in helicopter propulsion and drive system design
p0248 A77-26892
Selection of a fuel handling system for a small advanced turboshaft engine
p0248 A77-26893
Engine/airframe dynamic interface investigation using T63/LOM helicopter system
p0248 A77-26894
Evaluation of helicopter turbine engine linear vibration environment
[SAR ATP 1289] p0303 A77-31908
Incipient failure Detection for helicopter drive trains
[IAAA PAPER 77-859] p0411 A77-38583
Icing trials on the front fuselage and engine intakes of helicopters at conditions simulating forward flight
[AHS 77-33-61] p0421 A77-60004
Improved analytical design technique for low-power-loss engine inlets
[AHS 77-33-71] p0422 A77-60090
Advanced design infrared suppressor for turboshaft engines
[AHS 77-33-73] p0422 A77-60091
Simulated flight endurance testing of a small helicopter turboshaft engine
[AHS 77-33-74] p0422 A77-60092
Engine control stabilizing compensation-testing and optimisation
p0505 A77-84514
Emergency-power benefits to multi-engine helicopters
p0505 A77-84515
Characteristic time emissions correlations - The T-63 helicopter gas turbine combustor
p0507 A77-84824
Investigation of advanced helicopter structural designs: Volume 2: Free planetary transmission drive
[AD-A026247] p0122 A77-14012
Research requirements for development of regenerative engines for helicopters
[NASA-CR-145112] p0231 A77-18155
Engine evaluation of advanced technology control components
[AD-A029371] p0239 A77-19072
Research requirements for development of advanced-technology helicopter transmissions --- reduction of maintenance costs

SUBJECT INDEX
[NASA-CR-145114] p0291 A77-21080
Convertable fan shaft engine (for rotary wing aircraft)
[AD-A03271] p0322 A77-21434
Transmission condition assessment --- in helicopter engines
[AD-A035215] p0391 A77-25170
Helicopter performance
Rheingelos rotor dynamics in high speed flight
p0601 A77-11880
A wing on the Si.341 Gazelle helicopter and its effects
p0601 A77-11882
The problem of certifying helicopters for flight in icing conditions
p0552 A77-14947
High-speed tests with the helicopter combustor
[DGEE PAPER 76-222] p0994 A77-15657
Crossflow performance of lift-fans in tandem --- for V/STOL transport aircraft
p1066 A77-17465
Investigation of helicopter airframe normal modes
p1067 A77-17470
Inspection of the working order of airplanes and helicopters: Handbook
p1063 A77-22451
A prescribed wake lifting surface hover performance analysis
p1063 A77-26707
A low cost digital data acquisition system for arm helicopters
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Internal flow characteristics of a multistage compressor with inlet pressure distortion -- J85-13 turbojet engine studies

Investigation of inlet concepts for maneuver improvement at transonic speeds

Experimental performance of a 16.10-centimeter-tip-diameter sweptback centrifugal compressor designed for a 6:1 pressure ratio

INLET NOZZLES (DEVICES)

INTAKE SYSTEMS

INOCULATION

Development of a controllable particle generator for li seeding in hypersonic wind tunnels
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MT FLUID INJECTION

MT FUEL INJECTION

MT GAS INJECTION

MT LIQUID INJECTION

MT SECONDARY INJECTION

WATER INJECTION

INJECTION CARTRIDGE

U CARTRIDGE

FUEL INJECTION

MT VORTEX INJECTORS

Choice of optimal throat dimensions for the diffuser in a condensing nozzle

Wind tunnel tests of a two-bladed model rotor to evaluate the TAF system in descending forward flight

NASA CR-145195

INJECTORS

MT CRASH INJURIES

INLET FLOW

Heat transfer in the tube entrance segment with initial flow swirl and transverse injection

Supersonic compressors with subsonic and supersonic axial inlet component

Investigation of the flow pattern at the engine face and methods of the flow pattern simulation at supersonic flight speed
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Prediction of laminar and turbulent boundary layer flow separation in V/STOL engine inlets

Flow control in wide-angled conical diffusers
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A novel concept for subsonic inlet boundary-layer control

The variable geometry in supersonic compressors

Experimental investigations of hypersonic air inlets

Study of the inflow process to an air scoop with a screen, using an EDA integrator

Use of experimental separation limits in the theoretical design of V/STOL inlet nozzles

Inlet and internal aerodynamics of a VTOL thrust augmenter

Detailed design of a quiet high flow fan

An application for variable inlet guide vanes in distortion suppression

Stalled and stall-free performance of axial-flow compressor stage with three inlet-guide-vane and stator-blade settings
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[AD-A0358390]
Experience related to the development of high-stress carbon fiber-reinforced plastic structures, taking into account the example of a subscale inlet ramp [DGLR Paper 76-1955]

Some experimental investigations on the improvement of the off-design performance of a single stage axial flow fan

On the unsteady aerodynamic rotor blade loading in a transonic axial flow compressor with steady-state inlet distortion

Atmospheric effects on inlets for supersonic cruise aircraft [AIAA Paper 77-874]

The engine air intake system [NASA-CASE-EC-10761-1]

Flight assessment and development of the Concorde intake system

Effects of simulated flight on fan noise suppression

INTEGRAL EQUATIONS

NT SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
Transonic flows - calculation by integral equation, relaxation and finite difference methods

An extended integral equation method for the steady transonic flow past a two-dimensional aerofoil

A technique for reducing the differential wing-flutter equations to integral equations

Design of airfoils in transonic flow by the integral method

Theory of small-aspect-ratio wing analysis using discrete-continuous calculation scheme - Numerical integration of resolving equations

Derivation of an integral equation for transonic flows

Numerical solution for subcritical flows by a transonic integral equation method

An integral equation method for boundary interference in a perforated-wall wind tunnel at transonic speeds

Simplified solution of the compressible subscale lifting surface problem

Integration of the 3-D harmonic kernel

INTEGRAL TRANSFORMATIONS

NT LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

Fault detection/isolation results from ANPS hardware built-in-test --- Advanced Automatic Fault Isolation System

Ku-band integrated circuit receiver --- front end module for BPR

On the applicability of integrated circuit technology to general aviation orientation estimation [NASA-CR-151952]

INTEGRATION (REAL VARIABLES)

U MEASURE AND INTEGRATION

INTGRATORS

Study of the inflow process to an air scoop with a screen, using an 80DA Integrator

INTEGRAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

U DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

NT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

INTERFACES

INTERFACIOS

INTERFACED

INTERFACES

INTERFACIAL RELATIONSHIPS

INTERFACIAL RELATIONSHIP

INTERFACIAL TENSION

Status of runway slipperiness research

INTERFERENCE

Prediction of fatigue crack propagation in aircraft materials under variable-amplitude loading [VIII-193]

INTERFERENCE DRAG

Jet exhaust and support interference effects on the transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a fighter model with two widely spaced engines [NASA-TN-1-38264]

Experimental evaluation of narrow-airframe interference forces and pressures at Mach numbers of 0.9 to 1.4 [NASA-TN-1-3321]

INTERFERENCE CHARGING

The reduction of interference from large reflecting surfaces --- instrument landing system interference reduction at airports for aircraft communication

INTERFERENCE LIFT

Jet exhaust and support interference effects on the transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a fighter model with two widely spaced engines [NASA-TN-1-38264]

Experimental evaluation of narrow-airframe interference forces and pressures at Mach numbers of 0.9 to 1.4 [NASA-TN-1-3321]

INTERFERENCE MONOCROMATIZATION

U DIFFRACTION

INTERFERENCE METERS

Quantitative study of three-dimensional airflow fields around flight vehicles in the case of supersonic flow by means of optical methods [NASA-TP-1-17428]

INTERPHONE

NT HOLOGRAPHIC INTEGROTRANSFORM

INTERSECTIVITY

Multi-site intermittent positive control algorithms for the discrete address beacon system, revision 2 [AD-0026550]

INTERMODULATION

Test and evaluation of a prototype VHF low-intermodulation amplifier [ADV-0029489/9]

INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
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INTERCEPTORS
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INTERCEPTORS

U FIGHTER AIRCRAFT

INTERCEPTORS
JET A1ECBAFT

JC-130 A1CBAPT

JAHBIHG

J-85 ESGINE

J-79 EHGIRB *

ITERATIVE SOLUTION

ITALY.

ISRAEL

Israel's pride of lions --- Kfiv fighter aircraft program

ISOTOPES

IT RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES

ITERATIVE SOLUTIOH

ITERATIVE SOLUTION

Flow interaction near the tail of a body of revolution. II - Iterative solution for flow within and exterior to boundary layer and wake

Finite element and difference methods for cascades

Supersonic flow about elliptic cones with large semiaxis ratio

The design of lifting supercritical airfoils using a numerical optimization method

Mixed finite element models and dual iterative methods for transonic flow

On the calculation of the pressure distribution of wing-body combinations in the non-linear angle of attack range

Iterative method for thick cambered wings in subcritical flow

J

J-79 ENGINE

The engine actuarial system

J-85 ENGINE

Effects of forward velocity on noise for a J85 turbojet engine with multiple suppressor from wind tunnel and flight tests

Effects of forward velocity on noise for a J85 turbojet engine with multiple suppressor from wind tunnel and flight tests

Internal flow characteristics of a multistage compressor with inlet pressure distortion --- J85-13 turbojet engine studies

Analytical prediction of the performance and stability of a J85-13 compressor with distorted inlet flow

JARMIN

New theoretical approaches to the jamming and multipath problems in aeronautical communication-navigation systems

JC-130 AIRCRAFT

U C-130 AIRCRAFT

JET AIRCRAFT

NT A-9 AIRCRAFT

NT A-6 AIRCRAFT

NT A-7 AIRCRAFT

NT A-100 AIRCRAFT

NT ALPHA JET AIRCRAFT

NT B-52 AIRCRAFT

NT E-70 AIRCRAFT

NT CAC 111 AIRCRAFT

NT BORING 727 AIRCRAFT

NT BORING 747 AIRCRAFT

NT BEBBGJTAB 941 AIRCRAFT

NT C-2 AIRCRAFT

NT C-5 AIRCRAFT

NT C-135 AIRCRAFT

NT C-141 AIRCRAFT

NT CORST 4 AIRCRAFT
An investigation of an inclined jet in a crosswind

An investigation of induced drag reduction through over-the-wing blowing

Laser velocimeter turbulence spectra measurements

Effects of forward velocity on noise for a J75 turborjet engine with multistage suppressor from wind tunnel and flight tests

Streamwise analysis of a hydrogen-burning scramjet exhaust and simulation technique

Theoretical jet exhaust noise model for the duct burning turbine

Jet-exhaust STOL aircraft interference effects on the transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a fighter model with two widely spaced engines

Gas turbine exhaust engine noise

Pollution reduction technology program for small jet aircraft engines, phase 1

Jet flows

Jet flights

Jet flaps

Research in multicycladic and active conal of rotary wings

Recent research on powered-lift STOL ground effects

Flight control system of an advanced air superiority fighter

Numerical prediction of aeroacoustic jet-flap flows

Performance of steady and intermittent blowing jet flaps and spanwise upper surface slots

On the status of V/STOL flight

Wind tunnel investigation of internally blown jet-flap STOL airplane model

An analysis of transonic jet-flapped airfoils with the inclusion of viscous effects

A nonlinear theory for airfoils with trailing-edge jet flap

Flight evaluation of advanced flight control systems and cockpit displays for powered-lift STOL aircraft

Subsonic and transonic similarity rules for jet-flapped wings

Static and wind-on tests of an upper-surface-blowing jet-flap nozzle arrangement for use on the Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSX)

Jet flight

Jet aircraft

Jet flow

Jet engines

SUBSONIC JET FLOW

Application of the method of causality to the study of noise from a supersonic jet

Self-similar representation of the structure of the gasdynamic region during discharge of a highly underexpanded gas jet into a supersonic wake flow

Investigation of strongly underexpanded submerged jets

Turbulence generated noise on either side of a double layer jet

The formation of a quasi-steady jet inside a nozzle during the shock starting of the nozzle

A numerical solution of the axisymmetric jet counterflow problem

A study of free jets and jets launched from the base of a cylinder inserted in a supersonic stream

Theoretical prediction of over-wing-blowing aerodynamics

Development of prediction techniques for multi-jet thermal ground flow fields and fountain formation generated by V/STOL aircraft

Jetting of jets, wakes, and vortices on lifting surfaces

Jet impingement

Pressure loss coefficient of impingement cooled leading edge system of a turbine blade

Determination of magnitudes of the parameters characterizing ducted air scoop operation downstream --- for airplane deceleration

Vertical takeoff lift augmentation --- "sculpted deck" concept

Influence of the parameters of gas jets impinging on a wall on the suction of a circular wing

Semiautonomous theory of the generation of discrete tones by a supersonic underexpanded jet impinging on an obstacle

Computations and measurements of two-dimensional turbulent jet impingement flowfields

Fluctuating loads on the flap surfaces of an externally-blown-flap configuration

Surface fluctuating pressure measurements on a 1/4-scale TC-14 boilerplate model

A basic study of the VTOL ground effect problem for planar flow

Development of prediction techniques for rurals-jet thermal ground flow fields and fountain formation generated by V/STOL aircraft

Normal impingement of a supersonic jet on a plane: A basic study of shock-interference heating

Jet lifting

Operational experience with light lift/cruise --- V/STOL aircraft propulsion system performance

Flow effects at cross blown lifting jets of V/STOL aircraft and their reactions on aerodynamic forces and moments of the nacelle

Flow effects with cross-blowing lifting jets of V/STOL aircraft and their reactions on aerodynamic forces and moments of the airframe

Jet mixing flow

Penetration and mixing of liquid injected into supersonic transverse gas stream

Heat diffusion as a source of aerodynamic sound

An experimental and numerical study of the J-D mixing flows of a turbomachinery engine exhaust system

An approximate calculation of the critical performance of an ejector with a slotted nozzle

Experimental and numerical study of constant diameter ducted jet mixing
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>KALMAN FILTERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prediction of three-dimensional turbulent mixing in an ejector</td>
<td>The consideration of damage tolerance in the design of joints — in aircraft structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 77-706] p0362 A77-37049</td>
<td>p0168 A77-44916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerodynamics of a confined jet with variable density</td>
<td>Damage tolerance analysis of an aircraft structural joint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0516 A77-47248</td>
<td>p0148 A77-44917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The initial region of subsonic coaxial jets, II</td>
<td>Fretting corrosion in slit joints in planetary reduction gears of high-pressure turbines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0555 A77-49564</td>
<td>p0045 A77-32711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coherent structures in the mixing zone of a subsonic hot free jet</td>
<td>Bearing materials and frictional units for operation without lubricant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ONERA, TP No. 1577-81] p0562 A77-50989</td>
<td>p0405 A77-37183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New scaling laws for hot and cold jet mixing noise</td>
<td>Recommended design for rigid-flexible airframe pavement junctures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>based on a geometric acoustics model</td>
<td>[AD-A031351] p0284 A77-20122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0565 A77-51047</td>
<td>Investigating of grease-lubricated expendable spline connections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet noise --- from jet mixing flow and shock waves</td>
<td>p0187 A77-25183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p023A A77-18997</td>
<td>Exploratory development on durability of adhesive bonded joints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigation of the effects of a moving acoustic medium on jet noise measurements</td>
<td>p0534 A77-30294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CR-152038] p0497 A77-29921</td>
<td>JOURNAL BEARINGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JET NOISE</td>
<td>Design of nonlinear squeeze film dampers for aircraft engines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JET AIRCRAFT NOISE</td>
<td>p0189 A77-24488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JET BOOMS</td>
<td>JOURNALS (SHAFTS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet engine nozzles</td>
<td>U SHAFTS (MECHANICAL ELEMENTS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p016S A77-22929</td>
<td>JP-4 JET FUEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static performance of vectoring/reversing ram-aaxisymmetric nozzles</td>
<td>Axes T-3 fire test facility — Aircraft crash fire simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 77-840] p0451 A77-41974</td>
<td>p0168 A77-17979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JET PILOTS</td>
<td>The impact of JP-4/JP-8 conversion on aircraft engine exhaust emissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U AIRCRAFT PILOTS</td>
<td>[AD-A026546] p0083 A77-11248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JET PROPULSION</td>
<td>Evaluation of methods to produce aviation turbine fuels from synthetic crude oils, phase 2, volume 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison of applied propulsion jet simulation techniques using models of the Airbus A300 [MB-978-1276-0E] p0267 A77-28788</td>
<td>[AD-A036190] p0182 A77-24125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New directions in combustion research as related to jet propulsion systems</td>
<td>JP-5 JET FUEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0341 A77-33702</td>
<td>Electrostatic properties of JP-5 jet fuel from alternate sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An advanced fighter aircraft propulsion control concept</td>
<td>[AD-A025660] p0083 A77-11248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 77-836] p0405 A77-38553</td>
<td>Analysis and testing of JP-5 fuel derived from coal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project SQUID: A cooperative program of fundamental research related to jet propulsion [AD-A024004] p0036 A77-11059</td>
<td>[AD-A025640] p0182 A77-24125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On the works of S. N. Zhedanovskoy in the field of flight based on reactive principles, 1880 - 1895</td>
<td>[AD-A036073] p0182 A77-24125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0504 A77-33040</td>
<td>The impact of JP-6/JP-8 conversion on aircraft engine exhaust emissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JET PUMPS</td>
<td>[AD-A026546] p0083 A77-11248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice of optimal throat dimensions for the diffuser in a condensing jet</td>
<td>JP-5 JET FUEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0057 A77-15667</td>
<td>Electrostatic properties of JP-5 jet fuel from alternate sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JET STRANS (METEOROLOGY)</td>
<td>p0083 A77-11248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An alternative analytical method for ground-effect aerfoils</td>
<td>Analysis and testing of JP-5 fuel derived from coal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0045 A77-13499</td>
<td>[AD-A025660] p0083 A77-11248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JET THRUST</td>
<td>JP-6 JET FUEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimation of thrust and drag in non-steady flight</td>
<td>Electrostatic properties of JP-5 jet fuel from alternate sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 77-52683] p0202 A77-25263</td>
<td>p0083 A77-11248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft of wide radius and maneuverability range --- vertical or short takeoff fighter aircraft</td>
<td>Analysis and testing of JP-5 fuel derived from coal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0666 A77-43366</td>
<td>[AD-A036073] p0182 A77-24125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of a small, low cost turbojet engine with thrust augmentation --- for RPV</td>
<td>[AD-A025660] p0182 A77-24125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p056A A77-47397</td>
<td>Analysis and testing of JP-5 fuel derived from coal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JET VANS</td>
<td>[AD-A036190] p0182 A77-24125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic particle inspection of aviation engine vanes</td>
<td>Analysis and testing of JP-5 fuel derived from coal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0008 A77-11606</td>
<td>[AD-A036073] p0182 A77-24125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JETAVIATORS</td>
<td>Analysis and testing of JP-5 fuel derived from coal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U GUIDE VANS</td>
<td>[AD-A036073] p0182 A77-24125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JETTOUMING</td>
<td>Analysis and testing of JP-5 fuel derived from coal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical and experimental investigation of the departure characteristics of external stores which are dropped from an aircraft --- [DGEE PAPER 76-202] p009A A77-16569</td>
<td>[AD-A036073] p0182 A77-24125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JITTER</td>
<td>Analysis and testing of JP-5 fuel derived from coal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U VIBRATION</td>
<td>[AD-A036073] p0182 A77-24125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOINTS (JUNCSTIONS)</td>
<td>Analysis and testing of JP-5 fuel derived from coal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT LAP JOINTS</td>
<td>[AD-A036073] p0182 A77-24125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT METAL JOINTS</td>
<td>Analysis and testing of JP-5 fuel derived from coal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT RIVETED JOINTS</td>
<td>[AD-A036073] p0182 A77-24125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT SOLDERED JOINTS</td>
<td>Analysis and testing of JP-5 fuel derived from coal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT WELDED JOINTS</td>
<td>[AD-A036073] p0182 A77-24125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility check of measured aircraft responses using kinematic equations and extended Kalman filter</td>
<td>[AD-A036073] p0182 A77-24125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lessons from individual aircraft fire accidents:

TWA L-1011 aircraft fire - Logan International Airport, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A., 20 April 1974

Productivity aspects of advanced composites for an L-1011 Aileron

Producibility aspects of advanced composites for an L-1011 aileron. I

Producibility aspects of advanced composites for an L-1011 aileron. II

Laminar Boundary Layer Separation

Laminar Flow

Linear Stable Flow

Experimental study of cooling effectiveness of a laminar two-dimensional tangential film in a hypersonic flow

KABBAH VOBTEX STREET

1-1011 AIBCBAFT

KABBAH VOBTEX STREET

Flow-induced vibrations resulting from Karman vortex trails

El-B-1011 aircraft

Generalized Theodorsen selection for singular integral equations of the airfoil class

Integration of the 3-D harmonic kernel
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LANDING RADAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Pulse - A beacon radar Precision altitude and Landing Monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications station evaluation report, Selfridge ANGB, Michigan, 9-18 November 1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-4037879]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDING SITES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flightdeck illumination for helicopters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[IFP-78-65]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical background: Interim criteria for planning rotary-wing aircraft traffic patterns, and siting noise-sensitive land uses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-4038489]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDING SPEED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spray from aircraft undercarriages at high speed - A model investigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-4038497]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOL developments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDING SYSTEMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDING AIDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LASER PROBES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U Electrostatic probes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANGUAGES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT ALGOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT FORTRAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT ALGOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT FORTRAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANGUAGES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAP JOISTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LASER APPLICATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser air-jet engine --- earth-based pulse radiation created threat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental image compression subsystem /EICS/ --- two-way aircraft laser image transmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser measurements of specie concentration and temperature in an aircraft turbine exhaust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The application of laser radar to slant visual range monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanned laser visual system --- for military flight simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helicopter Laser Velocimeter (LV) measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Doppler Velocimeters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation and data analysis of a scanning laser Doppler velocimeter system for sensing aircraft wake vortices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind tunnel flow seeding for laser velocimetry applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of a controllable particle generator for LV seeding in hypersonic wind tunnels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODAR high accuracy tracker tor dual channel laser Doppler velocimeter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser velocimeter turbulence spectra measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity measurements on the aerodynamic wake of a hovercraft using laser Doppler anemometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning laser-velocimeter surveys and analysis of multiple vortex wakes of an aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser velocimeter measurements of two-bladed helicopter rotor flow fields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDING INSTRUMENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An asymptotic method for predicting amplitudes of nonlinear wheel shims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AJAA PAPER 77-3120]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical design of soft-landing systems for random scatter of initial conditions and structural parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-4038479]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landing gear reliability - Evaluation by a composite test method --- Russian book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-4038480]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spray from aircraft undercarriages at high speed - A model investigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-4038497]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization of an oleo-pneumatic shock absorber of an aircraft during landing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural response of the Heavy Lift Airship /HIA/ to dynamic application of collective pitch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical design of flight vehicle alighting gear with random scatter of initial conditions and structural parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-7 titanium nose gear development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigation of landing gear deck obstruction effects by drop testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are wheel-related aerocoustic sources of any significance in airframe noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsteady surface pressure characteristics on aircraft components and farfield radiated airframe noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical and experimental investigations on landing gear spring blades out of fiber reinforced plastic for small aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue investigation of the E-2E/C nose landing gear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebon-epoxy-reinforced titanium aircraft landing-gear drag strut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landing gear/soil interaction development of criteria for aircraft operation on soil during turning and multipass operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical investigation of an improved helicopter landing gear concept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crack propagation and residual static strength of typical aircraft forgings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System simulation in aircraft landing gear and tire development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response of A-6 landing gear door to air shock loading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue investigation of the C-2A nose landing gear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphite composite aircraft landing gear wheel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trends in aircraft landing systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doppler m.i.s. - The landing guidance system for the future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of single-flight cycles for fatigue tests, based on operational stresses, in the case of large aircraft components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage of landing mat as overlay on asphalt runway during military field exercises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary of buckling and tension tests of landing mats as related to C-5A aircraft bow wave problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expedition structural sandwich soil surface of fiberglass reinforced polyester and polyurethane foam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDING RADAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALS - A beacon radar Precision altitude and Landing Monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications station evaluation report, Selfridge ANGB, Michigan, 9-18 November 1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-4037879]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDING SITES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flightdeck illumination for helicopters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[IFP-78-65]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical background: Interim criteria for planning rotary-wing aircraft traffic patterns, and siting noise-sensitive land uses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-4038489]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDING SPEED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spray from aircraft undercarriages at high speed - A model investigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOL developments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDING SYSTEMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDING AIDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LASER PROBES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U Electrostatic probes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANGUAGES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT ALGOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT FORTRAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT ALGOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT FORTRAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANGUAGES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAP JOISTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LASER APPLICATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser air-jet engine --- earth-based pulse radiation created threat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental image compression subsystem /EICS/ --- two-way aircraft laser image transmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser measurements of specie concentration and temperature in an aircraft turbine exhaust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The application of laser radar to slant visual range monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanned laser visual system --- for military flight simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helicopter Laser Velocimeter (LV) measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Doppler Velocimeters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation and data analysis of a scanning laser Doppler velocimeter system for sensing aircraft wake vortices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind tunnel flow seeding for laser velocimetry applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of a controllable particle generator for LV seeding in hypersonic wind tunnels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODAR high accuracy tracker tor dual channel laser Doppler velocimeter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser velocimeter turbulence spectra measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity measurements on the aerodynamic wake of a hovercraft using laser Doppler anemometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning laser-velocimeter surveys and analysis of multiple vortex wakes of an aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser velocimeter measurements of two-bladed helicopter rotor flow fields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDING INSTRUMENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An asymptotic method for predicting amplitudes of nonlinear wheel shims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AJAA PAPER 77-3120]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical design of soft-landing systems for random scatter of initial conditions and structural parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-4038479]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landing gear reliability - Evaluation by a composite test method --- Russian book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-4038480]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spray from aircraft undercarriages at high speed - A model investigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization of an oleo-pneumatic shock absorber of an aircraft during landing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural response of the Heavy Lift Airship /HIA/ to dynamic application of collective pitch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical design of flight vehicle alighting gear with random scatter of initial conditions and structural parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-7 titanium nose gear development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigation of landing gear deck obstruction effects by drop testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are wheel-related aerocoustic sources of any significance in airframe noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsteady surface pressure characteristics on aircraft components and farfield radiated airframe noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical and experimental investigations on landing gear spring blades out of fiber reinforced plastic for small aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue investigation of the E-2E/C nose landing gear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebon-epoxy-reinforced titanium aircraft landing-gear drag strut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landing gear/soil interaction development of criteria for aircraft operation on soil during turning and multipass operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical investigation of an improved helicopter landing gear concept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crack propagation and residual static strength of typical aircraft forgings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System simulation in aircraft landing gear and tire development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response of A-6 landing gear door to air shock loading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue investigation of the C-2A nose landing gear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphite composite aircraft landing gear wheel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trends in aircraft landing systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doppler m.i.s. - The landing guidance system for the future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of single-flight cycles for fatigue tests, based on operational stresses, in the case of large aircraft components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage of landing mat as overlay on asphalt runway during military field exercises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary of buckling and tension tests of landing mats as related to C-5A aircraft bow wave problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expedition structural sandwich soil surface of fiberglass reinforced polyester and polyurethane foam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The lateral flying qualities of the Bell XP-77
Lateral stability and control tests of the XP-77
Prediction of elastic-airplane lateral dynamics
Theoretical analysis of the dynamic lateral stability of a paraglider
Nonlinear parameter identification from a vibration test
Flight test data for light aircraft spoiler roll control systems
Numerical methods for extracting NLF (NLF-965B/ASG)/Plywood Qualitites parameters from flight test data
Automatic roll control of the 747 airplane
Some analytical control laws for the design of desirable lateral handling qualities using the model matching method --- for aircraft
Drive missile simulation results using direct mode force control modes
Flight test data for light aircraft spoiler roll control systems
Experimental evaluation of a spoiler roll control system on a light twin-engine airplane
Estimates of the effectiveness of automatic control in alleviating wake vortex induced roll excitations
Vortex-lift roll-control device
Lateral stability
Lateral equilibrium of asymmetrical swept wings - Aileron control vs geometric twist

PROPORTIONING THE AIRPLANE FOR LATERAL STABILITY

Proportioning the airplane for lateral stability
Calculation of the dynamic response of CFT-type aircraft - Flexible T tail aircraft lateral motion

LATERALITY

LATERAL STABILITY

LATERALIZATION

LATERAL CONTROL

LATIN SQUARE METHOD

Use of changeover designs in subjective experiments - Latin square method in aircraft noise perception test experimental design

LATTICE PARAMETERS

Application of the nonlinear vortex-lattice concept to aircraft-interference problems

LATTICES (MATHEMATICS)

Vortex lattice approach for computing overall forces on V/STOL configurations

LAUNCH COMPLEXES

LAUNCH BASICS

LAUNCH VEHICLES

ST RECOVERABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
ST REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
Launch risk analysis
Mark 2 nose-gear-launch system hardware evaluation report

LAUNCHERS

MT AIR LAUNCHING
MT ROCKETS LAUNCHING
MT SST LAUNCHING
MT SPACECRAFT LAUNCHING
Selection of optimum BPV operational launch and recovery techniques

LAUNCHING

AIR LAUNCHING
ROCKET LAUNCHING
SST LAUNCHING
SPACECRAFT LAUNCHING

LAUNCHES

Air launched cruise missile staging base selection

LAWS

AIR LAUNCHING LAWS
AIR SCALING LAWS

LEADING EDGE SLATS

Effect of drooped-nose flaps on the experimental force and moment characteristics of an oblique wing
Prediction of aerodynamic loadings on the leading-edge slats of the Fokker F28 airliner
Calculations of two-dimensional boundary layer parameters in subsonic flow around leading edge slats and wing noses
A low speed two-dimensional study of flow separation on the GA(W)-1 airfoil with 30-percent chord Fowler flap
LEADING EDGE SLEEPS

Analysis/theory of controlled configurations [AIAA PAPER 77-1212] p0499 A77-84316
Effects of wing leading-edge radius and Reynolds number on longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of highly swept wing-body configurations at subsonic speeds [NASA-TN-D-8361] p0167 A77-15980

LEADING EDGES

WT SHEAR LEADING EDGES
Pressure loss coefficient of isapinament cooled leading edge system of a turbine blade [AIAA PAPER 77-17772] p0004 A77-10772
Aerodynamics of sideslipping delta wings at incidence with leading-edge separation [AIAA PAPER 77-14558] p0051 A77-14558
The independence of upper and lower wing flows at supersonic speeds [AIAA PAPER 77-15029] p0053 A77-14991
Vortex lift predictions for cambered wings [AIAA PAPER 77-15029] p0054 A77-15029
On the mechanism of vortex breakdown point stabilization for low subsonic flow around a delta wing [AIAA PAPER 77-17968] p0112 A77-17968
Study on foil cooling of turbine blades, I - Experiments with foil cooling with injection through holes near leading edge [AIAA PAPER 77-18645] p0115 A77-18645
Flow measurements in leading edge vortices [AIAA PAPER 77-111] p0137 A77-19772
Nonlinear, unsteady aerodynamic loads on rectangular and delta wings [AIAA PAPER 77-156] p0161 A77-22238
Spanwise cambered delta wing with leading-edge separation [AIAA PAPER 77-24937] p0199 A77-24937
Application of the aerodynamic energy concept to the selection of transfer functions for flutter suppression and gust alleviation using active controls [AIAA 77-423] p0208 A77-25793
A numerical study of the unsteady leading edge separation bubble on an oscillating airfoil [AIAA PAPER 77-36239] p0356 A77-36239
Normal force of a flat delta wing in supersonic flow [AIAA PAPER 77-39694] p0416 A77-39694
Leading-edge vortex effect on the flutter speed [AIAA PAPER 77-48191] p0507 A77-48191

Buffeting problems --- leading and trailing edge flow separation [AIAA PAPER 77-76-7] p0222 A77-10050
Some series-expansion solutions for slender wings with leading-edge separation --- asymptotic expansions for vortex position and circulation, and configuration lift and pitching moments [ARC-R-85-585] p0235 A77-19012
Influence of leading edge radius on the high deflection stator blades [RAB-LTR-TR-85-1896] p0333 A77-23092
Influence of leading edge radius on the performance of highly deflected stator cascades [ESA-TT-362] p0371 A77-24162
Behavior of a subsonic flow past a thin wing in the vicinity of the leading edge [ONERA-RT-1976-16] p0380 A77-25107
POSTRAN program for calculating leading and trailing-edge geometry of turbomachine blades [NASA-TN-313679] p0433 A77-27069
Subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a vectored-engine-over-wing configuration having spanwise leading-edge vortex enhancement [NASA-TN-373955] p0433 A77-27072
Developments in the lifting surface theory treatment of symmetric planforms with a leading edge crack in subsonic flow [ARC-CP-1323] p0472 A77-28076
Behavior of a subsonic flow past a thin wing in the vicinity of the leading edge [ESA-TT-401] p0488 A77-29108
Experimental investigation concerning the reduction of wave drag of pointed symmetrical wings of equal volume with subsonic leading edge and bell-shaped planforms for different thickness distributions in the spanwise and chordwise directions [DLR-FB-75-62] p0524 A77-30087
Flutter calculation for the Viggen aircraft with allowance for leading edge vortex effect

SUBJECT INDEX

LEADJET AIRCRAFT
Analysis of the Learjet 3b/36 wing and correlation with experimental results [AIAA PAPER 77-31084] p0534 A77-31084

LEARNING

NT TRANSFER OF TRAINING
Least squares method [AIAA PAPER 77-20502] p0286 A77-20502

ERROR MODEL OF AN INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM FOR INTEGRATED NAVIGATION BASED ON ADJUSTMENT ACCORDING TO THE METHOD OF LEAST SQUARES [NASA-TN-D-20652] p0150 A77-20652

SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION FOR NONLINEAR AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT REGIMES [NASA-TN-D-22708] p0164 A77-22708

MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD IDENTIFICATION USING KALMAN-FILTERING VERSUS LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATION [NASA-TN-D-320] p0201 A77-25280

LED (DIODES)
Light emitting diodes

LEGENDS

Emission of a red-silicone-coated Visual Approach Slope Indicator (VASI) lens [AD-A035141/1] p0191 A77-23754
Responsibilities and assurances with regard to cargo transport - Air transport law [AD-A0371274] p0192 A77-12470

AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURERS' WARRANTIES - PROTECTION FOR THE MANUFACTURER OR THE PURCHASER [AD-A038076] p0192 A77-12470

The CAB California-Texas Fares case - An intrastate stopover takeover [AD-A039062] p0196 A77-14600

LEGAL LIABILITY

NEW ORIENTATIONS OF INTERGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS OF CIVIL AVIATION [AD-A040076] p0194 A77-39096

LIFETIME (DURABILITY)

Life cycle analysis of aircraft turbine engines: Executive Summary [AD-A04062] p0214 A77-2114
Estimation of engine removal times and prediction of replacement requirements [AD-A041067] p0242 A77-2116
A procedure for predicting the life of turbine engine components [AD-A041067] p0242 A77-2116

LIFETIME (DURABILITY) OF LIGHT EMITTING DIODES

LIFESPAN

Aeronautical systems technology needs: Escape, rescue, and survival [AD-A032551] p0213 A77-25132

LIFEPAY (DURABILITY)
LIFE (DURABILITY)
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS

ERGONOMIC LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEMS

AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY NEEDS: ESCAPE, RESCUE, AND SURVIVAL [AD-A035251] p0381 A77-25132

LIFESPAN (DURABILITY)

A numerical method for the exact calculation of airloads associated with impulsively started wings [AIAA PAPER 77-15555] p0056 A77-15555

A numerical method for the exact calculation of airloads associated with impulsively started wings [AIAA PAPER 77-31084] p0534 A77-31084
Computation of viscous transonic flow about a
tentative civil airworthiness flight criteria for
Display and calculation of flow past wings in
supersonic flight

Comparisons of predicted with measured aerodynamic
turbulence in aircraft flight

Lifting-surface theory of straight cascades of
European Botorcraft and Powered Lift Aircraft
Nonlinear lifting line theory for predicting
stalling instabilities on wings of moderate
swept blades

Aerodynamic loads near cranks, apexes, and tips of
cruising wings in subcritical flow

Vortex-lift roll-control device

The oblique wing - Aircraft design for transonic
and low supersonic speeds

Calculation of lift and induced drag from sparse
span loading data

Applications of an improved nonlinear lift-equalizing
theory

Comparison of lift and drag coefficients of the ATLIT airplane |
Advanced Technology Light Twin Aircraft

Flight investigation of a vertical-velocity
command system for VTOL aircraft

Lifting-surface theory for wings of arbitrary
planform

Lift augmentation on a moderately swept wing by
spanwise blowing

Vertical takeoff lift augmentation - The
'sculptured deck' concept

The development and flight testing of the IC-68
air cushion landing system /ACLS/

Evaluation of propulsive lift enhancement and
variable cycle engines for advanced tactical
aircraft

Flight evaluation of advanced lift control
systems and cockpit displays for powered-lift
STOL Aircraft

Computation of viscous transonic flow about a
lifting airfoil

Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 2.
Volume 1: Heavy lift airship vehicle. Book 1:
Overall study report

Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 2.
Volume 2: Heavy lift airship vehicle. Book 2:
Appendices to book 1

Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 2.
Volume 1: Heavy lift airship vehicle. Book 3:
Aerodynamic characteristics of heavy lift
airships as measured at low speeds --
conducted in the NASA 7 by 10 foot wind tunnel

Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 2.
Volume 2: Airport feeder vehicle

Design of high lift airfoils with a Stratified
distribution by the Eppler method

Lift and moment fluctuations of a cambered
airfoil under nonconvecting streamwise gust
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LIFT FANS

Experimental investigation concerning the reduction of wave drag of pointed symmetrical wings of finite span with subsonic leading edge and bell-shaped planforms for different thickness distributions in the spanwise and chordwise directions

[DLR-FB-75-62] p0524 N77-30087

Performance prediction method for a wing-in-ground effect vehicle with blowing under the wing
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ICAM - Revolution in manufacturing --- Integrated Computer Aided Manufacturing
p0466 N77-23407

Summary of the general aviation manufacturers' position on aircraft piston engine emissions
p0105 N77-1098

MAP MATCHING GUIDANCE
Recursive approaches to correlation guidance algorithms
[AD-A02883/0]
p0467 N77-28315

The vehicle mapping device FKG-1, a device for indicating the location of land vehicles and helicopters on the map
[AD-A028767]
p0084 N77-14240

Investigation of the use of an electronic multifunction display and an electromechanical horizontal situation indicator for guidance and control of powered-lift short-haul aircraft
[NASA-CR-137922]
p0070 N77-12055

MAPPING
MT PHOTOGRAPHING
Stereographic projections in air traffic control system
p0111 N77-46642

BNAV control for airborne surveys
p0511 N77-46644

MAPS
Digital generation of contour maps for raster scan display
[AD-A034663]
p0370 N77-24135

MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
E.P.Vs in the maritime environment
p0199 N77-20620

Corrosion control of high temperature fastening systems for aircraft carrier steam catapults
p0107 N77-26409

A corrosion protection system for beryllium in aircraft brake applications
p0308 N77-14610

Canadian Forces Search and Rescue
p0450 N77-14192

MARINE NAVIGATION
D SURFACE NAVIGATION
MARINE PROPULSION
An automatic-control air-jet-propelled ACV
p0154 N77-20724

Gas turbine power for large hovercraft
p0512 N77-46442
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>MECHANICAL PROPERTIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA 77-1133] 0059 A77-4316</td>
<td>BT WIND PANS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A maximum likelihood estimation of aerodynamic derivatives for an oblique wing aircraft</td>
<td>Introduction of the SI system of measurements into onboard aircraft instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA 77-1135] 0049 A77-4316</td>
<td>Measurements in strength tests with aircraft structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-8C adaptive flight control extensions —— for maximum likelihood estimation</td>
<td>Combined operation of a programmed measuring exchange and the Consul 253 organizing automaton —— for aircraft testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CS-25881] 0596 W77-33203</td>
<td>Specification of inputs and instrumentation for flutter testing of multivariable systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BECORNELL AIRCRAFT</td>
<td>Sensor for measuring instantaneous angle of attack of helicopter blades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT DC 10 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td>An accurate angular position and angular velocity instrument based on an optical incremental encoder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BECORNELL DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT</td>
<td>MECHANICAL DEVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT F-4 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td>Components of pneumatic systems in flight vehicles —— Russian book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT PHANTOM AIRCRAFT</td>
<td>Appliances for assembling aircraft and helicopter subsystems and elements —— Russian textbook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIF integrated flight/propulsion control —— Vectored Lift Flotter</td>
<td>Lubrication of micro mechanisms under severe conditions and application of silicone fluids with low surface tension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[SAE PAPER 76086] 0258 A77-28208</td>
<td>Design selection tests for TBAC retraction mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEASURE AND INTEGRATION</td>
<td>MECHANICAL DEVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT NUMERICAL INTEGRATION</td>
<td>MT HELICOPTER PROPELLER DRIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifting surface theory for rectangular wings</td>
<td>MT PROPELLER DRIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MT TRANSAXIS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEASURE THEORY</td>
<td>Drive mechanisms of flight vehicle control systems: Analysis and design. Handbook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEASURE AND INTEGRATION</td>
<td>Rotor/generator isolation for wind turbines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEASURING INSTRUMENTS</td>
<td>V/STOL shaft propulsion system analytical performance model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT ACCELEROMETERS</td>
<td>Shaft coupled lift/cruise fan V/STOL propulsion system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT ALTIMETERS</td>
<td>Incipient Failure Detection for helicopter drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT AREOMETERS</td>
<td>Preproduction test program, Kaflex drive shaft coupling for OH-1 helicopter, phases 8, 9 and 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT APPROACH INDICATORS</td>
<td>Helicopter drive system on-condition maintenance capability OH-1/AAH-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT ATOMIC CLOCKS</td>
<td>Research requirements for development of advanced-technology helicopter transmissions —— reduction of maintenance costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT ATTITUDE INDICATORS</td>
<td>Treatment of the nonlinear vibration of a variable sweep aircraft wing with its drive using a simplified wing model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT CLOUD HEIGHT INDICATORS</td>
<td>The 3000-HP roller gear transmission development program. Volume 6: Reliability and maintainability report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT DEPLOYERS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT DIFFERENTIATORS</td>
<td>Rotor impedance measurements at model scale —— test rig for rotating shaft hovering stability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT DYNAMOMETERS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT ELECTRICAL PROBES</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT ELECTROPHOTOMETERS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT ELECTROPHOTOMETERS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT ENGINE ANALYZERS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT ENGINE MONITORING INSTRUMENTS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT FLIGHT LOAD RECORDER</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT FLIGHT RECORDER</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT FLOWMETERS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT FORC VECTO RECORDER</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT GONIOMETERS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT GRAVITY GRADIENTMETERS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT GYRO HOGENS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT GYROCOMPASSES</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT HOT-WIRE AREOMETERS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT INDICATING INSTRUMENTS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT INFRARED DETECTORS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT INFRARED SCANNERS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT INTERFERENCE</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT LASER AREOMETERS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT LASER Doppler VELOCIMETERS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT LIDAR VELOCIMETERS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT MICROWAVE RADAROMETERS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT MICROWAVE SENSORS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT MICROWAVE SENSORS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT OMEGA NAVIGATION SYSTEM</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT OPTICAL BUNG FINDERS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT OPTICAL SCHANNERS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT POSITION INDICATORS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT RADIATION DETECTORS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT RADIO ALTOMETERS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT RANGE FINDERS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT SATELLITE-EARHE INSTRUMENTS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT SCANNETERS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT SMOCK MEASURING INSTRUMENTS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT SPEED INDICATORS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT STRAIN GAGE ACCELEROMETERS</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT STRAIN GAUGES</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
<td>MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MICROSTRIP TRANSMISSION LINES

Processor system configuration in the NOE helicopter environment --- Nap-of-the-Earth
A microprocessor controlled pressure scanning system
Microprocessor-based multichannel flutter monitor using dynamic strain gage signals
Two body fixes by calculator
Aerospace applications of microprocessors
Microprocessor development for a digital Flight Control System voter/monitor
A fast phase locked loop algorithms with applications to microprocessor implemented communication and navigation systems
A special-purpose pocket calculator for aviation and maritime navigation
Microcomputer BPV stabilization and control system
Eight-channel resolver simplifies digital flight controls
Study and design of flight data recording systems for military aircraft --- Microprocessing flight data for solid state memory storage
System avionic architectures for BPVs (AD-1041502)
MICROSTRIP TRANSMISSION LINES
Linearly polarized microstrip antennas
A two-tongued integrated circuit receiver --- front end module for BPV
MICROWAVE ANTENNAS
MW SLOT ANTENNAS
Linearly polarized microstrip antennas
MW - a practical application of microwave technology
L-band antenna for aircraft-to-satellite communications --- for aerosat system
A method to reduce the need for large antennas in Microwave Landing Systems /MLS/
B-1 forward radome microwave test range
Application of UHF adaptive array to navigation/tracking systems
The design and fabrication of microstrip omnidirectional array antennas for aerospace applications
MICROWAVE AERATION
Antenna tilting experiments over radar microwave links
(MD-1036727)
MICROWAVE CIRCUITS
A new mixer design for 140-220 GHz
MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT
MW KIESTONS
MW MICROWAVE ANTENNAS
MW MICROWAVE RADIOMETERS
MW MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM LANDING SYSTEM
MW SLOT ANTENNAS
Radar microwave link pilot system up grade and evaluation
(MD-1037938)
The measurement of microwave multipath in an airport environment
(MD-1037939/1)
MICROWAVE FREQUENCIES
MW SUPERHIGH FREQUENCIES
MICROWAVE-CARGAT
Microwave radiometric imaging design for pods and aircraft
Microwave holographic imaging of Aircraft with spaceborne illuminating source
MICROWAVE LANDING SYSTEMS
BY MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM LANDING SYSTEM
Design considerations for a fine guidance subsystem --- for time reference scanning beams MLS
The new microwave landing systems /MLS/ and their properties, giving particular attention to the German system DSL /DME-derived Landing System/
[DLR FAPEN 76-176]
The employment of the hybrid flight measurement system for measurements related to the study of a microwave landing system
Report concerning the status of the selection procedure for a new approach and landing system /MLS/
Computer simulation of microwave landing systems operating in typical multipath environments
Trends in aircraft landing systems
Scanning-beam microwave landing system - Multipath-errors and antenna-design philosophy
Spiral approach navigation concepts for VSOI aircraft using a microwave landing system
Guidance accuracy considerations for the Microwave Landing System
All weather operations - An airline review
A survey of the costs and benefits of MLS introduction
Operational requirements for the microwave landing system
A precision approach monitor --- for MLS
The use of spread-spectrum techniques for improving MLS multipath resistance
Precision angle measurement in Doppler MLS
The consoled Doppler Microwave Landing System
Doppler MLS signal processing
Doppler MLS - Monitoring the performance of ground and airborne equipment
An electronic time and frequency referenced scanning beam compatible with doppler MLS
Application of space diversity techniques to landing guidance systems --- to circumvent reflection induced signal fading
Improvement to L-band DME for MLS use
Computer analysis of MLS in multipath environment
Computer simulation of ICAO MLS candidates in representative airport environments
A 1/20th scale millinetric model for microwave landing systems
The MLS function of the French AGDLS for civil landing systems
Computer simulation of microwave landing systems with statistical interrogation
The use of spread spectrum techniques for microwave landing systems
A method to reduce the need for large antennas in Microwave Landing Systems /MLS/
Multipath-errors and antenna-design philosophy
Application of space diversity techniques to landing guidance systems --- to circumvent reflection induced signal fading
The employment of the hybrid flight measurement system for measurements related to the study of a microwave landing system
Report concerning the status of the selection procedure for a new approach and landing system /MLS/
Computer simulation of microwave landing systems operating in typical multipath environments
Trends in aircraft landing systems
Scanning-beam microwave landing system - Multipath-errors and antenna-design philosophy
Spiral approach navigation concepts for VSOI aircraft using a microwave landing system
Guidance accuracy considerations for the Microwave Landing System
All weather operations - An airline review
A survey of the costs and benefits of MLS introduction
Operational requirements for the microwave landing system
A precision approach monitor --- for MLS
The use of spread-spectrum techniques for improving MLS multipath resistance
Precision angle measurement in Doppler MLS
The consoled Doppler Microwave Landing System
Doppler MLS signal processing
Doppler MLS - Monitoring the performance of ground and airborne equipment
An electronic time and frequency referenced scanning beam compatible with doppler MLS
Application of space diversity techniques to landing guidance systems --- to circumvent reflection induced signal fading
Improvement to L-band DME for MLS use
Computer analysis of MLS in multipath environment
Computer simulation of ICAO MLS candidates in representative airport environments
A 1/20th scale millinetric model for microwave landing systems
The MLS function of the French AGDLS --- for civil aviation navigation
Doppler M.L.S. --- The landing guidance system for the future
A method to reduce the need for large antennas in Microwave Landing Systems /MLS/
Simulation of traffic loading for approach and landing systems with statistical interrogation
Simulation of an automatically-controlled STOL aircraft in a microwave landing system multipath environment
[DAE-TR-7-73154]

A-234
Recent Canadian technical developments in STOL
Structural and cooling aspects of the ADEN nonaxisymmetric exhaust nozzle
[ASME PAPER 77-GT-110] p0262 A77-28470
Designing for air transportability --- military aircraft standardization, certification, testing, documentation
p070 A77-29458
Thermal stability of an advanced high speed aircraft alloy --- beta Ti alloy
p0298 A77-30921
Avionic system integration of advanced military aircraft with emphasis on electromagnetic compatibility
p0302 A77-31781
An approach to aircraft ordnance test requirements of MIL-E-60510
p0302 A77-31783
A cavilian spinoff shapes military aircraft
p0302 A77-31837
Spin of modern combat aircraft
p0306 A77-32355
The Hot Cycle Rotor/Wing update and review
p0343 A77-33783
The Advanced Medium Short Take Off and Landing Transport prototype and development programs
[AD-A0023661] p0347 A77-34928
Conceptual design studies of Navy Type A V/STOL aircraft
[AD-A007579] p0349 A77-34938
Impact of V/STOL operational requirements on power train design
[AD-A007581] p0349 A77-34939
V/STOL shaft propulsion system analytical performance model
[AD-A007582] p0349 A77-34940
The application of OCEAN technology to V/STOL --- Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine
[AD-A007583] p0352 A77-34967
Status of silicones as fire-resistant military aircraft hydraulic fluids
p0359 A77-36791
Numerical prediction of the unsteady flow field in an open cavity
[AD-A007673] p0361 A77-37027
Design of avionics for the AHST Advance Helium Transport aircraft
p0396 A77-37407
Power controller overview - Status and trends
p0398 A77-37473
Blow from moving guns --- loads on attacking aircraft
p0405 A77-37944
Propulsion system duty cycle - The Navy's new look --- performance specifications for P404 aircraft
[AD-A0077861] p0410 A77-38573
Engine life considerations in the preliminary design of a tactical weapon system --- for aircraft
[AD-A007795] p0412 A77-38612
Propulsion systems of the future, III
p0413 A77-38805
Canadian Forces Search and Rescue
p0550 A77-61936
Engine design decisions impact aircraft life cycle costs
[AD-A0077916] p0562 A77-61986
The Analytical Maintenance Progam - No more 'maintenance as usual'
[AD-A0078204] p0563 A77-62044
Blow from aircraft guns at subsonic and supersonic speeds
p0668 A77-63832
Parametric study of advanced long range military/commercial cargo transports
[AD-A0077121] p0500 A77-64322
Advanced composites and advanced metalics meet the challenge of design-to-cost
[AD-A0077124] p0501 A77-64329
Thrust augmenting ejector technology for Navy aircraft
[AD-A0077129] p0501 A77-64331
Scanned laser visual system --- for military flight simulation
p0506 A77-64814
Preliminary design and analysis of advanced military transports
[AD-A0077128] p0509 A77-65502

Gas turbines in the RAF from a maintenance engineering viewpoint
p0511 A77-46006
Investigation of landing gear deck obstruction effects by drop testing
p0514 A77-46825
The military utility of very large airplanes and alternative fuels
p0516 A77-47271
USAF experience in aircraft accident survivability
p0558 A77-49999
A second look at relationships for estimating peacetime aircraft attrition
[AD-A0023661] p0322 A77-11023
A computer model for estimating development and procurement costs of aircraft DAPCA-III
[AD-A0023276] p0075 A77-17949
Design and analysis of manlets for military aircraft
p0179 A77-17940
Study and design of flight data recording systems for military aircraft --- Microprocessor flight data for solid state memory storage
[AD-A0028662] p0187 A77-17486
p0219 A77-18013
Analysis of U. S. navy major aircraft accident rates by aircraft type
[AD-A032279] p0316 A77-20506
Damage tolerance and durability assessments of United States Air Force aircraft
p0328 A77-20567
Normal stress, temperature, and performance properties of military aircraft tires
[AD-A036153] p0384 A77-25160
Integrated engine instrument system,
[AD-A035566] p0410 A77-26104
Techniques for the initial evaluation of flight simulator effectiveness
[AD-A036460] p0481 A77-28150
A-7 airborne Light Optical Fiber Technology (ALOFT) demonstration project
[AD-A008455] p0497 A77-29952

MILITARY AVIATION

The R.P.V. in perspective
p0189 A77-20621
Military airlift application of STOL technology
[AD-A007566] p0148 A77-49300
Royal Air Force assessment flights of the Omega Navigation System
p0521 A77-87813
Reliability, availability, maintainability/logistics /EAM/LOG/ of Military Aircraft
p0559 A77-50456
Aviation safety and operation problems research and technology
p0247 A77-19041
Definition of a data collection system for US Army tactical microwave landing system evaluation
[AD-A0142130] p0538 A77-31126

MILITARY HELICOPTERS

MILITARY HELICOPTERS
MT AH-64 HELICOPTER
MT CH-47 HELICOPTER
MT CH-54 HELICOPTER
MT H-53 HELICOPTER
MT AH-66 HELICOPTER
MT OH-6 HELICOPTER
MT OH-58 HELICOPTER
MT S-61 HELICOPTER
MT OH-1 HELICOPTER
MT OH-60A HELICOPTER
MT OH-61A HELICOPTER
A wing on the SA.341 Gazelle helicopter and its effects
p0006 A77-11262
Army applications of advanced composites --- in Heavy Lift Helicopters
p0055 A77-15594
System safety and the Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System
p0097 A77-16736
System safety in the Advanced Attack Helicopter
p0097 A77-16742
Processor system configuration in the MSE helicopter environment --- Map-of-the-Earth
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>MILICOMPUTERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T700 engine flight test experience on UTTAS and AH</td>
<td>p0153 A77-20690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[SAY PAPER 760934]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Army seeks a winner --- UH-60A helicopter</td>
<td>p0260 A77-28239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0358 A77-36626</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New look for 'copter RMET. I - Airframe and rotor system technology --- Manufacturing Methods and Technology</td>
<td>p0358 A77-36633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerodynamics of helicopter flight near the ground</td>
<td>p0418 A77-40056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AMS 77-33-00]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Army's improved main rotor blade for the AH-1</td>
<td>p0419 A77-40060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>helicopter [AMS 77-33-12]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The concept of remotely piloted helicopters</td>
<td>p0419 A77-40060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AMS 77-33-16]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A versatile display system for HSE operation ---</td>
<td>p0419 A77-40064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map-of-the-Earth helicopter flight</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AMS 77-33-24]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New technology ATE in support of the HSE-64</td>
<td>p0452 A77-41984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>advanced attack helicopter --- Automatic Test Equipment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[IAIA PAPER 77-896]</td>
<td>p0452 A77-41984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damage tolerant design for helicopter structural integrity</td>
<td>p0463 A77-43342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting the survivability requirements of military helicopters</td>
<td>p0463 A77-43349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIPLAS - Helicopter infrared flight control and landing system</td>
<td>p0465 A77-43358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An interpretation of the Army standard hot day in</td>
<td>p0505 A77-44513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operational terms --- for helicopter hover</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation of AH-16 airframe test data with a NASTRAN mathematical model</td>
<td>p0240 W77-19488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NACA-CR-145119]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design, fabrication, and testing of advanced composite AH-16 tail section (tail boom/vertical fin)</td>
<td>p0367 W77-24106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-A034457]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity of Army helicopter operating and support costs to changes in design and logistic parameters</td>
<td>p0539 W77-31139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-A040353]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILITARY OPERATIONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WE CONVY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation for sea based RVs</td>
<td>p0151 A77-20662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea Harrier - The first of the new wave</td>
<td>p0151 A77-20662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Twenty-third B. J. Mitchell Memorial Lecture/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--- Harrier navalization for maritime power</td>
<td>p0250 A77-27051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>projection and sea control missions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC in the military airlift command --- Command and Control</td>
<td>p0255 A77-27596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The future of all weather operations - An air</td>
<td>p0255 A77-27596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focco view</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A versatile display system for HSE operation ---</td>
<td>p0300 W77-37707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map-of-the-Earth helicopter flight</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AMS 77-33-24]</td>
<td>p0419 A77-40064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZPG-X design and performance characteristics for</td>
<td>p0499 W77-41765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>advanced HSE operations --- VTOL/hover non-rigid airship</td>
<td>p0499 W77-41765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA 77-1177]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameters for optimizing engines as a function of mission</td>
<td>p0520 W77-22115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of engine variables to improve military performance</td>
<td>p0321 W77-22122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage of landing mat as overlay on asphalt runway</td>
<td>p0321 W77-22122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>during military field exercises</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-A033914]</td>
<td>p0322 W77-24156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronological overview of past avionic flight control system reliability in military and commercial operations</td>
<td>p0372 W77-24156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remotely piloted vehicle (RPV) mission capability concepts as related to US Army operational doctrine</td>
<td>p0375 W77-25057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-A035392]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test and evaluation of the Army's CH-47 helicopter flight simulator</td>
<td>p0385 W77-25163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-A036159]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILITARY TECHNOLOGY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New technology for fighter aircraft</td>
<td>p0437 W77-27153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[SCLB PAPER 76-147]</td>
<td>p0091 A77-16549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sneak circuit analysis of military systems</td>
<td>p0091 A77-16549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTA - Recent developments --- Lighter Than Air ships</td>
<td>p0099 A77-17041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT.2 - 100 ton amphibious hovercraft</td>
<td>p0099 A77-17041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight simulators for air warfare of the future</td>
<td>p0113 A77-14026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[IAIA PAPER 77-227]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer-aided manufacturing - Another industrial revolution --- McDonnell aircraft application</td>
<td>p0269 A77-29081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some RS techniques for assessing IF conceptuality of electro-explosive devices in aircraft systems</td>
<td>p0302 A77-31705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V/STOL and the naval planner's dilemma</td>
<td>p0302 A77-29081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 77-1219]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics of fighter aircraft</td>
<td>p0306 A77-40041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General principles of automatic TV trackers --- for fire control and missile tracking</td>
<td>p0345 A77-41125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation of the feasibility research on a destructible parachute</td>
<td>p0554 A77-49541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluidic event sequencing subsystem for A35 --- Aircrew Automated Escape Systems</td>
<td>p0557 A77-49944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOD and the retrofit market</td>
<td>p0560 A77-50248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications of augmented multilateration tracking systems --- for military targets</td>
<td>p0570 A77-51183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of the RMS-2 System of ODB6E/286/ --- Range Measurement System for tank aerialcraft tracking</td>
<td>p0571 A77-51187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History and development of the SCORE pod --- Simulated Combat Operations Range Equipment</td>
<td>p0571 A77-51188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactical and long-range navigation in the AB/ATH-101/V/</td>
<td>p0571 A77-51189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JTIDS - An overview of the system design and implementation --- Joint Tactical Information Distribution System</td>
<td>p0573 A77-51104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB 212 ASW: New multipurpose helicopter for Italian Navy</td>
<td>p0112 W77-14021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[J-A026861]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The potential of liquid hydrogen as a military aircraft fuel</td>
<td>p0125 W77-14272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[J-A026664]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research and development in support of Canadian military air requirements</td>
<td>p0126 W77-14994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some engineering problems in the Royal Air Force</td>
<td>p0126 W77-14994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[IGARD-B-653]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunities for variable geometry engines in military aircraft</td>
<td>p0126 W77-14994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[J-A026664]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced engine design concepts and their influence on the performance of multi-role combat aircraft</td>
<td>p0128 W77-22113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air traffic control radar beacon system. Special evaluation report. Pease AFB, New Hampshire</td>
<td>p0333 W77-21694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLIMETER WAVES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A new mixer design for 140-220 GHz</td>
<td>p0311 A77-32406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILERIAL EXPLORATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of noise during radio-electrical prospecting by the method of transient processes</td>
<td>p0313 A77-32406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILERIALS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WE GRAPHITES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILICOMPUTERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATC automation with minicomputers</td>
<td>p0108 A77-17043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer-assisted control of a transonic wind tunnel</td>
<td>p0243 A77-28635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A microprocessor controlled pressure scanning system</td>
<td>p0243 A77-28635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>airborne data analysis and monitoring with a mini computer</td>
<td>p0243 A77-28635</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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MOTION EQUATIONS

cause/factor, US general aviation 1975,
[PB-2674866/4] p0537 N77-31119

MOTION SIMULATORS

Simulator cockpit motion and the transfer of initial flight training
[AD-A035154] p0804 N77-28147
Simulation of a synergistic six-post motion system on the flight simulator for advanced aircraft at NASA-Ames
[NASA-CR-152010] p0693 N77-29173

MOTION STABILITY

NT AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
NT AIRCRAFT STABILITY
NT ATTITUDE STABILITY
NT BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY
NT DIRECTION STABILITY
NT FLAME STABILITY
NT FLOW STABILITY
NT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
NT LATERAL STABILITY
NT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
NT LOW SPEED STABILITY
NT ROTARY STABILITY

Aerelastic stability of coupled flap-lag-torsional motion of helicopter rotor blades in forward flight
[AD-A77-455] p0211 A77-25812
Designing stable programmed flight-vehicle motion
p0305 A77-32091
Construction of stable programmed flight-vehicle motion
p0465 A77-44091
Motions and drag of an air cushion vehicle with a deep skirt in calm water and random waves
[AD-A035686] p0495 N77-29331

MOTOR VEHICLES

NT ELECTRIC MOTOR VEHICLES

Wind tunnel investigation of devices to reduce bus aerodynamic drag
[ALTAA PAPER 77-367] p0113 A77-18232

MOTORS

NT ELECTRIC MOTORS
NT INDUCTION MOTORS
MOUNTAINS

Multipath immunity of MLS in mountainous sites
p0500 N77-32116

MOVING TARGET INDICATORS

Radiocommunication in air navigation
p0155 N77-21869

Surveillance radar designed for improved target visibility
p0357 A77-36562

AR/APQ-148 multi-mode radar for the A-68 all weather attack aircraft
p0397 A77-37420
Computer controlled target locatoresignator system
[AD-A031416] p0318 N77-22102
Moving target detector, an improved signal processor
p0325 N77-22360
Comparison of the performance of the moving target detector and the radar video digitizer
[AD-A040472] p0495 N77-29348

MBCA AIRCRAFT

Europe's tornado - Flight development of the MBCA
p0261 A77-28465
Powerplant for Tornado - The RB.199
p0262 A77-28466

MBCA system compatibility --- EMC
p0302 A77-31784

MTSLS

U MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM LANDING SYSTEM

ATIS

LP/VLF NAVI signal reliability in airborne applications
p0057 A77-15768

Reliability case history of an airborne air turbine starter
p0116 A77-18937

Environmental considerations for avionics installation
[SIE PAPER 770447] p0391 A77-37068
Reliability improvement warranty techniques and applications --- to F-16 aircraft
p0559 A77-50477

Effectiveness of reliability system testing on quality and reliability
Application of NASA-ARC delayed flap approach procedures to Boeing 727 airplane
[NASA-CH-137907] p0238 N77-19061
NASA/Way lift/cruise fan cost reduction studies
[NASA-CH-135155] p0291 N77-21042
NASA Ames Active Control Aircraft flight experiments (ACH) program --- for short haul aircraft
[NASA-CR-22174] p0259 N77-24410
NASA Quiet Clean General Aviation Turboprop (QCAT) program status
[NASA-WM-2-73564] p0355 H77-21049
PLEXTAN: A summary of the functions and capabilities of the NASA flexible airplane analysis computer system
[NASA-CR-2564] p0236 N77-22143
Aviation and programmatic analyses; Volume 1, Task 1: Aviation data base development and application --- for NASA OAST program
[NASA-CR-152581] p0250 N77-29139
Aviation and programmatic analyses; Volume 1, Task 2: Identification of planning factors and activities --- for NASA OAST program
[NASA-CR-152582] p0450 N77-29410
Aviation and programmatic analyses; Volume 3, Task 3: Development of special issue papers --- for NASA OAST program
[NASA-CR-152583] p0450 N77-29410
Experiment and analysis on the flow process dynamics of the NASA-Langley eight foot transonic pressure tunnel
[NASA-CR-154006] p0549 N77-30045
NASA STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS PROGRAM U NASTARAN
NASTARAN
Composite hubs for low cost turbine engines --- stress analysis using NASTARAN
[NASA-12211] p0276 N77-46520
Boron-epoxy-reinforced titanium aircraft landing-gear drag strut
[NASA-TH-4-1289] p0273 H77-12211
Composite hubs for low cost gas turbine engines
[NASA-TM-1-73579] p0212 H77-17066
Correlation of AH-1G helicopter flight vibration data and tailboom static test data with NASTARAN analytical results
[NASA-CR-25512] p0249 N77-18146
Correlation of AH-1G airframe test data with a NASTARAN mathematical model
[NASA-CR-154119] p0240 N77-19449
Application of NASTARAN to large deflection supersonic flutter of panels
[NASA-CR-154006] p0549 N77-20500
Development, documentation and correlation of a NASTARAN vibration model of the AH-1G helicopter airframe
[NASA-CR-154119] p0240 N77-20500
Response of A-6 landing gear door to air shock loading
[AD-A0354059] p0394 H77-25157
NATIONAL AIRSPACE UTILIZATION SYSTEM
Civil and military air traffic in France - Management and compatibility
[NASA-SR-416] p0226 H77-18081
Implementation of area navigation in the national airspace system: An assessment of NAV/NAV task force concepts and payoffs
[AD-A0354059] p0394 H77-27096
NATIONAL AVIATION SYSTEM
Cost benefit analysis and the national aviation system: A guide
[AD-A0369256] p0381 H77-25384
NATURAL FREQUENCIES
U RESONANT FREQUENCIES
NATURAL GAS
Helicopter offshore operations --- oil and gas exploration and production
[NASA-CR-154119] p0240 N77-20500
NAGIER-STOKES EQUATION
Numerical solution of axisymmetric boundary flow fields with plasma simulators
[NASA-PE-225] p0342 H77-19909
Recent computation of viscous effects in transonic flow
[NASA-CH-135155] p0291 N77-21042
Implicit finite difference simulation of flow about arbitrary geometries with application to airfoils
[NASA-PAPER 77-665] p0360 H77-37019
Navigation

Computation of viscous transonic flow about a lifting airfoil
(AIAA Paper 77-4679) p0641 A77-40700
Calculation of vortex breakdown locations for flow over delta wings
p0558 A77-69345
Numerical solutions for laminar and turbulent viscous flow over single and multi-element airfoils using body-fitted coordinate systems
p0277 A77-10355
Vortex/jet/wing viscous interaction theory and analysis
(AD-A025290) p01031 W77-11105
Numerical solutions of Navier-Stokes equations for the structure of a trailing vortex
A high Reynolds number numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations in stream function-vorticity form
[NASA-CR-153933] p0172 W77-28070
Numerical solution of the conically symmetric Navier-Stokes equations for hypersonic flow at angle of attack
p0524 W77-30079

Navigation

NAVIGATION AIDS
NAVIGATION AIR NAVIGATION NT ALL-WEATHER AIR NAVIGATION NT AREA NAVIGATION NT ASTRONAVIGATION NT CELESTIAL NAVIGATION NT DEAD RECKONING NT DIGITAL NAVIGATION NT DOPPLER NAVIGATION NT HYBRID NAVIGATION SYSTEMS NT HYPERBOLIC NAVIGATION NT INERTIAL NAVIGATION NT LORAN NT MICROWAVE SCANNING BEACON LANDING SYSTEM NT GYRO COMPASSES NT GYRO HORIZONS NT RADIO ALTIMETERS NT AERIAL RADIO NAVIGATION NT NAVIGATION BEACONS NT NAVIGATIONAL INSTRUMENTS NT RADAR BEACONS NT RADIO BEACONS NT TCNAC NT VHF OMNIBUS NAVIGATION NT WIDE AREA NAVIGATION NT DISCRETE ADDRESS BEACON SYSTEM FOR AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

The use of microprocessors in navigation systems
p0054 A77-15134
Experience with the VOR-navigationsystem in the German Democratic Republic. I
p0067 A77-10772
The automatic navigator -- onboard aircraft navigation aids systems
p0115 A77-16725
A proposition for an advanced aircraft navigation system for civil air transport
p0151 A77-20667
Report concerning the status of the selection procedure for a new approach and landing system
p0155 A77-19153
Experience with the VOR navigationsystem in the German Democratic Republic. II
p0158 A77-22118
Evaluating the characteristics of luminous colored cockpit displays
p0164 A77-22736
Radio navigation in North America - The next 25 years
p0189 A77-23268
Investigation of the accuracy of TACAN
p0310 A77-32963
Precision navigation updating by means of digital area correlation
p0354 A77-35248

Analysis of the accuracy of operation of the rangefinding channel of a Shoran system
p0419 A77-45695
Flight inspection packages and interface problems
p0492 A77-47869
CORAH / A correlation velocity sensor
p0559 A77-27454
Precorrelation of Radar Altimeter for Navigation
p095 A77-27453
Position updating with microwave radiometric sensors
p0115 A77-24595
Flooded multisensor for low-cost navigation
p0395 A77-37506
Slant visual range monitoring
p0400 A77-37708
The electromagnetic autonavigation system / the ESM system /

Head-up display in commercial aviation
(AIAA Paper 77-1241) p0501 A77-44434
Aircraft navigation with the limited operational phase of the WAYSAR Global Positioning System
p0505 A77-44436
A special-purpose pocket calculator for aviation and maritime navigation
p0506 A77-44571
A digital goniometer for VOR
p0511 A77-46264
SNV control for airborne surveys
p0511 A77-46264
Royal Air Force assessment flights of Omega Navigation System
p0527 A77-47813
Flight experience with Omega
p0527 A77-47814
An American Omega navigation evaluation program - The presentation of information in combat aircraft
p0527 A77-47817
A navigation device to help helicopters to land on ocean platforms
p0562 A77-50903
p0570 A77-51178
Application of UHF adaptive array to navigation/trackng systems
p0571 A77-51185
Tactical and long-range navigation in the AR/AIN-101
p0571 A77-51192
Loran-C data acquisition and handling for improved accuracy
p0572 A77-51400
Rationale and description of a coordinated cockpit display for aircraft flight management
(NASA-TN-X-3667) p0035 A77-11044
Head-up piloting aids
(NASA-TT-F-17389) p0181 W77-17057
Role of head-up display in instrument flight
(AD-1030075) p0231 W77-18153
NAVAIID support of high-altitude area navigation route
(AD-1036388) p0177 W77-22065
DARS monopulse summary
(AD-1038157/-) p0417 W77-22065
DARS monopulse summary
(AD-1038157/4) p0417 W77-22065
Pilotage navigation utilizing a night-vision system
(AD-1036774) p0428 W77-26115
Interacture LORAN-C to geographic and geographic-to-LORAN-C computation
(NASA-CR-153965) p0525 W77-30101

NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS
NAVIGATION ATTITUDE INDICATORS NT GYRO COMPASSES NT GYRO HORIZONS NT RADIO ALTIMETERS
Evaluation of the accuracy of community relative navigation organization concepts
p0150 A77-20656
Improved navigation using adaptive Kalman filtering
p0150 A77-20657
Navigation to surveying accuracy with an inertial system
p0151 A77-20659
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>MICHEL ALLOYS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Navigation for sea based FFPs</td>
<td>(AD-1036808) p0041 N77-28980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A modular fail op fail safe strapped-down navigator</td>
<td>Statistical review of counting accelerometer data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation velocity sensor --- aircraft navigation instrument</td>
<td>for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measures for enhancing safety in general aviation</td>
<td>(AD-1001266) p0539 N77-11140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in the areas of air traffic control, navigation, and meteorology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A lightweight Doppler navigation system</td>
<td>NC-130 AIRCRAFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradient method of navigation</td>
<td>D C-130 AIRCRAFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiral tuned vertical indicating system --- gyroless gravity vector indicator</td>
<td>WHAR FIELDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The design of complex navigation systems ---</td>
<td>On the not-so-slender wing theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian book</td>
<td>An investigation of the near-field wake behind a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual presentation of cockpit information</td>
<td>full-scale test aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>including special devices used for particular conditions of flying</td>
<td>upstream influence on the near field of a plane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AGARD-CP-201]</td>
<td>turbulent jet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Malcolm Horizon --- pilot performance</td>
<td>Supernormal jet exhaust noise investigation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruments and method of air navigation</td>
<td>Volume 4: Acoustic far-field/near-field data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-A033068] p0352 H77-35021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAVIGATION SATELLITES</th>
<th>BIGHAM ALLOYS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Satellite radar navigation systems --- Russian book</td>
<td>Returnig BMD and E assets (aircraft) to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The determination of ship location by means of</td>
<td>operational usage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>navigation satellites --- Russian book</td>
<td>[AD-A036738] p0461 H77-24087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The GPS Control Segment and its service to the GPS</td>
<td>Cobined ground and aircraft based 7-2 micron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User --- Global Positioning System navigation</td>
<td>spectrums of LkH-alpha 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>satellite</td>
<td>p0056 N77-15614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global positioning system navigation algorithms ---</td>
<td>BIGHAM ALLOYS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for application to navigation satellites</td>
<td>Characteristic wake data for local blade propeller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>used for aircraft guidance</td>
<td>stalling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-A025182]</td>
<td>p0108 N77-17479</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| NAVSTAR SATELLITES | Characteristic of turbulent flow through a |
|-------------------| turbine cascade with exhaust through the | |
| Performance and adjoint sensitivity analysis of | trailing edge |
| the Navstar global positioning system | p013 N77-33843 |
| Aircraft navigation with the limited operational | Convective heat and mass transfer in a |
| phase of the NAVSTAR Global Positioning System | hypersonic |
| Preliminary study of NAVSTAR/GPS for general | near wake |
| aviation | p0468 N77-8-3923 |
| [FASA-CR-14559] | Study of a nonisothermal axisymmetric near wake |
| p0079 N77-13038 | p0468 N77-8-3928 |
| NAVY | Application of the nonlinear vortex-lattice |
| Navy 15-service evaluation program --- for | concept to aircraft-interference problems |
| composite aircraft structure reliability | p0027 N77-10549 |
| [FASA 77-467] | A theory of the supersonic turbulent axisymmetric |
| p0207 N77-25772 | near wake behind bluff-base bodies |
| V/STOL and the naval planner's dilemma | p0155 N77-22244 |
| p0352 N77-35021 | |
| Statistical review of counting accelerometer data | BIGHAM ALLOYS |
| for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft | Returnig BMD and E assets (aircraft) to |
| [AD-A025182] | operational usage |
| p0608 N77-13058 | BIGHAM ALLOYS |
| FW-CW ranging multipath investigation for Navy | High-nickel alloys for gas turbines |
| [AD-A027790] | p0007 N77-111325 |
| Flightdeck illumination for helicopters | |
NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES

Recent advances in nickel alloys for aerospace applications p0359 A77-36684

NOISE

Noise levels for turbojet powered airplanes and large propeller driven airplanes: Notice of proposed rule making p0541 N77-31150 Research on noise generated by ducted air-fuel combustion systems [AD-A039957] p0542 N77-11669 NOISE (SOUND)


SUBJECT INDEX

Experimental study of lateral wind effect on free jet noise [ISL-B-121/76] p0097 N77-29923
Noise levels for turbojet powered airplanes and large propeller driven airplanes: proposed role making [AD-A040462a] p0047 N77-31150
Calculation of sideline noise levels during takeoff [AD-A040626a] p0043 N77-31170
Selection of minimum day/night levels for noise map contour calculations -- aircraft noise abatement in airport planning [AD-A040623a] p0046 N77-31122

NOISE MEASUREMENT

Rotational noise measurement in a wind tunnel by total sampling synchronization [COTER, TP 20. 1967-1/11] p0007 A77-11284
Airframe noise measurements by acoustic imaging [AIAA PAPER 77-55] p0038 A77-19799
Core noise measurements on a YF-102 turbofan engine [AIAA PAPER 77-21] p0042 A77-19981
Testing equipment available in France for studying aircraft and engine noise p0157 A77-21887

Techniques employed in analyzing turbojet noise p0157 N77-21893

The transmission of acoustic plane-waves at a jet exhaust [AIAA PAPER 77-22] p0160 A77-22207

An experimental study of jet noise. I - Turbulent mixing noise p0195 A77-23113

Propeller aircraft fliypover noise testing [SAE PAPER 770443] p0391 A77-37064

Schlieren and noise studies of rotors in forward flight [ANS 77-33-05] p0018 A77-40053

Core noise source diagnostics on a turbofan engine using coherence and correlation techniques p0500 A77-44957

Noise emission of the agricultural aircraft Z-37. I - Sound intensity level measurements at the agricultural aircraft Z-37. II - Sound intensity level measurements at an agricultural airport p0555 A77-49656

The measurement of aircraft overflight noise - Errors due to its monostationary character [COTER, TP 20. 1977-1/13] p0039 A77-50441

Airframe noise of the DC-9 [AIAA PAPER 77-1272] p0064 A77-51035

Measurement of far field combustion noise from a turbofan engine using coherence functions [AIAA PAPER 77-1277] p0065 A77-51038

Shielding effects of heated twin jet noise [AIAA PAPER 77-1268] p0065 A77-51048

An experimental investigation of the trailing edge noise mechanism -- aircraft noise [AIAA PAPER 77-1291] p0065 A77-51049

Interim noise correlation for some OTV configuration and external jet-flow deflectors -- engine Over The Wing [AIAA PAPER 77-1317] p0066 A77-51072

Over-the-wing model thrust reverser noise tests [AIAA PAPER 77-1318] p0066 A77-51073

Investigation of subsonic fan noise sources by fluctuating pressure measurements on rotating blades [AIAA PAPER 77-1321] p0066 A77-51075

Flight noise studies on a turbojet engine using microphones mounted on a 450 ft. tower [AIAA PAPER 77-1325] p0066 A77-51079

Effects of forward motion on jet and noise propagation [AIAA PAPER 77-1330] p0067 A77-51084

Helicopter rotor aerodynamic and aeroacoustic environments [AIAA PAPER 77-1338] p0067 A77-51091

Some measured and calculated effects of a tip vortex modification device on impulsive noise --- for helicopter rotors [AIAA PAPER 77-1391] p0068 A77-51097

Simultaneous characterization of jet noise sources and acoustic field by a new application of conditional sampling [AIAA PAPER 77-1360] p0069 A77-51102

Cabin noise behavior of a USAF STOL transport -- upper surface blowing TC-11 aircraft [AIAA PAPER 77-1365] p0069 A77-51117

Experiments on the feasibility of aero-acoustic measurements in the 3-8 low speed wind tunnel
A test facility for aircraft jet noise reduction. II
Skin friction on a flat perforated acoustic liner

EMP hardening of aircraft by closing the
points-of-entry --- ElectroMagnetic Pulse

Calculation of curves of constant equivalent
levels of enduring sound for implementation of the
aircraft noise protection law - Methods and
preliminary results

Amplification of jet noise through engine noise

Sound shielding on an engine model and comparison
with theory

Prediction of light aircraft interior noise

Engine noise - A look ahead

Jet noise source modification due to forward flight

The development and evaluation of two segment
engine noise - A look ahead

Aircraft noise certification requirements which
ensure use of available noise control technology

Survey of inlet noise reduction concepts for gas
turbine engines

Techniques employed in analyzing turbomachinery
noise

Jet noise source modification due to forward flight

Methods of reducing low frequency cabin noise and
masocially induced stresses, based on the
intrinsic structural tuning concept

Vehicle noise - The RB211 demonstrator
programme

Concorde-commute noise

Noise reduction potential for the existing
business jet fleet

Optimization of the reduction of the radiation
noise created by a corona discharge on aircraft

The influence of design parameters on light
propeller aircraft noise

Interior noise analysis and control for light
aircraft

The development and evaluation of two segment
approach techniques --- For aircraft landing
noise reduction

DASH-7 silent STOL for FAR-25 certification flight
test

Aero-acoustic performance comparison of core
engine noise suppressors on NASA quiet engine 'C'

Small is beautiful - silence is golden --- low
noise short haul air transportation

Development and evaluation of a method for
predicting the vibration and noise characteristics of helicopter transmissions

The next SST - What will it be

The application of new technology for performance
improvement and noise reduction of supersonic
transport aircraft

Jet noise suppression concepts for advanced supersonic transports

Cabin noise reduction - Use of isolated inner cabin
--- in helicopters

The noise protection area as a criterion for the
problem of aircraft noise during the take-off of
VTOL aircraft

Optimum acoustic design of free-running low speed
propellers

Main rotor wake/tail rotor interaction

Effects of forward velocity on noise for a J85
turbojet engine with multibaffle suppressor free
wind tunnel and flight tests

Air transport noise reduction

Convex 76 - Aircraft noise and air traffic control

Theoretical jet exhaust noise model for the duct
burning turbofan

Effects of simulated flight on fan noise suppression

A novel concept for suppressing internally
generated aircraft engine noise

W/STOL - STOL propagation systems: Noise
prediction and reduction. Volume 1: Identification
of sources, noise generating mechanisms, noise reduction mechanisms, and prediction methodology

W/STOL - STOL propagation systems: Noise
prediction and reduction. Volume 2: Graphical
prediction methods

W/STOL - STOL propagation systems: Noise
prediction and reduction. Volume 3: Computer
program users manual

Inlet noise suppressor design method based upon
the distribution of acoustic power with mode
cutoff ratio

Further studies of static to flight effects on fan
tone noise using inlet distortion control for
source identification

Aircraft configuration noise reduction. Volume 1:
Engineering analysis

Aircraft configuration noise reduction. Volume 2:
Computer program user's guide and other appendices

Aircraft configuration noise reduction. Volume 3:
Computer program source listing

Low-frequency noise reduction of lightweight
airframe structures

Apparatus and methods for jet noise suppression

Noise reduction for business aircraft

Advanced supersonic propulsion study, phase 3

Mini BFPEX noise reduction

The 727/757 high fan noise effects study

The effect of forward speed on jet engine noise
from suppressor nozzles as measured in the
NASA-Johnson 90' by 80-foot wind tunnel

[NASA-TH-80-026]
A discussion of reasons for condemning engine components before reaching their design fatigue life p0399 A77-37646
Development of reliability-based aircraft safety criteria: An impact analysis, volume 1 [AIAA-AM-2164] p0337 N77-22059
Nondestructive method for instrumenting helicopter rotor blades [NASA-CASE-LAB-11201-1] p0326 N77-22452
Nondestructive evaluation of civil airport pavements [AIAA-AM-3684] p0326 N77-22049
Proof-load testing on 300 M steel p0326 N77-22556
NONEQUILIBRIUM FLOW
Supersonic flow of gas-particle mixtures past a wedge p0194 A77-24200
Use of the finite difference method for the calculation of three-dimensional nonequilibrium flow past blunt bodies p0203 A77-25538
Non-equilibrium flow of an inviscid gas past a thin profile p0550 A77-48289
NONISMOMETRIC
Analysis of noise during aero-electrical prospecting by the method of transient processes p0313 A77-33505
NONFLAMMABLE MATERIALS
A composite system approach to aircraft cabin fire safety p0844 A77-40937
Thermoplastic polymers for improved fire safety [NASA-TN-X-73185] p0125 N77-14206
NONISOTHERMAL PROCESSES
Study of a nonisothermal axisymmetric near wake p0468 A77-43928
NONLINEAR EQUATIONS
Characteristics of the boundary-layer equations of the minimum time-to-climb problem p0513 A77-46618
A nonlinear theory for airfoils with trailing-edge jet flap [NASA-TS-D-8368] p0167 N77-15981
Nonlinear curvature expressions for combined flapwise bending, chordwise bending, torsion and extension of twisted rotor blades [NASA-TM-X-73997] p0174 N77-16376
Theory of wing span loading instabilities near stall p0277 N77-20014
Nonlinear aeroelastic equations for combined flapwise bending, chordwise bending, torsion, and extension of twisted nonuniform rotor blades in forward flight [NASA-TM-X-74059] p0585 N77-33107
NONLINEAR FREQUENCY
Design of nonlinear automatic flight control systems p0552 A77-48693
NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING
Application of a gradient-projection method to minimum weight design of a delta wing with static and aeroelastic constraints p0505 A77-13899
Application of optimization technology to wing/store flutter prediction [AIAA-97-753] p0210 A77-25810
Selection of the optimal longitudinal assembly for a multispan bridge with wing for a nonlinear stress-strain relation p0301 A77-31458
Application of nonlinear programming methods to the solution of variational problems of gas dynamics --- maximum thrust supersonic nozzle design p0303 A77-31920
Minimum time acceleration of aircraft turbofan engines by using an algorithm based on nonlinear programming [NASA-TM-X-73941] p0592 N77-33167
NONLINEAR SYSTEM
System identification for nonlinear aerodynamic flight regimes p0164 A77-22708

CONTRIBUTION TO THE SOLUTION OF THE BASIC CONTROL PROBLEM FOR A DISCONTINUOUS DYNAMIC SYSTEM --- REMOTELY PILOTED VEHICLES p0304 A77-41082
Approximate dynamical model of a turbojet engine p0308 A77-12405
Nonlinear parameter identification from a vibration test p0256 A77-46396
Non-linear effects in aircraft ground and flight vibration tests [NASA-TM-X-74018] p0283 N77-25153
NONLINEARITY
A Green's function formulation for a nonlinear potential flow solution applicable to transonic flow [NASA-TM-X-74018] p0340 N77-23090
NONMAGNETICITY
U FLEXIBILITY
NONFRICTIONAL FLOW
Aerelastic stability of ring arrays of blades with a random dynamic inhomogeneity p0059 A77-12576
The external synchronization of slightly nonlinear blade crowns p0064 A77-12579
The force on a confuser ring from an unevenly distributed nonstationary flow p0060 A77-15982
Vibrations in compressor blades exposed to radial irregularity of flow p0060 A77-15994
Turbine blade excitation by an irregular peripheral flow p0061 A77-15996
Unsteady aerodynamic forces acting on loaded two-dimensional blades in nonuniform incompressible flows p0144 A77-20137
Choking of a nonuniform flow in a channel with friction p0202 A77-25343
The Weierstrass condition in optimal problems in the supersonic gasdynamics of weakly anisotropic flows --- slender body drag reduction p0309 A77-72105
Propelled time-dependent forces due to nonuniform inflow p0171 N77-16060
NONVISCOUS FLOW
U TURBULENT FLOW
NORMAL DENSITY FUNCTIONS
Some mathematical aspects of the correlation theory of aircraft precision and reliability p0561 A77-50709
NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS
U NORMAL DENSITY FUNCTIONS
NORMAL FORCE DISTRIBUTION
U POISE DISTRIBUTION
NORMAL SHOCK WAVES
A numerical solution of the axisymmetric jet counterflow problem p0261 A77-28409
Transonic normal shock-turbulent boundary layer interaction in pressure gradient flows [AIAA-PAPER-77-143] p0264 A77-28549
NORTH AMERICAN AIRCRAFT
WT: B-1 AIRCRAFT
WT: B-70 AIRCRAFT
WT: F-104 AIRCRAFT
WT: T-2 AIRCRAFT
WT: T-39 AIRCRAFT
WT: X-15 AIRCRAFT
NORTHROP AIRCRAFT
WT: F-5 AIRCRAFT
WT: F-18 AIRCRAFT
NOSE CAPS
U NOSE CONES
NOSE CONES
WT ABLATIVE ROSE CONES
Investigation of the size of the wake of a cone flying at hypersonic speed

Stability derivative measurements with magnetically suspended cone-cylinder models

Contribution to the theory of axisymmetric supersonic gas flow past a sharp-nosed body of revolution

Shock wave profiles about hemispherical noses at low supersonic Mach numbers

Experimental investigation of a fan-cone interference flow field at Mach 5

NOZZLE HOSES

Shiny analysis and test of the Rockwell International -40 Model Sabreliner corotating dual wheel nose gear

Influence of the dynamic parameters of the control system on nose-wheel shimsy

A-7 titanium nose gear development

An investigation of impingement forces on a wheel generated spray --- using assignment plate and intensity probe

Fatigue investigation of the C-2A nose landing gear

MT ABLATIVE NOSE CONES

Pressure distributions over frontal /nose/ surfaces of bodies of revolution as transonic flow at angles of attack of 0 to 10 deg

Prediction of aerodynamic cut-of-plane forces on ogive-nosed circular cylinders

Hyper sonic flow over indented no setips

The effect of cowling shape on the stability of an airplane, September 1942

NOTCH TESTS

Critical remarks on the validity of fatigue life evaluation methods based on local stress-strain behavior

Fatigue life prediction of complex structures

Fracture toughness of 8mm 2021-T3 non clad plate with long central cracks

NOTCHED RUBELS

NOSE TENTS

NOSE MATERIALS

NOZZLE COEFFICIENT

NOZZLE FLOW

Selection of an atomizer and its modes of operation for the removal of ice deposits, frost and frozen snow from aircraft surfaces

Two-dimensional nozzle/airframe integration technology - An overview

Non-axisymmetric nozzle concepts for an F-111 test bed

Experimental investigation of thrust vectoring nozzle technolgy program - an overview --- for fighter aircraft engines

Results of a feasibility study to add canards and ADER nozzle to the F-17 --- Augmented Deflecting Exhaust Nozzle

Ground test of the D shaped vented thrust vectoring nozzle

NOZZLE EFFICIENCY

Determination of magnitudes of the parameters characterizing ducted air scoop operation downstream --- for airplane deceleration

Compressible subcritical flow through axially symmetric sharp-lipped orifices and nozzles

Two-phase turbine engines --- using gas-liquid mixture accelerated in nozzles

Turbine blade excitation by an irregular peripheral flow

Self-excited oscillations in supersonic flow

Wavelength in axisymmetric steady supersonic free jets

Experimental investigation of the characteristics of small-dimensioned nozzles

Study of the effect of nozzle shape on the characteristics of three-dimensional subsonic and supersonic flows

Investigation of strongly underexpanded submerged jets

Calculation of base pressure in ejection nozzles of different length for the case of a zero ejection coefficient

Jet engine nozzles

Approximate calculation of the critical performance of an ejector with a slotted nozzle

Calculation of vortex flows in nozzles

The formation of a quasi-steady jet inside a nozzle during the shock starting of the nozzle

Numerical investigation of the heterogeneous-homogeneous condensation of a stream in a supersonic nozzle

Calculation of supersonic flow in flat and axisymmetric nozzles of a given geometry, assuming arbitrary inlet gas properties
NOZZLE GEOMETRY

- Experimental and analytical study of an axisymmetric thrust augmentor
- Parameters governing the range of a supersonic gas jet
- Response of a subsonic nozzle to acoustic and entropy disturbances — turbojet engine noise generation mechanisms
- Prediction of three-dimensional turbulent mixing in an ejector
- Wave structure and density distribution in a nonstationary gas jet
- Flow characteristics in an expansion tunnel as inferred from velocity measurements
- Aerodynamics of a confined jet with variable density
- An analytical model for entropy noise of subsonic nozzle flow
- Study of the effect of nozzle shape on the characteristics of three-dimensional subsonic and supersonic flows
- Choice of optimal thrust dimensions for the diffuser in a condensing injector
- Nonradial arrangement of turbomachine guide vanes
- Study of the effect of nozzle shape on the characteristics of three-dimensional subsonic and supersonic flows
- Static performance of vectoring/reversing non-axisymmetric nozzles
- Static performance of vectoring/reversing non-axisymmetric nozzles
- 0°/180° noise correlation for several nozzle/wing geometries using a 5° slot nozzle with external deflectors — Over The Wing configurations
- Ground test of the D shaped vented thrust vectoring nozzle
- Experience related to the development of high-stress carbon fiber-reinforced plastic structures, taking into account the example of a subsonic inlet ram
- Off-design regimes of axisymmetric nozzles with supersonic inlet velocity
- Thrust augmenting ejector analogy
- Thrust reverser design studies for an over-the-wing STOL transport
- Small-scale test program to develop a more efficient swivel nozzle thrust deflector for V/STOL lift/cruise engines

NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

- The dynamic behavior of nuclear helium turbine plants during by-pass and pressure level control operations

NUCLEAR PROPULSION

- An evaluation of very large airplanes and alternative fuels: Executive summary

NUCLERATION

- Gas cloud seeding

NUCLEOES

- Moderate neutron levels

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

- NT APPROXIMATION
- NT ERROR ANALYSIS
- NT FINITE DIFFERENCE THEORY
- NT FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
- NT ITERATIVE SOLUTION
- NT LEAST SQUARES METHOD
- NT MONTE CARLO METHOD
- NT NEWTON-RAPSHON METHOD
- NT NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
- NT OISEEN APPROXIMATION
- NT PADE APPROXIMATION
- NT RELAXATION METHOD (MATHEMATICS)

- Computational methods and problems in aeronautical fluid dynamics — Book
- A method for the preliminary stability analysis of aircraft structures — Numerical analysis
- Emissions from gas turbine combustors. I — Numerical analysis and numerical simulations
- Prediction of pressure distributions on axisymmetric bodies in transonic flow and on models including the effects of the airfoil boundary layer and transpiration cooling
- Progress in numerical turbomachinery analysis
- Quasi-three-dimensional laminar boundary-layer separations in supersonic flow
- Progress in numerical turbomachinery analysis
- Analysis of aircraft performance at large angles of attack
- Analytical calculation of curves of the ‘arroll profile’ type
- Numerical methods for extracting all-f-8-87050/ASG/21000 from flight test data
- Analytic construction of ‘aerodynamic profile’ curves
- The use of probability analysis in aircraft certification and its effects on maintenance and equipment maintenance
- The computer for design and optimization — with applications to aircraft design, etc
- Numerical analysis of the axisymmetric flow past a porous shell with a hole at the vertex
- Inverse transonic airflow design including viscous interaction
- Theoretical and experimental simulation methods for external store separation trajectories
- Three-dimensional flow calculation for a transonic compressor rotor
- A critical review of turbine flow calculation procedures
- A high Reynolds number numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations in strong function-vorticity form
- Numerical solution of the conically symmetric Navier-Stokes equations for hypersonic flow at angle of attack

A-250
Numerical analyses of soft body impacts on rigid and deformable targets

[AD-800030] p0542 A77-31168

Foundation of the magnetic field integral equation code for the calculation of the electromagnetic pulse external interaction with aircraft

[AD-801953] p0545 A77-31389

NUMERICAL CONTROL

The application of microprocessors to the control of small/aircraft/ gas turbines

p0109 A77-1752

Inherent errors in asynchronous, redundant digital flight controls

p0198 A77-28192

Estimation of the parameters of the dynamic model of an aircraft with the purpose of designing adaptive numerical control

p0201 A77-25281

Computer-assisted control of a transonic wind tunnel

p0243 A77-26835

Selection of a fuel handling system for a small advanced turboshaft engine

p0240 A77-26929

Use of a digital computer in an integrated propulsive control system

[SAE PAPERS 760805] p0259 A77-28207

Error analysis for combined estimation and control systems with application to VTOL digital flight-control synthesis

p0268 A77-28958

Evaluation of an F100 multivariable control using a real-time engine simulation

[ATAA PAPERS 77-515] p0409 A77-38552

Programmable data logger for automatic test equipment --- for aircraft control systems

p0466 A77-41388

Software for automatic test equipment --- for aircraft systems

p0466 A77-41389

Testing gyroscopic systems with automatic test equipment

p0466 A77-41390

Is the pilot necessary in a light observation helicopter

p0462 A77-43340

Theory of automatic aircraft power plant control: --- Russian book

p0467 A77-43604

NUMERICAL FLOW VISUALIZATION

Transonic cascade flow calculation using the relaxation method

[DGDR PAPERS 76-186] p0091 A77-16537

Methods and problems in the calculation of transonic flows

p0260 A77-28366

Recent computation of viscous effects in transonic flow

p0260 A77-28376

Supersonic flow about elliptic cones with large semissa ratio

p0261 A77-28402

Transonic flow simulation by the finite element method via optimal control

p0520 A77-47540

Numerical calculation of the transonic flow past a swept wing

[NASA-CH-153297] p0433 A77-27071

NUMERICAL INTEGRATION

Theory of small-aspect-ratio wing analysis using discrete-continuous calculation scheme - Numerical integration of resolving equations

p0111 A77-17953

Numerical solution for subcritical flows by a transonic integral equation method

p0242 A77-26741

OBLIQUE WINGS

Aeroelastic stability characteristics of an oblique wing aircraft

[ATAA 77-956] p0211 A77-2581

The oblique wing - Aircraft design for transonic and low supersonic speeds

p0276 A77-30010

Maximum likelihood estimation of aerodynamic derivatives for an oblique wing aircraft from flight data

p0504 A77-43166

An analytical study for subsonic oblique wing transport concept

[NASA-CH-138946] p0211 A77-10045

An analytical study for subsonic oblique wing transport concept

[NASA-CH-138957] p0211 A77-10046

Structural studies of oblique folding wings

[AD-8025714] p0211 A77-14019

Effect of drooped-nose flaps on the experimental force and moment characteristics of an oblique wing

[NASA-TR-X-3398] p0172 A77-16096

Oblique wing transonic transport configuration development

[NASA-CH-15928] p0179 A77-17037

Effect of wing flexibility on the experimental aerodynamic characteristics of an oblique wing

[NASA-TR-X-3660] p0292 A77-21096

A comparison of the experimental aerodynamic characteristics of an oblique wing with those of a swept wing --- in the Ames 6 by 6 foot wind tunnel


P-B oblique wing structural feasibility study

[NASA-CH-154841] p0526 A77-34077

OBSERVATION

IF SATCHELL OBSERVATION

OBSEVATION AIRCRAFT

IF E-2 AIRCRAFT

IF F-5 AIRCRAFT

IF MIAGE 3 AIRCRAFT

IF OH-6 HELICOPTER

An avionics design philosophy for a Canadian coastal patrol aircraft

p0143 A77-19650

Is the pilot necessary in a light observation helicopter

p0462 A77-43340

OBSTACLES

IF DABRIBES

OCEAN SURFACE

Aircraft scatterometer adapted from Spacelab to measure ocean surface motion

p0116 A77-39525

DSTAR: Direct Sea-To-Air Refueling (air refueling of military cargo aircraft from ships at sea)

[AD-A026750] p0117 A77-15010

OCEANS

IF ATLANTIC OCEAN

OCEAN EXPERIMENTS

Description and flight tests of an oceatrometer

[NASA-TR-D-8819] p0431 A77-26154

OFFSHORE ENERGY SOURCES

Helicopter offshore operations --- oil and gas exploration and production

p0504 A77-44417

OFFSHORE PLATFORMS

Lake Erie airport study --- offshore platform feasibility

[ASCHE PREPRINT 3835] p0273 A77-29967

A navigation device to help helicopters to land on ocean platforms

[OREHAM, TP NO. 1977-71] p0562 A77-50983

A comparison of air raadionavigation systems (for helicopters in off-shore areas)

[AD-A030376] p0121 A77-14002

OGE SHEAP

Some results of the testing of a full-scale Ogee tip helicopter rotor; acoustics, loads, and performance

[ATAA PAPERS 77-1380] p0566 A77-51095

OGE WINGS

IF VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS

OGLIVES

Prediction of aerodynamic out-of-plane forces on ogive-nosed circular cylinders

p0116 A77-18679

Side forces on a tangent ogive forebody with a fineness ratio of 2.5 at high angles of attack and low speed

[NASA-TR-X-73176] p0244 A77-18053

OH-6 HELICOPTERS

Elastic pitch beam tail rotor for OH-6

[AD-8028495] p0181 A77-17055

Analytical investigation of an improved helicopter landing gear concept

[AD-A029372] p0233 A77-18150
The design and fabrication of microstrip antennas for VLF pulse timing - Limitations and potential as a navigation system synchronization.

Linear, dynamic estimation and control of Omega navigation system.

Performance of a French airborne Omega receiver.

Probing the airborne Omega environment.

Omega system performance predictions.

VLF pulse timing - Limitations and potential as a companion to Omega.

Outlook for utilization of the North Atlantic air space in 1978.

Royal Air Force assessment flights of Omega.

Flight experience with Omega.


An application of Omega as a sensor in E-3A Airborne Warning and Control hybrid navigation system.

ON-BORD EQUIPMENT

On-board computers

On-board equipment

Helicopter equipment

Airplane navigation equipment

On-line programming

ON-LINE TOOLS

Data acquisition and control

Digital systems

Display systems

Operational control - A unique Australian concept.

Operational problems of supersonic aircraft.

Implementation of area navigation in the national airspace system: An assessment of NAV data base development and usage.

On-BORD EQUIPMENT

On-board computers

On-board equipment

Helicopter equipment

Airplane navigation equipment

On-line programming

ON-LINE TOOLS

Data acquisition and control

Digital systems

Display systems

Operational control - A unique Australian concept.

Operational problems of supersonic aircraft.

Implementation of area navigation in the national airspace system: An assessment of NAV data base development and usage.

On-BORD EQUIPMENT

On-board computers

On-board equipment

Helicopter equipment

Airplane navigation equipment

On-line programming

ON-LINE TOOLS

Data acquisition and control

Digital systems

Display systems

Operational control - A unique Australian concept.

Operational problems of supersonic aircraft.

Implementation of area navigation in the national airspace system: An assessment of NAV data base development and usage.
OPTICAL COMMUNICATION

Optical communications systems for aircraft

A hybrid configured fiber optic data bus system

Fiber optic application to A-7 aircraft --- internal data-signal transmission system

Experimental image compression subsystem /EICS/ -- two-way rapid laser image transmission

Results of A-7 aloft bottom up model and weight sensitivity analysis

Optical correction procedure

A simple technique for making long range imaging and surveillance system trade-offs --- TV camera compensation phorograms for aerial reconnaissance

Optical data processing

Tactical air applications for advanced multisensor imagery processing and display techniques

How real is real time --- reconnaissance image data management

Optical density

Smoke emission of aircraft seat materials

Optical equipment

M-7 cameras

MT electrophotometers

MT framing cameras

MT laser doppler velocimeters

MT optical measuring instruments

MT optical radar

MT optical range finders

MT optical scanners

MT panoramic cameras

MT peisrs

MT television cameras

MT thermodolites

MT transmissometers

Optical communications systems for aircraft

Optical lasers

Optical measurement

Optical detection of blade flutter --- in YF-100 turbofan engine

Optical detection of blade flutter

Quantitative study of three-dimensional flow fields around flight vehicles in the case of supersonic flow by means of optical methods

Optical measuring instruments

MT electrophotometers

MT oculars

MT optical range finders

MT optical scanners

MT thermodolites

MT transmissometers

Solid state HELMET Mounted Display and Head Position Sensing System

An electro-optic airspeed sensor --- airborne optical convolution velocimeter

Optimal control

An optical technique for measuring vibratory motion in rotating machinery

Review of optical techniques with respect to aero-engine applications

Optical properties

NT absorptivity

NT photothermography

NT reflectance

NT transparency

Calculation of radiant cooling of air behind intense shock waves using mean optical characteristics

Wind tunnel models for aero-optical interaction study

Optical radar

The application of laser radar to slant visual range monitoring

New lidar concept for measuring the slant range transmission in aircraft landing approaches

Examples of laser utilization in civil aircraft certification tests

Optical range finders

Visual range: Concepts, instrumental determination, and aviation applications

Optical scanners

MT flying spot scanners

Simulation and data analysis of a scanning laser Doppler velocimeter system for sensing aircraft wake vortices

Scanned laser visual system --- for military flight simulation

An operational video tape recording system utilizing IBM standard 128-73 segmented helical scan recording format

Optical sensors

S optical measuring instruments

Optical signals

S optical communication

Optical waveguides

Fiber optics cost models for the A-7 aircraft

Optimal control

MT time optimal control

Optimal ride control for the Twin Otter, STOL aircraft

Optimal control for the rolling pullout maneuver of a modern fighter aircraft

Optimizing the cyclic control response of helicopter rotors

Synthesis of an automatic aircraft control system

Optimal control of thrust and angle of attack of an aircraft performing a climb-acceleration maneuver

On a constrained design of an optimal controller for VTOL aircraft

Optimal control alleviation of tilting propeller gust response

Application of multivariable optical control techniques to a variable area turbine engine

Design of a multivariable controller for an advanced turbofan engine

A jet engine control problem for evaluating minimal design software

Optimal landing control

Influence of the intended use of an aircraft on the optimal parameters of gas-turbine power plants

A-253
OPTIBIZATION

Command augmentation control laws for maneuvering aircraft
[AIAA 77-1044] p0455 A77-24759
Active flutter control using generalized unsteady aerodynamic theory
p0455 A77-24772
Spacecraft flight control with the new phase space control law and optimal linear jet select
[AIAA 77-1071] p0455 A77-24781
Flight control system of an advanced air superiority fighter
[AIAA 77-175] p0456 A77-24785
Load factor response of digitally controlled aircraft
[AIAA 77-1080] p0456 A77-24786
Minimum required capture radius in a coplanar model of the aerial combat problem
p0468 A77-27376
Linear regulator design for stochastic systems by a multiaxis time-scales method — hierarchically structured suboptimal controller
p0468 A77-24771
Influence of flight vehicle mission on optimal GTE powerplant parameters
p0469 A77-24008
Singular perturbation analysis approach for systems with highly coupled dynamics — with application to optimal aircraft flight control
p0513 A77-46617
Linear regulator design for stochastic systems by a multiaxis time-scales method — with application to F-8 aircraft longitudinal control
p0593 A77-46621
Transonic flow simulation by the finite element method via optimal control
p0520 A77-27584
Design of nonlinear automatic flight control systems
p0552 A77-48693
Alternatives for jet engine control
[NASA-CR-146531] p0071 A77-12058
The effect of thrust vectoring on aircraft maneuvering
[NASA-TM-0-6369] p0082 A77-13074
Development of a digital automatic control law for steep glideslope capture and flare
Helicopter optimal descent and landing after power loss

OPTIMIZATION

MT FLIGHT OPTIMIZATION
Optimality of the steady-state cruise for aircraft
p0066 A77-13713
The effect of the position of a high-pressure nozzle on the operational efficiency of an ejector
p0053 A77-19453
Choice of optimal throat dimensions for the diffuser in a condensing ejector
p0057 A77-15667
A new development concept for gas turbine engine optimize life cycle costs
p0101 A77-17228
Theoretical aspects of optimization of aviation gas turbine engine design variables
p0110 A77-17762
Airfoil design by optimization
p0148 A77-20049
Gas turbines — Operational characteristics and optimization — German book
p0197 A77-29775
A rapid optimization procedure for structures subjected to multiple constraints
[AIAA 77-374] p0204 A77-25735
The optimal manifold in structural optimization
[AIAA 77-375] p0204 A77-25736
Application of optimization technology to wing/store flutter prediction
[AIAA 77-452] p0210 A77-25810
Methods in the aerodynamical design of lifting surfaces
p0251 A77-27128
Methods of linear theory in problems involving optimization of the aerodynamical characteristics of subsonic profiles
p0251 A77-27130

SUBJECT INDEX

Weight design theory for passenger aircraft
p0252 A77-27135
Computer-aided analysis of an aircraft fuel system
p0253 A77-27140
Helicopters: Parameter assignments in design — Russian book
p0255 A77-27550
Theoretical questions of aircraft GTE design parameter optimization
p0272 A77-29512
Some optimization problems of internal aerodynamics
p0279 A77-30577
Selection of the optimal longitudinal assembly for a multicopter of a wing with allowance for a nonlinear stress-strain relation
p0301 A77-31458
Problem statement in planning and analysis of variants of mass-production designs of boundary layer suction systems
p0308 A77-32713
Airplane/engine optimization for an operational lift/cruise V/STOL airplane
[AIAA 77-572] p0348 A77-36914
Optimization of active control systems to suppress flutter and minimize turbulence response
p0355 A77-36158
Optimization of axisymmetric thrust-seeking injectors
[AIAA PAPER 77-707] p0364 A77-70500
Application of numerical optimization to the design of supercritical airfoils without drag-creep
[SAR PAPER 77004] p0391 A77-37061
Optimization of flexible wing structures subject to strength and induced drag constraints
p0468 A77-24727
The computer for design and optimization with applications to aircraft design, etc
p0510 A77-46136
Optimal one-section and two-section circular sound-absorbing duct liners for plane-wave and monopole sources without flow
p0133 A77-15790
Structural design of supersonic cruise aircraft
p0222 A77-10041
Parameters for optimizing engines as a function of mission
p0420 A77-22115
An econometric analysis of enroute and terminal air traffic control
[AD-A036035] p0420 A77-22116
A multilevel approach in optimum design of structures including buckling constraints
p0496 A77-29552
Decision-making and optimization in aircraft design
[AD-A039644] p0527 A77-01110
Design and evaluation methods for optimizing ejection seat cushions for comfort and safety
[AD-A036035] p0526 A77-1110
Turbulent effects in axial compressors
[AIAA-TP-77-220] p0593 A77-33180

OPTIMUM CONTROL

S OPTIMAL CONTROL
OPTIMUM THRUST PROGRAMMING
OPTIMUM THRUST PROGRAMMING

ORBITEER PROJECT

Results of a carrier aircraft (model A1-13179-4) verification test in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel using a 0.03-scale 747 CMB/orbiter model 45-0 (C6), volume 1
[NASA-CR-147630] p0262 A77-20081
Results of a carrier aircraft (model A1-13179-3) verification test in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel using a 0.03-scale 747 CMB/orbiter model 45-0 (C6), volume 2
[NASA-CR-147631] p0282 A77-20082

ORDERANCE

An approach to aircraft ordnance test requirements of HIL-B-S-0501D
p0302 A77-31755

ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
NFT FLUOROCARBONS
NFT FLUOROHYDROCARBONS
Effect of substituted-organic compounds on the oxidizability of hydroperoxidated jet fuels and the effectiveness of an antioxidant
"A-254"
The effect of inclined trailing edges and membrane weight on the supersonic flow past conical parachutes with small camber...
An integral equation method for boundary
interference in a perforated-wall wind tunnel at transonic speeds
[AD-A023493] p0019 N77-10023

PERFORMANCE
Cold air performance of a
12.766-centimeter-tip-diameter axial-flow cooled
turbine. 2. Effect of air ejection on turbine
performance [NASA-TP-1018] p0524 N77-30089

PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
MT PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
The effect of engineering approximations on
design life evaluation for variable amplitude
loading
[HASA-TT-F-17185] p0022 N77-10049
Critical remarks on the validity of fatigue
life estimation methods based on local strain
behavior
[HASA-TH-T.-72829] p0366 N77-24099
A fighter aircraft landing load standard for fatigue
evaluation /FALSTAFF/. IV - The application of
the standardized test program for the fatigue
life estimation of fighter wing components
[HASA-TH-F-77100] p0048 N77-13769
Vortex lift predictions for cambered
[HASA-TH-P-22829] p0366 N77-24099
A recursive on-line estimation method with
application to aircraft dynamics parameter
identification
[HASA-TH-P-22829] p0504 N77-15029
A simplified method in flight test techniques for
the determination of the range performance of
jet aircraft
[HASA-TH-P-22829] p0097 N77-16600
Prediction of light aircraft interior noise
[HASA-TH-P-22829] p0100 N77-17069
Numerical methods for calculating the performance
of air-breathing combustion chambers
[HASA-TH-P-22829] p0104 N77-17250
A prescribed wake lifting surface hover
performance analysis
[HASA-TH-P-22829] p0163 N77-22670
Computer simulation of microwave landing systems
operating in typical multipath environments
[HASA-TH-P-22829] p0196 N77-24583
Prediction of compressor performance in rotating
stall
[ASME PAPER 77-GT-10] p0262 N77-28529
Reliability of aircraft hydraulic systems
- -
[AD-A026633] p0008 N77-10061
A prediction method for spiker performance
[SAA PAPER 7700459] p0392 N77-37078
Performance and adjacent sensitivity analysis of the
Navstar global positioning system
[LAB-SM-9087] p0998 N77-37458
Computer analysis of M lodged in multipath environment
[LAB-SM-9087] p0403 N77-37735
Prediction of helicopter rotor performance in
vertical climb and sideward flight
[AHS 77-33-03] p0041 N77-60051
Laser velocimeter turbulence spectra
[LAB-SM-9087] p0442 A77-44304
Omega system performance predictions
[LAB-SM-9087] p0503 N77-44438
Leading-edge vortex effect on the flutter speed
[LAB-SM-9087] p0507 N77-48819
Estimation of helicopter performance by an
extended energy method improved by flight tests
[LAB-SM-9087] p0574 N77-51613
Critical analysis of comparison between flight
test results and wind tunnel test predictions in
subsonic and supersonic transport aircraft
[LAB-SM-9087] p0022 N77-10049
Comparison between the calculated and the
experimental results of the compressor test cases
[LAB-SM-9087] p0067 N77-12024
Semianalytical airborne noise prediction model and
evaluation with flight data
[LAB-SM-9087] p0086 N77-13791
A method for measuring aircraft height and
velocity using dual television cameras
[LAB-SM-9087] p0366 N77-24099
Turbine engine multi-mission propulsion simulator
wind tunnel demonstration
[LAB-SM-9087] p0367 N77-24104
Supersonic powerplant testing for preflight
performance evaluation
[LAB-SM-9087] p0369 N77-24116
Analytical prediction of the performance and
stability of a J85-13 compressor with distorted
inlet flow
[LAB-SM-9087] p0410 N77-24097
Combustion noise investigation --- predicting
direct and indirect noise from aircraft engines
[LAB-SM-9087] p0478 N77-24149
Supersonic jet exhaust noise investigation. Volume 3:
Computer users manual for aero-acoustic
predictions
[LAB-SM-9087] p0478 N77-24149
Estimation of engine removal times and prediction of replacement requirements
[LAB-SM-9087] p0492 N77-29165
An attempt to correlate normal vorticities with
total pressure distortion patterns near the entrance to a gas turbine engine
[LAB-SM-9087] p0528 N77-50122
A laboratory investigation into flight path
perturbations during steep descents of V/STOL
aircraft
[LAB-SM-9087] p0529 N77-50123
Performance prediction method for a wing-in-ground
effect vehicle with blowing under the wing
[LAB-SM-9087] p0540 N77-12024
Single-rotor helicopter design and performance
estimation programs. Volume 1: Methodology
[LAB-SM-9087] p0539 N77-11138
A review of turbopropulsion combustion. Part 1:
Fundamentals of combustion. Part 2: Turbopropulsion combustion technology
[LAB-SM-9087] p0585 N77-34165
Preliminary investigations of the unsteady flow in
turbojet engines during transients
[PSNL-PR-76] p0583 N77-34165
A procedure for predicting the life of turbine
engine components
[LAB-SM-9087] p0594 N77-34165

PERFORMANCE TESTS
Ejector performance at high temperatures and
pressures
[LAB-SM-9087] p0050 N77-19551
General survey of the studies and testing
tests that led to the definition of 9500
performance
[LAB-SM-9087] p0100 N77-17050
Shaping the flight behavior of the 747SP
[LAB-SM-9087] p0154 N77-21120
Powerplants for future SSTs
[SAA PAPER 760891] p0196 A77-24581
Dynamic test techniques - Concepts and practices
[LAB-SM-9087] p0240 N77-7005
Aero-acoustic performance comparison of core
engine noise suppressors on NASA quiet engine 'C'
[AIAA PAPER 77-922] p0040 N77-60557
Measured effects of coolant injection on the
performance of a fan cooled turbine
[AIAA PAPER 77-946] p0042 N77-36607
Status report on IV-75 Tilt Rotor Test Program
[AHS 77-33-61] p0421 A77-10087
Criteria for large scale fire testing of aircraft
interiors
[LAB-SM-9087] p0471 N77-84087
Static performance of vectoring/reversing
non-axisymmetric nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 77-840] p0481 N77-81974
Performance and design of a vertical seeking seat
steering system
[LAB-SM-9087] p0558 N77-89945
Performance analysis of flexible aircraft with
active control
[LAB-SM-9087] p0028 N77-10378
Comparison between the calculated and the
experimental results of the compressor test cases
[LAB-SM-9087] p0067 N77-10202
Turbine test cases: Presentation of design and
experimental characteristics
[LAB-SM-9087] p0067 N77-10202
Turbines: Presentation of calculated data and
comparison with experiments
[LAB-SM-9087] p0067 N77-10202
Instrument flight evaluation AH-1G helicopter
[AHS 77-33-61] p0421 A77-10087
Inertially derived flying qualities and
performance parameters
[LAB-SM-9087] p0080 N77-1058
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p0365 N77-24116
p0478 N77-24127
p0492 N77-29165
p0528 N77-50122
A-258
PLASTIC YTIELDING
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
PLASTIC RATE BEHAVIOUR
PLASTIC FILMS
POLYMERIC FILMS
PLASTIC MATERIALS
U PLASTICS
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
MT SUPERPLASTICITY
PLASTIC VOLUMING
U PLASTIC DEFORMATION
PLASTICS
MT CARBON FIBER REINFORCED PLASTICS
MT EPOXY RESINS
MT REINFORCED PLASTICS
MT TYPHUS (TRADERS)
MT THERMOPLASTIC RESINS
MT THERMOSET RESINS
Plastic pipe in airport drainage system, phase 2
[AD-A041200] P0186 A77-29175

PLASTICS
MT SMOKES
PLATE THEORY
Development of the theory of plates and shells in the design of structures for contemporary aerospace craft
[AD-A02522] P0252 A77-27131

PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
MT EHD PLATES
PLUG NOZZLES
Non-symmetric nozzle concepts for an F-111 test bed
[AD-A00700] P0451 A77-49175

PLUGGING
Consideration of plugging in boundary-layer control system design
P0447 A77-41549

PLUGS
MT ROCKET EXHAUST
Advanced design infrared suppressor for turboshift engines
[AN-77-33-73] P0422 A77-40091
Investigation of jet plane effects on the longitudinal stability characteristics of a body of revolution with variable fin configurations at Mach numbers from 0.2 to 2.3 (normal jet plane maneuvers)
[AD-A026879] P0065 A77-12006
Evaluation of nozzlet geometry and exhaust plane temperature effects on nozzle afterbody drag at transonic Mach numbers
[AD-A030852] P0225 A77-18076

PLUGS
Some regularities of the wearing of fuel pump plungers shapes for aircraft engines
P0554 A77-49374

PNEUMATIC CONTROL
Fluidic applications in aerospace
[AD-A00700] P0199 A77-23914
Development of a controllable particle generator for LV seeding in hypersonic wind tunnels

SUBJECT INDEX

PELIWJIC EQUIPMENT
Components of pneumatic systems in flight vehicles
--- Russian book
P0019 A77-4925

Acoustic properties of pneumatic vortex sprayers
P0078 A77-37845

Optimization of an oleo-pneumatic shock absorber of an aircraft during landing
P0846 A77-15497

A control system for the wind tunnel model of a Revere-Blowing Circulation Control Motor (RB-CCM)
[AD-A026581] P0122 A77-14013

PNEUWATIC FILMS
POD (EXTERNAL STORES)
The KA-102A Loraop camera --- airborne Long Range Oblique Photography
P0191 A77-22546

Vibration testing of an externally-mounted avionics system based on MIL-STD-810C
P0211 A77-26094

POINT MATCHING METHOD (MATHEMATICS)
U BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
POINT SOURCES
Source location by shielding with application to a large turboshaft engine --- for aircraft noise reduction
[AD-A00700] P0565 A77-31060
Acoustic scattering of point sources by a moving, prolate spheroid --- jet fuselage
[AD-A00700] P0567 A77-51080

POINTER
U DIALS
POINTING CONTROL SYSTEMS
Evaluation of the accuracy of comnunity relative navigation organization concepts
P0045 A77-20656

The investigation of dynamic gun pointing errors for helicopter mounted automatic cannon systems
[AD-A035138] P0381 A77-25161

POINTS (MATHMATICS)
MT FIXED POINTS (MATHEMATICS)
POISEUILLE FLOW
U LAMINAR FLOW
POISSON PROCESS
U STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
U CROSS POLARIZATION
POLARIZATION CHARACTERISTICS
Patterns of broad-beam antennas of different polarizations next to simple Hangar models
[NASA-TM-X-71940] P0325 A77-22433

POLARIZATION CHARTS
U GRAPHS (CHARTS)
POLARIZED ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
Linearly polarized microstrip antennas
P0051 A77-174716

POLARIZED RADIATION
MT POLARIZED ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
POLICIES
MT ENERGY POLICY
MT PROCEDURE POLICY
Aviation common ground support equipment replacement policy investigation
P0994 A77-29180

POLLUTANTS
U CONTAMINANTS
POLLUTION
U AIR POLLUTION
MT ENVIRONMENT POLLUTION
MT NOISE POLLUTION
POLLUTION CONTROL
The fuel approach to control emissions from aircraft
[AD-A00700] P0005 A77-10911
Status review of NASA programs for reducing aircraft gas turbine engine emissions
P0005 A77-10911
A pressurized, variable area combustor for a small gas turbine engine
P0018 A77-17248
Gas turbine emission control -- A systems approach
P0198 A77-22181
Evaluation of a staged fuel combustor for turboprop engines
[AD-A00700] P0214 A77-26461

Aircraft noise certification requirements which ensure use of available noise control technology
P0249 A77-226915
The impact of emission standards on the design of aircraft gas turbine engine combustors
[SAE PAPER 760909] p0325 A77-28220
A potential low NOx emission combustor for gas turbines using the concept of hybrid combustion
[AWE PAPER 77-CT-15] p0263 A77-28534
Development of a hybrid catalytic combustor
[AWE PAPER 77-CT-08] p0264 A77-28595
New potentials for convective aircraft when powered by hydrogen-enriched gasoline
p0312 A77-33392
Environmental aspects of airport development
3036 A77-38476
The effect of the structural features of a combustion chamber on the emission of toxic compounds
p0841 A77-40711
Air transport noise reduction
p0505 A77-45550
Convex 76 - Aircraft noise and air traffic control
p0553 A77-92225
Experimental clean combustor program: noise study
[NASA-CH-135106] p0024 A77-10066
Screening analysis and selection of emission reduction concepts for intermittent combustion aircraft engines
[NASA-CH-135074] p0129 A77-15038
Pollution reduction technology program for small jet aircraft engines, phase 1
[NASA-CH-135214] p0592 A77-33368
POLICY MAKERS
Environmentally resistant coating and laminated polycarbonate transparencies
[AD-A026412] p0125 A77-14213
POLYKIND RESINS
DC-10 integrally woven polvamide/fiberglass acoustic panel program
p0255 A77-27956
PFM polvamide/graphite fiber composite fan blades
[NASA-CH-135113] p0311 A77-15101
Aircraft engine driven accessory shaft coupling improvements using high-strength, low wear polvamide plastic
[AD-A035307] p0387 A77-25182
POLYTHERICS
Development of fire resistant, nontoxic aircraft interior materials
[NASA-CH-137920] p0125 A77-14205
POLYURETHANES
Research on heat resistant transparent interlayers based on the ethylene terpolymer
[AD-A033549] p0325 A77-22269
Mechanical shear degradation of polyesters in solution. A review
[ARZ-CH-76072] p0338 A77-23269
Impact behavior of polyurethane matrix composite materials
[AD-A038168] p0357 A77-28316
POLYPHENOLS
Polyphenylquinacridines with terminal acetylene groups — for military aircraft construction materials
p0359 A77-36679
POLYURETHANE FOAM
Expeditious structural sandwich soil surfacing of fiberglass reinforced polyester and polyurethane foam
[AD-A038017] p0480 A77-28149
POROUS BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
Fundamental studies of turbulent boundary layers with injection or suction through porous wall.
TV - Automatic of fundamental theoretical analysis to cascaded blades with injection or suction and cascade tests
p0089 A77-16299
Three-parameter method for calculating a laminar boundary layer with suction
p0358 A77-36598
Consideration of clogging in boundary-layer control system design
p0467 A77-91599
POLYBETAX MATERIALS
Sounding materials and frictional units for operation without lubricant
p0405 A77-77758
Certain problems associated with the application of the transpiration cooling of gas turbine engine blades
p0401 A77-80709
POLYBETS WALLS
Heat transfer in tube entrance segment with initial flow swirl and transverse injection
p0013 A77-12517
Investigation of transient processes in a perforated useful length of a wind tunnel
p0037 A77-40579
Numerical analysis of the axisymmetric flow past a pervious shell with a hole at the vertex
p0564 A77-50948
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
Portable N wave generators of different power for simulation of sonic booms
[ISL-B-12375] p0074 A77-12813
POSITION (LOCATION)
Application of the Global Positioning System as an attitude reference for near-earth users
p0152 A77-20675
Investigation of the accuracy of TACAN
p0310 A77-34263
The determination of ship location by means of navigation satellites — Russian book
p0061 A77-50697
Source location by shielding with application to a large turbofan engine — for aircraft noise reduction
[AIAA PAPER 77-1304] p0565 A77-51060
p0570 A77-51176
Position location system technology
p0570 A77-51179
Precision location, navigation and guidance using DME techniques
p0570 A77-51190
Navigation checkpointing with forward-sensed, fixed-range terrain profiles
p0571 A77-51189
Aircraft Space Position Measurement System — An application of precision DME
p0572 A77-51197
Introductory investigation of the Range Measuring system/Data collection system (RMS/DCS)
[AD-A030921] p0526 A77-20106
A simple closed-form solution of a position-fixing problem
p0538 A77-71472
Digital shaft encoder
[AD-A040706] p0543 A77-31172
POSITION ERRORS
Experience with the VOR-navigation system in the German Democratic Republic. I
p0097 A77-16379
Navigation to surveying accuracy with an inertial system
p0151 A77-20659
Omega ambiguity resolution through direct integer laking
p0255 A77-27605
A linear dynamic model for Doppler radar errors
p0310 A77-32964
Automatic correction of position error by means of a digital correlation of surface structures — for air navigation
p0467 A77-84577
Omega system performance predictions
p0503 A77-44448
A multipurpose position accuracy verification system — airborne DME
p0570 A77-51181
The investigation of dynamic gun pointing errors
[AD-A035138] p0038 A77-27605
POSITION INDICATORS
FMS - A system for precise aircraft location
p0505 A77-15774
Solid state Helmet Mounted Display and Head Position Sensing System
p0164 A77-24733
POTENTIAL FLOW
POSTFLIGHT ANALYSIS
POTABLE LIQUIDS
POSITIONING

The vehicle mapping device FOG-1, a device for indicating the location of land vehicles and helicopters on the map.

Position finding using distance measurements --- in hyperbolic navigation

A multipurpose position accuracy verification system --- airborne DME

Accuracy evaluation of augmented multilateration tracking systems --- for aircraft detection

Narrow-band passive systems theory with applications to positioning and navigation

Positioning of a wingtip airguide antenna as a marker beacon for aircraft

ON CALCULATIONS OF FLOW PAST AN AIRFOIL

On the not-so-slender wing theory
Flow past an airfoil of arbitrary shape by a
The effect of random errors in blade setting on
Incompressible flow over delta wings
Analysis of the nonstationary aerodynamic
A method for studying the aeroelastic stability of
Flow interaction near the tail of a body of

POTENTIAL THEORY

On calculations of flow past an airfoil
Numerical calculation of transonic potential flow about wing-fuselage combinations
Transonic flow simulation by the finite element method via optimal control
A Green's function formulation for a nonlinear potential flow solution applicable to transonic flow
A method of computing the potential flow on thick wing tips

POTENTIAL GRADIENTS

Unsteady supersersonic aerodynamic theory for interfering surfaces by the method of potential gradient

POWDER (PARTICLES)

ST METAL POWDER
Magnetic particle inspection of aviation engine vanes
Combined agent techniques and new agent developments --- in aircraft fire fighting

POWDER METALLURGY

Trends in the application of advanced powder metallurgy in the aerospace industry
Near-net powder metallurgy airframe structures
Filled billet oxide dispersion strengthened hollow airfoil extrusions

POWDERED METALS U METAL POWDER

POWDER CONDITIONING

Advanced aircraft electrical systems and its application to helicopters
Power controller overview - Status and trends
Power utilisation in electronic loads
Aircraft electrical power generation - The needs and practicalities

POWER EFFICIENCY

Operational behaviour of a turboprop engine
The effect of the ground on helicopter hovering power required

POWER GENERATORS

U ELECTRIC GENERATORS

POWER PROCESSING SYSTEMS U POWER CONDITIONING

POWER SPECTRA

Thermocouple time constant measurement by cross power spectra
Comparison between the statistical discrete gust method and the power-spectral density method
Equations for the response of an airplane to non-stationary atmospheric turbulence patches

POWER TRANSMISSION

Detail design aspects of a helicopter transmission system

POWERSHIFT AIRCRAFT

Recent research on powered-lift STOL ground effects
W/STOL aerodynamic testing techniques at British Aircraft Corporation
Fluctuating loads on the flap surfaces of an externally-blown-flap configuration
Three dimensional supersonic flow about sliced bodies

Assessment of existing analytic methods for prediction of high-angle-of-attack loads on delta wings at supersonic speeds

Vortex lattice approach for computing overall forces on Y/TOL configurations

The theoretical prediction of steady and unsteady aerodynamic loading on arbitrary bodies in supersonic flow

The prediction of buffet onset and light buffet by means of computational methods

Preliminary evaluation of a technique for predicting buffet loads in flight from wind-tunnel measurements on models of conventional construction

Theory of wing span loading instabilities near stall

Dynamic loading on an airflow due to a growing separated region

Fatigue S/N data in relation to variability in predicted life

Analysis of U. S. navy major aircraft accident rates by aircraft type

Numerical prediction of the unsteady flow in variable geometry engines - preliminary investigation

A method for predicting the stability characteristics of an elastic airplane. Volume 1: FLIGHT theoretical description

A method for predicting the stability characteristics of an elastic airplane. Volume 3: FLIGHT 1.02.00 program description

A method to estimate weight and dimensions of aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 1: Method of analysis

A method to estimate weight and dimensions of aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 2: User's manual

A method to estimate weight and dimensions of aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 3: Progester's manual

A new capability for predicting helicopter rotor and propeller noise including the effect of forward motion

Airframe noise prediction method

A model to predict mutual interference effects on an airframe

Pan supersonic flutter: Prediction and test analysis

PREDICTIONS

PREDICTED FLAMES

A general theory of turbulent combustion - The Lagrangian approach

Preliminary studies of autoignition and flashback in a premixing-propagating flame tube using Jet-A fuel at lean equivalence ratios

PRESSURE

PRESSES

PRESSURE EIGHT

PRESSURE IMPACT

PRESSURE IMPACT LOADS

PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS

PRESSURE IMPACT LOADS

PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION

Pressure distributions over frontal /noise/ surfaces of bodies or revolution in transonic flow at angles of attack of 0 to 10 deg

Unsteady pressure distributions on oscillating airfoils in a supersonic cascade

Structural tests of aerodynamic surfaces - A systems approach to analysis and design

Some problems of unsteady flow about aircraft

A transonic holography theory for aerfoil design

The effect of the position of a high-pressure nozzle on the operational efficiency of an ejector

Calculation of pressure distribution on oscillating airfoils in supersonic flow

A comparison of two transonic compressors designed for a pressure ratio of 1.89

Pressure ratio optimization criteria in aircraft turbojet-engines design

An approximate calculation of the strength interaction on a transonic airfoil

Unsteady pressures on a harmonically oscillating auieraged cascade in incompressible and compressible flow

Airfoil design by optimization

Pressures over a sharp-edged air intake functioning in subsonic flow at reduced flowrate

A numerical technique for supersonic flows past three dimensional canard-wing configurations with edge separations

PREDICTIONS

PREDICTION

PREDICTION

PREDICTION

PREDICTION

AIRFRAME

AIRFRAME

AIRFRAME

AIRFRAME

AIRFRAME
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>PRESSURE DRAG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Further developments in the aerodynamic analysis of unsteady supersonic cascades. 1 - The unsteady pressure field</td>
<td>Unsteady pressure measurements on rotor blade tips with incidence in incompressible flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ASM-PAPER 77-GT-044]</td>
<td>[DLS-PF-76-42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design and performance of selected pipe-type diffusers</td>
<td>[AID-279 877-2000]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ASM-PAPER 77-GT-104]</td>
<td>Pressure distribution on the trailing edge of an airfoil oscillating in a shear layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some singularities of flows past profiles at the root of a swept wing at subsonic flight Mach numbers</td>
<td>[AID-279 877-2000]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AID-PAPER 77-GT-118]</td>
<td>Supercritical wing profile DFRW-82. Results of calculations --- subsonic flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical prerequisites for determining the hydrodynamic force acting on a needle-shaped control vane of a fuel supply system</td>
<td>[AID-279 877-2100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ASM-PAPER 77-GT-118]</td>
<td>Calculations of two-dimensional boundary layer parameters in subsonic flow around leading edge slats and wing noses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental investigation of asymmetric Laval nozzles</td>
<td>[NASA-TN-AD-1272]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurements on a delta wing in unsteady flow</td>
<td>[AID-279 877-2100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow past the lower surface of delta wings in off-design mode at Mach numbers less than the design Mach number</td>
<td>A method of computing the potential flow on thick wing tips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An inverse method for the design of airfoils with supersonic flow [SAR-PAPER 770050]</td>
<td>[PASA-PB-116]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-flight measurements of the GA/W/-2 aerodynamic characteristics [SAR-PAPER 770046]</td>
<td>[NASA-TH-D-8335]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculation of the surface pressure for a fuselage/wing configuration situated in an ideal fluid</td>
<td>[NASA-CB-2766]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expansion tunnel performance with and without an electromagnetically opened test diaphragm</td>
<td>[NASA-CB-2748]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On the static pressure in the wake of a hovering rotor</td>
<td>[NASA-CB-2766]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalized Theodorsen solution for singular integral equations of the airfoil class</td>
<td>[NASA-CB-2766]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transonic flow theory of airfoils and wings</td>
<td>[NASA-CB-2766]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The inviscid pressure field on the tip of a semi-infinite wing and its application to the formation of a tip vortex</td>
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Advanced high speed roller bearing inspection techniques [AD-A042721]. p0354 N77-35137

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

Quantitative TLC analysis of amine antioxidants in high-temperature jet engine lubricants [AD-A039009]. p0528 N77-30134
QUANTIZE TRANSCEIVERS

Precise digital pressure measurement in an airborne environment p0407 N77-38025

QUASILINEARITY

O NONLINEARITY

Queue with delayed, probabilistic feedback as a model of air traffic control communications p0574 N77-51600

QUIET ENGINE PROGRAM

Flap noise and aerodynamic results for model QCSEE over-the-wing configurations. Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine program [AIAA PAPERS 77-172-7]. p0362 N77-19982
NASA Quiet, Clean General Aviation Turboprop [QCIGAT/ program status. p0264 N77-28588
Quiet, Clean, Short-Haul Experimental Engines [QCSEE/ - A technology development program [AIAA PAPERS 77-CT-109]. p0265 N77-28618
A variable pitch fan for an ultra quiet demonstrator engine p0272 N77-29655
Acoustic performance of inlet multiple-tube-type suppressors installed on NASA Quiet Engine 7C7 [AIAA PAPERS 77-1733]. p0567 N77-51087
Flap noise and aerodynamic results for model QCSEE over-the-wing configurations [NASA-TEN-17568]. p0382 N77-17065
NASA Quiet Clean General Aviation Turboprop (QCIGAT) program status [NASA-TEN-17368]. p0385 N77-23109
Static and wind-on tests of an upper-surface-blown jet-flap nozzle arrangement for use on the Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE) [NASA-TEN-2506]. p0378 N77-25096
Analysis and documentation of QCSEE (Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine) over-the-wing exhaust system development [NASA-CH-2792]. p0436 N77-27119
Aero-acoustic performance comparison of core engine noise suppressors on NASA Quiet Engine C [NASA-TEN-73662]. p0477 N77-28119

AERONAUTICAL BEACONS

Radar microwave link pilot system upgrade and evaluation [AD-A037199/2]. p0374 N77-24336

RADAR ALTIMETERS

U HEAVY ALTIMETERS

SNOOK BEACONS

Secondary radar: Fundamentals and instrumentation. Book p0347 N77-34633

D-1 forward radome microwave test range p0556 N77-191943
Radar systems with phased-array antennas p0573 N77-51177
Test and evaluation of ATCRBS electronic scan antenna (system test) [AD-A029896/8]. p0078 N77-15943

RADAR APPROACH CONTROL

AW/TPM-25 precision approach radar and associated units p0574 N77-16569
TRACALS evaluation report. NAWARDS station evaluation report. Aviano AB, Italy (10-24 August 1976) [AD-A038062]. p0475 N77-28106

RADAR BEACON

The Discrete Address Beacon System for air traffic control. p0054 N77-15134
Secondary radar: Fundamentals and instrumentation. --- Book p0347 N77-14633
PALM - A beacon radar Precision Altitude and Landing Monitor p0261 N77-17033
ATCRBS trilateration - A feasible system for airport surface traffic surveillance p0402 N77-15726
Test and evaluation of ATCRBS electronic scan antenna (system test) [AIAA PAPERS 77-1333]. p0379 N77-14033
Multi-site interrattent positive control algorithms for the discrete address beacon system, revision 2 [AD-A026516]. p0321 N77-16006
Air traffic control radar beacon system. Special evaluation report. Pease AFB, New Hampshire (AD-A030658). p0366 N77-24049
A review and analysis of the NASA beams collision avoidance system [AD-A037225]. p0366 N77-24091
Development of a discrete address beacon system [AD-A037234]. p0566 N77-24091
System definition and investigation of the on-site processing of en route sensor signals. Volume 1: Summary of results, system definition, radar processing [AD-A038997]. p0427 N77-16115
System definition and investigation of the on-site processing of en route sensor signals. Volume 2: Beacon processing investigation [AD-A038997/5]. p0427 N77-16116
System definition and investigation of the on-site processing of en route sensor signals. Volume 3: Appendices [AD-A038997/3]. p0427 N77-16117
The ATCRBS mode of DABS [AD-A038545]. p0444 N77-27092

RADAR ULTRAS

Lateral beam radar utilizing a synthetic antenna p0325 N77-22566

RADAR CROSS SECTIONS

Determination of antenna radiation patterns, radar cross sections and jam-to-signal ratios by flight tests p0369 N77-24112
Emission protection for the AB-1 G low radar cross-section main rotor blade. Volume 1: Sand and rain erosion evaluation [AD-A035961]. p0428 N77-26143
RADAR DATA

A Doppler Markov error model development based on flight test data analysis of doppler radar data p0395 N77-17620
EUROCONTROL and radar --- automated air traffic radar control system research [AD-A038997]. p0551 N77-48414
Ambient investigation: Analysis of aircraft motions from RTC radar recordings p0227 N77-18091

RADAR DETECTION

Long wavelength radar - Its purpose and applications p0192 N77-23548
Air route surveillance radar system ANSS-3 p0357 N77-36565
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The relative performance of con-scan, COSBO and CORAN /A correlation velocity sensor/ of the new airport radar systems

A linear dynamic model for Doppler radar errors

Digital scan converters in airborne display systems

Scanning-beam microwave landing system

A lightweight Doppler navigation system

Applications of augmented multilateration tracking systems --- for military targets

Application of NHP adaptive array to navigation/tracking systems

Development of the RNS-2 System of 000668/7656/ --- Range Measurement System for tank and aircraft tracking


A new high-brightness, all-weather, ASDE/Airport Surface Detection Equipment/ radar detection of thunderstorm hazards for air traffic control. Volume 1: Storm cell detection

A new radar for the F-13: A discounted cash flow analysis

The ATCRBS node of DABS

Development of the HHS-2 System of ODDR6E/T6E/ --- Applications of augmented multilateration tracking systems --- for military target-tracking systems

Surface Detection Equipment/ range errors in radar scanning

Calculation of radiant cooling of air behind intense shock waves using mean optical characteristics

Radar Signature:

NT MISSILE SIGNATURES

System definition and investigation of the on site processing of en route sensor signals. Volume 1: Summary of results, system definition, radar processing

System definition and investigation of the on site processing of en route sensor signals. Volume 2: Beacon processing investigation

System definition and investigation of the on site processing of en route sensor signals. Volume 3: Appendices

RADAR TARGETS

On implementation of the Kalman filter for radar target tracking

Stereographic projections in air traffic control systems

Adaptive tracking of abruptly maneuvering targets

Application of Kalman filters to automated ATC systems

Target-tracking filter for anticollision radar --- for ship navigation

The new airport radar systems

Aircraft trajectories from radar extrapolations to long term prediction

Applications of augmented multilateration tracking systems --- for military targets

Application of NHP adaptive array to navigation/tracking systems

Development of the RNS-2 System of 000668/7656/ --- Range Measurement System for tank and aircraft tracking


A new high-brightness, all-weather, ASDE/Airport Surface Detection Equipment/ radar detection of thunderstorm hazards for air traffic control. Volume 1: Storm cell detection

A new radar for the F-13: A discounted cash flow analysis

The ATCRBS node of DABS

Development of the HHS-2 System of ODDR6E/T6E/ --- Applications of augmented multilateration tracking systems --- for military target-tracking systems

Surface Detection Equipment/ range errors in radar scanning

Calculation of radiant cooling of air behind intense shock waves using mean optical characteristics

RADIANT COOLING
RADIATION DETECTORS
Attitude control of a pilotless aircraft by radioactive probes [TOKHRA, TF No. 1976-112] p0154 A77-20867
RADIATION DISTRIBUTION
WT ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERNS
RADIATION EFFECTS
WT RADIATION DAMAGE
A study of diffraction of electromagnetic waves around large stationary aircraft and its effects on instrument landing system guidance signals p0112 A77-15223
RADIATION HARDENING
ESP hardening of aircraft by closing the points-of-entry --- Electromagnetic Pulse p0055 A77-15408
RADIATION HEATING
WT RADIATION HEATING
RADIATION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
WT ELECTROPOTENOMETERS
WT ELECTROSTATIC PROBES
WT INFRARED DETECTORS
WT INFRARED SCANNERs
WT MICROWAVE RADIOMETERS
WT RADIATION DETECTORS
RADIATION NOISE
WT ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE
RADIATION PRESSURE
WT LUMINOUS INTENSITY
WT SLOW PRESSURE
RADIATION SOURCES
WT POINT SOURCES
RADIATION SPECTRA
RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER
Anisotropic radiatively coupled wedge flow p0001 A77-10218
Prediction of the flow and combustion processes in a three-dimensional combustion chamber p0108 A77-17251
Coefficients of radiative heat transfer for the case of flow past bodies in the presence of intense sublimation p0203 A77-25535
RADIATIVE TRANSFER
WT RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER
RADIATORS
Analysis of extended off-surface radiators --- of aircraft antenna p0302 A77-31776
RADIO ALTIMETERS
PALM – A system for precise aircraft location p0058 A77-15777
Low cost radar altimeters p0117 A77-19246
COMAR /A correlation velocity sensor/ --- Correlation of Radar Altimeter for Navigation p0395 A77-37353
PAL – A beacon radar Precision Altitude and Landing Receiver p0402 A77-37725
An electronic method for measuring takeoff and landing distances p0407 A77-38023
Surface roughness measurements by using low-resolution FM-CW radar altimeters p0551 A77-48377
RADIO ANTENNAS
WT MICROWAVE ANTENNAS
Analysis of extended off-surface radiators --- of aircraft antenna p0302 A77-31776
Optimisation of a two element aerial for the UHF ILS glide slope p0401 A77-37718
RADIO BEACONS
Analysis of the accuracy of operation of the ranging channel of a Shoran system p0304 A77-25695
System design study for VHF universal data link and data link/DABS combinations [AD-A029547/7] p0083 A77-11290
NAVIGO support of high-altitude area navigation routes [AD-A036388] p0317 A77-24065
A slotted waveguide antenna as a master beacon for aircraft [MLR-NP-75067-0-B-9] p082 J77-25181
Development of a discrete address beacon system [AD-A040089] p0489 A77-29127
RADIO COMMUNICATION
WT RADIO COMMUNICATION
WT RADIO TELEMETRY
WT TIME DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS
Mobile data radio --- transmission quality between stationary transmitter to receiver in motion [DGLR PAPER 76-168] p0092 A77-16540
Radio communication in air navigation p0155 A77-21869
The air traffic controller’s problems associated with ground movement control p0403 A77-25600
Aircraft communications systems --- Russian book p0132 A77-15223
AFSATCOH terminal segment reliability test program p0560 A77-50494
Tracals evaluation report. Ground/air/ground communications special evaluation report, Sheppard AFB, Texas [AD-A262622] p0111 A77-14009
Evaluation of radio remote control system for airport visual aids [AD-A046503] p0489 A77-29126
RADIO ELECTRONICS
Avionics and radio electronics of the Yak-40 aircraft --- Russian book p0411 A77-48488
RADIO EQUIPMENT
WT RADIO ANTENNAS
WT RADIO BEACONS
WT RADIO RECEIVERS
WT RADIO TRANSMITTERS
WT RECEPTION DIVERSITY
WT SONOBOTS
WT TRANSMITTER RECEIVERS
WT TRANSMITTERS
Flight inspection packages and interface problems --- for navigation aid inspection [SAW PAPER 770448] p0392 A77-37069
RADIO FREQUENCIES
WT LOW FREQUENCIES
WT SUPERHIGHER FREQUENCIES
WT ULTRANIC HIGHER FREQUENCIES
WT VERY HIGH FREQUENCIES
WT VERY LOW FREQUENCIES
RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE
WT ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE
Electromagnetic compatibility assurance tests for airborne systems controls in an NP-polluted environment p0056 A77-15416
The reduction of interference from large reflecting surfaces --- instrument landing system interference reduction at airports for aircraft communication p0454 A77-42544
Investigation of aircraft generated VLF interference [AD-A038109] p0448 A77-27403
Recognition and elimination of interference disturbances by modification of the radio field of landing systems with spatial radiation degree diagrams [BASS/SP/05/50] p0588 A77-31410
RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE
WT ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE
WT RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE
WT RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE
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Radio Navigation
- Hyperbolic Navigation
- Long Range
- Short Range
- VHF Omnidirectional Navigation

VLF/VLF NAVAID Signal Reliability in Airborne Applications
Automatic flight inspection of radio navigation facilities

Radio Communication in Air Navigation
Radio navigation in North America - The next 25 years
Radio navigation and landing aids - A result of international cooperation
A comparative performance analysis of modern ground-based, air-based, and satellite-based radio navigation systems
Linear, dynamic estimation and control of Omega radio navigation system synchronization
Integrated radio navigation and surveillance based on DLS principles - Distance measuring equipment based landing system

Satellite radionavigation systems - Russian book
Tracer decoder - A receiver for radio navigation relay systems
A comparison of air navigation systems (for helicopters in off-shore areas)
A study of sudden ionospheric disturbances and their effect on VLF position fixing accuracy

Probing the Airborne Omega Environment

Radio Propagation
U Radio Transmission
Radio Banges
U Radio Beacons
Radio Receivers
NT Transmitter Receivers
Tracer decoder - A receiver for radio navigation relay systems
Position finding using distance measurements - in hyperbolic navigation
Software implementation of a PN spread spectrum receiver to accommodate dynamics - SHF pseudonoise communication link for aircraft/satellites

An on-board integrated circuit receiver - Front end module for BPF

Radio Reception
VLF/LF propagation measurements over long paths on board a high-speed aircraft (AD-A030397)
Radio Relay Systems
NT Time Division Multiple Access
Tracer decoder - A receiver for radio navigation relay systems

Radio Scattering
Half-plane scattering applied to ILS grading criteria

Radio Signal Propagation
U Radio Transmission
Radio Telemetry
Experimental data organization and experimental data processing in the flight tests of the Alpha Jet prototypes
Acceleration-proof telemetry for the testing of aircraft propellers, turbines, and helicopter rotors

Radio Tracking
Technical objectives and approaches to the tracking subsystems of the Extended Area Test System EATS

Radio Transmission
NT IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION
NT MICROWAVE ATTENUATION
NT MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION
NT MULTIPATH PROPAGATION
VLF/VLF NAVAID Signal Reliability in Airborne Applications
VL F pulse timing - Limitations and potential as a companion to Omega
Propagation Limitations of Navigation and Positioning Systems
VLF/LF propagation measurements over long paths on board a high-speed aircraft

Radio Transmitters
Radio Beacons
Radio Beacons
Radio Receivers
NT Transmitter Receivers
Radio Receivers
NT Transmitter Receivers

Radar Targets
NT Long Range Radiation
NT Millimeter Waves
NT Submillimeter Waves
Radioactive Elements
U Radioactive Isotopes
Radioisotope Inspection of Jet Engines

Radioactive Materials
U Radioactive Isotopes
Radiography
Radioisotope Inspection of Jet Engines

B-1 Forward Radar Microwave Test Range
Design and test results of very broadband radomes for ECM applications
Measurement of the power handling capabilities of a biplanar slot array

Rail Transportation
Astroglide - The advanced automatic guideway transit system
Integrated surface-air transportation - combined technologies for freight and passenger movement

Railroads
U Rail Transportation
Rain
Water ingestion into axial flow compressors
Erosion protection for the AH-1 G low radar cross-section main rotor blade. Volume 1: Sand and rain erosion evaluation
Rain Erosion
Rain erosion resistant fluoroelastomer radome and antenna coatings
The impulse response method for the calculation of the rms value of an aircraft's performance and speed is a significant topic in the field of aeronautics. Review of optical techniques with respect to atmospheric turbulence and normal acceleration due to Gaussian random propagation can provide valuable insights into the design and operation of high-speed aircraft. The effect of engineering approximations on the potential incompressible flow in compressor cascade walls is another critical area of study.

An analysis of the stability of blade rims under conditions of random actions and some mathematical aspects of air traffic systems can offer new approaches to the response of an aircraft encountering non-Gaussian atmospheric turbulence. The calculation of the rms value of an aircraft's performance and speed is a significant topic in the field of aeronautics. Review of optical techniques with respect to atmospheric turbulence and normal acceleration due to Gaussian random propagation can provide valuable insights into the design and operation of high-speed aircraft. The effect of engineering approximations on the potential incompressible flow in compressor cascade walls is another critical area of study.

Random vibration analysis can provide new insights into the stability of blade rims under conditions of random actions and some mathematical aspects of air traffic systems. The calculation of the rms value of an aircraft's performance and speed is a significant topic in the field of aeronautics. Review of optical techniques with respect to atmospheric turbulence and normal acceleration due to Gaussian random propagation can provide valuable insights into the design and operation of high-speed aircraft. The effect of engineering approximations on the potential incompressible flow in compressor cascade walls is another critical area of study.

Random noise experience related to the development of high-stress carbon fiber-reinforced plastic structures, taking into account the example of a supersonic inlet ramp. The development of the MRS-2 System of DDSM in the USA for range measurement can be considered a significant milestone in the field of navigation technology. The use of standardized sequences of flight-by-flight load spectra in fatigue testing of structural aircraft components is another area of research that can contribute to the improvement of aircraft design and performance.

The relative performance of con-scan, COS90 and two-axis monopulse in air-to-ground ranging -- range errors in radar scanning is a topic of ongoing research. Position location systems technology is a rapidly advancing field with applications in various domains, including transportation and military operations.

Use of standardized sequences of flight-by-flight load spectra in fatigue testing of structural aircraft components is another area of research that can contribute to the improvement of aircraft design and performance. The use of a unified curve of corrections to Pitot tube readings in a rarefied supersonic flow is a topic of ongoing research with implications for flight dynamics and sensor accuracy.
RECOVERABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES

The BPV - Complement to manned systems; Proceedings of the Fourth Annual Symposium, Washington, D.C., June 5-9, 1977

The development of the XCH-105 Aquila mini-BPV system

Selection of optimum BPV operational launch and recovery techniques

An alternate recovery system for the Aquila mini-BPV soft landing

RECOVERABLE SPACECRAFT

RETRACTABLE FLAP FORMS

RECTANGULAR WINGS

SOME NOTES ON UNSTEADY LIFTING-LINE THEORY

Investigation of airfoils near the ground with nonsymmetrical flow past them

Flow survey behind wings

Rolling moments in a trailing vortex flow field

Experimental study of development of free vortices behind a rectangular wing

Lifting surface theory for rectangular wings

Application of a finite difference method to the analysis of transonic flow over oscillating airfoils and wings

RECTIFIERS

MT AVALANCHE DIODES

RECEIVERS

MT REGULATORS

REDUCTION (CHEMISTRY)

MT HYDROGENATION

REDUNDANCY
Design and test experience with a triply redundant inertial fly-by-wire control system

REDUNDANCY ENCODING

A dual-mode generalized likelihood ratio approach to self-reorganizing digital flight control system design

REDUNDANT COMPONENTS

Inherent errors in asynchronous, redundant digital flight controls

A reliable dual-redundant sensor PDI system for the NASA PRC-DPRW aircraft

Status report on the generalized likelihood ratio failure detection technique, with application to the P-8 aircraft

Failure detection without excessive hardware redundancy --- in aircraft control data instrumentation

Redundant integrated flight control/navigation inertial sensor complex

REDUNDANT STRUCTURES

U REDUNDANT COMPONENTS

REENTRY

HYPERSONIC REENTRY

MT SPACECRAFT REENTRY

REENTRY MODULARS

U REENTRY VEHICLES

REENTRY PHYSICS

Self-adaptive difference method for the effective solution of computationally complex problems of boundary layer theory

REENTRY VEHICLES

MT MARK 2 REENTRY BODY

MT MARK 3 REENTRY BODY

Flight-test base pressure measurements in turbulent flow

Hypersonic flow over indentet nosetips

Boundary layer transition flight test observations --- for reentry vehicles

Thin shell calorimetric techniques for transition detection at ablation temperatures

An evaluation of boundary layer forces and measurement methods

REFERENCES (STANDARDS)

U STANDARDS

REFLEXION

The production of shale oil crude and its refinining into military operational fuels

The production and refining of crude oil into military fuels

REFLECTANCE

Boston Air Route Traffic Control Center (ARTCC) lighting study

REFLECTION

MT SPECULAR REFLECTION

MT SPREAD REFLECTION

REFLECTION COEFFICIENT

U REFLECTANCE

REFLECTIVITY

U REFLECTANCE

REFLECTORS

MT PRESEL REFLECTORS

REFRACTORY MATERIALS

MT NIOBIUM ALLOYS

MT REFRACTORY METAL ALLOYS

A cooled laminated integral axial turbine demonstrator

Strategic defense materials: A case study of high temperature engines

Application of sputter-deposited lanellar composite technology to the development of hightemperature turbine blade materials and airfoil fabrication

Progress in advanced high temperature turbine materials, castings, and technology

REFRACTORY METAL ALLOYS

MT NIOBIUM ALLOYS

High-nickel alloys for gas turbines

Protection of cooled blades of complex internal structure

REFRACTORY MATERIALS

MT NIOBIUM ALLOYS

REFRACTION

Electrostatics in aviation fuel system sessions

Pro-static agents in jet fuels

Potable refueling of military cargo aircraft from ships at sea

REFRIGERATION

A preliminary study of the use of intercooling and reheat in conjunction with regeneration for aircraft turbine engines

A preliminary study of the use of intercooling and reheat in conjunction with regeneration for aircraft turbine engines

REFRIGERATIVE COOLING

REGENERATIVE COOLING

A preliminary study of the use of intercooling and reheat in conjunction with regeneration for aircraft turbine engines

REGENERATIVE COOLING

REGENERATIVE FUEL CELLS

Research requirements for development of regenerative engines for helicopters

REGENERATORS

Heat-pipe regenerator for gas turbine engine

Comparison of energy performance of different types of heat exchangers

Analysis of parameters and characteristics of a bypass turbojet engine operating in a cycle with stepwise heat removal
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Regional Planning
Aviation system planning — airport planning in Maryland
Comprehensive plan and development program for a regional industrial airport, Springfield Municipal Airport for the City of Springfield, Missouri
(PB-262474/0)
P037a N77-24159

Regional
WT Remote Regions
WT Tropical Regions
Regression (Statistics)
U Regression Analysis
Regression Analysis
Analysis of O. S. navy major aircraft accident rates by aircraft type
[AD-A032379]
P0346 N77-22056

Regulation
U Control
Regulations
Noise reduction for business aircraft
[AD-A031109/8]
P0130 N77-15040
Tentative civil airworthiness flight criteria for powered-lift transports
P0227 N77-18090
Noise standards for aircraft type certification
(modifications to FAR Part 36)
(PB-26241/3)
P0330 N77-22939
Noise levels for turbojet powered airplanes and large propel ler driven airplanes: Notice of proposed rule making
P0541 N77-31150
Modular

Reinforced Materials
U Composite Materials
Reinforced Plastics
U Glass Fiber Reinforced Plastics
Reinforced Shells
Development of method for modification of thin-wall fuselage-type reinforced shells and construction of a practical calculation algorithm
P0111 N77-17952

Reinforcement (Structures)
Fibre composite reinforcement of cracked aircraft structures
[AHL/NAT-1P-366]
P0281 N77-20072
Experimental solutions of acoustic fatigue problems — in aircraft construction materials
P0329 N77-22572
Evaluation of scratch and spill-resistant windshields
[AD-A038949]
P0491 N77-29146

Reinforcing Fibers
Some features and problems of metal composites
P0054 N77-15274
Fibre reinforced composites with non fracturing reinforcing elements
P0054 N77-15287
Fibre composite structures
P0054 N77-15297
Army applications of advanced composites — in Heavy Lift Helicopters
P0055 N77-15345
Forecasting the elastic properties of composites reinforced by discrete fibers
P0114 N77-18667

Reliability Analysis
P0156 N77-22146
Fiber concrete for airport pavements
P046 N77-25477
Fiber-reinforced composites as new jet engine materials
P0358 N77-26626
Aeroclastically tailored propellers — using fiber reinforced composites
[SAA PAPER 770349]
P0392 N77-27076
Use of composites in airframes
P009 N77-2958
Thermal stability of transition metal monocarbide fibers in refractory composites prepared by unidirectional solidification
[OMIER, TP No. 1977-62]
P0515 N77-47156
Theoretical and experimental investigations on landing gear spring blades out of fiber reinforced plastic for small aircraft
[ASA-7S-23-12]
P0025 N77-10162
A technology plan for electromagnetic characteristics of advanced composites
[AD-A030507]
P0186 N77-17175
High performance composites and adhesives for V/STOL aircraft
[CP-121298]
P0388 N77-11298E

Reliability Method (Mathematics)
Transonic flows — calculation by integral equation, relaxation and finite difference methods
P0014 N77-12561
Transonic cascade flow calculation using the relaxation method
[DGIR PAPER 76-186]
P0091 N77-16557
An inviscid model for submerged transonic wall jets
[AIAA PAPER 77-178]
P0140 N77-19587
Calculation of transonic wing flows by grid embedding
[AIAA PAPER 77-207]
P0141 N77-19899
Implicit approximate-factorization schemes for the efficient solution of steady transonic flow problems
[AIAA 77-639]
P055 N77-25019

Reliability
NT Aircraft Reliability
NT Circuit Reliability
NT Component Reliability
NT Spacecraft Reliability
NT Structural Reliability
A view of the evolution of the reliability improvement warranty (RIW)
[AD-A033952]
P0374 N77-24225

Reliability Analysis
A systems approach to all weather landings
P0345 N77-10484
Reliability of automated flight service stations
P0333 N77-10094
Reliability applied to landing gear and hydraulics
P009 N77-14116
System considerations for reliable strain data from gas turbine engines
P009 N77-14176
Structural reliability prediction method considering crack growth and residual strength — of aircraft structures
P008 N77-13294
Reliability case history of an airborne air turbine starter
P0116 N77-1407
Cooling methods for aircraft electronic equipment
[ASA PAPER 76-EMAS-51]
P0133 N77-13042
The scatter factor in the reliability assessment of aircraft structures
P0147 N77-20045
A matrix method for estimating aircraft system reliability
P0253 N77-2718
Reliability of compressor aerfoils
P042 N77-32750
Operational reliability of aircraft powerplants
— Russian book
P047 N77-4308
Environmental reliability testing of helicopter systems
P086 N77-43801
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Operational reliability and reliability testing --- Book
[H] 0508 A77-05173
RIW experience at ECMA --- Reliability Improvement
Warranty requirements for ray
[H] 0559 A77-05048
Effectiveness of reliability system testing on
quality and reliability
[ECMA] 0560 A77-05048
APG-65CTC6 terminal segment reliability test program
[H] 0560 A77-05049
Effects of temperature on avionics reliability
[ECMA] 0560 A77-05049
Combined Environment Reliability Test /CERT/ ---
for avionics
[H] 0560 A77-05050
Further development of reliability analysis
application to structural fatigue evaluation
[AD-A025365] 0805 A77-13442
Development of reliability-based aircraft safety
criteria: An impact analysis, volume 1
[AD-A032167] 0316 A77-22059
Development of reliability-based aircraft safety
criteria: An impact analysis, Volume 2:
Computer manual
[AD-A031951] 0317 A77-22060
An experimental facility for dynamic combined
environments reliability testing of airborne
equipment
[AD-A034099] 0337 A77-23133
Improving jet engine reliability and
maintainability: A conceptual approach
[AD-A033915] 0372 A77-24146
The distribution of fracture toughness data for
Dac steel
[AEI/TP614-504-229] 0487 A77-28267
Altitude warning signal system evaluation
[AD-A039635] 0540 A77-31147
RTC65 reliabilty analyses
[AD-A042987] 0580 A77-32129
Accelerated mission test: A vital reliability tool
[H] 0595 A77-33196
RELIABILITY CONTROL
& QUALITY CONTROL
& RELIABILITY ENGINEERING
RELIABILITY ENGINEERING
Fatigue evaluation of materials and processes
[H] 0409 A77-13779
Concorde has designed-in reliability --- hydraulic
control system
[H] 0586 A77-16769
The impact of despatchability and civil
airworthiness requirements on reliability and
engine control system design
[H] 0102 A77-17235
Self-correcting control for a turbofan engine
[H] 0162 A77-17236
Inspection of the working order of airplanes and
helicopters: Handbook
[H] 0163 A77-22541
ECMA measures of effectiveness --- counter ECM
theory and equipment
[H] 0189 A77-23368
Means of increasing the service life of gas
turbine engines
[H] 0197 A77-24754
TFJ01/YP-17 flight test experience
[SAE PAPER 760932] 0259 A77-28237
Reliability of aircraft hydraulic systems ---
Russian book
[H] 0299 A77-31199
An improved management approach to upgrade avionic
systems reliability --- F-14 Phoenix system
operational reliability and availability
[H] 0360 A77-31341
Environmental considerations for avionic
installation
[SAE PAPER 770467] 0391 A77-37068
Increasing system reliability with DITE ---
Built-In Test Equipment for avionics
[H] 0396 A77-37068
Landing gear reliability - Evaluation by a
composite test method --- Russian book
[H] 0408 A77-37380
The system approach to airborne electrical power
supplies
[H] 0409 A77-38065
New approaches to turbine airfoil cooling and
manufacturing
[IAAA PAPER 77-948] 0512 A77-38209
Engine life, usage and cycle selection
[IAAA PAPER 77-956] 0515 A77-38216
Life considerations in the engine design process
[IAAA PAPER 77-959] 0552 A77-38219
Simplified multi-mission exhaust nozzle system
[IAAA PAPER 77-960] 0552 A77-44990
Redundant integrated flight control/navigation
sensor complex
[IAAA PAPER 77-1109] 0577 A77-42808
Compliance with amended FAR 25.1309 — DC-10 case
history --- automatic landing systems
[IAAA PAPER 77-1257] 0590 A77-45510
Control of rate events by aircraft system design
regulation --- Impact on operations
[IAAA PAPER 77-1258] 0610 A77-45511
Gas turbines in the RAF from a maintenance
engineering viewpoint
[H] 0611 A77-46406
Ways of increasing the resources /potential lives/
of gas turbine engines
[H] 0619 A77-47472
Some detail design problems in aircraft gas turbines
[H] 0649 A77-48001
The need for improved aircraft crashworthiness
design
[H] 0564 A77-49473
The protection of aircraft radomes against
lightning strike
[H] 0566 A77-49714
Small axial compressor technology, volume 1
[SAC-CR-80327-70-VOL-1] 0585 A77-11048
Performance measurement system for major airports
[H] 0121 A77-14004
Systems reliability issues for future aircraft
[H] 0329 A77-22008
Hydroelectric link pilot system upgrade and
evaluation
[AD-A037198] 0374 A77-24136
The effect of reliability and maintainability on the
F-14A TF30P412A engine
[H] 0432 A77-26525
A program for increased flight fidelity in
helicopter simulation
[H] 0456 A77-50148
ASDAR (aircraft to satellite data relay) flight
test report
[H] 0463 A77-51345
REMOTE CONTROL
& QUALITY CONTROL
REMOTE REGIONS
Remote cooperation in the Torres Strait between
Australia and Papua New Guinea
[H] 0100 A77-17044
REMOTE SENSORS
RPT sensor system interface
[H] 0190 A77-23511
Utilization of IR imagery in tactical reconnaissance
[H] 0191 A77-24259
Energy and aerospace /Sixty-fifth Wieneck and
Orville Wright Memorial Lecture/ --- aerospace
contributions to energy conservation
[H] 0357 A77-36434
Air route surveillance radar system ARSR-3
[H] 0357 A77-36565
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The remotely piloted helicopter

The BPV - Complement to manned systems;

The future of rotorcraft in aviation

Remote control: Pitch attitude versus flight performance

Remote rate control for RPVs

Remote piloted vehicles - An Air Force view

Remote piloted vehicles - The influence of system thinking on applied technology

Remote control of piloted aircraft by radioisotope probes

Remote piloted vehicles - The B.A.C. experience with small fixed wing and rotary wing RPVs

Remote piloted vehicles - A naval VITAL RPV in testing - Vertical Attitude Takeoff and landing

Remote piloted vehicles - Tethered hover tests of the vertical attitude takeoff and landing mini-BPV
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B.C. experience with small fixed wing and rotary wing R.P.Vs p0100 A77-17050

Status report of the turbopfan engine development program in Japan [ASME PAPER 77-CT-102] p0149 A77-20630

Effects of selected R&E options on fuel usage in the commercial air system p0265 A77-28612

Air traffic management. I - Evolution in the next decade. II - Prospects from research and development --- impact on aircraft design p0271 A77-29472

New directions in combustion research as related to jet propulsion systems p0347 A77-33702

Aero engine development cost p0417 A77-40010

Efficient civil helicopters - The payoff of directed research p0418 A77-40059

The university's role in the new era of LTA technology and applications [AIAA 77-1167] p0448 A77-41750

Recent developments in rotary-wing aeroelasticity p0465 A77-43362

Advanced turboprop technology development [AIAA PAPER 77-1223] p0500 A77-44320

Research and development in support of Canadian military air requirements p0126 A77-14984

Transport airplane flight deck development survey and analysis: Report and recommendations [NASA-CH-145121] p0170 A77-17030

New advances in titanium technology and their cost and weight benefits p0221 A77-18033

Toward a second generation fuel efficient supersonic cruise aircraft p0222 A77-18037

Design feasibility of an advanced technology supersonic cruise aircraft p0222 A77-18040

Aircraft Safety and Operating Problems --- conference [NASA-SP-016] p0226 A77-18081

Aviation safety and operating problems research and technology p0237 A77-19041

SADS technical program document: Fiscal year 1977 engineering and development approved programs --- air transportation safety [AD-A0334195] p0366 A77-24093


RESEARCH FACILITIES

Development of a national compressor research facility [AIAA PAPER 77-911] p0412 A77-38593

High Reynolds number research [NASA-CP-2009] p0437 A77-27139

The transonic Reynolds number problems --- limitations of transonic aerodynamic test facilities p0437 A77-27140

RESEARCH MANAGEMENT

Support equipment program for avionics readiness: Initial planning [AD-A0333585] p0310 A77-22104

Development of a research project selection model: Application to a civil helicopter research program [NASA-CP-45225] p0333 A77-23080

RESEARCH PROJECTS

Self-tuning regulators --- adaptive control research p0329 A77-22812


RESEARCH VESSELS

A subsonic flow investigation on a research body at high angles of attack [AIAA PAPER 77-180] p0162 A77-22240

RESIDENTIAL AREAS


RESISTIVE STRESSES

Structural reliability prediction method considering crack growth and residual strength --- of aircraft structures p0044 A77-14293

Rate effects on residual strength of flawed structures and materials [NL-TE-76004-U] p0096 A77-29565

Residual strength data of riveted panels with different stiffener configurations [NL-TE-76023-U] p0096 A77-29569

RESINS

MT EPoxy RESINS
MT POLYIMIDE RESINS
MT THERMOPLASTIC RESINS
MT THERMOSETTING RESINS

RESOLUTION

MT ANGULAR RESOLUTION
MT HIGH RESOLUTION
MT IMAGE RESOLUTION

RESOURCEn

MT RESONANT VIBRATION

RESOURCE FREQUENCIES

A damper for accelerometers p0040 A77-23071

A model for windtunnel rotorcraft research - Ground resonance investigations p0046 A77-43369

Calculation of vibration modes and resonance frequencies of the Northrop NF-5 [NL-TE-75050-U] p0094 A77-11450

RESONANT VIBRATION

An analysis of the nonlinear properties of compressor blade rings in the case of self-excited vibrations p0059 A77-15977

The external synchronization of slightly nonlinear blade crows p0059 A77-15979

Turbine blade excitation by an irregular peripheral flow p0061 A77-15996

Enhanced structural durability through additive damping treatments --- in lightweight high performance aircraft [AIAA PAPER 77-881] p0010 A77-38571

RESOURCE ALLOCATION

National Airlines Fuel Management and Allocation Model p0466 A77-43399

RESOURCES

MT COAL
MT CRUDE OIL
MT FORESTS

RESPONDERS

U TRANSPONDERS

RESPONSE BIAS

Compressor critical response time determination study [AD-A028822] p0183 A77-17074

RESPONSES

MT DYNAMIC RESPONSE
MT MODAL RESPONSE
MT TRANSIENT RESPONSE

RESTRAINTS

U CONSTRAINTS

RESTRAINTS

U FLAP RETRACTABLES

RETRACTABLE EQUIPMENT

Design selection tests for TRAC retraction mechanisms [AD-A073707] p0429 A77-26124

RETRACTABLE LANDING GEAR
MT U RETRACTABLE EQUIPMENT

RETRACTING
MT HD and the retrofit market p0505 A77-50624

RETURN BEAN VIDICONS

Real-time aerial reconnaissance using the return-bean vidicon p0041 A77-40665

REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES

BFW applications of Tomahawk cruise missile p0316 A77-47236

REUSABLE SPACECRAFT

MT SPACE SHUTTLES

REUSING

Estimating procedures associated with aircraft modifications [ASME PAPER 1101] p0069 A77-12181

A-265
A high Reynolds number numerical solution of the
Navier-Stokes equations in stream
function-vorticity form
Measurements of pressure distribution on a
half-model wing-body combination of 55 deg.
sweep over a wide range of Reynolds number
[AEC-CP-1028] p0472 A77-28078
Effect of slotted casing treatment with change in
Reynolds number index on performance of a jet
engine
[NASA-TF-1058] p0582 A77-32154

HP-0 AIRCRAFT
U P-0 AIRCRAFT
BH-2 HELICOPTER
U OH-1 HELICOPTER

RHEO-ELECTRICAL SIMULATION

Electric analog modeling of temperature fields in
gas turbine blades for transient modes of
operations
N808 A77-16305

RIBBED PARACHUTES

Documentation of the feasibility research on a
destructible parachute
P055 A77-49362

RIBS (SUPPORTS)

Manufacture of ribs for the L70 composite outer wing
P0359 A77-36700

RICHARDSON-DICKERSON EQUATION

Radiation effects on temperature fields
[AIAA-77-4125] p0558 A77-4158

RISING QUALITY

The performance of high speed ground transportation
including passenger-seat dynamics and active
aerodynamic suspensions
P0115 A77-18724
An analytical method for ride quality of flexible
airplanes

Effects of control laws and relaxed static
stability on vertical ride quality of flexible
aircraft
[NASA-CR-143863] p0337 A77-21147
Effects of control laws and relaxed static
stability on vertical ride quality of flexible
aircraft
P0547 A77-39146

The development of a model for predicting
crashworthiness for high-speed air
transportation systems
[NASA-CR-145250] p0585 A77-33148

Design and development of a structural node
control system
[NASA-CR-143866] p0595 A77-33141

RIGID STRUCTURES

RIGID BODY MOTORS

Anti-resonant isolation for flexible rotor
helicopters
[SASA-CP-1328] p0587 A77-24134
High speed flight tests with the BO 105 rigid
gyrocavitator
P0310 A77-33177

RIGID MOTORS

Hingeless rotor dynamics in high speed flight
P0546 A77-26781

High-speed tests with the BO 105 HGH
[DGLR PAPER 76-222] p0094 A77-16557

Hingeless rotor for the larger helicopte
[DGLR PAPER 76-222] p0094 A77-16550

Influence of the lubricant inertia on the
stability of a rotor in short sliding bearings
P0202 A77-27648

An experimental study of techniques for increasing
the lead-lag damping of soft inplane hingeless
rotors
P0546 A77-26787

Rigid coaxial /NAC rotor system stability and
cost control parameters
P0547 A77-26787

Concepts for improving hingeless rotor stability
P0542 A77-33718

Benefits of higher-harmonic blade pitch
- Vibration reduction, blade-load reductions, and
performance improvement --- for helicopter rotors
P0342 A77-33780

The flexhinge rotor
P0541 A77-33788

Parameter identification of a hingeless rotor
helicopter
[ANS 77-33-62] p0240 A77-40074

Wind tunnel testing of model rotors at RAE
Paraborough
P0545 A77-41438

Rotational isolation of the hingeless rotor
BO-105 and
T0-61A helicopters
P0464 A77-42450

Studies on rotor and flight dynamics of a
diagonally stoppable hingeless rotor aircraft
P0465 A77-42450

Sensitivity of hingeless rotor blade flap-lag
stability in hover to analytical modelling
assumptions
[NASA-CR-137967] p0017 A77-10007

An experimental study of the nonlinear stiffness
of a rotor blade undergoing flap, lag and twist
deformations
[NASA-CR-137966] p0236 A77-10008

Hingeless rotor helicopter with improved stability
[NASA-CASE-ARC-10807-1] p0178 A77-17049

Calculated dynamic characteristics of a
soft-inplane hingeless rotor helicopter
[NASA-TF-73026] p0435 A77-27105

RIGID STRUCTURES

RIGID MOTORS

Prediction of elastic-aircraft lateral dynamics
from rigid-body aerodynamics
[AIAA-77-4125] p0558 A77-4158

A tryout of a rigid airship under tropical
conditions
P0508 A77-45460

Fatigue behaviour of cracked stiffened panels
P0526 A77-24561

RING LASERS

Advanced development program for the ring laser

A-266
The effect of varying freestream velocity on dynamic stall characteristics

Rotor systems research

Handling qualities considerations for H-1 flight

Composite main rotor blade for the H-1 helicopter

Quality assurance for Lastoflex elastomeric helicopter bearings - Application of new and old technologies

Full scale wind tunnel tests of a controllable twist rotor

Design concept and manufacturing process for the H-1 helicopter composite main rotor blade

The development and design of the Westland Lynx rotor and transmission system

Theoretical predictions of aerodynamic and dynamic phenomena on helicopter rotors in forward flight [OHEBA, TP NO. 1976-16]

Aerodynamic problems of helicopter blade tips [OHEBA, TP NO. 1977-124] - Vortex shed from the retreating blade and low-speed conditions

The reverse-velocity rotor - 300 knots plus hover capability

The flex hinge rotor

Development of the composite bearingless main rotor system

Advanced two-bladed rotor systems at Bell Helicopter Textron

Circulation control rotor flight demonstrator

Full scale wind tunnel tests of a controllable twist rotor

Investigation of aerodynamically adaptive rotor systems

New look for 'copter R&D. I - Airframe and rotor system technology - Manufacturing methods and technology [OHEBA, TP NO. 1977-428]

Fatigue strength of aircraft propeller blades [AHS 77-33-62]

A semi-empirical correction for the vortex core effect on hovering rotor wake geometries [AHS 77-33-62]

Prediction of helicopter rotor performance in vertical climb and sideward flight [AHS 77-33-61]

Schlieren and house studies of rotors in forward flight

The Army's improved main rotor blade for the AH-1 helicopter

A review of advanced rotor research - in helicopter development [AHS 77-33-17]

Advancing blade concept /ABC/-TP dynamics [AHS 77-33-16]

Realization of rotor limitations by feedback control [AHS 77-33-16]

An exploratory investigation of the effects of large variations in rotor system dynamics design parameters on helicopter handling characteristics in n-the-earth flight [AHS 77-33-40]

Blade inspection system - for helicopter rotors [AHS 77-33-66]

New aircraft airfoils. I - for transonic aircraft, light aviation and for helicopter rotor blades

Rotor ice protection systems

High-speed helicopter impulsive noise

Trailing vortex wake structure

Effects of the airflow choice on rotor aerodynamic behaviour in forward flight

Design philosophy for helicopter rotor systems [AHS 77-33-30]

A reevaluation of helicopter main rotor noise [AHS 77-33-30]

Wind tunnel testing of model rotors at RAE Farnborough

Rotor isolation of the hingeless rotor D0-105 and YH-61A helicopters

The flow over a helicopter blade tip in the transonic regime [OHEBA, TP NO. 1976-115]

Rotor response prediction with non-linear aerodynamic loads on the retreating blade [OHEBA, TP NO. 1976-116]

Ballistic and impact resistance of composite rotor blades

Recent developments in rotor-wing aeroclasticity [OHEBA, TP NO. 1976-117]

Recent experience in the testing of a generalized rotor aerelastic model at Langley Research Center [OHEBA, TP NO. 1976-118]

A model for wind tunnel rotorcraft research - Ground resonance investigations [OHEBA, TP NO. 1976-119]

The relative importance of acoustic sources generated by helicopter rotors in high speed flight [AHS 77-33-31]

Main and tail rotor interaction noise during hover and low-speed conditions

An analysis of helicopter rotor response due to gusts and turbulence [OHEBA, TP NO. 1977-121]

Main rotor wake/tail rotor interaction [OHEBA, TP NO. 1977-121]

On the static pressure in the wake of a hovering rotor [OHEBA, TP NO. 1977-121]

On the validity of lifting line concepts in rotor analysis [OHEBA, TP NO. 1977-121]

Aeroelastic research work on helicopters [OHEBA, TP NO. 1977-121]

Aerelastic stability of complete rotors with application to a teetering rotor in forward flight [OHEBA, TP NO. 1977-121]

Aeroelastic problems of helicopter blade tips [OHEBA, TP NO. 1977-121]

Techniques and facilities used at OHEBA /Modane Center/ for icing tests [OHEBA, TP NO. 1977-121]

An experimental investigation of helicopter rotor high frequency broadband noise [AIAA PAPER 77-1339]
Rotating Bodies

Some measured and calculated effects of a tip vortex modification technique on impulsive noise --- for helicopter rotors

[IAA PAPER 77-1341] p0558 N77-51094

Experimental study of the aerodynamics of a helicopter rotor in translational flight. Two-dimensional simulation of the effects due to cyclic variations of the velocity vector.

[IAAP-WT-76-20] p0019 N77-10019

An investigation of the effect on aerodynamic forces caused by the addition of end plates to helicopter rotor blades.

[AD-A023541] p0019 N77-10024

Aerelastic analysis for helicopter rotor blades with time-variable, non-linear structural twist and multiple structural redundancy: Mathematical derivation and program user's manual.

[NASA-CH-2638] p0029 N77-10556

The use of computers in rotary wing testing.

[AD-A027593] p0063 N77-11973

Correlation of full-scale helicopter rotor performance in air with model-scale from data.

[NASA-TM-D-8323] p0034 N77-11999

Model scale evaluation JOR-58A helicopter with low reflective paint and infrared countermeasure exhaust system.

[AD-A024727] p0068 N77-12042

A new capability for predicting helicopter rotor noise in hover and in flight.

[NASA-TK-X-74341] p0072 N77-12064

Dynamic response of nonuniform rotor blades.

[NASA-TK-X-74341] p0076 N77-13003

Design criteria for elastomeric bearing systems.

[AD-A024766] p0084 N77-13429


[AD-A024767] p0084 N77-13430


[AD-A024752] p0085 N77-13431


[AD-A024756] p0085 N77-13432

Design comparison between helicopter and tilt rotor aircraft.

[AD-A027559] p0122 N77-14017

Bonded field-replaceable rotor blade pocket for the CH-54B. Volume 1: Design study.

[AD-A027206] p0128 N77-15032

Bonded field-replaceable rotor blade pocket for the CH-54B. Volume 2: Instruction manual.

[AD-A027280] p0128 N77-15033

Transonic rotor aerodynamics: Fundamentals of the theory.

[NASA-TT-F-17395] p0175 N77-16990

Single engineless helicopter rotor with improved stability.

[NASA-CASE-LBC-10007-1] p0178 N77-17029

Automatically lockable axially extensible strut --- for helicopters.

[NASA-CASE-LAB-1-1900-1] p0229 N77-18138

Icing testing in the large Nodane wind tunnel on a reduced-scale model of a helicopter rotor.

[AD-A030310] p0231 N77-18149

Development program for field-repairable/replaceable main rotor blades.

[AD-A030355] p0238 N77-19064

Acoustic emission investigation - helicopter rotor system.

[AD-A033571] p0319 N77-22110

Convertible fan shaft engine (for rotary wing aircraft).
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MT FLOUNDER SIMULATION
MT FLIGHT SIMULATION
MT TERMIAL SIMULATION
Theoretical and experimental simulation methods for external store separation trajectories

SIMULATOR TRAINING
U TRAINING SIMULATORS
SIMULATORS
MT COCKPIT SIMULATORS
MT CONTROL SIMULATION
MT FLIGHT SIMULATION
MT MOTION SIMULATORS
MT TARGET SIMULATORS
MT TRAINING SIMULATORS
The AN/CM-99 Dynamic Loran Inertial Simulator
Development and tests of a simulator for a pendulum accelerometer
A simulator to produce narrowband multipath effects on L-band aircraft-to-satellite signals

SIMULTANEOUS IMAGE CORRELATOR
U IMAGE CORRELATORS
SIZE SERIES
Calculation of lift and induced drag from sparse span loading data

SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
The renolvent of singular integral equations --- of kernel functions in mixed boundary value problems
Generalized Theorems solution for singular integral equations of the oilfield class

SINGULARITY (MATHEMATICS)
Derivation of an integral equation for transonic flows
Recent improvements in surface singularity methods for the flow field analysis about two-dimensional airfoils
Supersonic wave drag for nonplanar singularity distributions

SINKS
MT WHAT SINKS
SITTING
Effect of the environment on some properties of watered frictional materials --- aircraft wheel brake materials

SITES
MT LANDING SITES
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)
What is the right size for RPVs?
SIZING (SHAPE)
Ruinizing procedure for structures under combined mechanical and thermal loading
Computer graphics in sizing and analysis of aircraft structures

SIZING (SURFACE TREATMENT)
Preliminary sizing and performance evaluation of supersonic cruise aircraft

SKIDDING
Status of runway slipperiness research
Studies of friction and wear characteristics of various wires for wire-brush skids

SKIN (STRUCTURAL MEMBER)
Environmentally controlled fatigue tests of box beams with built-in flaws
Toward integrated structural design with advanced composites --- P-16 graphite-epoxy composite skins
In-flight crack detection system for the C-135 lower center wing skin
Selection of a method for calculating skin developments of ruled aircraft surfaces
Design and fabrication of graphite-epoxy bolted wing skin splice specimens
Skin friction on a flat perforated acoustic liner
Effects of vorticity amplification in two-dimensional and axisymmetric stagnation-point flows
Total head/static measurements of skin friction and surface pressure
Experimental study of error sources in skin-friction balance measurements
Mixing length in the wall region of turbulent boundary layers
The effect of sweep on conditions at separation in turbulent boundary-layer/shock-wave interaction
Form drag, skin friction, and vortex shedding frequencies for subsonic and transonic crossflows on circular cylinder

SKIRTS
The design and operating features of Vosper Thorncroft skirts

SKYCRANE HELICOPTER
CH-54 HELICOPTER
SKYHAWK AIRCRAFT
U A-A AIRCRAFT
SLANT PERCEPTION
U SPACE PERCEPTION
SLDES
MT BOCKET PROPELLED SLDES
SLENDER BODIES
MT SLENDER CONES
Hypersonic flow near slender blunt body of revolution
The turbulent wake behind slender propeller-driven bodies at angle of attack
The theory of curvilinear unsteady motion of a slender lifting body in a gas
The Weierstrass condition in optimal problems in the supersonic gasdynamics of weakly inhomogeneous flows --- slender body drag reduction
Unsteady linearized transonic flow analysis for slender bodies

SUPERSONIC DRAG
Studies of friction and wear characteristics of various wires for wire-brush skids

THEORETICAL METHODS
Theoretical method for calculation of the low center wing skin
Thermal and experimental simulation methods for external store separation trajectories
Skin friction on a flat perforated acoustic liner

TOWING SIMULATION
The turbulent wake behind slender propeller-driven bodies at angle of attack
The theory of curvilinear unsteady motion of a slender lifting body in a gas
The Weierstrass condition in optimal problems in the supersonic gasdynamics of weakly inhomogeneous flows --- slender body drag reduction
Unsteady linearized transonic flow analysis for slender bodies
Steady linearized aerodynamics. II = Superconically
Theoretical method for calculation of the low center wing-body configuration coefficients up to extremely high angles of attack
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Two problems that arise in the generation and propagation of sonic booms, 1: Flow field in the plane of symmetry below a delta wing. 2: Focusing of an acoustic pulse at an acute angle.

Sonic Flow

Sonic Booms

Precise positioning of sonobuoys using ANF and DME techniques --- Angle Measuring and Distance Measuring Equipment in antisubmarine warfare.

Sound Amplification

Application of jet noise through engine noise.

Sound Fields

Investigation of transient processes in a perforated useful length of a wind tunnel.

Simultaneous characterization of jet noise sources and acoustic field by a new application of conditional sampling.

Sound Generators

The influence of vortex shedding on the generation of sound by connected turbulence.

Sound Shielding on an engine model and comparison with theory.

Three-dimensional analysis of blade force and sound generation for an annular cascade in distorted flows.

Portable N wave generators of different power for simulation of sonic booms.

Noise response of cavities of varying dimensions at subsonic speeds.

Basic aerodynamic noise theory --- sound generation and propagation.

Experimental studies of the noise produced in a supersonic nozzle by upstream acoustic and thermal disturbances.

Calculation of curves of constant equivalent levels of enduring sound for implementation of the aircraft noise protection law - Methods and preliminary results.

Sound Localization

A computer program for the identification of helicopter impulsive noise sources.

Sound Measurement

U Acoustic Measurements

Sound Perception

U Auditory Perception

Sound Pressure

Sonic boom focusing --- caustic analysis of transonic flight.

Application of the method of causality to the study of noise from a subsonic jet.

Structural acoustic considerations for aircraft.

Surface pressure fluctuation measurements in attached transitional/turbulent boundary layers at supersonic and hypersonic speeds.

Optimum acoustic design of free-running low speed propellers.

Sound Absorption

Measurement of far field combustion noise from a turbofan engine using coherence functions.

Acoustic loads on upper-surface-blown powered-lift systems.

Pan noise --- from turbofan engines.
SPACELAB PAYLOADS

MT POINTING CONTROL SYSTEMS
MT SPACING
MT AIRCRAFT APPROACH SPACING
Longitudinal separation analysis of the central east pacific track system [AD-A584759] p0488 A77-29117

SPILLING

SPACELAB PAYLOADS

MT BLOWING
Lift augmentation on a moderately swept wing by spanwise blowing p0053 A77-14940
The effect of spanwise gust variations on the transfer function of an aircraft model with one degree of freedom [ARL/STSCI-NOTE-841] p0479 A77-26813

SPARE PARTS
Interface between maintainability and commercial aircraft spares support p0003 A77-10483


SPARK IGNITION
Emissions and new technology programs for conventional spark-ignition aircraft engines p0185 A77-17096

SPARK SHADOWGRAPH PHOTOGRAPHY
G SHADOWGRAPH PHOTOGRAPHY
Q ATTITUDE (INCLINATION)

SPECIFIC HEAT
Specific heat of components of working fluids used in gas turbine engines at different temperatures and pressures p0310 A77-33172

SPECIFICATIONS
MT AIRCRAFT SPECIFICATIONS
MT EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS

SPECTRA
MT EMISSION SPECTRA
MT INFRARED SPECTRA
MT NOISE SPECTRA
MT POWER SPECTRA
MT SHOCK SPECTRA
MT VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA

SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
O SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

SPECTROSCOPY
MT ASTRONOMICAL SPECTROSCOPY
MT INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
MT RADAR SPECTROSCOPY

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
Signal-treatment methods during aircraft-engine inspection based on vibroacoustic noises p0008 A77-11603
The measurement of aircraft overflight noise - Errors due to its nonstationary character [ONERA, TP NO. 1977-163] p0559 A77-50441

SPECULAR REFLECTION
The reduction of interference from large reflecting surfaces --- instrument landing system interference reduction at airports for aircraft communication p0454 A77-42544

SPEECH DISCRIMINATION
O SPEECH RECOGNITION

SPEECH RECOGNITION
Effects of interior aircraft noise on speech intelligibility and annoyance [NASA-CR-165203] p0496 A77-29918
Voice control systems for airborne environments [AD-A003252] p0584 A77-32524

SPEED CONTROL
Design and flight test of a decoupled velocity control system for VTOL landing approach [AIAA PAPER 77-1163] p0112 A77-14012

SPEED INDICATORS
MT ANEMOMETERS
MT HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETERS
MT LASER ANEMOMETERS
Correlation velocity sensor --- aircraft navigation instrument p0154 A77-12670
Semiautomatic testing of altimeter and air-speed indicator p0295 A77-30253
An electro-optic airspeed sensor --- airborne optical convection velocimeter p0296 A77-44193
Development of prototype optical convection airspeed sensor [AD-A039669] p0527 A77-40116

SPEED REGULATION
O SPEED CONTROL
SPEEDOMETERS
O SPEED INDICATORS

SPHERICAL SHIELDS
Numerical analysis of the axisymmetric flow past a pervious shell with a hole at the vertex p0562 A77-50930

SPHEROIDS
MT SPHERE SPHEROIDS
MT MONOFOIL ANTENNAS

SPIN (AERODYNAMIC CONFIGURATIONS)
Fluctuating pressure environment of a drag reduction spike [AIAA PAPER 77-90] p0138 A77-19919
Investigation of aerodynamic loads at spin entry p0407 A77-39029
An approximate spin design criterion for monoplanes, 1 May 1939 p0883 A77-29060

SPIN DYNAMICS
Spin entry of aircraft p0096 A77-16947
Recent research on aerodynamic characteristics of fighter configurations during spins [AD-A026989] p0460 A77-43196
Influence of power on the spin of light planes [NASA-TT-F-17467] p0461 A77-26152
Exploratory investigation of the incipient spinning characteristics of a typical light general aviation airplane [NASA-TT-F-37671] p0461 A77-26153
Spin suppression Results of recent NASA studies on automatic spin prevention for fighter aircraft p0429 A77-10481
Analysis of selected general aviation stall/spin accidents [AD-A048829] p0981 A77-29113

SPIN STABILIZATION
Target augmented spin recovery device [NASA-CSP-13-AIR-11970-1] p0122 A77-24147
Flight testing techniques, autumn 1976 p0186 A77-24109

SPIN TESTS
F-5E spin susceptibility test program p0407 A77-22006
Spin of modern combat aircraft p0308 A77-41155
TA-10 stall/post-stall/spin avoidance flight test program p0510 A77-33118
Spin testing using multiple phototheodolites p0407 A77-39024
General study of light plane spin, at fuselage geometry, part 1 [NASA-TT-F-17466] p0386 A77-15150
Influence of power on the spin of light planes [NASA-TT-F-17467] p0461 A77-26152
Spin tests of a 1/20-scale model of the XP-39 airplane, 15 March 1939 p0481 A77-39049
Spin tests of a 1/20-scale model of the XP-40-1 airplane, 12 July 1939 p0481 A77-29049
Spin tests of 1/16-scale models of the KAI-J landplane and seaplane, 1 December 1940 p0481 A77-29049
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SUBJECT INDEX
STABILITY

SQUID PROJECT

SPRAYING

SPRAYEHS

SPRAYED PBOTECTIVE COATINGS

STABILITY DERIVATIVES

SUBJECT INDEX

Spinsts tests of a low-wing monoplane to investigate scale effect in the model test range, May 1971

[INCA-TW-807] p0846 A77-29064

SPRAy CHARACTERISTICS

Spray test data for light aircraft spoiler roll control system

[SME PAPER 770441] p0391 A77-37062

Spray evaluation of flight spotters for vortex alleviation --- on wide-body jets

p0447 A77-43548

Spray test data for light aircraft spoiler roll control systems

[NASA-CB-1535291] p0828 A77-26-122

Spray characteristics

[AD-A013733] p0265 A77-20386

Spray Derivatives

Spray Control

[AD-A013733] p0265 A77-20386

Spray Properties

Spray Characteristics

An investigation of the effectiveness of spray as a surface treatment

[US-200] p0285 A77-20386

Spray Effect on the Development of Laminar Flow

Spray System Studies

Spray Reflection

The reduction of interference from large reflecting surfaces --- instrument leading system interference reduction at airports for aircraft communication

p0856 A77-42546

Spray

Advanced composite landing gear leg

[AD-A013733] p0113 A77-18229

An adjustable spring rate suspension system

p0356 A77-36163

Spotting

Application of sputter-deposited lamellar composite technology to the development of high temperature turbine blade materials and airfoil fabrication

[AD-A037336] p0231 A77-26-151

SQUID Project

Project SQUD: A cooperative program of fundamental research related to jet propulsion

[AD-A024004] p0366 A77-11059

STABILITY

NT ACOUSTIC INSTABILITY

NT AERODYNAMIC INSTABILITY

NT AIRCRAFT STABILITY

NT ATTITUDE INSTABILITY

NT BOUNDARY LAYER INSTABILITY

NT COMBUSTION INSTABILITY

NT CONTROL INSTABILITY

NT DEFORMATIONAL INSTABILITY

NT DYNAMIC INSTABILITY

NT FLAP INSTABILITY

NT FLOW INSTABILITY

NT FREQUENCY INSTABILITY

NT GEOSCOPISTC INSTABILITY

NT NOVEMBER INSTABILITY

NT LATERAL INSTABILITY

NT LONGITUDINAL INSTABILITY

NT LOW SPEED INSTABILITY

NT MOTION INSTABILITY

NT ROTARY INSTABILITY

NT SHELL INSTABILITY

NT SKEW INSTABILITY

NT STRUCTURAL INSTABILITY

NT SYSTEMS INSTABILITY

NT THERMAL INSTABILITY

STABILITY AUGMENTATION

The stochastic control of the P-8C aircraft using the multiple model adaptive control /MMAC/ method

p0446 A77-17448

Analysis of a light aircraft for the control of the aircraft's roll stability and control

p0448 A77-20440

Some analytical tools for the control of the aircraft's roll stability and control

p0448 A77-20440

A wind tunnel technique for determining stability and control characteristics of an extended-range wide body tri-jet airplane model

p0167 A77-15982

Prediction of aerodynamic effects of spotters on wings --- considering effects of base venting

p0275 A77-19994

Flight test data for light aircraft spoiler roll control systems

[NASA-CB-154591] p0829 A77-26-122

Flight evaluation of a spoiler roll control system on a light twin-engine airplane

p0479 A77-28-135

Spray Effect

Acoustic properties of spray

p0441 A77-40701

Spray Effects

Notes on the pollution of airplanes and helicopters by chemicals during agricultural jobs

[NASA-77-17444] p0587 A77-33129

Spray Apparatus

Sprayers

[AD-A003659] p0231 A77-26-151

Spray Spotters

Spray Control Systems

SprayDerivatives

Pitching Moments

Rolling Moments

Taking Moments

Parameter identification and study of properties within the scope of flight testing a high-performance aircraft

p0190 A77-16528

Prediction of aerodynamic out-of-plane forces on ogive-nosed circular cylinders

p0176 A77-19879

Stability derivative measurements with magnetically suspended cone-cylinder models

[AD-A013733] p0285 A77-20386

An experiment to measure moment coefficients for aerofoils oscillating in cascade

[AT-A0222206] p0164 A77-222206

System identification for nonlinear aerodynamic flight regimes

p0164 A77-222206

Closed formulae for aerodynamic coefficients of arbitrary biplane wing sections

p0200 A77-24979

Lift and moment fluctuations of a cambered aerofoil under nonconverging streamwise gust

p0176 A77-24979

Oscillating delta wings with attached shock waves

p0356 A77-36160

Influence of gust modelling on the identification of derivatives of the longitudinal motion of an aircraft

p0360 A77-36160

Determination of longitudinal aerodynamic derivatives from steady-state measurements of an aircraft

[AD-A013733] p0285 A77-20386

A wind tunnel technique for determining stability derivatives from cable mounted aerelastic models

[AD-A013733] p0285 A77-20386

Further observations on maximum likelihood estimates of stability and control characteristics obtained from flight data

[AD-A013733] p0285 A77-20386

Identification of aircraft stability and control derivatives in the presence of turbulence

[AD-A013733] p0285 A77-20386
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STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS

STABILITY TESTS
Measurement of the static influence coefficient of the AE-10 Cobra fuselage [AD-A025114] p0063 A77-12004

STATICS

Measurement of post-separated flowfields on airfoils Total head/static measurements of skin friction and surface pressure
Experimental investigations of supersonic cascades designed for high static pressure ratios [AIAA PAPER 77-GT-37] p0241 A77-26737
Theory of viscous transonic flow over airfoils at high Reynolds number [AIAA PAPER 77-680] p0313 A77-38993
On the static pressure in the wake of a hovering rotor Further studies of static to flight effects on fan tone noise using inlet distortion control for source identification [NASA-TN-X-73163] p0124 A77-14027
A note on compressor exit static pressure distributions in asymmetric flow [CUDF/A-TURBO/78-79] p0482 A77-28440

STATIC STABILITY

NT SHELL STABILITY
NT STRUCTURAL STABILITY
Flight-characteristics requirements concerning static stability in supersonic flight [DGLR PAPER 76-198] p0091 A77-16536
Longitudinal stability in supersonic and hypersonic flight

An analytical method for ride quality of flexible airplanes
A new concept of static stability and its flight testing in supersonic flight
Wind tunnel investigation of an unswept helicopter fuselage model with a V-type empennage [NASA-CR-143843] p0337 A77-23127
Calculations, and comparison with an ideal minimum, of trim drag for conventional and canard configurations having various levels of static stability

STATIC TESTS

NT STATIC TESTING
Tenth-scale powered model test of a tilt-rotor V/STOL airplane [AIAA 77-595] p0350 A77-34951
Validation of NLF-V STOL characteristics by full scale static and wind tunnel tests [AIAA 77-597] p0350 A77-34953
Macroscopic study of time unsteady noise of an aircraft engine during static tests
Over-the-wing model thrust reverser noise tests [AIAA PAPER 77-1216] p0566 A77-51071
Macroscopic study of time unsteady noise of an aircraft engine during static tests [NASA-TN-73525] p0206 A77-11052
Analysis of the Learjet 35/36 wing and correlation with experimental results
Static and wind-on tests of an upper-surface-blown jet-flap nozzle arrangement for use on the Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCEEE) [NASA-TN-D-8067] p0370 A77-25096

STATICS

NT ELECTROSTATICS
NT GROUND STATIONS
NT WEATHER STATIONS

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

NT CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
NT MULTIVARIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

STATISTICAL TESTS

NT NORMAL DENSITY FUNCTIONS
NT PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS
NT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
NT REGRESSION ANALYSIS
NT SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS
NT STATISTICAL CORRELATION
NT STATISTICAL TESTS

NT WEIBULL DENSITY FUNCTIONS
Statistical analysis of the vibration response of external aircraft stores
A statistical method for the prediction of component low cycle fatigue life
Predicting the loading of tail planes in the preliminary phase of aircraft design
Statistical characteristics of fluctuations in the boundaries of turbulent supersonic wakes
Analytical construction of the throttle characteristic of a gas turbine engine
Statistical modeling of the optimal adjustment of the parameters of a gas turbine engine
A crashworthiness analysis with emphasis on the fire hazard: US and selected foreign turbine aircraft accidents 1964-1974
Statistical studies on dynamic zones of protection during horizontal evasive maneuvers
Statistical analyses applied to the US Navy aircraft armed escape systems
Statistical analysis methodology for the US Navy aircraft armed escape systems
Methods of analyzing wind-tunnel data for dynamic flight conditions
Statistical analysis of US Navy major aircraft accident rates, pilot and aircraft time-dependent variables
US air carrier accidents involving fire, 1965 through 1974 and factors affecting the statistics
Analysis of air accidents involving airplanes or helicopters of various types of application

STATISTICAL CORRELATION
Correlation of predicted and actual crack growth in a transport wing [AIAA 77-381] p0205 A77-25740
Some mathematical aspects of the correlation theory of aircraft precision and reliability
Advanced terrain correlation techniques --- position locating system in war environments

STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS

NT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
Flight inspection data and crack initiation times

STATISTICAL PROBABILITY

NT PROBABILITY THEORY

STATISTICAL TESTS

Combined Environment Reliability Test /CERT/ --- for aeronautics

STATOR BLADES

Boundary-layer development on an axial-flow compressor stator blade [AIAA PAPER 77-GT-11] p0263 A77-26750
Effect of endwall cooling on secondary flows in turbine stator vanes
Two-dimensional cold-air cascade study of a film-cooled turbine stator blade. J: Effect of hole size on single-row and multiorifice ejection

Stator rotor tools [NASA-CASE-16000-1] p0361 A77-50094

Influence of leading edge radius on the high deflection stator blades [NASA-TN-7443] p0384 A77-40712
Comparisons of several aerodynamic methods for investigation of the steady-state behavior of two three-dimensional steady and unsteady asymmetric aircraft hydraulic system dynamic analysis.

Developments in steady and unsteady aerodynamics application to high speed large turbines.

Analysis of controlling the steady-state unbalance response of a three-disc flexible rotor on flexible, damped supports [NASA-TM-X-73666].

STEAM
- Steady generation with modified H2/O2-rocket engines [JPL PAPER 77-889].
- Steady aerodynamic forces on vibrating transonic turbine cascades [AIAA PAPER 76-WA/GT-8].
- Through-flow calculation procedures for application to high speed large turbines [NASA-TT-F-17394].

STEELS
- High-strength steels
- Stainless steels
- Development of aircraft brake materials [ASLE PAPER 77-WA/GT-3].


STEADY FLOW
- An extended integral equation method for the steady transonic flow past a two-dimensional aerofoil.
- Turbulence generated noise on either side of a double layer jet [AD-A031343].
- Quasi-three-dimensional laminar boundary-layer separations in supersonic flow [ASLE PAPER INT 76-LC-1B-J].

A numerical calculation procedure for two-phase recirculating flows [AIAA J-276].

Finite-volume solution of the Euler equations for steady three-dimensional transonic flow [NASA-TT-313].

Implicit approximate-factorization schemes for the efficient solution of steady transonic flow problems [AIAA J-276].

Steady linearized aerodynamics. II - Supersonic [ASLE PAPER INT 76-LC-1B-J].

Application of finite element method for the solution of transonic flow [AIAA J-276].

Display and calculation of flow past wings in supersonic flight [AIAA J-276].

Aeroshock wave binding in shock-boundary-layer interaction [AD-A031343].

Three dimensional steady and unsteady asymmetric flow past wings of arbitrary planform [NASA-CH-165235].

STEADY STATE
- Comparisons of several aerodynamic methods for application to dynamic loads analyses [NASA-CH-137720].
- Investigation of the steady-state behavior of two delta-configuration wing gliders [AIAA J-276].
- Development of steady and unsteady aerodynamics for use in aeroelastic analysis and design --- for supersonic cruise aircraft [NASA-CH-165235].

Aircraft hydraulic system dynamic analysis, Volume 6: Steady State Flow Analysis (SSPAW). Computer program technical description [AD-A030692].}
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>STRESS ANALYSIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ASME PAPER 76-WA/AUT-12]</td>
<td>testing of aircraft structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence of gest modelling on the identification of derivatives of the longitudinal motion of an aircraft</td>
<td>p0158 A77-36650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load factor response of digitally controlled aircraft</td>
<td>The scratch strain gage as a fatigue damage monitoring system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear regulator design for stochastics systems by a multiple time-scales method — hierarchically structured suboptimal controller</td>
<td>p0145 A77-13908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear regulator design for stochastic systems by a multiple time scales method -- with application to F-8 aircraft longitudinal control</td>
<td>p0066 A77-92786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminal area guidance along curved paths: A stochastic control approach</td>
<td>A study of the effect of radical load distributions on calibrated strain gage load equations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear regulator design for stochastic systems by a multiple time scales method</td>
<td>[NASA-TM-56047] p0449 A77-27410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRESS ANALYSIS</td>
<td>STRAIN SOFTENING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U PLASTIC DEFORMATION</td>
<td>U STRAIN SOFTENING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRAIN DISTRIBUTION</td>
<td>STRAIN DISTRIBUTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRAIN FATIGUE</td>
<td>STRAIN FATIGUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRESS ALLOYS</td>
<td>U FATIGUE (MATERIALS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRAIN GAGE ACCELEROMETERS</td>
<td>U STRAIN GAGE ACCELEROMETERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Navy aircraft structural fatigue life evaluation program</td>
<td>United States Navy aircraft structural fatigue life evaluation program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRAIN GAGES</td>
<td>U STRAIN GAGES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syste considerations for reliable strain data from gas turbine engines</td>
<td>Spectrum fatigue crack growth in lugs --- aircraft metal structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation of test results from flight recorded strain gage data with several simulated flight-by-flight stress spectra</td>
<td>Analysis of multicontour thin-wall structures by the cell method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microprocessor-based multichannel flutter monitor using dynamic strain gage signals</td>
<td>Aerospace weld bonding-rivet bonding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic-stress-data management for aerostructural testing of turbomachinery --- computer aided data acquisition system</td>
<td>Calculation, beyond the proportional limit, of a slightly conical low-aspect-ratio wing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance strain gages for stability experiments at temperatures up to 300 C --- for fatigue</td>
<td>Influence of the middle-surface curvature on the stress-strain state of a low-aspect-ratio wing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method for making a preliminary determination of the basic dimensions of the force elements of aircraft structures</td>
<td>p0021 A77-20665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications of stress-strain in predicting airplane stopping distance</td>
<td>A modal tap out tail safe strapped-down navigator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STORABLE PROPULSANTS</td>
<td>Floated multisensor for low-cost navigation --- pendulous gyroscope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT AIRCRAFT FUELS</td>
<td>Redundant integrated flight control/navigation inertial sensor complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT STORAGE BATTERIES</td>
<td>NT AIRCRAFT FUELS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES</td>
<td>Nuclear energy sources --- aircraft and missile applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT NICKEL ZINC BATTERIES</td>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 77-1093] p0387 A77-25188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrochemical battery trends for aircraft and missile applications</td>
<td>Stokes Flow</td>
</tr>
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<td>STOKES FLOW</td>
<td>The finite element method applied to fluid mechanics</td>
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<td>STOL AIRCRAFT</td>
<td>p0074 A77-12558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT</td>
<td>STOPPING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application of dimensional analysis to predict airplane stopping distance</td>
<td>p0147 A77-20446</td>
</tr>
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<td>STORABLE PROPULSANTS</td>
<td>STORABLE PROPULSANTS</td>
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<td>Electrochemical battery trends for aircraft and missile applications</td>
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</tr>
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<td>NT SODDEN RHEOPOEIC DISTURBANCES</td>
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</tr>
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<td>STRAIN DISTRIBUTION</td>
<td>STRAIN DISTRIBUTION</td>
</tr>
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<td>U STRESS CONCENTRATION</td>
<td>U STRESS CONCENTRATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRAIN ENERGY METHODS</td>
<td>STRAIN ENERGY METHODS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculating the vibrations of bladed disks of turbomachines with their asymmetry taken into account</td>
<td>p0060 A77-15992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculation of lift and induced drag from sparse span loading data</td>
<td>p0199 A77-26940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRAIN FATIGUE</td>
<td>STRAIN FATIGUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U FATIGUE (MATERIALS)</td>
<td>U FATIGUE (MATERIALS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRAIN GAGE ACCELEROMETERS</td>
<td>STRAIN GAGE ACCELEROMETERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Navy aircraft structural fatigue life evaluation program</td>
<td>p0049 A77-13774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRAIN GAGES</td>
<td>STRAIN GAGES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System considerations for reliable strain data from gas turbine engines</td>
<td>p0069 A77-12176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation of test results from flight recorded strain gage data with several simulated flight-by-flight stress spectra</td>
<td>p0048 A77-13765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microprocessor-based multichannel flutter monitor using dynamic strain gage signals</td>
<td>p0243 A77-26393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic-stress-data management for aerostructural testing of turbomachinery --- computer aided data acquisition system</td>
<td>p0352 A77-35008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance strain gages for stability experiments at temperatures up to 300 C --- for fatigue</td>
<td>A-313</td>
</tr>
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Double exponential functions that describe crack growth rate behavior [AIAA 77-363]
p0204 A77-25731
Tracking crack growth damage at control points [AIAA 77-379]
p0205 A77-25738
Service life monitoring coupons - accounting for potential crack growth in fleet aircraft [AIAA 77-380]
p0205 A77-25739
Correlation of predicted and actual crack growth in a transport wing [AIAA 77-381]
p0205 A77-25740
Quantification of fastener hole quality [AIAA 77-382]
p0205 A77-25741
Environmental controlled fatigue tests of box beams with built-in flaws [AIAA 77-475]
p0207 A77-25775
* a new role for structures technology in aircraft configuration development [ASME PAPER 76-WA/ASME-G]
p0212 A77-26403
An automated procedure for preliminary design of primary structure for transport aircraft [ASME PAPER 76-WA/ASME-H]
p0212 A77-26404
Computer graphics in sizing and analysis of aircraft structures [AIAA 77-27868]
p0257 A77-27868
Cyclic structural analyses of air-cooled gas turbine bladed and vanes [TAP PAPERS 760918]
p0259 A77-28226
Recent advances in computerized aerospace structural analysis and design [AAS 77-30873]
p0298 A77-30873
Calculation, beyond the proportional limit, of a slightly conical low-aspect-ratio wing [AIAA 77-32094]
p0305 A77-32094
Analysis of slightly-conical small-aspect-ratio wings beyond the proportional limit [AIAA 77-44094]
p0469 A77-44094
Boron-epoxy-reinforced titanium aircraft landing-gear drag strut [NASA-77-8290]
p0073 W77-12218
Investigation of advanced helicopter structural designs. Volume 1: Advanced structural component design concepts study [AD-A026246]
p012 W77-10011
Composite hubs for low cost gas turbine engines [NASA-TM-X-723587]
p012 W77-17666
Correlation of AH-1G helicopter flight vibration data and tailboom static test data with NASAHAN analytical results [NASA-CR-145120]
p0229 W77-18136
Correlation of AH-1G aircraft test data with a NASAHAN mathematical model [NASA-CR-145119]
p0240 W77-19488
Numerical computation of stress intensity factors for aircraft structural details by the finite element method [AD-A031029]
p0282 W77-20997
Fracture mechanics fundamentals with reference to aircraft structural applications [AIAA 780680-TM-245]
p0285 W77-20478
Development of a load sequence for a structural fatigue test [AIAA 780708-TM-247]
p0285 W77-20479
Application of NASAHAN to large deflection supersonic flutter of panels [AIAA 780809-TM-248]
p0285 W77-20490
Development, documentation and correlation of a NASAHAN vibration model of the AH-1G helicopter airframe [AIAA 7809091-TM-250]
p0285 W77-20500
The implementation of a finite element computer code and associated pre- and postprocessor into ANSYS1 and ANSYS2 flight vehicle structural analysis 1 and 2 [AD-A032333]
p0286 W77-20530
Response of K-6 landing gear door to air shock loading [AD-A035459]
p0384 W77-25157
Development of a low-cost graphite reinforced composite primary structural component [AD-A035398]
p388 W77-25261
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A method for studying the aeroelastic stability of shallow shells in the flow of an incompressible fluid

Investigation of oscillations of blades disks of turbomachines with their asymmetry taken into account

Calculating the vibrations of blades of turbomachines exposed to radial irregularity of flow

Effect of certain aerodynamic factors on induced vibrations of turbomachine blades

Nonradial arrangement of turbomachine guide vanes

Investigation of helicopter airframe normal modes

Instability phenomena in the flow passages of a gas turbine engine compressor

Prediction of the angular vibration of aircraft structures

Methods and techniques of vibration testing in flight

Material damping developments for aircraft lightweight structures subjected to acoustic loads

Material damping development for aircraft lightweight structures subjected to acoustic loads

Vibration testing of an externally-mounted navigation system based on MIL-STD-810C

Vibrations of the principal struts of a landing gear during landing

Influence of the dynamic parameters of the control system on nose-wheel shimmy

Isolation of rotor induced vibration with the Bell focal pylon-snodal beam system

Benefits of higher-harmonic blade pitch -- Vibrations reduction, blade-load reduction, and performance improvement -- for helicopter rotors

Exact solutions in oscillating airfoil theory

A numerical study of the unsteady leading edge separation bubble on an oscillating airfoil

Development and evaluation of a method for predicting the vibration and noise
SUBSONIC SPEED

---

**turbine cascade**

p0145 A77-20414

Pressure distribution on the trailing edge of a semi-infinite airfoil oscillating in a shear layer

[IAIA PAPER 77-157]

p0161 A77-22239

Leading-edge vortex effect on the flutter speed

p0507 A77-44819

Wind tunnel experiments on an actively controlled, variable geometry flutter model

[AD-0309216]

p0529 A77-30134

---

**SUBSONIC SPEED**

Recent ground-based and in-flight simulator studies of low-speed handling characteristics of supersonic cruise transport aircraft

[IAIA 77-1148]

p0459 A77-43174

Effect of an integrated scramjet installation on the subsonic performance of an aircraft designed to Mach 6 cruise

p0500 A77-44326

Investigation of subsonic fan noise sources by fluctuating pressure measurements on rotating blades

[IAIA PAPER 77-1321]

p0566 A77-51075

Mechanism of stabilization of the 'separation point' of a vortex during flow of a stream at low subsonic velocity over a delta wing

[WAIA-TC-P-17283]

p0018 A77-10012

An analytical study for subsonic oblique wing transport concept

[IAIA-Ch-137896]

p0021 A77-10045

An analytical study for subsonic oblique wing transport concept

[IAIA-Ch-137897]

p0021 A77-10046

Subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of proposed high wing maneuvering air-to-surface subsystems

[AD-A0282227]

p0225 A77-18067

Estimation at subsonic speeds of the longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic characteristics of wing-body combinations at angles up to 90 deg

p0426 A77-26080

Subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a vectored-engine-over-wing configuration having spanwise leading-edge vortex enhancement

[IAIA-TC-F-171555]

p0833 A77-27072

Reynolds number effects on the aerodynamic characteristics of irregular planform wings at Mach numbers 0.3 --- in the Ames 12 ft pressure wind tunnel

[WAIA-TC-F-73137]

p0472 A77-28073

The dynamic response of wings in torsion at high subsonic speeds

p0533 A77-31077

Methods for reducing subsonic drag due to lift

p0578 A77-32093

---

**SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS**

Methods and problems in practical aerodynamics /6th revised and enlarged edition/ --- Russian book

p0405 A77-82219

Best transfer at the critical point of a cylinder during intensive blowing

p0589 A77-88054

Coherence and phase techniques applied to noise diagnosis in the NASA Ames 7 times 10-foot wind tunnel no. 1

[WAIA-Ch-152039a]

p0532 A77-30905

Wind tunnel and analytical investigation of over-the-wing propulsion/airframe interference for a short-haul aircraft at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 0.78 --- conducted in the Lewis 8 by 6 foot tunnel

[WAIA-Ch-2905]

p0586 A77-33116

---

**SUBTROPICAL REGIONS**

**TROPICAL REGIONS**

---

**SUCTION**

Minimal-drag slender wings

p0296 A77-30557

Problem statement in planning and analysis of variants of mass-production designs of boundary layer suction systems

p0308 A77-32713

Effects of secondary flows in straight cascades

[ONERA TP NO. 1977-29]

p0387 A77-34880

Three-parameter method for calculating a laminar boundary layer with suction

p0358 A77-36598

Compressible laminar boundary layers with suction on swept and tapered wings

p0405 A77-37940

---

Consideration of clogging in boundary-layer control system design

p0847 A77-41549

An application of the suction analog for the analysis of asymmetric flow situations

p0527 A77-10359

Performance of high-area-ratio annular cowl diffusers using suction-stabilized-vortex flow control

[RSI-77-1-3535]

p0421 A77-27840

---

**SUO AVIATION AIRCRAFT**

**MT ALOUETTE HELICOPTERS**

**MT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT**

**SUDDEN IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES**

A study of sudden ionospheric disturbances and their effect on VLF position fixing accuracy

p0317 A77-22094

---

**SURFS**

**SURFACES**

---

**SUBSONIC SPEED**

**SUO AVIATION AIRCRAFT**

---

**ADVANCED TRANSONIC AERODYNAMIC TECHNOLOGY**

---

**SUPERCRITICAL FLOW**

Approximate transonic profile flow with shock

p0002 A77-10451

An inverse method for the design of airfoils with supercritical flow

[SAE PAPER 770450]

p0392 A77-31071

An investigation of supercritical aerofoil B0K-1. Part 3: Extended subsonic and transonic tests

[AM-AERD-REPT-146-PT-J]

p0289 A77-21046

US Army helicopter design datacon. Volume 1: Airfoils

[IAIA-Ch-153247]

p0185 A77-23515

A practical framework for the evaluation of oscillatory aerodynamic loading on wings in supercritical flow

p0354 A77-31089

---

**SUPERCRITICAL PRESSURES**

Unsteady aerodynamic on an oscillating supercritical airfoil

p0354 A77-31089

---

**SUPERCRITICAL WINGS**

Practical requirements in industry --- in computerized aerodynamic calculations for aircraft

p0018 A77-12552

Computation of wave drag for transonic flow

p0079 A77-16666

Calculation of unsteady transonic flow over oscillating airfoils using the full potential equation

[IAIA 77-468]

p0110 A77-15866

Airframe technology for energy efficient transport aircraft

[SAE PAPER 760929]

p0259 A77-27814

The design of lifting supercritical airfoils using a numerical optimization method

p0313 A77-31500

Calculation of transonic flow over supercritical airfoil sections

[IAIA PAPER 77-861]

p0516 A77-31094

New aircraft airfoils. I --- for transonic aircraft, light aviation and for helicopter

p0909 A77-48829

Advanced Technology Wing --- design and selection

[IAIA PAPER 77-1250]

p0289 A77-33500

Transonic flow theory of airfoils and wings

p0027 A77-10351

Advanced transonic aerodynamic technology

p0027 A77-10365
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Airfoil design for a variable-geometry aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 76-165] p0093 A77-16558

Shock wave diffraction by a thin wedge moving at supersonic speed in the case of irregular wave interaction
[p0112 A77-18134

The theory of the optimum-optimum airfoil in supersonic conditions
[p0414 A77-38975

TRANSPORT: A FORTRAN program for transonic airfoil analysis or design
[NASA-CH-2821] p0377 W77-25081

Experimental investigation concerning the reduction of wave drag of pointed symmetrical wings of equal volume with subsonic leading edge and bell-shaped planform for different thickness distributions in the spanwise and chordwise directions
[DLR-FB-75-62] p0524 W77-30067

SUPersonic Boundary Layers

Oblique slot blowing into a supersonic laminar boundary layer
[p0107 A77-17284

Quasi-three-dimensional laminar boundary-layer separations in supersonic flow
[p0249 W77-26957

The method of deformed coordinates in the problem of supersonic gas flow over a wing
[p0296 A77-30558

Study of local perturbations of viscous supersonic flows
[p0297 A77-30566

Boundary layer shear stress in subsonic and supersonic flow
[p0385 A77-33841

The role of the boundary layer in supersonic pressure perturbations along a weak wall
[p0550 A77-48290

SUPersonic Combustion

Penetration and mixing of liquid injected into supersonic transverse gas streams
[p0012 A77-12515

Influence of fuel temperature on supersonic mixing and combustion of hydrogen
[AIAA PAPER 77-77] p0137 A77-17978

Streamtube analysis of a hydrogen-burning scramjet exhaust and simulation technique
[p0507 A77-44817

Direct-connect tests of hydrogen-fueled supersonic combustors
[p0550 A77-48240

Supersonic variable-cycle engines
[MD-TR-X-73524] p0023 A77-10059

SUPersonic Combustion Ramjet Engines

Scramjet exhaust simulation technique for supersonic aircraft nozzle design and aerodynamic tests
[AIAA PAPER 77-02] p0138 A77-19815

Mach 6 flowfield survey at the engine inlet of a research airplane
[p0256 W77-27621

Calculation of supersonic flow in flat and axisymmetric sections of a given geometry, assuming arbitrary inlet gas properties
[p0270 A77-29300

Effect of an integrated scramjet installation on the subsonic performance of an aircraft designed to Mach 6 cruise
[AIAA PAPER 77-1230] p0500 A77-64326

Scramjet nozzle design and analysis applied to a highly integrated hypersonic research airplane
[NASA-TT-B-8314] p0064 A77-11994

Thermal design and analysis of a hydrogen-burning wind tunnel model of an airframe-integrated scramjet

Body design technique for highly integrated bottom-mounted scramjets with application to a hypersonic research airplane
[NASA-TF-D-8367] p0170 W77-16019

Method for obtaining aerodynamic data on hypersonic configurations with scramjet exhaust flow simulation
[NASA-CH-2831] p0377 W77-25062

Investigation of effect of propulsion system installation and operation on aerodynamics of an airbreathing hypersonic airplane at Mach 0.3 to 1.2
[NASA-TF-D-8550] p0474 W77-28093

Subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics and engine pressure distributions for an aircraft with an integrated scramjet designed for Mach 6 cruise --- conducted in Langley 7 by 10 foot high speed tunnel
[NASA-TH-X-73911] p0585 W77-33108

SUBPONEN'S COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT PT 70-144 AIRCRAFT

The supersonic commercial aircraft. II
[p0301 A77-31717

Assessment of variable-cycle engines for Mach 2.7 supersonics
[NASA-TH-X-73917] p0024 W77-10065

Simulation study of the low-speed handling qualities of a supersonic cruise arrow-wing transport configuration during approach and landing
[p0218 W77-18008

Study of structural design concepts for an arrow wing supersonic transport configuration, volume 1. Tasks 1 and 2
[NASA-CH-132576-VOL-1] p0382 W77-25147

Study of structural design concepts for an arrow wing supersonic transport configuration, volume 2. Tasks 1 and 2
[NASA-CH-132576-VOL-2] p0483 W77-25148

Wind tunnel results of a 10-percent scale powered SCAT VTOL aircraft
[AD-A004313] p0536 W77-31009

SUPersonic Engines

Theoretical and experimental results of the investigation of two different supersonic compressor stages
[DGLR PAPER 76-166] p0096 A77-16586

Supersonic compressors with subsonic and supersonic axial inlet component
[p0104 A77-17243

One-dimensional analysis of the properties of the elementary supersonic axial-flow compressor cascade
[p0103 A77-17244

Shock wave boundary layer interaction control by means of wall suction in a supersonic cascade
[p0103 A77-17245

Flow instability in supersonic compressors in the regime of low compression rate
[OHBBA, TP NO. 1976-71] p0016 A77-20151

The variable geometry in supersonic compressors
[ASME PAPER 77-GT-35] p0250 A77-20550

Experimental investigations of supersonic cascades designed for high static pressure ratios
[ASME PAPER 77-GT-37] p0265 A77-20552

Interaction of the rotor blade shock waves in supersonic compressors with upstream stator vane
[ASME PAPER 77-GT-93] p0265 A77-28063

Through-flow calculation procedures for application to high speed large turbines
[p0066 W77-12020

SUPersonic Cruise Aircraft Research

Atmospheric effects on inlets for supersonic cruise aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 77-879] p0100 A77-36586

Recent ground-based and in-flight simulator studies of low-speed handling characteristics of supersonic cruise transport aircraft
[AIAA 77-1968] p0089 A77-41178

Evaluation of structural design concepts for an arrow-wing supersonic cruise aircraft
[p0389 W77-45681

SUPersonic Diffusers

Experimental investigation of the near-surge flow in a high performance centrifugal compressor
[OHBBA, TP NO. 1976-2] p0001 A77-10036

Some optimization problems of internal aerodynamics
[p0297 A77-30577

SUPersonic Drag

Two-dimensional lift bodies for minimum pressure drag in supersonic flow
[p0045 A77-13496

Supersonic wave drag for nonplanar singularity distributions
[p0356 A77-36171

Experimental investigation concerning the reduction of wave drag of pointed symmetrical wings of equal volume with subsonic leading edge and bell-shaped planform for different thickness distributions in the spanwise and chordwise directions
[DLR-FB-75-62] p0524 W77-30087
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## Supersonic Flight

**Flight characteristics requirements concerning static stability in supersonic flight**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-199] p0091 A77-16536
- Longitudinal stability in supersonic and hypersonic flight

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-199] p0096 A77-16597

**A new concept of static stability and its flight testing in supersonic flight**

- [AIAA CR-15148] p0056 A77-44815
- Aerocoastic studies of coaxial nozzles suitable for supersonic cruise aircraft applications

**A review of supersonic cruise flight path control experience with the 77-12 aircraft**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-199] p0026 A77-18089

**Possibilities of adapting by-pass engines to the requirements of higher supersonic flight**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-199] p0031 A77-22123

## Supersonic Flow

**Supersonic flows --- numerical computation for steady inviscid flowfield**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0015 A77-12565

**Self-excited oscillations in supersonic flow fields in turbomachines**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0090 A77-16413

**Multi-dimensional solutions for supersonic flow**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0095 A77-16577
- Experiments on supersonic lee-side flow past delta wings

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0095 A77-16582

**The effect of inclined trailing edges and membrane weight on the supersonic flow past conical paragliders with small camber**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0096 A77-16598

**Stability of rotating body in a gas stream**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0111 A77-17955

**Effect of a conical break in delta wings on aerodynamic characteristics**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0136 A77-19733

**Study of the effect of nozzle shape on the characteristics of three-dimensional subsonic and supersonic flows**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0136 A77-19742

**Investigation of supersonic flow past elongated blunt bodies of elliptical cross section**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0136 A77-19746

**Advanced techniques for computation of supersonic flow**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0140 A77-19784

**On the analysis of the aerodynamic and flutter characteristics of transonic compressor blading**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0145 A77-20139

**Surface pressure fluctuation measurements in attached transitional/turbulent boundary layers at supersonic and hypersonic speeds**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0161 A77-22228

**Supersonic gas flow past permeable plates**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0193 A77-23860

**Supersonic flow of gas-particle mixtures past a wedge**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0194 A77-24200

**An experimental study of jet noise. I - Turbulent mixing noise**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0195 A77-29313

**Use of a unified curve of corrections to Pitot tube readings in a rarefied supersonic flow**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0202 A77-25330

**Use of the finite difference method for the calculation of three-dimensional nonequilibrium flow past blunt bodies**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0203 A77-25534

**Unsteady aerodynamic modeling for arbitrary motions — of this wing**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0210 A77-25808

**Supersonic-flow disturbances and aerodynamic forces generated on a streamline surface during fluid injection**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0256 A77-27781

**Dynamic characteristics of systems for regulating aerodynamic forces arising on a surface in supersonic flow with the blowing of a lateral jet**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0260 A77-22645

**Supersonic flow about elliptic cones with large semiaxis ratio**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0261 A77-24902

**Further developments in the aerodynamic analysis of unsteady supersonic cascades. II — Aerodynamic response predictions**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0264 A77-25698

**Turbulent supersonic wakes**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0269 A77-28981

**Calculation of supersonic flow in flat and axisymmetric nozzles of a given geometry, assuming arbitrary inlet gas properties**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0270 A77-2940

**Two-dimensional turbulent gas flows**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0296 A77-30621

**Turbulence measurement at supersonic flow rates**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0297 A77-30574

**Calculation of transonic and supersonic gas flows in plane cascades of turbomachines**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0303 A77-31984

**The Waterstram condition in optimal problems in the supersonic gasdynamics of weakly inhomogeneous flows --- slender body drag reduction**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0309 A77-22885

**Shock-wave profiles about hemispherical noses at low supersonic Mach numbers**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0311 A77-23788

**Effects of secondary flows in straight cascades**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0317 A77-24988

**Calculation of the supersonic flow in a three-dimensional expansion region — Trapezoidal and triangular delta wing**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0319 A77-25780

**Normal force of a flat delta wing in supersonic flow**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0319 A77-31994

**Steady linearized aerodynamics. II — Supersonic flow**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0345 A77-41288

**Applicability of axisymmetric analysis in predicting supersonic flow through annular cascades**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0350 A77-44448

**The theoretical determination of the base pressure in supersonic flow**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0350 A77-45248

**Non-equilibrium flow of an inviscid gas past a thin profile**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0350 A77-45429

**Aerodynamic effects during supersonic flow past a laser beam**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0350 A77-45649

**The importance of monotonicity of finite difference schemes in straight-through calculation methods — of supersonic flow problems**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0351 A77-50597

**Normal impingement of a supersonic jet on a plane: I basic study of shock-interference heating**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0359 A77-10246

**Display and calculation of flow past wings in supersonic flight**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0365 A77-10403

**Supersonic pressure measurements and comparison of theory to experiment for an arrow-wing configuration**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0376 A77-17007

**Advanced surface paneling method for supersonic and transonic flow**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0387 A77-17799

**Component test program for variable-cycle engines**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0389 A77-17101

**Survey of three-dimensional flow fields in the presence of wing at M = 2.48**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0402 A77-20281

**Studies of transverse liquid fuel jets in high-speed air streams**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0404 A77-20608

**Quantitative study of three-dimensional flow fields around flight vehicles in the supersonic flow by means of optical methods**

- [DGLE PAPIS 76-156] p0408 A77-24078

**The generation and radiation of supersonic jet noise. Volume 2: Studies of jet noise,**
turbulence structure and laser velocimetry

[AD-A032880] p0386 A77-25777

The generation and radiation of supersonic jet noise. Volume 3: Turbulent mixing and noise data

[AD-A032882] p0386 A77-25778

Two problems that arise in the generation and propagation of supersonic booms. I: Flow field in the plane of symmetry below a delta wing. 2: Focusing of an acoustic pulse at an acute

[AD-A041619] p0593 A77-33177

Supersonic jet exhaust noise investigation. Volume 4: Acoustic far-field/near-field data report

[AD-A041619] p0593 A77-29981

SUPersonic Flow Inlets

U Supersonic Inlets

Supersonic Flows

A supersonic flutter-excitation mechanism for compressor blades

p060 A77-15989

Calculation of pressure distribution on oscillating airfoils in supersonic flow

[DELPHI PAPER 76-156] p0091 A77-16532

Some recent developments in unsteady aerodynamics of a supersonic cascade

p034 A77-20138

Flow instability in supersonic compressors in the regime of low compression rate

[NAVSEA TP WC. 1976-71] p0146 A77-20151

Further developments in the aerodynamic analysis of unsteady supersonic cascades. I - The unsteady pressure field

[ASM PAPER 77-GT-44] p0264 A77-28557

Stability and snapping vibrations of tail surfaces in supersonic flow

p030 A77-32087

Supersonic access through stability and vibrations in supersonic flow

p069 A77-84087

Flutter suppression by active control and its benefits

p0218 A77-18011

Application of NASPAN to large deflection supersonic flow of panels

p0265 A77-20490

Wind tunnel investigation of supersonic wing-tail flutter

p0267 A77-21030

SCAR arrow-wing active flutter suppression system

p0233 A77-22146

Fan supersonic flutter: Prediction and test analysis

p0542 A77-31163

Supersonic Heat Transfer

Crack growth in Ti-8Al-1Mo-1W with real-time and accelerated flight-by-flight loading --- for supersonic aircraft

p0044 A77-13291

Supersonic Inlets

Off-design regimes of asymmetric nozzles with supersonic inlet velocity

p0012 A77-12504

Supersonic compressors with subsonic and supersonic axial inlet component

p103 A77-17293

Application of boundary layer blowing to suppress strong shock induced separation in supersonic inlets

[IAA PAPER 77-147] p0161 A77-22235

Fairing drag and additional drag presented by engines in supersonic flight

p0341 A77-33626

Atmospheric effects on inlets for supersonic aircraft

[IAA PAPER 77-174] p0470 A77-38568

Supersonic cruise inlets for variable-cycle engines

p0279 A77-18015

ASE advanced program research inlet data analysis report for V/STOL-scale model inlet tests

[AD-A049703] p0536 A77-31108

Supersonic Jet Flow

Wavelength in axisymmetric steady supersonic free jets

p0090 A77-16421

Effect of flow characteristics in a supersonic annular jet on the development of acoustic perturbations in the jet

p0203 A77-25536

Some results from experimental investigation of a supersonic twisted jet

p0251 A77-27101

Statistical theory of the generation of discrete tones by a supersonic underexpanded jet impinging on an obstacle

p0561 A77-24885

Parameters governing the range of a supersonic gas jet

p0145 A77-24945

The noise from unheated supersonic jets in simulated flight

[AAI PAPER 77-1327] p0567 A77-51081

Conditions of physical validity in the linear aerodynamics of supersonic jets

p0574 A77-51608

Supersonic Nozzles

Off-design regimes of asymmetric nozzles with supersonic inlet velocity

p0012 A77-12504

The effect of the position of a high-pressure nozzle on the operational efficiency of an ejector

p0050 A77-14903

Calculation of base pressure in ejector nozzles of different length for the case of a zero ejection coefficient

p0147 A77-19747

The formation of a quasi-steady jet inside a nozzle during the shock starting of the nozzle

p0251 A77-27086

Calculations of hysteretic and flowrate oscillations of bottom pressure in supersonic annular nozzles

p0251 A77-27099

Numerical investigation of the heterogeneous-homogeneous condensation of a stream in a supersonic nozzle

p0241 A77-20995

Some optimization problems of internal aerodynamics

p0297 A77-35077

Application of nonlinear programming methods to the solution of variational problems of gas dynamics --- maximum thrust supersonic nozzle design

p0303 A77-21920

Experimental investigation of asymmetric Laval nozzles

p0309 A77-28413

Some supersonic wind tunnel nozzle boundary layer characteristics

[AD-A024900] p0031 A77-11018

Secondary gas injection into a supersonic conical nozzle --- induced flow distribution

p0074 A77-14336

The generation and radiation of supersonic jet noise. Volume 4: Shock-associated for data

[AD-A032883] p0366 A77-25179

Experimental studies of the noise produced in a supersonic nozzle by upstream acoustic and thermal disturbances

[EB-264333/3] p0485 A77-28914

Supersonic Speeds

High supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of five irregular planform wings with systematically varying wing fillet geometry tested in the NASA/LaRC 4-foot BWT (L6E 2) (LAB25/8)

[NASA CR-147628] p0018 A77-10010

Theoretical and experimental pressure distributions for a 71.2 degree swept arrow-wing configuration at subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speeds

p0217 A77-18002

Assessment of existing analytic methods for prediction of high angle-of-attack loads on delta wings at supersonic speeds

p0359 A77-24116

Supersonic powerplant testing for preflight performance evaluation

p0376 A77-20003

Wing-body interference at moderate supersonic speeds. A comparison between panel method and experiment

[FP-79-4094] p0380 A77-25109

An assessment of the airplane drag problem at transonic and supersonic speeds, 15 July 1974

[25416] p0486 A77-29079

Supersonic Transports

By Concordes Aircraft
SUPERSONIC TUBBIES

**B-2 SUPERSONIC COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT**

Effects of atmospheric conditions on the operating characteristics of supersonic cruise aircraft  [IAN PAPER 76-112] p0005 A77-10912

Aircraft considerations for advanced S.S.P. propulsion systems  [IAN PAPER 77-797] p0105 A77-17259

Vector for supersonic transport aircraft  [IAN PAPER 77-830] p0241 A77-26727

Relative effects on atmospheric ozone of latitude and altitude of supersonic flight  [IAN PAPER 77-830] p0241 A77-26727

Lift corrections to transonic equivalence rule - Examples  [IAN PAPER 79-831] p0450 A77-81969

Powerplants for future SSTs  [IAN PAPER 77-830] p0250 A77-27005

The next SST - What will it be  [IAN PAPER 77-797] p0450 A77-81969

The application of new technology for performance improvement and noise reduction of supersonic transport aircraft  [IAN PAPER 77-830] p0450 A77-81968

Advanced supersonic transport propulsion requirements  [IAN PAPER 77-830] p0450 A77-81969

Technology status of jet noise suppression concepts for advanced supersonic transports  [IAN PAPER 77-830] p0450 A77-81971

Recent ground-based and in-flight simulator studies of low-speed characteristics of supersonic transport aircraft  [IAN PAPER 77-830] p0450 A77-81971

A computationally fast one-dimensional diffusion-chemistry model of SST wakes  [IAN PAPER 77-830] p0450 A77-81971

The arrow wing - Its potentialities and drawbacks with regard to in-flight aerodynamic research  [IAN PAPER 77-830] p0512 A77-86006

Preliminary sizing and performance evaluation of supersonic cruise airplane  [IAN PAPER 77-830] p0512 A77-86006

Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of a large scale advanced arrow-wing supersonic transport configuration with engines mounted above wing for upper-surface blowing  [NASA-TN-D-8350] p0604 A77-11997

Effects of upper-surface blowing and thrust vectoring on low speed aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale supersonic transport model  [NASA-TN-D-8256] p0702 A77-12065

Oblique wing transonic transport configuration development  [NASA-CR-151928] p0178 A77-17037

Development of technology for the fabrication of reliable laminar flow control panels on supersonic transports  [NASA-CR-151928] p0178 A77-17037

Results from an exploratory study of airframe noise on a small-scale model of a supersonic transport concept  [NASA-T-N-X-74081] p0291 A77-21090

Variable cycle and supersonic transport  [NASA-T-N-X-74081] p0291 A77-21090

Variable-cycle engines for supersonic cruise aircraft  [NASA-T-N-X-74081] p0291 A77-21090

Assessment of variable-cycle engines for supersonic transports  [NASA-T-N-X-74081] p0291 A77-21090

Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of a large scale advanced arrow wing supersonic transport configuration with engines above the wing for upper-surface blowing  [NASA-T-N-X-72761] p0475 A77-28109

**SUPERSONIC TUBBIES**

Unsteady aerodynamic forces on vibrating transonic turbine cascades  [ASME PAPER 76-WA/ST-8] p0214 A77-26404

Progress in determining service life by endurance tests -- Concord aircraft  [ASME PAPER 76-WA/ST-8] p0214 A77-26404

Calculation of supersonic laminar flow about a blunt body and the flow in the wake  [ASME PAPER 76-WA/ST-8] p0214 A77-26404

**SUPERSONIC WAKES**

Calculation of supersonic laminar flow about a blunt body and the flow in the wake  [ASME PAPER 76-WA/ST-8] p0214 A77-26404

**SUBJECT INDEX**

Statistical characteristics of fluctuations in the boundaries of turbulent supersonic wakes  [ASME PAPER 76-WA/ST-8] p0005 A77-10912

Turbulent wake behind a cone-shaped object in supersonic and hypersonic flow  [ASME PAPER 76-WA/ST-8] p0005 A77-10912

Test of second order closure model in a compressible turbulent wake  [ASME PAPER 76-WA/ST-8] p0005 A77-10912

A theory of the supersonic turbulent axisymmetric near wake behind bluff-body bodies  [ASME PAPER 76-WA/ST-8] p0005 A77-10912

**SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS**

Use of a unified curve of corrections to Pitot tube readings in a rarified supersonic flow  [ASME PAPER 76-WA/ST-8] p0005 A77-10912

The effect of auxiliary blowing on concentration profiles downstream of a sonic injection in a 2.4 Mach flow  [ASME PAPER 76-WA/ST-8] p0005 A77-10912

Surface cooling and transition of a laminar boundary layer to a turbulent one at supersonic flow velocities  [ASME PAPER 76-WA/ST-8] p0005 A77-10912

Flow past the lower surface of delta wings in off-design mode at Mach numbers less than the design Mach number  [ASME PAPER 76-WA/ST-8] p0005 A77-10912


Some supersonic wind tunnel nozzle boundary layer characteristics  [AD-A026980] p0131 A77-30571

A computer program for the design of plane and axisymmetric supersonic wind tunnel nozzles  [DEP-PB-76-59] p0131 A77-30571

**SUPERSONICS**


**SURFACE CRACKS**


**SURFACE COOLING**

Surface cooling and transition of a laminar boundary layer to a turbulent one at supersonic flow velocities  [NASA-TN-X-73662] p0131 A77-30571

**SURFACE ENHANCEMENTS**

Development of an aerodynamic theory capable of predicting surface loads on slender wings with vortex flow  [NASA-TN-X-73662] p0131 A77-30571

**SURFACE FINISHING**


Primary Adhesively Bonded Structure Technology for aircraft structures  [NASA-TN-X-73662] p0131 A77-30571

A-326
Analysis of dynamic aircraft response to bomb damage repair

Face hardening as a means of improving the fatigue strength of aircraft gas-turbine compressor blade

Process development for fabricating sculptured decorative interior aircraft panels using sheet molding compounds

Deburring - requirements of the aircraft

Surface finishing of metal airfoils by plastic (wire-brushed) grooving of a slip-formed concrete runway overlay at Patrick Henry Airport: An initial evaluation

Surface finishing --- for aircraft usage

Surface finishing --- of metal airfoils by adhesive bonding

Surface geometry

Structural tests of aerodynamic surfaces - A systems approach to analysis and design

Supersonic wave drag for nonsimilar singularity distributions

Surface interactions

Surface layers

Rapid structural sandwich soil surfacing of fiberglass reinforced polyester and polyurethane foam

Recent improvements in navigation radars

Position finding using distance measurements --- in hypersonic navigation

A special-purpose pocket calculator for aviation and maritime navigation

The determination of ship location by means of navigation satellites --- Russian book

An integrated marine navigation system

Surface properties

MT COEFFICIENT OF FRICITION

MT INTERFACIAL TENSION

MT SURFACE CRACKS

MT SURFACE EVENT

MT SURFACE ROUGHNESS

MT SURFACE TEMPERATURE

MT WALL TEMPERATURE

Research on adhesive bonding and surface characteristics of metals at FKokher-VPV

Surface reactions

Effects of jets, wakes, and vortices on lifting surfaces

Surface roughness

Navigation checkpointing with forward-seen, fixed-range terrain profiles

Effects of pavement roughness on naval air operations

Surface roughness effects

Studies of the drag of air cushion vehicles overland

The employment of aircraft on operational areas in the case of differing surface conditions

Roughness element geometry required for wind tunnel simulations of the atmospheric wind

Statistical characteristics of fluctuations in the boundaries of turbulent supersonic wakes

Surface roughness measurements by using low-resolution PA-CW radar altimeters

Analysis of dynamic aircraft response to bomb damage repair
SYNTHETIC RESINS

WT FLEXIBLE RESINS
WT THERMOPLASTIC RESINS
WT THERMOSETTING RESINS
SYNTHETIC RUBBERS
WT TARTARIC RESINS

SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS

Reliability of automated flight service stations

The system concept --- for airport traffic control efficiency

Computers in flight - An historical perspective of computation in aviation and aerospace

The automatic navigator --- onboard aircraft navigation aids systems

Error model of an inertial navigation system for integrated navigation based on adjustment according to the method of least squares

The employment of aircraft on operational areas in the case of differing surface conditions

ECCH measures of effectiveness --- counter ECM theory and equipment

A ver-tile environmental cooling air facility --- for temperature testing of F-3 aircraft radome

A measure of safety effectiveness --- based on aircraft accident rates

A comparative performance analysis of modern ground-based, air-based, and satellite-based radio navigation systems

NREX system compatibility --- EMC

Increasing system reliability with BIT --- Built-In Test Equipment for avionics

F-15 TWS test facility --- Tactical Electronic Warfare System

A survey of the costs and benefits of MLS introduction

Evaluation of flight splitters for vortex alleviation --- on wide-bodied jets

The Analytical Maintenance Progras - No more "maintenance as usual"

Proving the correctness of a flight-director program for an airborne minicomputer

The helicopter air service passenger program: A retrospec

An operational flight test evaluation of a Loran-C navigator

Estimates of the effectiveness of automatic control in alleviating wake vortex induced roll excursions

Evaluation program run book

A reliable dual-redundant sensor FDI system for the NASA DC-4 FBW aircraft

Controlled flight into terrain accidents - System-induced errors

Control of rare events by aircraft system design regulations - Impact on operations

Effectiveness of reliability system testing on quality and reliability

Failure detection and control-system reconfiguration: Past, present, and future --- F-8 fly-by-wire aircraft

SUBJECT INDEX

Integrity in electronic flight control systems --- for aircraft reliability

Safety criteria for fail-operational autoland systems and their application --- for commercial aviation

A failure effects simulation of a low authority flight control augmentation system on a UH-1H helicopter

Reevaluation of automated flight service stations

On the identification of state-derivative-coupled systems

An overview of the Air Force Intrasystem Analysis Program /AIAA/ --- for electromagnetic compatibility

Collision avoidance - The state of the art and some recent developments and analyses

Remotely piloted vehicles - The influence of system thinking on applied technology

A matrix method for estimating aircraft system reliability

Omega navigation system status and future plans

Weight prediction of onboard systems in the preliminary phase of aircraft design

AN/TPQ-25 precision approach radar and associated units

Utilization of separate surface control systems on general aviation aircraft

A 1/20th scale millimetric model for microwave landing system

Information processing requirements for on-board monitoring of automatic landing

A digital data acquisition and reduction system for flight testing general aviation aircraft

An integrated marine navigation system

Principles, simulation results and interoperability of JTIDS relative navigation --- Joint Tactical Information Distribution System

The airline response method for the calculation of statistical properties of aircraft flying in random atmospheric turbulence

Specification of inputs and instrumentation for flutter testing of multivariable systems

HSEG, a segmented mission analysis program for low and high speed aircraft. Volume 1: Theoretical development

AASID (aircraft to satellite data relay) flight test report

A transportable VHF air-traffic control system

SYSTEMS COMPATIBILITY

An electronic time and frequency referenced scanning beam compatible with Doppler MLS

SYSTEMS DESIGN

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

MT COMPUTER SYSTEMS DESIGN

The discrete address Beacon System for air traffic control

Design considerations for a flare guidance subsystem --- for time reference scanning beam MLS

A transportable VHF air-traffic control system
Computers in flight - an historical perspective of computation in aviation and aerospace
(AIAA PAPER 77-271)
Simulation analysis of a microcomputer-based, low-cost nose gage navigation system
p0112 A77-18210
The Ra-102A Locrop camera - airborne Long Range Oblique Photography
p0191 A77-23536
A fluidically-controlled aircraft environmental control system breadboard
[ASME PAPER 76-WA/PLCS-3]
p0219 A77-26445
Recirculation air cycle environmental control system for helicopters
[SME PAPER 760902]
p0259 A77-28217
The dynamic behavior of nuclear helium turbine plants during by-pass and pressure level control operations
[ISME PAPER 77-GT-1]
p0262 A77-28523
An application of pole-zero placement in the design synthesis of an aircraft system
p0266 A77-28633
Synthesis techniques for insensitive aircraft control systems
p0268 A77-28843
Integrated surface-air transportation - combined technologies for freight and passenger movement
p0270 A77-29060
An improved management approach to upgrade avionic system reliability - F-16 Phoenix system operational reliability and availability
p0300 A77-31341
Advanced integrated display system /AIDS/ for V/STOL aircraft
[AIAA 77-760]
p0350 A77-39955
Design and evaluation of an integrated flight-control system concept for manual IFH V/STOL operations
[AIAA 77-601]
p0351 A77-39956
Surveillance radar designed for improved target visibility
p0357 A77-36562
Design of avionics for the AMST - Advanced Medium STOL Transport aircraft
p0396 A77-37407
An integrated approach to terminal area surveillance and control system design
p0398 A77-37456
Let's get serious about total life cycle costs
p0399 A77-37582
The system approach to airborne electrical power supplies
p0409 A77-38465
Engine life considerations in the preliminary design of a tactical weapon system - for aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 77-955]
p0412 A77-38612
Digital flight control design for a tandem-rotor helicopter
[AHS-CB-77-33-48]
p0420 A77-40075
Consideration of clogging in boundary-layer control system design
p0447 A77-41549
Full authority digital electronic control /FADEC/ preliminary design overview for a variable cycle engine
[AIAA PAPER 77-837]
p0511 A77-41972
Redundant integrated flight control/navigation inertial sensor complex
[AIAA 77-1100]
p0587 A77-42808
Cost effective design of an air transport flight control maintenance system
[AIAA 77-1103]
p0587 A77-42816
Final approach performance monitor
[AD-A026513/0]
p0587 A77-11023
Development of a self contained heat rejection module, phase 2 and 3
[NASA-CR-151109]
p0672 A77-12068
System design study for VHF universal data link and data link/ADSS combinations
[AD-A025579/77]
p0683 A77-13290
Technical progress in the US development of a Microwave Landing System
[AD-A031150/6]
p0128 A77-15015
An analysis of an application of aerospace systems engineering process as it affects design
p0169 A77-16012
Coannular plug nozzle noise reduction and impact of exhaust system design
p0220 A77-18022
Study (safety analysis) of aircraft systems during take-off and landing
p0247 A77-19048
Mid-1980s digital avionics information system conceptual design configuration
[AD-A0327173]
p0248 A77-21104
Systems reliability issues for future aircraft
[NASA-CP-003]
p0249 A77-22009
Development of a discrete address beacon system
[AD-A037130]
p0266 A77-24091
SN55 technical program document: Fiscal year 1977 engineering and development approved programs
[AD-A041495]
p0266 A77-24093
System reliability issues for future aircraft
[AD-A041495]
p0266 A77-24093
System reliability issues for future aircraft
[AD-A041495]
p0266 A77-24093
Space shuttle engineering and operations support.
Avionics system engineering
[NASA-CP-151364]
p0386 A77-25226
Engineering of control systems and implications on control law design
p0442 A77-26163
SYSTEMS STABILITY
Avionics system integration of advanced military aircraft with emphasis on electromagnetic compatibility
p0302 A77-31781
T Tables (Data)
Calculation of the dynamic response of CCV-type aircraft - flexible T tail aircraft lateral motion
[DRA-PB-76-76]
p0497 A77-29768
T-2 AIRCRAFT
Design and fabrication of an 8000 PSI control-by-wire actuator for flight testing in a T-2 C airplane
[AD-A026487]
p0507 A77-11065
The capability of the T-2 aircraft as a high angle-of-attack in-flight simulator
[AD-A032359]
p0509 A77-13655
Design and test of an LHS lateral control system for a T-2C airplane
[AD-A032677]
p0523 A77-24198
T-39 AIRCRAFT
Preliminary design - lift/cruise fan research and technology airplane flight control system
[NASA-CR-139971]
p0537 A77-11064
Wind tunnel and ground static tests of a 0.98 scale powered model of a modified T-39 lift/cruise fan V/STOL research airplane
[p0178 A77-17063
[NASA-CR-151925]
p0229 A77-18132
Lift cruise fan V/STOL aircraft conceptual design study T-39 modification. Volume 2: Schedules and budgetary data
[NASA-CR-151926]
p0229 A77-18133
Graphite composite aircraft landing gear wheel
[AD-A036207]
p0481 A77-28232
T-53 ENGINE
Raat measurements of specie concentration and temperature in an aircraft turbine exhaust
p0302 A77-33716
T-63 ENGINE
Characteristic time emissions correlations - The T-63 helicopter gas turbine combustor
p0507 A77-43820
TABLIS (Data)
Operational mass properties data for military aircraft - Data formulation, presentation and usage
[SAM PAPER 1147]
p0607 A77-12102
Small axial compressor technology, volume 2 - tables
[NASA-CR-134827-VOL-2]
p0045 A77-11049
A-331
TURBINES: Presentation of calculated data and comparison with experiments p0067 W77-12026

Single stage, low noise, advanced technology fan Volume 4: Fan aerodynamics, Section 2: Overall and blade element performance data tabulations [(NASA-CH-134893) p0182 W77-17061

TACAN Investigation of the accuracy of TACAN p0310 A77-32963

Data phase locked loop algorithms with application to microprocessor implemented communication and navigation systems p0397 A77-37914

The performance of the SRTAC landing aid p0804 A77-37741

Tactical and long-range navigation in the AR/AMR-112/41 p0571 A77-51192

JTIDS - an overview of the system design and implementation - Joint Tactical Information Distribution System p0573 A77-51204

TRACALS evaluation report, NAVFAC station evaluation report, Aviano AB, Italy (16-23 August 1976) [AD-A038662] p0475 W77-28106

TACTICAL AIR NAVIGATION U TACAN

TACTICAL DISCRIMINATION Remote rate control for ERVs p0518 A77-47352

TAGGING U MARKING

TAIL ASSEMBLIES Design, fabrication and testing an advanced composite AH-1G tail boom p0249 A77-26995

Evaluation of espenage fatigue loads for the Beech Super King Air using a flight simulator [SAE PAPER 770464] p0393 A77-37082

Development, fabrication and testing of a hybrid composite tailboom for HO105 p0464 A77-43594

Aerodynamic characteristics of a series of bodies with and without tails at Mach numbers from 0.8 to 3.0 and angles of attack from 0 to 45 degrees [AD-A028321] p0219 A77-26899

Wind tunnel investigation of super sonic wing-tail flutter p0287 W77-271030

Tail response to propeller flow on a transport airplane p0533 W77-31082

TAIL MOUNTINGS U TAIL ASSEMBLIES

TAIL PLATES H Horizontal tail surfaces

TAIL ROTORS ST HELICOPTER TAIL ROTORS

Rotor helicopter system dynamic aero elastic stability analysis and its application to a flexstrap tail rotor p0246 A77-26869

Corporate bearingless tail rotor for UTAS p0249 A77-26899

A parametric model study of the noise generated by the aerodynamic interaction of the tail rotor with the wake of the main rotor p0342 A77-33777

The YUH-61A UTAS/ tail rotor - Development of a stiff inplane bearingless flexstrap design p0348 A77-33794

The YUH-61A tail rotor - Development of a stiff inplane bearingless flexstrap design [AHS 77-33-32] p0419 A77-40067

Detail design aspects of a helicopter transmission system p0549 A77-47999

Design, fabrication, and testing of advanced composite AH-1G tail section (tail boom/vertical fin) [AD-A034857] p0367 W77-24106

Ottawa strag rig tests of an ice protection system applied to the OH-1N helicopter [AD-A034858] p0383 W77-25155

OH-58A autotrolerative evaluation [AD-A035727] p0384 W77-25156

Elastic pitch beam tail rotor [AD-A035175] p0384 W77-25156

TAIL SURFACES W Horizontal tail surfaces

VT TAIL SURFACES Flow interaction near the tail of a body of revolution. I - Flow exterior to boundary layer and wake [ASAE PAPER 76-PF-9] p0004 A77-10855

Flow interaction near the tail of a body of revolution. II - Iterative solution for flow within and exterior to boundary layer and wake [ASAE PAPER 76-PF-9] p0004 A77-10856

Stability and snapping vibrations of tail surfaces in supersonic flow p0304 A77-14047

Empennage static flutter and vibrations in supersonic flow p0069 A77-44087

Wind tunnel investigation of an unpowered helicopter fuselage model with a V-type empennage [NASA-TN-D-3476] p0135 W77-19008

TAILLESS AIRCRAFT ST F-102 AIRCRAFT

ST F-106 AIRCRAFT

ST MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT

The stability and control of tailless airplanes, 19 August 1974 [REF-796] p0489 W77-24070

Estimated transonic flying qualities of a tailless airplane based on a model investigation, 6 June 1949 [L9008] p0485 W77-29075

TAILORING U DESIGN

TAILS (ASSEMBLIES) H TAIL ASSEMBLIES

TAILBOAT p0504 A77-10814

An airline view of the operational requirements p0159 A77-47704

An electronic method for measuring takeoff and landing distances p0807 W77-38025

TAKEOFF ST VERTICAL TAKEOFF

Validation of a Flexible Aircraft Takeoff and Landing Analysis (FAOTA) computer program using landing data p0208 W77-25797

The takeoff weight growth factor in aircraft design p0252 W77-27136

Flight-operations problems related to wind shear in the approach and the approach phase p0410 A77-74961

Influence of runway roughness on the dynamic behaviour of aircraft at take-off [ESA-TT-3729] p0199 W77-14047

Study (safety analysis) of aircraft systems during take-off and landing p0247 W77-19042

Wind tunnel high lift optimization of a multiple element airfoil [FFA-77-A0-778] p0379 W77-25053

Effect of intake total pressure loss on net thrust at take-off: Turbojet and turbo-fan engines [ESDO-7701] p0981 W77-29169

Calculation of side line noise levels during takeoff [ESA-77-3294] p0543 W77-15170

TAKEOFF RUNS

Airline view of the operational requirements p0159 A77-47704

TAKEOFF SYSTEMS U AIRCRAFT LAUNCHING DEVICES

TANDEM ROBOT HELICOPTERS ST CH-47 HELICOPTER

Digital controllers for VTOL aircraft p0268 W77-28845

Digital flight control design for a tandem-rotor helicopter [AHS 77-33-44] p0420 W77-60075

TANKERS AIRCRAFT

GIANT CHANGE final report, KC-135 dual INS test [AD-A029789] p0177 W77-17027

TANKERS

DISTAR: Direct Sea-To-Air Refueling (inflight refueling of military cargo aircraft from ships at sea) [AD-A026750] p0412 W77-15014

TANKS (CONTAINERS) U FUEL TANKS

TANKS (CONTAINERS) U PROPELLANT TANKS

TANKS (CONTAINERS) U WING TANKS

A-332
Introduction and overview aircraft control systems during a simulated target approach.

Operational concept for a battlefield surveillance set.

Long wavelength radar - Its purpose and applications.

Digital scan converters in airborne display systems.

The relative performance of con-scan, COSRO and two axis monopulse in air-to-ground ranging -- range errors in radar scanning.

Instrumentation for an air-to-ground target acquisition experiment.

Operational concept for a battlefield surveillance set.
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GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF AUTOMATIC TV TRACKERS

The AN/OJ.D-1 electronic camera BP-OC airborne antenna tilting experiments over radar microwave links showed promising results in aircraft height and reconnaissance camera system for high-speed, low-altitude aircraft. A method for measuring aircraft height and velocity using dual television cameras was developed. The new DTC Time Signals Coordinated Universal Time for fire control and missile tracking. The aircraft passenger compartment as a temperature-regulated plant is a critical aspect of aircraft design. Cooling methods for aircraft electronics equipment, such as centralized vacuum systems for temperature/altitude chambers, are essential.

EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE ON AVIONICS RELIABILITY

Effects of temperature on avionics reliability and limitations of reliable laminar flow control panels were studied. Compressible flow, temperature and life utilization of liquid crystals in aerodynamic components and applications to a teetering rotor in forward flight were also discussed. The aircraft cabin as a temperature-controlled plant and related issues are important considerations.

EJECTOR PERFORMANCE AT HIGH TEMPERATURES AND COMBUSTION OF HYDROGEN

Influence of fuel temperature on supersonic mixing and combustion of hydrogen was studied. Inlet Reynolds number and temperature effects on nozzle afterbody drag at transonic Mach numbers were also examined. High-performance liquid rocket engines require careful consideration of these effects.

TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

Television cameras for airborne use were developed. A simple technique for making long range imaging and surveillance systems was described. General principles of automatic TV trackers for fire control and missile tracking were also discussed. Inlet Reynolds number and temperature effects on rocket nozzle afterbody drag at transonic Mach numbers were highlighted.

United's experience with computer generated visual systems, April 1977 -- for aircraft cockpits and digital generation of contour maps for raster scan display were highlighted.

TELEVISION SYSTEMS

Television systems included the use of television cameras and related equipment. General principles of automatic TV trackers were also discussed. The aircraft passenger compartment as a temperature-controlled plant is a critical aspect of aircraft design.
THERMAL EXPANSION

Holographic determination of thermal and mechanical deformations in the case of structural components and structures of aeronautical and astronautical technology
[SGLR Papier 76-180] p0096 A77-16587

THERMAL FATIGUE
Effect of structural state on the high-temperature long-term strength of polycydeum
p0015 A77-12583

THERMAL INSULATION
The aircraft passenger compartment as a temperature-regulated plant
p0304 A77-32085
The aircraft cabin as a temperature-controlled plant
p0469 A77-44085

THERMAL PROPERIES
U TURBOGENERATORS
U THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
U THERMAL PROTECTION

THERMAL RESISTANCE
Research on heat resistant transparent interlayers based on the ethylene terpolymer
[AD-A035949] p0325 N77-22269

THERMAL SHIELDING
U HEAT SHIELDING
U THERMAL SIMULATION

THERMAL STABILITY
Thermal stability of an advanced high speed aircraft alloy -- beta Ti alloy
p0298 A77-30521
Determination of a fuel's thermal oxidation stability by the CITG-M method
p0300 A77-31442
Jet fuel quality considerations
p0312 A77-33273

THERMAL STRESSES
Resizing procedure for structures under combined mechanical and thermal loading
p0002 A77-10214
Holographic determination of thermal and mechanical deformations in the case of structural components and structures of aeronautical and astronautical technology
p0096 A77-16587
Compressible flow, temperature and life calculations with turbine blades
p0104 A77-17253
Heat sink structural design concepts for a hypersonic research airplane
p0205 A77-25744
Thermal stress concentration factors in large shafts -- turbine rotors
p0278 A77-29855
Resistance strain gages for stability experiments at temperatures up to 300 C -- fatigue testing of aircraft structures
p0350 A77-36650
A review of methods enabling increased service lives of high-thermal-load turbojet propulsion plants
p0461 A77-43356
Thermal stress analysis of a graded silicon/silicon gas path seal system for aircraft gas turbine engines
[BASA-PM-X-73658] p0338 A77-23492

THERMOCHEMISTRY
WT AEROTHERMOCHEMISTRY
THERMOCOUPLES
Thermocouple time constant measurement by cross power spectra
p0026 A77-13724
Gas turbine temperature techniques
p0051 A77-50625
High temperature thermocouple system for advanced aircraft turbine engines
[AD-A025500] p0037 N77-11062

THERMODYNAMIC CYCLES
WT SHATTON CYCLE
WT CANTOR CYCLE
Future trends in aero gas turbine design. II - Unconventional engines
p0007 A77-11595
Analysis of parameters and characteristics of a bypass turbojet engine operating in a cycle with stepwise heat removal
p0111 A77-17765
Analysis of parameters and characteristics of bypass turbojet engines operating in cycle with multistage heat removal
p0722 A77-29515
Unsteady processes in aircraft piston compressors
p0847 A77-43610

THERMODYNAMIC EFFICIENCY
Air-cooled turbine cascade effectiveness criterion
p0110 A77-17760
Air transportation and fuel consumption
p0051 A77-12054
Efficiency of turbine-blade cooling by air injection through longitudinal slots
p0089 A77-16325
Pressure ratio optimization criteria in aircraft turbojet-engines design
p0105 A77-17258

THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
Comparison of energy performance of different types of heat exchangers
p0110 A77-17760
Features of the concept of the efficiency coefficient of a turbine with open air cooling operating in a gas turbine engine system
p0771 A77-17770
High-temperature potential of uncooled radial turbines
[AD-A03746-E] p0264 A77-28559
On the concept of efficiency of a turbine with open-loop air cooling operating in a gas turbine engine system
p0727 A77-29920

THERMODYNAMIC RESOURCES
Measured effects of coolant injection on the performance of a film cooled turbine
[AD-A001984] p0012 A77-38607
New computation method of turbine blades film cooling efficiency
[ONERA, TP NO. 1977-85] p0562 A77-50898
The evolution and control of different performance degradation processes in modern power systems -- monitoring jet engines
p0594 A77-33193
THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW

lifting plate in viscous hypersonic flow

Test of second order closure model in a compressible turbulent wake

THICK WALL SHELLS

Development of method for mobilization of thin-wall fuselage-type reinforced shells and construction of a practical calculation algorithm

Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer Luft- und Raumfahrt, Shell Buckling Meeting, Neunkirchen, West Germany, April 29, 30, 1976, Reports and Discussion Contributions

Thin shell caloricimetric techniques for transition detection at ablation temperatures

Calculation of multi-contour thin-walled structures by the method of sections

THIN WINGS

Analysis of multi-contour thin-wall structures by the cell method

The determination of collapse load and energy absorbing properties of thin walled bean structures using matrix methods of analysis

Designing thin-walled many-stringer torque boxes for strength

Designing the basic structure of a wing

THIN SHELLS

NT INFINITE SPAN WINGS

Unsteady aerodynamic modeling for arbitrary motions --- of this wing

Methods of linear theory in problems involving optimization of the aerodynamical characteristics of subsonic profiles

Numerical solutions of the triple-deck equations for laminar trailing-edge stall --- of thin wings in subsonic flow

Simplified solution of the compressible subsonic lifting surface problem

Laminar separation near the trailing edge of a thin profile

Laminar separation near the trailing edge of a thin profile

Aerodynamic loads near cranks, apexes, and tips of thin, lifting wings in incompressible flow

Behavior of a subsonic flow past a thin wing in the vicinity of the leading edge

Behavior of a subsonic flow past a thin wing in the vicinity of the leading edge

THREE DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER

The hyperbolicity of integral equations of moments in a three-dimensional incompressible laminar boundary layer

Calculation of three-dimensional boundary layers on sweptback wings

Three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer calculations for swept wings

Advances in engineering science, volume 4

Calculation of the flow around a swept wing, taking into account the effect of the three-dimensional boundary layer. Part 1: Wing with turbulent boundary layer

THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW

Finite element and difference methods for cascades

A thin shock layer in three-dimensional hypersonic flow problems
THREE DIMENSIONAL MOTION

MULTIDIMENSIONAL SOLUTIONS FOR SUPERSONIC FLOW IN TURBOMACHINES

[DLR PAPER 76-165] 77-13839

Three-dimensional turbomachine flow equations expressed with respect to non-orthogonal curvilinear coordinates and methods of solution

p0123 A77-177239

Study of the effect of nozzle shape on the characteristics of three-dimensional subsonic and supersonic flows

p0136 A77-19742

Investigation of supersonic flow past elongated blunt bodies of elliptical cross section

p0136 A77-19744

FLOW MEASUREMENTS IN LEADING EDGE VORTICES

[ALAA PAPER 77-11] 77-19722

An experimental and numerical study of the 3-D mixing flows of a turbofan engine exhaust system

p0141 A77-19896

Calculation of transonic wing flows by grid embedding

p0141 A77-19899

A numerical technique for subsonic flows past three-dimensional canard-wing configurations with edge separations

p0163 A77-22205

Nacelle installation analysis for subsonic transport aircraft

[ALAA PAPER 77-102] 77-22221

Investigations related to the inviscid-viscous interaction in transonic flows about finite 3-D wings

[ALAA PAPER 77-209] 77-22224

Some experiments on a radial vane diffuser

p0209 A77-25192

Investigation of the three-dimensional flow past blunt bodies with consideration of viscosity in the framework of boundary layer theory

p0209 A77-25533

Use of the finite difference method for the calculation of three-dimensional nonequilibrium flow past blunt bodies

p0203 A77-25534

Quasi-three-dimensional laminar boundary-layer separations in supersonic flow

p0249 A77-26957

Progress in numerical turbomachinery analysis

p0250 A77-26964

Three-dimensional analysis of blade force and sound generation for an annular cascade in distorted flows

p0257 A77-27802

Methods and problems in the calculation of transonic flows

p0260 A77-28366

Finite-volume solution of the Euler equations for steady three-dimensional transonic flow

p0261 A77-28403

On the calculation of three-dimensional divergent and rotational flow in turbomachinery

p0262 A77-28486

Experimental and theoretical investigations on airfoil flow separation

p0268 A77-28939

The method of deformed coordinates in the problem of supersonic gas flow over a wing

p0296 A77-30558

The effect of sweep on conditions at separation in turbulent boundary-layer/shock-wave interaction

p0365 A77-32194

Numerical solution of three-dimensional free turbulent shear flows

p0384 A77-33809

Two point velocity measurements in a three dimensional wall jet

[IAAA 77-580] 77-34947

Prediction of three-dimensional turbulent mixing in an ejection

[IAAA PAPER 77-706] 77-37049

Calculation of the supersonic flow in a three-dimensional expansion region - Trapezoidal and triangular /delta/ wing

p0414 A77-39790

Numerical studies of three-dimensional breakdown in trailing vortex wakes

[NASA-CR-137889] 77-10014

Controlled and uncontrolled flow separation in three dimensions

[LR-591] 77-10999

Three-dimensional flow calculation for a transonic compressor rotor

p0066 A77-12019

Calculations on airfoil-turbulence combinations in supersonic flow. Problems resulting from the application of the finite element method

p0076 A77-13004

Survey of three-dimensional flow fields in the presence of wing at M = 2.48

[AD-A026981] 77-18083

Three-dimensional compressible flow through highly loaded axial compressor blade rows

[AD-A027788] 77-18084

Three-dimensional supersonic flow about blunt bodies

p0275 A77-20001

Quantitative study of three-dimensional flow fields around flight vehicles in the case of supersonic flow by means of optical methods

p0276 A77-20406

Wind tunnel measurements in the boundary layer on a 3-D swept wing

p0269 A77-24061

A three-dimensional viscous/potential flow interaction analysis method for multi-element wings

[NASA-CR-152012] 77-27076

Investigations of three-dimensional flow separation on fuselage configurations

[AD-A039382] 77-50823

The calculation of flow fields about three dimensional bodies in high altitude (free-molecular flow of neutral atoms)

[DLR-FE-75-45] 77-50824

Three dimensional steady and unsteady asymmetric fields in turbomachines

[NASA-CR-154235] 77-27102

THREE DIMENSIONAL MOTION

1. SECONDARY FLOW

1.3 THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW

GRADIENT METHOD OF NAVIGATION

THROTTLING

FULL FLIGHT REGIME AUTO Throttle SYSTEM

ANALYTICAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE THROTTLE CHARACTERISTIC OF A GASE ENGINE

THRUST

1. JET THRUST

1.2 VARIABLE THRUST

MAXIMUM THRUST CAPABILITIES, ARTICULATED AND TEETERING TURBINE

EFFECT OF INTAKE TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS ON NET THRUST AT TAKE-OFF: TURBOJET AND TURBO-FAN ENGINES

PROPELLER STUDY. Part 3: EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THRUST AND TORQUE ON THE YO-JA AIRCRAFT

THRUST AUGMENTATION

SELECTION OF COMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO OF SMALL CTS INSTALLED IN Bypass TURBOJET ENGINE FAN DUCT

EJECTOR PERFORMANCE AT HIGH TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURES

CROSSFLOW PERFORMANCE OF LIFT-FANS IN TANDEM --- FOR V/STOL TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT

THRUST AUGMENTING EJECTOR ANALOGY

EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL STUDY OF AN AXISYMMETRIC THRUST AUGMENTOR

APPLICATION OF NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING METHODS TO THE SOLUTION OF VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS OR GAS DYNAMICS --- MAXIMUM THRUST SUPERSONIC NOZZLE DESIGN

OPTIMIZATION OF AXISYMMETRIC THRUST-AUGMENTING EJECTORS

ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF THE THRUST-AUGMENTING EJECTOR TECHNOLOGY FOR NAVY AIRCRAFT

AIAA PAPER 77-1239

AIAA PAPER 77-1050
The effect of thrust vectoring on aircraft

Ground test of the D shaped vented thrust

Thrust vectoring nozzle

Effects of upper-surface blowing and thrust

vectoring on low speed aerodynamic

characteristics of a large-scale supersonic

transport model

The effect of thrust vectoring on aircraft
Performance of a square law pseudonoise ranging time-of-arrival estimator p0356 A77-35844

The importance of experimentally-determined closure conditions in transonic blade-to-blade flows calculated by a time-dependent technique p0063 N77-11983

Propelled time-dependent forces due to nonuniform inflow p0171 N77-16060

Statistical analysis of US Navy major aircraft accident rates, pilot and aircraft time-dependent variables [AD-A048003] p0525 N77-30099

TIME DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS

JTDAS - An overview of the system design and implementation --- Joint Tactical Information Distribution System p0573 A77-51204

TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEXING

Evaluation of the accuracy of community relative navigation organization concepts p0150 A77-20656

Advantages of a time division multiplex data bus for remotely piloted vehicle built-in-test [AD-A048003] p0525 N77-30099

TSDMA - A novel secondary radar --- Time Space Division Multiple Access p0485 A77-41275

Time-division multiplexed data bus integration techniques --- avionics p0376 N77-25071

TIME LAG

Three frequency difference OMEGA p0152 A77-20673

TIME MEASUREMENT

Characteristic time correlation of emissions from conventional aircraft type flames [FS-258269/0] p0183 N77-17078

TIME MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS

ATOMIC CLOCKS

VT TIKING DEVICES

TIME OPTIMAL CONTROL

Time-optimal ascents trajectories --- for aircraft flight [DGSM PAPER 76-200] p0096 A77-16585

Computational methods to obtain time optimal jet engine control p0513 A77-46614

Characteristics of the boundary-layer equations of the minimum time-to-climb problem p0513 A77-46618

Computational alternatives to obtain time optimal jet engine control [NASA-CR-199106] p0023 N77-10060

TIME SERIES ANALYSIS

Time series analysis in flight flutter testing at the Air Force Flight Test Center: Concepts and results p0287 N77-21033

System simulation in aircraft landing gear and tire development [AD-A034942] p0367 N77-24105

TIME SIGNALS

The new UTC Time Signals --- Coordinated Universal Time p0151 A77-20650

VLF pulse timing - Limitations and potential as a companion to Omega p0501 N77-44439

Multipath and performance tests of TSB receivers [NT-A041091] p0588 N77-33135

TIMERS

U TIMING DEVICES

TIMING

U TIME MEASUREMENT

TIMING DEVICES

An electronic time and frequency referenced scanning beam compatible with Doppler MLS p0603 A77-37733

TIP DRIVEN ROTORS

Cold-air performance of a tip turbine designed to drive a lift fan. 1: Baseline performance [NASA-TM-X-3452] p0065 N77-12000

TIP SPEED

Some results of the testing of a full-scale Ogee tip helicopter rotor; acousticls, loads, and performance [AIAA PAPER 77-1340] p0568 A77-51093

Performance of low-pressure-ratio fan stage at two off-design blade setting angles [NASA-TR-I-3457] p0278 N77-20031

Ultra high tip speed (670.6 m/sec) fan stage with composite rotor: Aerodynamic and mechanical design [NASA-CR-135122] p0282 N77-20101

TIPS

NT BLADE TIPS

NT WING TIPS

TIRING

NT AIRCRAFT TIRES

Tire runway interface friction prediction subsystem [AD-A039966] p0496 N77-29532

TITANIUM

A-7 titanium nose gear development p0513 A77-66801

Titanium and advanced composite structures for a supersonic cruise arrow wing configuration p0220 N77-18026

New advancements in titanium technology and their cost and weight benefits p0221 N77-19033

TITANIUM ALLOYS

Spectrum fatigue crack growth in lugs --- aircraft metal structures p0044 A77-13295

Effect of surface exposure time on bonding of commercially pure titanium alloy p0046 A77-13735

Advanced joining processes --- CW laser welding, titanium brazing and plasma arc welding p0056 N77-15508

Superplastic forging of titanium alloys p0110 N77-17554

Aluminum-brased titanium design p0198 N77-24923

Fabricating titanium parts with SPF/DDB process --- Superplastic Forming and Diffusion Bonding [AD-A0309M2] p0367 N77-20031

Selecting processing options for high-fracture toughness titanium airframe forgings p0201 N77-25413

Utilization of the alloys YF-14 and YF-22 in landing gear construction --- welded joint bend strength p0254 N77-27155

Ambient temperature crack growth in titanium alloys and its significance for aircraft structures p0271 N77-29498

Thermal stability of an advanced high speed aircraft alloy --- beta Ti alloy p0298 N77-30923

Rohrbond --- high strength Ti alloy joining method for thrust engines, airframe and space structures [FIRE PAPER No. 1-260] p0567 A77-51015

Near-net powder metallurgy airframe structures p0131 N77-15176

Evaluation of isotothermal forgings for T53 engines [AD-A030469] p0325 N77-22196

[AD-A032138] p0376 A77-27155

Fatigue of titanium alloys in a supersonic-cruise airplane environment p0221 N77-18042

Fatigue-crack-growth analysis of titanium gas-turbine fan blades [AD-A031836] p0292 N77-21096

Softbody impact resistance of beryllium/titanium composite blades [AD-A032436] p0325 N77-24196

Research on metal matrix composites for naval aircraft engines [AD-A037720] p0374 N77-24204

Evaluation of structural design concepts for an arrow-wing supersonic cruise aircraft [NASA-CR-2667] p0289 N77-25581

Ambient temperature crack growth in titanium alloys and its significance for aircraft structures [NLI-MP-76038-4] p0894 N77-29278


TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)

NT IMPACT TOLERANCES
Damage tolerance program for the B-1 composite stabilizer
[AIAA 77-464] p0206 A77-25770
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TOBED BODIES
The application of the Booth approximation method
Transfer function and parameter identification
Application of the aerodynamic energy concept to
An accurate angular position and angular velocity
time-optimal ascent trajectories for aircraft
Numerical modeling of helicopter piloting
The terminal area automated path generation problem
Recognition criterion and production of easily
Theoretical and experimental investigation of the
departure characteristics of external stores
which are dropped from an aircraft
Photogrammetry techniques utilized by Grumman
During the T-38A weapons separation flight test program
Aircraft trajectories from radar extrapolations to
time trend prediction
Simulation of inertial inputs to a strapdown
platform for inertial great circle trajectories
Gradient method of navigation
Spacecraft flight control with the new phase space
control law and optimal linear jet select
An overview of Vigning navigation
Performance and design of a vertical seeking
steering system
Analysis of separation of the space shuttle
orbiter from a large transport airplane
Analysis of separation of the space shuttle
orbiter from a large transport airplane
Recognition criterion and production of easily
solvable models for flight mechanical
optimization problems
[IPD-9-76] p0548 N77-31178
TRANSMISSION

The velocity field of small-Mach number Knudsen flow on the edge of a disturbed plate
p0090 A77-16422

Experimental study of the aerodynamics of a helicopter rotor in translational flight. Two-dimensional simulation of the effects due to cyclic variations of the velocity vector [AIAA-WT-76-20] p0019 W77-10019

TRANSMISSION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MT ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION</th>
<th>MT AERODYNAMIC HEAT TRANSFER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MT CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER</td>
<td>MT CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT DATA TRANSMISSION</td>
<td>MT GROUND WAVE PROPAGATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT HEAT TRANSFER</td>
<td>MT HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT MICROWAVE ATTENUATION</td>
<td>MT MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT MULTIPATH TRANSMISSION</td>
<td>MT RADAR TRANSMISSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT RADIO ATTENUATION</td>
<td>MT RADIO PROPAGATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT RADIO TRANSMISSION</td>
<td>MT SATELLITE TRANSMISSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT SHOCK WAVE PROPAGATION</td>
<td>MT SUPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEXING</td>
<td>MT WAVE PROPAGATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY

Tracer decoder — A receiver for radio navigation relay systems p0454 A77-82211

TRANSMISSION FLUIDS

The operation of Bell drive systems following the loss of lubrication p0248 A77-26891

TRANSMISSION LINES

MT MICROSTRIP TRANSMISSION LINES

MT OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES

A-7 airborne Light Optical Fiber Technology (ALOF) demonstration project p0497 W77-29952

TRANSMISSION LOSS

Low-frequency noise reduction of lightweight airframe structures [NASA-CR-145104] p0128 W77-15029

TRANSMISSIONS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)

A method for estimating the weight of aircraft transmissions [SAE PAPER 1120] p0010 A77-12191

Drive mechanisms of flight vehicle control systems: Analysis and design. Handbook p0114 A77-18265

Development and evaluation of a method for predicting the vibration and noise characteristics of helicopter transmissions [AFOSR 77-33-76] p0422 A77-60093

ZED — A magnesium alloy with improved mechanical properties for use in helicopter transmission castings [AFOSR 77-33-86] p0422 A77-60099

High-survivable transmission system [AD-A025930] p0069 W77-12046

Transmission condition assessment — in helicopter engines [AD-A035215] p0387 W77-25187

The 3000-N roller gear transmission development program. Volume 1: Summary report [AD-A037306] p0438 W77-27416

Helicopter transmission vibration and noise reduction program [AD-A042657] p0581 W77-32136

TRANSMITTERS

Slant visual range monitoring p0800 A77-37708

Transmitter measurement of particulate emissions from a jet engine test facility p0441 A77-40643


TRANSMITTERS RESEARCH

Radar special evaluation report: Degradation of AN/GPS-6 intercepter set identification friend or foe/selective identification feature IFF/GIF returns from Y-6 and Y-4 aircraft p0000 A77-37708

SUBJECT INDEX

[AD-A027417] AN/PQC-56 helmet radio set upgrading. Recommended modifications require minimal resources but promise considerable improvement in reliability, operability, and logistics support [AD-A049190] p0565 W77-71368

TRANSMITTERS

MT BADAR TRANSMITTERS

MT BADAR BEACONS

MT BADAR TRANSMITTERS

MT BADAR BEACONS

MT BADAR TRANSMITTERS

Mobile data radio — transmission quality between stationary transmitter to receiver in motion [DG-18 PAPER 76-168] p0091 A77-16540

TRANSCONIC COMMUNICATION

AEROSAT system — for oceanic ATC communication and surveillance p0054 A77-15129

TRANSCONIC SYSTEMS

MT TRANSCONIC COMMUNICATION

TRANSONIC AIRCRAFT

G SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT

TRANSONIC COMPRESSORS

A comparison of two transonic compressors designed for a pressure ratio of 1.88 p0104 A77-17247

On the analysis of the aerodynamic and flow characteristics of transonic compressor blades at M = 0.85-0.90 [AD-A060786] p0570 A77-20191

Flow instability in supersonic compressors in the regime of low compression rate [OBERA, TH. NO. 1376-71] p0146 A77-20151

Quantitative density visualization in a transonic compressor rotor p0495 A77-87683


Small axial compressor technology, volume 1 [NASA-CR-134827-VOL-1] p0045 A77-11048


Three-dimensional flow calculation for a transonic compressor rotor p0066 A77-12019


TRANSONIC FLIGHT

Sonic boom focusing — caustic analysis of transonic flight p0090 A77-16414

Lift corrections to transonic equivalence rule — Examples p0241 A77-26710

The oblique wing — Aircraft design for transonic and low supersonic speeds p0274 A77-30010

The transonic multi-foil Augmentor-Wing [AIAA PAPER 77-606] p0352 A77-39469

An exact hodograph method for the design of supercritical airfoils [AIAA-DP-1166-0] p0428 A77-26114

Estimated transonic flying qualities of a tailless airplane based on a model investigation, 8 June 1969 [AD-A013284] p0095 A77-29075

Some effects of sweepback and airfoil thickness on longitudinal stability and control characteristics at transonic speeds [NASA-TN-X-7008] p0845 A77-29076

A comparison of the aerodynamic characteristics at transonic speeds of four wing-fuselage configurations as determined from different test techniques, 4 October 1960 [NASA-CR-13514] p0845 A77-29077

A brief overview of transonic flutter problems p0554 A77-31084

TRANSONIC FLOW

Approximate transonic profile flow with shock p0002 A77-10251

Pressure distributions over frontal/nose/surface of bodies of revolution in transonic flow at angles of attack of 0 to 10 deg p0008 A77-10644
Transonic flow simulation by the finite element method via optimal control

Test verification of a transonic airfoil design employing active diffusion control

[AD-A024297] p0020 N77-10029

Transonic performance of Mach 2.65 auxiliary flow axisymmetric inlet

[NASA-CS-2747] p0023 N77-10056

Influence of wind tunnel wall boundary layers on two dimensional transonic tests

[AD-A07-76-13] p0025 N77-10083

A Green's function formulation for unsteady flows in engineering science, volume 4


Improved computational treatment of transonic flow about swept wings

p026 N77-10348

Transonic flow theory of airfoils and wings

p027 N77-10351

Inverse transonic airfoil design including viscous interaction

p027 N77-10354

Viscous interaction with separation in transonic flow

[NASA-TR-5-17187] p0029 N77-10997

The importance of experimentally-determined closure conditions in transonic blade-to-blade flows calculated by a time-dependent technique

p0063 N77-11983

Calculations on airflow-fuselage combinations in transonic flow. Problems resulting from the application of the finite element method

[AD-A07-76-1] p0076 N77-13004

A brief description of the Jameson-Caughey transonic swept-wing computer program: FLO 22

[NASA-CS-73996] p0167 N77-15977

Review of the application of hodograph theory to transonic aerofoil design and theoretical and experimental analysis of shock-free aerfoils

--- noth pressure distributions

[NL-TR-75033-U] p0168 N77-15991

Remarks on the suitability of various transonic small perturbation equations to describe three-dimensional transonic flow; examples of computations using a fully-conservative rotated difference scheme --- three typical shock interactions

[NL-TP-75039-U] p0168 N77-15992

Transonic rotor aerodynamics: Fundamentals of the theory

[NASA-CS-75395] p0175 N77-16990

On the unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of oscillating airfoils in two-dimensional transonic flow

[NL-TR-75003-U] p0224 N77-18600

The prediction of buffet onset and light buffet by means of computational methods

p0277 N77-20011

Subsonic and transonic similarity rules for jet-flapped wings

[AD-A035550] p0315 N77-22051

A Green's function formulation for a nonlinear potential flow solution applicable to transonic flow

[NASA-CS-73914] p0330 N77-23050

Computation of viscous transonic flow about a lifting airfoil

[NASA-CS-151999] p0330 N77-23054

Interference-free wind-tunnel flows by adaptive-wall technology

[AD-A014609] p0373 N77-24155

Correlation of post-shock damper losses through transonic rotors operating near design point

[NASA-CS-7542] p0378 N77-25092

An investigation of the half-model reflection-plane technique for dynamic stability testing at transonic Mach numbers

[AD-A035527] p0380 N77-25116

Numerical calculation of transonic shock reflections past a swept wing

[NASA-CS-152597] p0433 N77-27071

The transonic Reynolds number problem --- limitations of transonic aerodynamic test facilities

p0437 N77-27180

Studies on transonic turbines with flow-cooled blades in

[AD-A036402] p0478 N77-28131

Study of design and analysis methods for transonic flow

[MASA-TR-152041] p0524 N77-30086

A method for calculating flow around a yawed slender wing at small angle of attack

[NASA-CR-74-1176] p0525 N77-30096

Unsteady airloads in Separated and Transonic Flow

[AGAER-CP-226] p0532 N77-31073

Unsteady airloads in separated and transonic flow

p0532 N77-31074

Efficient solution of unsteady transonic flows about airfoils

p0534 N77-31097

Application of a finite difference method to the analysis of transonic flow over oscillating airfoils and wings

p0534 N77-31099

Transonic pressure distribution on an aircraft wing model during rocket sled runs

[AD-A091633] p0578 N77-32085

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a supercritical-wing transport model with trailing-edge controls

[NASA-CS-73431] p0586 N77-33116

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a supercritical-wing transport model with trailing-edge controls, supplement, part 1

[NASA-CS-73431-PT-1] p0586 N77-33117

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a supercritical-wing transport model with trailing-edge controls

[NASA-CS-73431-PT-2] p0586 N77-33118

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a supercritical-wing transport model with trailing-edge controls

[NASA-CS-73431-PT-3] p0586 N77-33119

Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a supercritical-wing transport model with trailing-edge controls


A study on choking flutter

p0166 N77-20108

Some experimental and theoretical flutter characteristics of an arrow-wing configuration

[AD-A07-76-602] p0208 N77-25792

Unsteady aerodynamic forces on vibrating transonic turbine cascades

[ASME Paper 76-WA/GT-8] p0214 N77-26464

Shock oscillations in transonic flows

p0384 N77-34123

A brief overview of transonic flutter problems

p0344 N77-34106

TRANSOSNIC INLETS

0 SUPERSONIC INLETS

TRANSOSNIC NOISES

Self-excited oscillations in supersonic flow

p0090 N77-16413

An evaluation of jet simulation parameters for nozzle/afterbody testing at transonic Mach numbers

[AD-A07-76-106] p0139 N77-19830

Calculation of vortex flows in nozzles

p0203 N77-25532

Transonic swirling gas flow in a nozzle

p0309 N77-34607

TRANSOSNIC SPEED

Advanced transonic aerodynamic technology

p0027 N77-10165

An analysis of transonic jet-flapped airfoils with the inclusion of viscous effects

[AD-A027712] p0077 N77-13019

Upper surface nacelle influence on transonic aerodynamic characteristics at transonic speeds

[AD-A07-76-6006] p0247 N77-16004

An evaluation of jet simulation parameters for nozzle afterbody testing at transonic Mach numbers

[AD-A031525] p0299 N77-21005

Investigation of inlet concepts for transonic jet-flapped airfoils

[NASA-CS-73215] p0363 N77-24000

An assessment of the airplane drag problem for transonic and supersonic speeds, 15 July 1974

[154F16] p0486 N77-29079

Load distribution on a closed-coupled wing canard at transsonic speeds

[NASA-CS-74053] p0487 N77-29097

TRANSOSNIC TURBINES

0 SUPERSONIC TURBINES
TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS

A wall interference problem in a hybrid tunnel at transonic speeds using the
[DGAE PAPER 76-169]

A computer-assisted control of a transonic wind tunnel
[NASA-TH-0-003]

Investigation of transient processes in a perforated-plate wind tunnel
[ONR, TP NO. 1977-110]

Comparison of axisymmetric and nonaxisymmetric nozzles installed on the F-15 configuration
[AIAA PAPER 84-026]

An investigation of induced drag reduction through the use of an airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 84-026]

Influence of the air temperature on the transonic wind tunnel on the aerodynamic characteristics of
model airplanes

An integral equation method for boundary interactions in a perforated-wall wind tunnel at transonic speeds
[AD-1023493]

Investigation of very low blockage ratio blisk models in the Langley 16-foot transonic tunnel
[NASA-TH-0-0355]

Correlation of full-scale helicopter rotor performance in air with model-scale from data
[NASA-TH-0-0323]

Transonic wind tunnel tests of the F3 model, a supercritical airfoil on a simple body. Part 2: Test results and analysis — noting balance, oil flow, and buffering measurements
[PPA-TH-AD-1136-Pt-2]

Transonic wind-tunnel tests of a lifting parachute model
[NASA-TH-X-73062]

Results of a carrier aircraft (model A13191–4)

An investigation of supercritical aerofoil RAE–2.5

Part 3: Extended subsonic and transonic tests

Tests of the ONERA calibration models in three transonic wind tunnels
[AD-1035997]

Results of flutter test CSS obtained using the 0.14-scale wing-eleven model (54–0) in the NASA LaRC 16-foot transonic dynamics wind tunnel
[NASA-CH-150566]

An investigation of the airfoil model reflection-plane technique for dynamic stability testing at transonic Mach numbers
[AD-1035567]

High Reynolds Number Research

The transonic Reynolds number problem — limitations of transonic aerodynamic test facili

Wind-tunnel investigation of a variable camber and twist wing — in the Langley 6-ft transonic wind tunnel
[NASA-TH-0-0475]

Cryogenic design and safety review NASA-Langley Research Center 0.3 meter transonic cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-TH-78767]

Experimental and analysis on the flow processes dynamics of the NASA-Langley eight foot transonic pressure tunnel
[NASA-CH-158086]

Transonic wind-tunnel investigation of the maneuver potential of the NASA supercritical wing concept, phase 1
[NASA-TH-X-35351]

TRANSONICS

TRANSONIC FLOW

TRANSPARENCY

Attenuation of light transmission in array aircraft transparencies due toainting
[AD-0276464]

Environmental resistance of coated and laminated poly carbonate transparencies
[AD-026412]

Investigation of wavefront transmission over transonic aircraft
[AD-1032141]

TRANSPARENCY MATERIALS

U.S. TRANSPARENCIES

TRANSPORT COOLING

U.S. SWEAT COOLING

TRANSPORTERS

A precision approach monitor for an MDF

Development of a discrete address beacon system

TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT

A whitepaper aircraft

BAC 111 AIRCRAFT

BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT

BOEING 747 AIRCRAFT

BREGUET 941 AIRCRAFT

B–2 AIRCRAFT

C–5 AIRCRAFT

C–130 AIRCRAFT

C–135 AIRCRAFT

C–141 AIRCRAFT

CABDU AIRCRAFT

CH–47 HELICOPTER

CH–54 HELICOPTER

COMBINE AIRCRAFT

DC–9 AIRCRAFT

DC–10 AIRCRAFT

EagleStream AIRBUS

F–27 AIRCRAFT

F–28 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT

F–53 HELICOPTER

FPB–320 AIRCRAFT

L–1011 AIRCRAFT

S–61 HELICOPTER

SHORT Haul AIRCRAFT

TOKAR AIRCRAFT

Tu–144 AIRCRAFT

OH–60A HELICOPTER

OH–6A HELICOPTER

YC–10 AIRCRAFT

YC–14 AIRCRAFT

Maintaining transport aircraft

The next-generation subsonic transport

SAAV PAPER 1127

Crack propagation in the reinforced structure of a transport aircraft, calculation-experiments comparison

SAAV PAPER 76–218

Flight and flight performance of a hypersonic transport /HST/

SAAV PAPER 76–198

System safety and the Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System

Fuel consumption of civil jet transport aircraft

Aircraft considerations for advanced S.S.T.

Propulsion systems

Crossflow performance of lift-fans in tandem — for V/STOL transport aircraft

Airframe noise of component interactions on a large transport model

Investigation into the optimum use of advanced displays in future transport aircraft

SAAV PAPER 77–102

Correlation of predicted and actual crack growth on a transport wing

Aerodynamic stability characteristics of an oblique wing aircraft

A–349
SUBJECT INDEX

AN EVALUATION OF VERY LARGE AIRCRAFT DESIGN AND ALTERNATIVE FUELS: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY [AD-A042112] p0590 A77-33156
TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
M TURBULENCE DIFFUSION
MULTISTAGE GAS-FLow TURBOMACHINERY WAKE PRODUCTION, TRANSPORT, AND INTERACTION [AD-A041108] p0543 A77-31173
TRANSPORT THEORY
M MIXING LENGTH FLOW THEORY
TRANSPORTATION
M AIR TRANSPORTATION
M MARINE TRANSPORTATION
M RAIL TRANSPORTATION
M RAPID TRANSIT SYSTEMS
M SPACE TRANSPORTATION
M URBAN TRANSPORTATION
ONE-OUTLAW - TWO DIRECTIONS - NEW MEANS OF TRANSPORT AT FRANKFURT AIRPORT p0347 A77-34479
TRANSPORTATION ENERGY
M AIR TRANSPORTATION AND FUEL CONSUMPTION p0051 A77-14563
ENERGY CONSIDERATIONS IN AERONAUTICAL TRANSPORTATION /THE W. RUPERT TURKULL LECTURE/ p0135 A77-19649
THE IMPACT OF THE ENERGY CRISIS ON THE DEMAND FOR FUEL EFFICIENCY - THE CASE OF GENERAL AVIATION p0453 A77-42038
ALTERNATIVE FUELS FOR AVIATION [GPO-78-564] p0132 A77-15212
TRAPPIST DIODES
M AVALANCHE DIODES
TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS
CALCULATION OF THE SUPERSONIC FLOW IN A THREE-DIMENSIONAL EXPANSION REGION - TRAPEZOIDAL AND TRIANGULAR /DELTA/ WING p0417 A77-38970
TRAVELING CHARGE
M ELECTRIC PULSATIONS IN TURBULENT ELECTROAERODYNAMIC FLOWS p0309 A77-32916
TRAVELS
DEVELOPMENTS IN NEW AIRCRAFT TIRE TREAD MATERIALS - FATIGUE LIFE OF ELASTOMERIC MATERIALS p0227 A77-18093
TRIANGULAR WINGS
M DELTA WINGS
TRIANGULAR STRUCTURES
M ACTUATORS
TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
M SINE SERIES
REMARKS ON THIS AIRFOIL THEORY p0303 A77-31858
A SIMPLE CLOSED-FORM SOLUTION OF A POSITION-FIXING PROBLEM [AD-A039303] p0538 A77-31127
TRIM (BALANCE)
M AERODYNAMIC BALANCE
TROPICAL REGIONS
A TROPHY OF A RIGID AIRSHIP UNDER TROPICAL CONDITIONS p0508 A77-45460
TROPICS
M TROPICAL REGIONS
TROUBLESHOOTING
M MAINTENANCE
TRUCTION (MATHEMATICS)
M APPROXIMATION
THRAL (LINES)
M TRANSMISSION LINES

TURBINE BLADES
TURBINE BLADES (MACHINE ELEMENTS)
THUSBS
APPLICATION OF OPTIMIZATION CRITERIA TO AUTOMATED STRUCTURAL DESIGN p0001 A77-10207
A MULTILEVEL APPROACH FOR MINIMUM WEIGHT STRUCTURAL DESIGN INCLUDING LOCAL AND SYSTEM BUCKLING CONSTRAINTS [AIAA 77-373] p0200 A77-25734
TU-134 AIRCRAFT
MAINTENANCE BASIS FOR THE AIRCRAFT Tu-134 p0098 A77-16741
TU-144 AIRCRAFT
OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS OF SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT p0158 A77-41716
TUBE HEAT EXCHANGERS
LOW-TEMPERATURE HEAT PIPES FOR AIRCRAFT --- RUSSIAN BOOK p0467 A77-40612
TURBINE
M PIPES (TUBES)
TURBULENT SCREE TUNING
METHODS OF REDUCING LOW FREQUENCY CABIN NOISE AND SONICALLY INDUCED STRESSES, BASED ON THE INTRINSIC STRUCTURAL TUNING CONCEPT [AIAA 77-464] p0209 A77-25802
TUPOLEY AIRCRAFT
M TU-134 AIRCRAFT
TURBINE BLADES
PRESSURE LOSS COEFFICIENT OF IMPINGEMENT COOLED LEADING EDGE SYSTEM OF A TURBINE BLADE p0004 A77-10772
FUEL COOLING WITH INJECTION THROUGH SLOTS p0008 A77-10773
LIFTING-SURFACE THEORY OF STRAIGHT CASCADES OF SWEEP BLADES p0117 A77-11219
AIR-COOLED TURBINE CASCADE EFFECTIVENESS CRITERION p0127 A77-12503
DESIGN CONSIDERATION FOR THE DARRENS Rotor --- WIND TURBINES p0015 A77-12472
ACCELERATION-PROOF TELEMETRY FOR THE TESTING OF AIRCRAFT PROPELLERS, TURBINES, AND HELICOPTER ROTORS p0043 A77-14985
CALCULATION OF THE HYDRODYNAMIC INTERACTION OF ARRAYS OF THIN PROFILES TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THE EVOLUTION OF VORTEX TRAILS p0053 A77-15008
TURBINE BLADE EXCITATION BY AN IRREGULAR PERIPHERAL FLOW p0061 A77-15996
FUNDAMENTAL STUDIES OF TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYERS WITH INJECTION OR SUCTION THROUGH POROUS WALL. IV - APPLICATION OF FUNDAMENTAL THEORETICAL ANALYSIS TO CASCADED BLADES WITH INJECTION OR SUCTION AND CASCADE TESTS p0089 A77-16299
ELECTRIC ANALOG MODELING OF TEMPERATURE FIELDS IN GAS TURBINE BLADES FOR TRANSIENT MODES OF OPERATION p0089 A77-16405
EFFICIENCY OF TURBINE-BLADE COOLING BY AIR INJECTION THROUGH LONSDALIAN SLOTS p0089 A77-16325
COOMPRESSIBLE FLOW, TEMPERATURE AND LIFE CALCULATIONS WITH TURBINE BLADES p0104 A77-17253
BOUNDARY LAYER CALCULATION OF AN EFFUSION COOLED TURBINE BLADE p0105 A77-17255
SIMPLE COMPLEX METHOD OF SELECTION OF THE MAIN DESIGN PARAMETERS OF TURBINE STAGES FOR TURBINE-ENGINES p0105 A77-17256
CONTRIBUTION TO THE INVESTIGATION OF HEAT TRANSFER IN TURBINE-BLADE CASCADES IN EFFUSION COOLING p0110 A77-17754
STUDY ON FUEL COOLING OF TURBINE BLADES. I - EXPERIMENTS ON FUEL COOLING WITH INJECTION THROUGH HOLES NEAR LEADING EDGE p0115 A77-16645
FUEL IN TURBOMACHINES WITH NONUNIFORM INLET VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION p0136 A77-19708
A-351
Life considerations in the engine design process

[ASME PAPER 77-99-9]

Composite hubs for low cost turbine engines -- stress analysis using NAS788A

p0552 A77-46520

Cost/benefit analysis of advanced materials

[ASME PAPER 77-99-8]

Technology for future aircraft turbine engines

p0123 A77-14126

Lubricant/metalurgy interaction effects on turbine engine lubricant load rating

p0013 A77-15610

Ambient temperature and humidity correction factors for exhaust emissions from two classes of aircraft turbine engines

[AD-A031923/6]

p0172 A77-16064

Cold air performance of a tip turbine designed to drive a lift fan. 1: Baseline performance

[NASA-TM-X-3652]

p0005 A77-12000

Influence of air humidity on compressor and turbine efficiency determined from experimental data

[NASA-RT-F-17073]

p0071 A77-14057

Inlet distortion generator method for turbine noise

[NASA-TM-X-75566]

p0001 A77-1065

Wind energy conversion

[FP-286180/3]

p0008 A77-15552

An experimental investigation of a subscale variable pressure ratio high thru flow turbine

[AD-A099020]

p0028 A77-20121

Aerodynamic performance of wind turbines

[AD-A095920]

p0054 A77-21507

TURBOCHARGERS

U TURBOCHARGERS

0 TURBOPROCESSORS

TURBOPROCESSORS

Selection of compressor pressure ratio of small GTB installed in bypass turbojet engine fan duct

[AD-A012 A77-12123]

p0001 A77-12345

Energy dissipation in turbomachines due to boundary layers and their effects

[AD-A070150]

p0052 A77-14743

Recent results in the experimental investigation of axial-flow compressors

[AD-A099020]

p0052 A77-14746

Slip of bearings with both races rotating in an axial-flow compressor two-spool engines

[AD-A099020]

p0054 A77-15797

An analysis of the nonlinear properties of compressor blade rings in the case of self-excited vibrations

p0059 A77-15797

The external synchronization of slightly nonlinear blade crowns

p0059 A77-15799

Certain characteristics of blade oscillations under conditions of rotating distortion

p0060 A77-15985

A supersonic flutter-excitation mechanism for compressor blades

p0060 A77-15999

Effects of axial-compressor stage design parameters on aerodynamic damping and bending flutter excitation in dynamically uniform blades

p0060 A77-15999

Vibrations in compressor blades exposed to radial irregularity of flow

p0060 A77-15999

Theoretical and experimental results of the investigation of two different supersonic compressor stages

[DGRR PAPER 76-164]

p0096 A77-15658

The effect of twist on the aerodynamic investigation of axial compressor blades

p0098 A77-16186

Analytical and experimental studies of an axial compressor with co-rotating stators

p0103 A77-17240

One-dimensional analysis of the properties of the elementary supersonic axial-flow compressor cascade

p0103 A77-17244

Simple complex method of selection of the main design parameters of turbine stages for turbine-engines

p0105 A77-17255
Turbine engine multi-mission propulsion simulator

Ram-turbojet engine for long range high terminal

Combustor design for low cost expendable turbojets

Computational alternatives to obtain time optimal

Rater ingestion into axial flow compressors

Potential improvements in engine performance using

An evaluation of jet simulation parameters for

Small, low cost, expendable turbojet engine. 2:

Response of a subsonic nozzle to acoustic and

Flight noise studies on a turbojet engine using

Development of an ultra-low-cost gas turbine ---

for RPV applications

Development of a small, low cost turbojet engine with

Flight noise studies on a turbojet engine using

Simplified simulation models for control studies of

turbojet engines

Performance characteristics

Advanced supersonic propulsion study, phase 3

An evaluation of jet simulation parameters for

turbine engines, Combustor design for low cost expendable

The impact of JP-4/JP-8 conversion on aircraft

Small, low cost, expendable turbojet engine. 2:

Performance characteristics

Advanced supersonic propulsion study, phase 3

Numerical prediction of the unsteady flow in

variable geometry engines - preliminary investigation

Raa-turbojet engine for long range high terminal

speed missions

Anti-Wx combustion chamber with variable

aerodynamic flow for a turbojet engine

Potential improvements in engine performance using

a variable geometry turbine

Turbo engine multi-simulation propulsion simulator

wind tunnel demonstration

Water ingestion into axial flow compressors

Life cycle analysis of aircraft turbine engines: Executive Summary

Comparison of V08 data from wide-body and

narrow-body long-haul turbine-powered transports

Aerodynamic performance of 0.4066-scale model of

JT8D rear stage with 5-duct intake

Effect of intake total pressure loss on net thrust

at take-off: Turbome and turbo-fan engines

Analysis of unsteady flow in turbojet engine

afterburners

Briefs of accidents involving turbine powered

aircraft, US general aviation, 1975

Development of a catalytic combustor for aircraft

gas turbine engines

Preliminary investigations of the unsteady flow in

turbojet engines during transients

Investigation of feasible nozzle configurations

for noise reduction in turbosuper and turbofan aircraft.

Volume 3: Shrouded slot nozzle configurations

Testing simulation of damages occurred in service

Experimental investigation on the influence of

component faults on turbine engine performance

TURBOMACHINE BLADES

WT COMPRESSOR BLADES

WT ROTOR BLADES (TURBOMATIC)

WT STATOR BLADES

WT TURBINE BLADES

New aspects of the aerelasticity of turbomachines

Determination of the aerodynamic damping of

bending-twisting oscillations of turbomachine blades in air streams

Influence of aerodynamic factors on the excitation of
torsional flutter in the blades of compressor cascades

Effects of axial-compressor stage design

parameters on aerodynamic damping and bending

flutter excitation in dynamically uniform blades

Calculating the vibrations of bladed disks of
turbomachines with their asymmetry taken into

account

Effect of certain aerodynamic factors on

inducement of vibrations in turbomachine blades

Force on a fixed row of blades from an evenly
distributed nonstationary flow

Functional representation of the kinematic

properties of two-dimensional blade cascades

Comparison between theoretical and experimental

results of torsional stall flutter of an airfoil

An experiment to measure moment coefficients for
eaerfoils oscillating in cascade

Refinement of the Mean Streamline Method of blade

section design

Investigations on axial flow fan impellers with

forward swept blades

Investigation of the state of dynamic stress and

the influence of service time on the fatigue

strength of turbine rotor blades of aircraft
gas-turbine engines

Protection of cooled blades of complex internal

structure

The importance of experimentally-determined

closure conditions in transonic blade-to-blade
flows calculated by a time-dependent technique

FORTRAN program for calculating leading and

tailing edge geometry of turbomachine blades
Boundary layer shear stress in subsonic and supersonic flow

[RESRA TP No. 1977-19] p0345 A77-33802
Hot-wire anemometry in a supersonic boundary layer

Evaluation of turbulence models for three primary types of shock-separated boundary layers

[BAA PAPER 77-702] p0362 A77-57046
Numerical prediction of aerodynamic jet-flap flows

Calculation of the flow around a swept wing, taking into account the effect of the three-dimensional boundary layer. Part 1: Wing with turbulent boundary layer

[MBL-TR-75076-0] p0031 A77-11011
Some supersonic wind tunnel boundary layer characteristics

[A0-1024900] p0031 A77-11013
An investigation of separation models for the prediction of maximum lift

[AD-1027359] p0149 A77-15998
A general method for calculating three-dimensional compressible laminar and turbulent boundary layers on arbitrary wings

[BAA PAPER 77-676] p0176 A77-16990
Prediction of laminar and turbulent boundary layer flow separation in V/STOL engine inlets

[TAS-TR-75067-1] p0192 A77-17063
A method for calculating turbulent boundary layers using a formulation of first gradient -- hing of lift augmenting flap

A program for the computation of a compressible turbulent boundary layer under infinite swept wing conditions

[MBL-TR-75090-0] p0375 A77-25094
Experimental measurements of the turbulent boundary layer on a yawed, spinning slender body

[AD-1035269] p0380 A77-25109
Noise due to interaction of boundary layer turbulence with a compressor or a propneler rotor

[AD-1033199] p0386 A77-25180
Experimental investigation on axisymmetric turbulent wakes with zero momentum defect

Calculation of a compressible boundary layer around an airfoil

[MBL-TR-75076-0] p0268 A77-28926
Study of turbulent transonic flows by ultra-high-speed photography

[PHVAA-HT-1975-8] p0471 A77-28064
Exploratory study of turbulence in air intakes

Two-dimensional turbulent gas flows

Investigation on convective heat transfer from finned plate surface

[PHVAA-HT-1975-8] p0299 A77-31247
Electric pulsations in turbulent electrodynamic flows

[PHVAA-HT-1975-8] p0300 A77-33846
Characteristics of turbulent flow through a turbine cascade with exhaust through the trailing edge

[p0313 A77-33353
Parasites governing the range of a supersonic gas jet

[p0313 A77-34845
Experimental and numerical study of constant diameter ducted jet mixing
The effect of velocity fluctuations and nonuniformities in the free stream on the boundary layer development

Vortex pairing and organized structures in an axisymmetric jet under controlled excitation

Management of swirling flows with application to wind-tunnel design and V/STOL testing

AIAA 77-565

Optimization of axisymmetric thrust-augmenting ejectors

AIAA PAPER 77-707

An approach to subsonic, turbulent flow airflow design using mini-computers

SAX PAPER 770479

Calculations of transonic flow over supercritical airfoil sections

AIAA PAPER 77-681

Computer studies of swirl flows in Carnot diffusers

p07A J71-KH-0160

Experiments planned specifically for developing turbulence models in computations of flow fields around aerodynamic shapes

p0667 J77-11982

On some structure-turbulence interaction problems

NASA CR-158511

Basic aerodynamic noise theory -- sound generation and propagation

p0234 J77-18996

The flow about a slender propeller-driven body in a temperature stratified fluid

AIAA-0040667

Special course on concepts for drag reduction

AGARD R-654

Interactions of rotor tip flow irregularities with stator vanes as a noise source

NASA TM-73706

Turbulent effects in axial compressors

AAR-NT-77-20

TURBULENT JETS

Jet noise source modification due to forward flight

AIAA PAPER 77-58

Numerical solution of three-dimensional free turbulent shear flows

p0160 J77-22215

Computations and measurements of two-dimensional turbulent jet impingement flowfields

AIAA 77-33809

Theoretical prediction of over-wing blowing aerodynamics

AIAA 77-33816

Two point velocity measurements in a three-dimensional wall jet

AIAA 77-590

A basic study of the VTOL ground effect problem for planar flow

AIAA 77-616

An investigation of an inclined jet in a crosswind

AIAA 77-36156

Upstream influence on the near field of a plane turbulent jet

P0515 J77-47005

Aerodynamics of a confined jet with variable density

P0516 J77-47268

Coherent structures in the mixing zone of a subsonic hot free jet

ONEA, TP No. 1977-88

An experimental investigation of the trailing edge noise mechanism

AIAA PAPER 77-1291

Experimental results of large-scale structures in jet flows and their relation to jet noise production

AIAA PAPER 77-1350

A method for determining the point of lift-off and modified trajectory of a ground-based boundary-layer turbulent planar jet in a co-flowing wind

AD-A017904

p0546 J77-31722

TURBULENT MIXING

An experimental study of jet noise. I - Turbulent mixing noise

p0195 J77-24313

Mixing length in the wall region of turbulent boundary layers

P0305 J77-32193

Prediction of three-dimensional turbulent mixing in an ejector

AIAA PAPER 77-706

p0362 J77-37049

Acoustic properties of pneumatic vortex sprayers

p0374 J77-47403

New scaling laws for hot and cold jet mixing noise based on a geometric acoustics model

p0565 J77-51104

Shielding aspects of heated twin jet noise

AIAA PAPER 77-1288

The generation and radiation of supersonic jet noise. Volume 3: Turbulent mixing noise data

AD-A032802

p0366 J77-25178

TURBULENT WAKES

NT PROPPELLER SLIPSTREAMS

Measurement of wake vortex strength by means of acoustic back scattering

p0008 J77-11712

The initial roll-up of a thick, two-dimensional wake behind a wing of finite span

P0054 J77-11499

The turbulent wake behind slender propeller-driven bodies at angles of attack

AIAA PAPER 77-113

Vortex interactions and decay in aircraft wakes

p0161 J77-44150

A theoretical investigation on the structure of fan wakes

NASA CR-152022

Analysis of the turbulent wake of a cascade airfoil

p0265 J77-27616

Turbulent supersonic wakes

p0269 J77-28941

Statistical characteristics of fluctuations in the boundaries of turbulent supersonic wakes

p0904 J77-31431

Turbulent wake behind a cone-shaped object in supersonic and hypersonic flow

p0507 J77-11249

Study of the wake behind a blunted body moving at hypersonic velocity

p0507 J77-11495

Experimental investigation of the wake of a wedge

NASA CR-152366

Numerical solution of three-dimensional free turbulent shear flows

p0344 J77-33809

Test of second order closure model in a compressible turbulent wake

AIAA 77-11322

An experimental and theoretical investigation of the structure of a trailing vortex wake

p0355 J77-36155

A semi-empirical correction for the vortex core effect on lowering rotor wake geometry

NASA J73-33-02

p0047 J77-60050

Study of a nonisothermal axisymmetric near wake

p0266 J77-14328

High speed computer studies of vortex motions in relation to aircraft wake turbulence

AD-A029290

p0031 J77-11103

Interactions and merging of line vortices

AD-A027717

p0120 J77-13997

A theory of the supersonic turbulent axisymmetric near wake behind bluff-base bodies

p015 J77-20944

Vortex attenuation method --- for multi-engine aircraft

NASA CR-152057-1

p015 J77-20405

Unsteady hovering wake parameters identified from dynamic model tests, part 1

p025 J77-26077

Experimental investigation on axisymmetric turbulent wakes with zero momentum defect

p027 J77-21004

A flight investigation of the wake turbulence alleviation resulting from a flap configuration change on a B-747 aircraft

NASA TM-72363

p0587 J77-13110

TURNING FLIGHT

Energy-turn-rate characteristics and turn performance of an aircraft

p010 J77-18155

Nonlinear lifting-surface theory for fixed and banked wings in ground proximity

p008 J77-45387

Landing gear/soil interaction development of criteria for aircraft operation on soil during turning and multipass operations

AD-A027422

p012 J77-14008
incompressible flows

Unsteady aerodynamic modeling for arbitrary motions
--- of thin wing
[AIAA 77-401]
p0144 A77-20111

Numerical solution for subcritical flows by a transonic integral equation method

Experimental and theoretical investigations on airfoil flow separation

Turbulent supersonic wakes

Two-dimensional turbulent gas flows

The entropy layer in two-dimensional flows ---

hypersonic ideal gas flow behind shock wave

A basic study of the VIVL ground effect problem
for a planar flow

Calculation of swirling flows in turbochamber cascades on the basis of two-dimensional theory

An experimental study of the cooling effectiveness of a laminar two-dimensional tangential film in hypersonic flow

Generalized Theodorsen solution for singular integral equations of the airfoil class

The theoretical determination of the base pressure in supersonic flow

Conditions of physical validity in the linear aerodynamics of supersonic jets

Experimental study of the aerodynamics of a helicopter rotor in translational flight.

Two-dimensional simulation of the effects due to cyclic variations of the velocity vector

An experimental study of the effect of vortex shedding on a finite number of weakly curved cascade of arbitrary depth in plane flow

Calculation of swirling flow past a two-dimensional aerofoil

Experimental investigation of the wake of a wedge

Recent improvements in surface singularity methods for the flow field analysis about two-dimensional airfoils

Numerical solutions for laminar and turbulent viscous flow over single and multi-element airfoils using body-fitted coordinate systems

The flutter of a two-dimensional wing with simple aerodynamics --- forces

Low-speed wind-tunnel test of a two-dimensional wing fitted with two plain differently-deflected trailing-edge flaps

An extended integral equation method for the steady transonic flow past a two-dimensional aerofoil

The influence of vortex shedding on the generation of sound by convected turbulence

Methods for elliptic problems in external aerodynamics

The finite element method applied to fluid mechanics

The initial roll-up of a thick, two-dimensional wake behind a wing of finite span

Transonic cascade flow calculation using the relaxation method

Computations of wave drag for transonic flow

Effects of vorticity amplification in two-dimensional and axisymmetric stagnation-point flows

Unsteady aerodynamic forces acting on loaded two-dimensional blades in supersonic flows

Two PHASE FLOW

Two-phase turbine engines --- using gas-liquid mixture accelerated in toroids

Choice of optimal thrust dimensions for the diffuser in a condensing injector

Supersonic flow of gas-particle mixtures past a wedge

Numerical investigation of the heterogeneous-homogeneous condensation of a stream in a supersonic nozzle

A numerical calculation procedure for two-phase recirculating flows
A-361
A failure effects simulation of a low authority flight control augmentation system on a OH-1H helicopter

NASA/TM-75-22588

A mathematical force and moment model of a OH-1H helicopter for flight dynamics simulations

NASA/TM-75-22584

The array picks a winner --- OH-60A helicopter

AHS 77-33-86

OH-60A helicopters stability and control

AHS 77-33-66

Improved to L-band DME for MLS use

AHS 77-33-65

Application of DBF adaptive array to navigation/tracking systems

AHS 77-33-64

Ultrasonic planar detection

NASA-TB-73-258

Acoustic emission system for monitoring components and structures in a severe fatigue noise environment

AD-A025979

Ultrasonic tests

AD-A037621

Application of the ultrasonic technique for examinations of concrete slabs of runways

AD-A035175

Umbreilic wings

AD-A031158

Spray from aircraft undercarriages at high speed - a model investigation

AD-A028921

Underwater vehicles

AD-A030071

Uniform flow analysis of the flow within a centrifugal compressor rotor

NASA TP NO. 1976-55

United Kingdom

A review of acoustic fatigue activities in the United Kingdom

AHS 77-33-16

United States of America

AD-A028202

Vibration measurements on the rotor shaft of the OH-1 helicopter

AHS 77-33-25

A launch transient experiment for imaging seekers

NASA-TB-73-258

A model investigation

AD-A032635

Development, documentation and correlation of a FASTBAN vibration model of the AH-64 helicopter airframe

AD-A028921

Development of a stiff inplane bearingless flexstrap design

AD-A028921

Design, development, and testing of the Boeing Vertol/Army YOH-61A

AD-A026261

Rotor isolation of the hingeless rotor BTH-61A and BTH-61A helicopters

AD-A028202

Helicopter reliability growth evaluation

AD-A028202

Helicopter gearbox failure prognosis

AD-A028202

Helicopter bearing failure detection utilizing shock pulse techniques

AD-A028202

Helicopter bearing failure detection utilizing the dynamic antiresonant vibration isolator

AD-A028202

Helicopter rotor isolation evaluation utilizing the dynamic antiresonant vibration isolator

AD-A028202

Helicopter gearbox failure prognosis

AD-A028202

Helicopter bearing failure detection utilizing shock pulse techniques

AD-A028202

Helicopter bearing failure detection utilizing the dynamic antiresonant vibration isolator

AD-A028202

Helicopter bearing failure detection utilizing shock pulse techniques
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>V/STOL AIRCRAFT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-365</td>
<td>V/STOL AIRCRAFT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**V/STOL AIRCRAFT**

- **WT AB-64 HELICOPTER**
- **WT ALOUETTE HELICOPTERS**
- **WT AUTOGROS**
- **WT BC-105 HELICOPTER**
- **WT BRIGUET 511 AIRCRAFT**
- **WT C-15 AIRCRAFT**
- **WT CH-47 HELICOPTER**
- **WT CH-50 HELICOPTER**
- **WT COMPOUND HELICOPTERS**
- **WT DESIGN PLATFORMS**
- **WT H-53 HELICOPTER**
- **WT H-55 HELICOPTER**
- **WT HEAVY Lift HELICOPTERS**
- **WT HELICOPTERS**
- **WT MILITARY HELICOPTERS**
- **WT OH-6 HELICOPTER**
- **WT OH-58 HELICOPTER**
- **WT P-51 HELICOPTER**
- **WT RIGID ROTOR HELICOPTERS**
- **WT ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT**
- **WT S-61 AIRCRAFT**
- **WT SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT**
- **WT TANDEM ROTOR HELICOPTERS**
- **WT TILT ROTOR AIRCRAFT**
- **WT V-1 HELICOPTER**
- **WT V-60A HELICOPTER**
- **WT VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT**
- **WT WESTLAND WHIRLWIND HELICOPTER**
- **WT X-22 AIRCRAFT**
- **WT X-15 AIRCRAFT**

**V/STOL AIRCRAFT**

- Application of circulation control rotor technology to a stopped rotor aircraft design
  - X-wing V/STOL

**Crossflow performance of lift-fans in tandem ---**

- for V/STOL transport aircraft

**Prediction of laminar and turbulent boundary layer flow separation in V/STOL engine inlets**

- [AIAA PAPER 77-1741]

**The Aerodyne - An R.P.V. with multiple capability**

- [AIAA PAPER 77-2006]

**Skynpy - A ducted RPV fan**

- [AIAA PAPER 77-2007]

**Sea Harrier - The first of the new wave**

- [Twenty-third E. J. Mitchell Memorial Lecture/]

**Structural and cooling aspects of the ADES nonaxisymmetric exhaust nozzle**

- [AIAA 77-579]

**The shaft coupled lift/cruise fan propulsion system for Navy multimission V/STOL aircraft**

- [AIAA 77-108]

**V/STOL Conference, Palo Alto, Calif., June 6-9, 1977, Technical Papers**

- [AIAA 77-385]

**Airplane/engine optimization for an operational lift/cruise V/STOL airplane**

- [AIAA 77-579]

**Conceptual design studies of Navy Type A V/STOL aircraft**

- [AIAA 77-579]

**Impact of V/STOL operational requirements on power train design**

- [AIAA 77-579]

**V/STOL shaft propulsion system analytical performance model**

- [AIAA 77-579]

**V/STOL aerodynamic testing techniques at British Aircraft Corporation**

- [AIAA 77-579]

**Management of swirling flows with application to wind-tunnel design and V/STOL testing**

- [AIAA 77-568]

**Large-scale V/STOL testing --- in wind tunnels**

- [AIAA 77-568]

**Flight control testing of the VAK-191B**

- [AIAA 77-568]

**Two point velocity measurements in a three dimensional wall jet**

- [AIAA 77-568]

**Tenth-scale powered model test of a tilt-oscellite V/STOL airplane**

- [AIAA 77-568]

**Validation of AT-88 V/STOL characteristics by full scale static and wind tunnel tests**

- [AIAA 77-568]

**Advanced integrated display system /AIDS/ for V/STOL aircraft**

- [AIAA 77-600]

**The AT-88 wing - Aerodynamic concept and design**

- [AIAA 77-600]

**Analysis of control concepts for gas and shaft-coupled V/STOL aircraft lift fan systems**

- [AIAA 77-600]

**Integration and simulated flight testing of a geared fan /STOL airplane**

- [AIAA 77-600]

**Nutation and footprint characteristics of the VAK 191B --- hot gas recirculation into V/STOL aircraft inlets**

- [AIAA 77-617]

**The application of QCSEE technology to V/STOL --- Quiet Clean Short-Alt Experimental Engine**

- [AIAA 77-617]

**V/STOL and the naval planner's dilemma**

- [AIAA 77-617]

**Lift enhancement by an externally trapped vortex**

- [AIAA 77-617]

**Optimization of axisymmetric thrust-augmenting nozzles**

- [AIAA 77-707]

**Fan inlet for a V/STOL airplane**

- [AIAA 77-707]

**Shaft coupled lift/cruise fan V/STOL propulsion system**

- [AIAA 77-707]

**Development of prediction techniques for multi-jet thermal ground flow fields and fountain formation --- generated by V/STOL aircraft**

- [AIAA 77-707]
Multivariable control design principles with application to the P100 turbocan engine

The evolution of the variable geometry rotor

Flutter-suppression studies on an actively controlled variable-geometry wind-tunnel model

Variable geometry air cycle machine --- for aircraft environmental control turbine engines

Variable geometry and Multicycle Engines

Opportunities for variable geometry engines in military aircraft

Numerical prediction of the unsteady flow in variable geometry engines - preliminary investigation

One of engine variables to improve military performance

Variable geometry in the gas turbine - the variable pitch fan engine

The prediction and optimisation of variable geometry stators from compressor basic data

Prediction of variable geometry compressor performances (off design)

The variable geometry combustor

The pros and cons of variable geometry turbines

Potential improvements in engine performance using a variable geometry turbine

Variable flow turbomachines

Experience with a one stage variable geometry axial turbine

The benefits of an integrated digital powerplant control system

VARIABLE LIFT

VARIABLE PITCH PROPELLERS

Dual output variable pitch turbofan actuation system

Dynamics of high-bypass-engine thrust reversal using a variable-pitch fan

Variable geometry in the gas turbine - the variable pitch fan engine

The ASTAPAF: Dual flow with variable pitch and constant speed

Variable pitch fan system for NASA/Navy research and technology aircraft

VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS

Airfoil design for a variable-geometry aircraft

Stability and control studies of oblique wing

Low-speed wind tunnel tests of 1/5-scale model of a variable-sweep supercritical cruise aircraft --- conducted in the Langley full-scale wind tunnel

Treatments of the nonlinear vibration of a variable sweep aircraft wing with its drive using a simplified wing model

Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of the longitudinal stability characteristics of a model equipped with a variable-speed wing, 23 May 1949

VARIABLE GEOMETRY

Analytical construction of the throttle characteristic of a gas turbine engine

Aircraft of wide speed and maneuvers ranging --- vertical or short takeoff fighter aircraft
VARIANCE (STATISTICS)

- MULTIVARIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
- REGRESSION ANALYSIS

VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES

The variational analysis of the rotating stall and its experimental investigation in the axial-flow compressor

Application of nonlinear programming methods to the solution of variational problems of gas dynamics — maximum thrust supersonic nozzle design

Application of finite element approach to transonic flow problems

Application of finite element method for the solution of transonic flow

VARIATIONS

- DIRECIAL VARIATIONS
- OSCILLATIONAL VARIATIONS

VC-10 AIRCRAFT
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Application of a gradient-projection method to the minimum weight design of a delta wing
with static and aeroelastic constraints
p0050 A77-13899

Computer-augmented preliminary design of aircraft wing structures
p0050 A77-13900

Fiber composite structures
p0059 A77-15297

Theoretical aspects of optimization of gas turbine engine design variables
p0110 A77-17762

Improved aluminum alloys for airframe applications
p0120 A77-25114

A multilevel approach for minimum weight structural design including local and system buckling constraints
[AIAA 77-373] p0204 A77-25734

A rapid optimization procedure for structures subjected to multiple constraints
[AIAA 77-375] p0204 A77-25735

The optimal manifold in structural optimization
[AIAA 77-379] p0204 A77-25736

A program for the optimum design of metallic and composite structures subjected to strength and deflection constraints
[AIAA 77-377] p0204 A77-25737

Ways of improving joints in aircraft construction
p0254 A77-27179

Utilization of the alloys VT-14 and VT-22 in landing gear construction -- welded joint bend strength
p0254 A77-27175

Theoretical questions of aircraft GTE design parameter optimization
p0272 A77-29512

Weight prediction of onboard systems in the preliminary phase of aircraft design
p0299 A77-31034

Composite technology - The boom is under way --- rotoceptor materials
p0341 A77-33616

A naval VMTOL EVP in testing --- Vertical Attitude Takeoff and Landing
p0352 A77-35022

Fiber optics cost models for the A-7 aircraft
p0359 A77-36972

Composite tasks for aerospace vehicle application
p0512 A77-46516

The need for improved aircraft crushworthiness design
p0554 A77-49473

Design, fabrication and test of an F-14 composite overwing fairing
[S&E PAPER 1176-175] p0563 A77-51010

New advancements in titanium technology and their cost and weight benefits
p0221 A77-18033

Toward a second generation fuel efficient supersonic cruise aircraft structural design for efficiency
p0222 A77-18038

Analysis of turbfan propulsion system weight and dimensions
[BASA-TR-I-73119] p0234 A77-19069

An optimality criteria approach to the minimum weight design of aircraft structures
[AIAA 1002759] p0581 A77-11440

PARTIAL TESTS

Non-destructive testing of electron-beam welds to detect lack of fusion by acoustic emission
p0301 A77-31592

WELD JOINTS

Aerospace weld bonding-raw bonding
p0198 A77-24625

Ways of improving joints in aircraft construction
p0254 A77-27178

Improving the service life and reliability of welded joints in landing gear elements
p0254 A77-27175

Utilization of the alloys VT-14 and VT-22 in landing gear construction --- welded joint bend strength
p0254 A77-27175

Rohrbond high strength Ti and VT-22 in landing gear construction
p0563 A77-51615

WELD STRUCTURES

Technology of manufacturing aircraft honeycomb structures /2nd revised and enlarged edition/
--- Russian book
p0110 A77-17725

WELDING

Weld Brazing
Weld Diffusion Welding
Weld Electric Beam Welding
Weld Fusion Welding
Weld Plasma Arc Welding
WEST GERMANY
U Germany
WESTLAND AIRCRAFT

The Design and Development of the Westland Lynx helicopter and transmission system
p0254 A77-28071

WESTLAND MX-10 HELICOPTER

U Westland MX-10 Helicopter

WESTLAND P-531 HELICOPTER

U P-531 Helicopter

WESTLAND WHIRLWIND HELICOPTER

Effect of production modifications to rear of Westland Lynx rotor blade on sectional aerodynamic characteristics
[ARC-CF-1362] p0319 A77-25110

WETNESS

U Moisture Content

WHEEL BRAKES

Aircraft antiskid braking systems
p0059 A77-15795

Effect of the environment on some properties of sintered frictional materials --- aircraft wheel brake materials
p0043 A77-37778

Behavior of aircraft antiskid braking systems on dry and wet runway surfaces - A velocity-rate-controlled, pressure-bias-modulated system
[NASA-TP-8-332] p0381 A77-20079

Preliminary test results of the Joint FAA-USAF-NASA runway research program. Part 1: Traction measurements of several runways under wet and dry conditions with a Boeing 727, a diagonal-braked vehicle, and a NU-meter
[NASA-TR-X-73099] p0437 A77-27174

Preliminary test results of the Joint FAA-USAF-NASA runway research program. Part 4: Traction measurements of several runways under wet, snow covered, and dry conditions with a Douglas DC-9, a diagonal-braked vehicle, and a NU-meter
[NASA-TR-X-73110] p0437 A77-27174

WHEELS

U Nose Wheels
U Towing Wheels
U Wheel Instability
U Rotational Stability

WHIRLWIND TESTS

U Spin Tests

WHIRLWIND MX-10 HELICOPTER

U Westland MX-10 Helicopter

A-377
A theoretical analysis of airplane longitudinal stability and control as affected by wind shear

Wind tunnel models for aerospace engineering

Experimental test of a wind tunnel model F2, a sonic roof-top wing on a simple body

Transonic wind tunnel tests of the P3 model, a supercritical wing on a simple body

Thermal design and analysis of a hydrogen-burning wind tunnel model of an airframe-integrated scramjet

Wind tunnel models for aero-optical interaction study

Wind tunnel test and calibration techniques for the measurement of damming and dynamic cross derivatives due to pitching and yawing

Calibration of a pitot-static rake

Tests of the 73-3 calibration models in three transonic wind tunnels

Wind tunnel test and calibration techniques for aircraft/satellites

Evaluation of the aerodynamic interference of the tunnel 4 captive trajectory system on the...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aerodynamic problems of helicopter blade tips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Techniques and facilities used at ONERA/Robert - Center/ for icing tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerodynamic loads acting on captive store models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of problems in practical aerodynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static performance of vectoring/reversing jet-flap STOL airplane model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lift/cruise fan V/STOL research airplane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transonic wind-tunnel tests of a lifting parachute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lift/cruise fan V/STOL transition research wind tunnel (CAN), volume 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transonic wind-tunnel tests of a lifting parachute model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lift/cruise fan V/STOL technology aircraft design definition study. Volume 3: Development program and budgetary estimates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison of two methods used to measure aerodynamic loads acting on captive store models in wind tunnel tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind tunnel and ground static tests of a 0.94 scale powered model of a modified T-99 lift/cruise fan V/STOL research airplane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The effect of forward speed on J85 engine noise from suppressor nozzles as measured in the NASA-Aeros 50 - by 80-foot wind tunnel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wind tunnel tests contd

- Validation of AV-8B V/STOL characteristics - by full scale static and wind tunnel tests
- Performance of plain-type spoilers applied to the delta wing in unsteady flow over a two-element airfoil at low speeds
- Study of flow separation and stalling on one- and two-element airfoils at low speeds
- Evaluation of propulsor fatigue loads for the Beech Super King Air using a flight simulator
- Blast from moving guns --- loads on attacking aircraft
- Wind tunnel test techniques for powered lift airplanes
- Load distribution on a close-coupled wing canard at transonic speeds
- Theoretical design of a jet-flap STOL aircraft with extended lift/cruise nacelles
- Transonic wind tunnel tests of the F-15 model, a supercritical wing on a simple body. Part 2: Test results and analysis --- 1977-12799
- Acoustic signatures of a model fan in the NASA-Lewis anechoic wind tunnel
- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of 45 deg swept wing at Mach approximately 0.8 |
- Lift/cruise fan V/STOL technology aircraft design definition study. Volume 3: Development program and budgetary estimates
- Comparison of two methods used to measure aerodynamic loads acting on captive store models in wind tunnel tests
- Wind tunnel and ground static tests of a 0.94 scale powered model of a modified T-99 lift/cruise fan V/STOL research airplane
- The effect of forward speed on J85 engine noise from suppressor nozzles as measured in the NASA-Aeros 50 - by 80-foot wind tunnel
- Experimental and theoretical low speed aerodynamic characteristics of a Wortmann airfoil and...
Turbine engine multi-mission propulsion simulator

Wind tunnel tests of the dynamic characteristics of the fluidic slider

Wind tunnel tests of the dynamic characteristics of a multiple tunnel high lift optimization of a multiple tunnel measurements in the boundary layer on the effect of wind tunnel flow boundaries on the evaluation of the aerodynamic interference of the large-scale V/STOL testing conducted in the wind tunnel investigation of supersonic wing-tail results of a carrier aircraft (model AX 13191-3)

An experimental investigation of favorable sectional load technique. Part 1: test results --- aircraft design optimization comparisons of theoretical and experimental pressure distributions on an arrow-wing configuration at subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speeds low-speed power effects on advanced fighter configurations with two-dimensional deflected thrust [NASA-TN-R-76010]

Verification test in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel using a 0.3-scale 747 Cam/orbiter model 45-0 (C16), volume 1 [NASA-CR-147630]

Results of a carrier aircraft (model 1-33191-3) verification test in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel using a 0.3-scale 747 Cam/orbiter model 45-0 (C16), volume 2 [NASA-CR-147631]


Evaluation of the aerodynamic interference of the tunnel 4t captive trajectory system on the separation characteristics of the BL 9-27 store [AD-A032063]

Wind tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic characteristics of a 1/6-scale model of a twin engine short-haul transport --- in Langley V/STOL tunnel [NASA-TN-R-74011]

Wind tunnel tests and aerodynamic computations: Thoughts on their use in aerodynamic design [NLR-NP-R-76013-0]

Wind tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic characteristics of symmetrically deflected allayers of an RKC airplane --- in wind in the Langley 9-foot transonic pressure tunnel [NASA-TN-R-74008]

The effect of wind tunnel flow boundaries on the flow past a wing of low aspect ratio [AD-A032527]

Large-scale V/STOL testing --- conducted in the Ames 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel [NASA-TN-R-73227]

Wind tunnel measurements in the boundary layer on a 3-d swept wing [FFA-TN-A-1191]

An experimental investigation of favorable interference effects from a wing and proprouter --- wind tunnel tests [AD-A036075]

Turbine engine multi-axial propulsion simulator wind tunnel demonstration [AD-A036082]

Dinamic stability characteristics of the combination space shuttle orbiter and ferry vehicle [NASA-TN-R-3697]

Wind tunnel tests of a two bladed model rotor to evaluate the TAMI system in descending forward flight [NASA-CR-1451955]

Wind tunnel high lift optimization of a multiple element airplane [FFA-TN-A-776]

Experimental evaluation of analytically shaped helicopter rotor hub-pylon configurations using the hub pylon evaluation rig [AD-A033550]

An experimental investigation of incensable flow over delta and double-delta wings [AD-A035380]

Self optimizing flexible technology wing design, wingtip wind tunnel test of a generated geometry wing panel. Model design and aerodynamic analysis [AD-A039658]

Reynolds number effects on the aerodynamic characteristics of irregular planform airfoils at Mach number 0.3 --- in the Ames 1/4 ft pressure wind tunnel [NASA-TN-R-73132]

A comparison of the experimental aerodynamic characteristics of an oblique wing with those of a swept wing --- in the Ames 6 by 6 foot wind tunnel [NASA-TN-R-3547]

Wind-tunnel investigation of a variable camber and twist wing --- in the Langley 8-ft transonic wind tunnel [NASA-TN-R-8675]

Free-flight wind tunnel investigation of a four-engine sweptwing upper-surface blown transport configuration [NASA-TN-R-8876]

Low-speed wind tunnel investigation of a large-scale advanced arrow wing supersonic transport configuration with engine mounted above the wing for upper-surface blowing [NASA-TN-R-72761]

Porcon testing manual for the Langley 20-inch Mach 6 tunnel [NASA-TN-R-74026]

Aerodynamic analysis for rotorcraft in flight or in a wind tunnel [NASA-TN-R-8515]

Collected works of Charles J. Donlan [NLR-NP-A-74826]

Methods of analyzing wind-tunnel data for dynamic flight conditions [NASA-TN-R-828]

Some theoretical considerations of longitudinal stability in power-on flight with special reference to wind-tunnel testing, November 1942 [A-J07]

Lateral stability and control tests of the XP-77 airplane in the NACA full-scale tunnel, 16 June 1944 [NASA-TN-R-74067]

The lateral flying qualities of the Bell XP-77 airplane as estimated from full-scale tunnel tests, 16 June 1944 [NASA-TN-R-74068]

Wind-tunnel tests of a 1/4-scale model of the Bell XS-1 transonic airplane. 1: Longitudinal stability and control characteristics [NASA-TN-R-75012]

Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of the longitudinal stability characteristics of a model equipped with a variable-speed wing, 24 May 1949 [L921]

Estimated transonic flying qualities of a tailless airplane based on a model investigation, 8 June 1969 [N9008]

Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of a vectored thrust V/STOL transport with two lift/cruise fans [NASA-CR-152029]

F-8 supersonic wing flight pressure, boundary layer, and wake measurements and comparisons with wind tunnel data [NASA-TN-R-3546]

Aerodynamic data and off-design characteristics of the modified quasi-elliptical airfoil section NACA 7101 [NASA-TN-R-76012-OJ]

A comparison of the results of dynamic wind-tunnel tests with theoretical predictions for an aeroshmechnical gust-alleviation system for light airplanes [NASA-TN-R-8521]

A wind-tunnel investigation of the effects of flap span and deflection angle, wing plamertos and a body on the high-lift performance of a 20 deg A-381
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>WING OSCILLATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p0301 A77-31651</td>
<td>Analysis of slightly-conical small-aspect-ratio wings beyond the proportional limit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0049 A77-44098</td>
<td>Influence of middle-surface curvature on stress state of low-aspect-ratio wing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p070 A77-44097</td>
<td>Analysis/theory of controlled configured structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p047 A77-44096</td>
<td>Application of the finite element technique combined with the collocation method to subsonic lifting surface problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0197 A77-4757</td>
<td>Preliminary sizing and performance evaluation of supersonic cruise aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0393 A77-11071</td>
<td>Long term properties of carbon fiber reinforced plastic structures --- glider wing nosing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0243 A77-12104</td>
<td>The flutter of a two-dimensional wing with simple aerodynamics --- forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0257 A77-19105</td>
<td>Analysis of the Learjet 35/36 wing and correlation with experimental results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0286 A77-25002</td>
<td>Interference problems on wing-fuselage combinations. Part 1: Lifting unswept wing attached to a cylindrical fuselage at zero incidence in midwing position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0472 A77-28079</td>
<td>Interference problems on wing-fuselage combinations. Part 3: Symmetrical swept wing at zero incidence attached to a cylindrical fuselage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0473 A77-29081</td>
<td>Nonplanar wing load-line and slender wing theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0535 A77-31099</td>
<td>Wing rock as a lateral-directional aircraft limit cycle oscillation induced by nonlinear aerodynamics occurring at high angle of attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0596 A77-32204</td>
<td>Method of analyzing flutter in light aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p057 A77-31659</td>
<td>A technique for reducing the differential wing-flutter equations to integral equations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0089 A77-16111</td>
<td>Calculation of pressure distribution on oscillating airfoils in supersonic flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0091 A77-16554</td>
<td>Numerical procedures for the calculation of unsteady air forces on oscillating wings and fuselages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0095 A77-16578</td>
<td>The effect of inclined trailing edges and aerodynamic weight on the supersonic flow past conical paragliders with small camber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0096 A77-16598</td>
<td>Calculation of unsteady transonic flow over oscillating airfoils using the full potential equation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0210 A77-23806</td>
<td>Application of optimization technology to wing/store flutter prediction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0210 A77-25810</td>
<td>Stability and snapping vibrations of tall surfaces in supersonic flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0304 A77-32007</td>
<td>Shock oscillations in transonic flows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0346 A77-34123</td>
<td>Oscillating delta wings with attached shock waves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0356 A77-35160</td>
<td>Transfer function and parameter identification methods for dynamic stability measurement --- in flutter testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0370 A77-40070</td>
<td>Synthesis of active controls for flutter suppression on a flight research wing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0355 A77-42713</td>
<td>Bifurcation snaphatch stability and vibrations in supersonic flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0369 A77-44087</td>
<td>Effect of unsteady variations in horizontal flow velocity on the unsteady aerodynamic forces on a preloaded lifting surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0076 A77-13008</td>
<td>On the motion of shock waves on an airfoil with oscillating flap in two-dimensional transonic flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0169 A77-15994</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lifting surface theory for wings of arbitrary planform
[AD-A028969] p0169 N77-16000

Theoretical parametric study of the relative advantages of winglets and wing-tip extensions

Wind tunnel flutter tests at subsonic speeds on a half-wing with a fan engine nacelle
[ARC-CP-1358] p0235 N77-19914

A parametric analysis of winglet effects
[AD-A039694] p0311 N77-23059

Reynolds number effects on the aerodynamic characteristics of irregular planform wings at Mach number 0.3 --- in the Ames 12 ft pressure wind tunnel

A wind-tunnel investigation of the effects of flap span composite outer wing, wing planform and a body on the high-lift performance of a 26 deg swept wing
[ARC-CP-1372] p0535 N77-51106

Wind Profiles

NT WING SPAN
The hyphenicity of integral equations of momentum in a three-dimensional incompressible laminar boundary layer
p0094 N77-10665

Some problems of unsteady flow about aircraft
p0034 N77-12560

Computer-augmented preliminary design of aircraft wing structures
p0093 N77-19100

Airfoil design for a variable-geometry aircraft
[GOES 76-153] p0045 N77-16550

A wing for the Airbus
p0174 N77-24256

On the minimum induced drag of ground effect wings
P0189 N77-22276

Injection of helium for visualization of air flow patterns
p0192 N77-23159

Closed formulae for aerodynamic coefficients of arbitrary blipane wing sections
p0200 N77-24979

Qualification and in-service evaluation of the A-7D composite outer wing
[IAIA PAPER 77-862] p0411 N77-25815

Aerodynamics of passenger aircraft
p0151 N77-21217

Methods in the aerodynamical design of lifting surfaces
p0251 N77-27128

Methods of linear theory in problems involving optimization of the aerodynamical characteristics of subsonic profiles
p0251 N77-27130

High-lift devices on a wing and means of improving their effectiveness
p0253 N77-21198

Applications of an improved nonlinear lifting-line theory
p0256 N77-37618

Aerodynamics --- contributions to advanced aircraft design
p0274 N77-26562

Some singularities of flows past profiles at the root of a swept wing at subsonic flow velocities
P0256 N77-26150

Influence of the middle-surface curvature on the stress-strain state of a low-aspect-ratio wing
p0305 N77-32097

On calculations of flow past an airfoil --- separation-free boundary layer
p0308 N77-37300

The transonic multi-foil augmentor-wing
[IAIA PAPER 77-606] p0152 N77-14969

Effect of wing fins on lift-generated wakes
[IAIA PAPER 77-671] p0153 N77-19263

Influence of middle-surface curvature on stress state of low-aspect-ratio wing
p0270 N77-46407

Wing design by numerical optimization
[IAIA PAPER 77-1247] p0051 N77-44336

Buffeting problems --- leading and trailing edge flow separation
[AAAP-WT-76-7] p0022 N77-10500

Program for establishing long-time flight-service performance of composite materials in the center wing structure of C-130 aircraft. Phase 1: Ground/flight acceptance tests
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>WINGS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CR-185067]</td>
<td>Effects of wing leading-edge radius and Reynolds number on longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of highly swept wing-body configurations at subsonic speeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TR-D-8361]</td>
<td>Prediction of aerodynamic effects of spoilers on wings --- considering effects of base suction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[DLR-I-11-76/7]</td>
<td>Supercritical wing profile DVL-82. Results of calculations --- subsonic flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TP-77-19994]</td>
<td>Aeroelastic characteristics of a circulation control wing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[JPA-TN-AU-776]</td>
<td>Wind tunnel high lift optimization of a multiple element model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CR-145180]</td>
<td>Experimental investigation concerning the reduction of wave drag of pointed symmetrical wings of equal volume with subsonic leading edge and bell-shaped planform for different thickness distributions in the spanwise and chordwise directions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TN-D-8311]</td>
<td>Performance prediction method for a wing-in-ground effect vehicle with blowing under the wing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TP-77-30301]</td>
<td>Some singularities of flows past profiles at the root of a swept wing at subsonic flow velocities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TR-X-74003]</td>
<td>Theoretical parametric study of the relative advantages of winglets and wing-tip extensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TP-77-30087]</td>
<td>Performance prediction method for a wing-in-ground effect vehicle with blowing under the wing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TP-77-10052]</td>
<td>Configuration of free vortices trailing off a wing of finite span</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TR-X-74020]</td>
<td>Spanwise variation of potential form drag --- finite element method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TR-X-74020]</td>
<td>Comparison of effects of unsteady lift and spanwise averaging in flight through turbulence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TR-299]</td>
<td>Active flap suppression of an airplane with wing mounted external stores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TP-77-33211]</td>
<td>An experimental and theoretical investigation of the structure of a trailing vortex wake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TP-77-11195]</td>
<td>Aerodynamic loads near cranks, apexes, and tips of thin, lifting wings in subcritical flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TP-77-14996]</td>
<td>Smoke generator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CASE-ARC-10905-1]</td>
<td>Theoretical parametric study of the relative advantages of winglets and wing-tip extensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TP-74003]</td>
<td>Design and analysis of winglets for military aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TP-77-17040]</td>
<td>A method of computing the potential flow of thick wing tips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TP-1020]</td>
<td>Theoretical parametric study of the relative advantages of winglets and wing-tip extensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TP-77-33114]</td>
<td>The technical concept of the IL-62M, II - Fuel System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CR-2864]</td>
<td>Prediction of supersonic store separation characteristics. Volume 1: Theoretical methods and comparisons with experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TP-1020]</td>
<td>An investigation of induced drag reduction through over-the-wing blowing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-PAPER 77-881]</td>
<td>WINGtips A parametric analysis of winglet effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-PAPER 77-881]</td>
<td>Wind SLATS Nonplanar wing load-line and slender wing theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-PAPER 77-881]</td>
<td>Theoretical parametric study of the relative advantages of winglets and wing-tip extensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TP-77-30087]</td>
<td>Wind SLIGHTS Theoretical parametric study of the relative advantages of winglets and wing-tip extensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TP-77-30087]</td>
<td>Wind slots Circulation control applied to a high speed helicopter rotor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TP-77-10052]</td>
<td>Performance of steady and intermittent blowing jet flags and spanwise upper surface slots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TP-77-10052]</td>
<td>Three-component measurements on a model of a light STOL aircraft with chordwise blowing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TP-77-10052]</td>
<td>Configuration of free vortices trailing off a wing of finite span</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TP-77-14669]</td>
<td>Spanwise variation of potential form drag --- finite element method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TP-77-23055]</td>
<td>Comparison of effects of unsteady lift and spanwise averaging in flight through turbulence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TP-77-27068]</td>
<td>Active flap suppression of an airplane with wing mounted external stores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TP-77-33211]</td>
<td>An experimental and theoretical investigation of the structure of a trailing vortex wake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TP-77-33211]</td>
<td>Contents of optimality criteria to automated structural design</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Matrix approximation in the design of structures

The wing of a modern transport aircraft

Designing the basic structure of a wing


Development of the circulation control wing to provide STOL potential for high performance aircraft

The AT-89 wing - aerodynamic concept and design

A prediction method for spoiler performance

Induced rolling moment on trailing wings

Upper surface blowing aerodynamic and acoustic characteristics

Mass flow requirements for LFJ wing design

Nonlinear lifting-surface theory for yawed and banked wings in ground proximity

Accelerated environmental conditioning of the A-7 composite outer wing

Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of a wing moving at subsonic speed, in the case of a weak shock-wave effect on the wing

Performance of plain-type spoilers applied to the GA/W-11 wing
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**Notes:**
- This table includes a variety of topics related to aerospace engineering, including aerodynamics, flutter, turbulence, and structural analysis.
- The authors listed cover a range of research areas, from performance analysis and emissions to detailed investigations into fatigue strength and structural stability.
- The references provided are indicative of the depth and diversity of research in the field, covering both theoretical and experimental aspects.

**References:**
- NASA reports and papers referenced in the table indicate the technical nature of the research, with specific citations included for further reading.
- The use of acronyms and technical terms reflects the specialized language of the field, highlighting the complexity and breadth of the topics discussed.
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  - Title: [AGARD-AG-225] p0414 N77-26161

**GABRIELI S.P.A., TORINO (ITALY).**

- Tail response to propeller flow on a transport airplane.
  - Title: [AGARD-AG-225] p0414 N77-26161

**AERONAUTICA MACCHI S. P. A., VARSE (ITALY).**

- Comparative experimental observations and theoretical analysis of the propagation of fatigue cracks.
  - Title: [AGARD-AG-225] p0414 N77-26161

**AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATES OF PBIBCETOH, INC., R. N.**

- Vortex interactions and decay in aircraft wakes.
  - Title: [AGARD-AG-225] p0414 N77-26161
- Interactions and merging of line vortices.
  - Title: [AGARD-AG-225] p0414 N77-26161
- Pressure distribution on the trailing edge of an airfoil oscillating in a shear layer.
  - Title: [AGARD-AG-225] p0414 N77-26161
- Vortex interactions and decay in aircraft wakes.
  - Title: [AGARD-AG-225] p0414 N77-26161
- Low-speed wind-tunnel test of a two-dimensional wing fitted with two plates differentially-deflected trailing-edge flaps.
  - Title: [AGARD-AG-225] p0414 N77-26161
- Measurements of pressure distribution on a half-model wing-body combination of 55 deg. sweep over a wide range of Reynolds number.
  - Title: [AGARD-AG-225] p0414 N77-26161
- Interference problems on wing-fuselage combinations. Part 1: Lifting unswept wing attached to a cylindrical fuselage at zero incidence in midwing position.
  - Title: [AGARD-AG-225] p0414 N77-26161
- Interference problems on wing-fuselage combinations. Part 2: Symmetrical unswept wing at zero incidence attached to a cylindrical fuselage at zero incidence in midwing position.
  - Title: [AGARD-AG-225] p0414 N77-26161
- Interference problems on wing-fuselage combinations. Part 3: Symmetrical swept wing at zero incidence attached to a cylindrical fuselage at zero incidence in midwing position.
  - Title: [AGARD-AG-225] p0414 N77-26161
- Interference problems on wing-fuselage combinations. Part 4: The design problem for lifting swept wing attached to a cylindrical fuselage.
  - Title: [AGARD-AG-225] p0414 N77-26161
- Design and theoretical assessment of experimental glide path and flare systems for a BAC 1-11 aircraft (including direct lift.
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX

AIB FOBCE FIGHTER DIV., WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO.

- Evaluation of an H400 multivariable control using a real-time engine simulation (AD-A021176)
- A review of the analyses of hydrodynamic ram jet-flap wing configurations (AD-A012544C)
- Subsonic and transonic similarity rules for flight test demonstration of automatic landings (AD-A024259)
- Him BPV engine noise reduction (AD-A021259)
- Potential improvements in engine performance using a variable geometry turbine (AD-A021256)

AIB FOBCE FLIGHT TEST LAB., BICKNASH AFB, OHIO.

- Integrated propulsion control system for fighter aircraft (AD-A021445)
- A review of transpiration combustion technology (AD-A014035)
- A procedure for predicting the life of turbine engine components (AD-A014197)

AIB FOBCE GEOPHYSICS LAB., WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO.

- Video generation and control system (AD-A021365)
- Atmospheric electricity and tethered aerostats, volume 1 (AD-A014054)
- A new method for test and analysis of dynamic stability and control (AD-A021362)

AIB FOBCE FLIGHT TEST LAB., BICKNASH AFB, OHIO.

- Inertial navigation systems testing handbooks (AD-A021444)
- Flight control system structural resonance and limit cycle results (AD-A021441)

AIB FOBCE GEOPHYSICS LAB., BICKNASH AFB, OHIO.

- Oceanic and riverine resources lab., BROOKS AFB, TULSA, OK.
- Technology - Concepts and practices (AD-A021259)
- Two-dimensional nozzle/airframe integration technology - An overview (AD-A013647)
- Nasa/macroscopic nozzle technology program - An overview (AD-A013648)

AIB FOBCE FLIGHT DYNAMICS LAB., WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO.

- Hyperbolic technology - Approach to an expanded (AD-A021447)
- Two-dimensional nozzle/airframe integration technology - An overview (AD-A013649)
- Nasa/macroscopic nozzle technology program - An overview (AD-A013650)

AIB FOBCE FLIGHT TEST LAB., BICKNASH AFB, OHIO.

- Current practice on estimating crack growth damage accumulation with specific application to structural safety durability and reliability (AD-A021450)
- F-111 wing fatigue test program (AD-A021451)
- Analysis of inherent errors in asynchronous redundant digital flight control systems (AD-A021452)
- Mini RV engine noise reduction (AD-A021453)

AIB FOBCE FLIGHT DYNAMICS LAB., WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO.

- Flight test demonstration of automatic landings based on microwave landing system guidance (AD-A012545)
- Comparison of the sonic fatigue characteristics of four structural designs (AD-A012546)
- Study tunnel investigation of supersonic wing-tail flutter (AD-A012547)
- Subsonic and transonic similarity rules for jet-flapped wings (AD-A012548)

AIB FOBCE FLIGHT DYNAMICS LAB., BICKNASH AFB, OHIO.

- Review of the analyses of hydrodynamic ram jet-flap wing configurations (AD-A012549)
- Subsonic and transonic similarity rules for flight test demonstration of automatic landings (AD-A012550)
- Him BPV engine noise reduction (AD-A012551)

AIB FOBCE FLIGHT TEST LAB., BICKNASH AFB, OHIO.

- A new method for test and analysis of dynamic stability and control (AD-A021448)

AIB FOBCE GEOPHYSICS LAB., BICKNASH AFB, OHIO.

- Inertial navigation systems testing handbooks (AD-A021449)
- Flight control system structural resonance and limit cycle results (AD-A021450)

AIB FOBCE FLIGHT DYNAMICS LAB., WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO.

- Hypersonic technology - Approach to an expanded (AD-A021451)
- Two-dimensional nozzle/airframe integration technology - An overview (AD-A013647)
- Nasa/macroscopic nozzle technology program - An overview (AD-A013648)

AIB FOBCE FLIGHT TEST LAB., BICKNASH AFB, OHIO.

- Current practice on estimating crack growth damage accumulation with specific application to structural safety durability and reliability (AD-A021450)
- F-111 wing fatigue test program (AD-A021451)
- Analysis of inherent errors in asynchronous redundant digital flight control systems (AD-A021452)
- Mini RV engine noise reduction (AD-A021453)

AIB FOBCE FLIGHT DYNAMICS LAB., WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO.

- Flight test demonstration of automatic landings based on microwave landing system guidance (AD-A012545)
- Comparison of the sonic fatigue characteristics of four structural designs (AD-A012546)
- Study tunnel investigation of supersonic wing-tail flutter (AD-A012547)
- Subsonic and transonic similarity rules for jet-flapped wings (AD-A012550)

AIB FOBCE FLIGHT DYNAMICS LAB., BICKNASH AFB, OHIO.

- Review of the analyses of hydrodynamic ram jet-flap wing configurations (AD-A012549)
- Subsonic and transonic similarity rules for flight test demonstration of automatic landings (AD-A012550)

C-3
Numerical solution of the conically symmetric Navier-Stokes equations for hypersonic flow at angle of attack

Parameteric performance evaluation of a jet engine derived from a turbocabin [AD-A039116] 0524 N 77-30079

AIR FORCE INSTRUMENT FLIGHT CENTER, RANDOLPH AFB, TX.

Altitude warning signal system evaluation [AD-A033665] 0540 N 77-31147

AIR FORCE LOGISTICS COMMAND, WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO.

Preliminary results of USAF experience with engine monitoring and diagnostics [AD-A055737] 0555 N 77-33199

AIR FORCE MATERIALS LAB., WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO.

Environmental effects on maintenance costs for aircraft equipment [AD-A025801] 0069 N 77-12048

Testing and application of advanced powder metallurgy in the aerospace industry [AD-A032161] 0282 N 77-20990

Conference on Aerospace Transparent Materials and Enclosures [AD-A033661] 0282 N 77-20990

A crack growth gage for assessing flaw growth potential in structural components [AD-A033574] 0292 N 77-21463

AIR FORCE PACKAGING EVALUATION AGENCY, WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO.

Fiberglass reinforced plastic BT-PAC vibration and shock handling tests [AD-A025763] 0063 N 77-13168

Design and testing of the R-53, 450-gallon auxiliary fuel tank container [AD-A025223] 0161 N 77-17056

AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COMMAND, WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO.

Damage tolerance and durability assessments of United States Air Force aircraft [AD-A032157] 0328 N 77-22257

AIR FORCE WEAPONS LAB., KIRKLAND AFB, WA, WA.

Analysis of dynamic aircraft response to bomb damage repair [AD-A026567] 0069 N 77-12048

Computer program for FAA/ATCIBS tape reader, program Jasper 1 [AD-A036875] 0344 N 77-27103

AIR PRODUCTS AND CHEMICALS, INC., ALLENTOWN, PA.

A exploratory study to determine the integrated technological air transportation system ground requirements of liquid-hydrogen-fueled subsonic, long-haul civil air transports [NASA-CE-2859] 0020 N 77-10033

AIR RESEARCH NG, CO., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Preliminary design study of astronomical detector cooling system [NASA-CE-151579] 0319 N 77-24024

AIR RESEARCH CO., PHOENIX, ARIZ.

NASA 30,000 hour test demonstration of closed Brayton cycle reliability [AIAA PAPER 77-939] 0194 N 77-23917

Compressor blade setting angle accuracy study, volume 1 [NASA-CE-135506-VOL-1] 0035 N 77-11046

Compressor blade setting angle accuracy study, volume 2: Data compilation [NASA-CE-135506-VOL-2] 0035 N 77-11046

Small axial compressor technology, volume 1 [NASA-CE-135506-VOL-1] 0035 N 77-11046

Small axial compressor technology, volume 2 [NASA-CE-135506-VOL-2] 0035 N 77-11046

Study of small turboshaft engines applicable to single-engine light airplanes [NASA-CE-135506] 0036 N 77-11054

A fluidic fuel and air bleed load control system for gas turbine engines [AD-A035701] 0430 N 77-26181

Pollution reduction technology program for small jet aircraft engines, phase 1 [NASA-CP-757214] 0592 N 77-33168

AEROSPACE RESEARCH CO., TOBERMARCH, CALIF.

Subsystems design analysis light weight alternator (model test program), Addendum 2 [AD-A041257] 0552 N 77-33171

AIR-MARSHALLS UNIV., FRANCE.

Experimental study of the aerodynamics of a helicopter rotor in translational flight. Two
ABBY AVIATION SYSTEMS COMMAND.

Investigation of an aluminum rolling helix crash energy absorber

Investigation of an aluminum rolling helix crash energy absorber

Large-scale V/STOL testing

In-flight simulation of V/STOL hover control concepts

An in-flight simulation of V/STOL hover control concepts

A review of advanced rotor research

Status report on XV-15 Tilt Rotor Test Program

In-flight field measurement of helicopter impulsive noise

Further studies of static to flight effects on fan tone noise using inlet distortion control for source identification

Correlation of full-scale helicopter rotor performance models with flight data

A mathematical force and moment model of a OH-1B helicopter

Aeroelastic analysis for rotorcraft in flight or in a wind tunnel

Accuracy of the Kirchoff formula in determining acoustic shielding with the use of a flat plate

Efficient solution of unsteady transonic flows about airfoils

Acoustically swept rotor

A failure effects simulation of a low authority flight control augmentation system on a OH-1H helicopter

A mathematical force and moment model of a OH-1H helicopter for flight dynamics simulations

Large-scale V/STOL testing

In-flight far-field measurement of helicopter noise in hover and in flight

In-flight far-field measurement of helicopter noise in hover and in flight

Evaluation: YAH-15 improved Cobra agility and maneuverability helicopter

A new capability for predicting helicopter rotor noise in hover and in flight

A new capability for predicting helicopter rotor noise in hover and in flight

Wind tunnel investigation of an unpowered helicopter fuselage model with a V-type empennage

Wind tunnel investigation of an unpowered helicopter fuselage model with a V-type empennage

Load and stability measurements on a soft-inplane rotor system incorporating elastomeric lead dampers

Load and stability measurements on a soft-inplane rotor system incorporating elastomeric lead dampers

Optimal control alleviation of tilting propotor gust response

Optimal control alleviation of tilting propotor gust response

Some results of the testing of a full-scale Ogee tip turbine designed for rotary wing operation

Some results of the testing of a full-scale Ogee tip turbine designed for rotary wing operation

Aerodynamic and visual display concepts as related to US Army operation doctrine

Aerodynamic and visual display concepts as related to US Army operation doctrine

ABBY AVIATION SYSTEMS COMMAND.

ABBY AVIATION SYSTEMS COMMAND.

ABBY AVIATION SYSTEMS COMMAND.

ABBY AVIATION SYSTEMS COMMAND.

ABBY AVIATION SYSTEMS COMMAND.
ARMY AVIATION SYSTEMS TEST ACTIVITY, EDWARDS AFB, CALIF.

[AD-A0235392] p0385 N77-25516
Flying, maintenance, and the sale of parts to the field: Interactive models for AH-1 and CH-47 systems

[AD-A0393193] p0523 N77-30073
CH-47 medium lift helicopter effectiveness evaluation program run book

[AD-A041662] p0564 N77-31142
ARMY AVIATION SYSTEMS TEST ACTIVITY, EDWARDS AFB, CALIF.

[AD-A035727] p0384 N77-25516
ARMY GOLD REGIONS RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING LAB., HANOVER, N. H.

Icing testing in the large Nordan wind tunnel on a reduced-scale model of a helicopter rotor

[AD-A030110] p0231 N77-18149
Air cushion vehicle ground contact directional control devices

[AD-A0348425] p0372 N77-26150
ARMY COMBINED ARMS COMBAT DEVELOPMENTS ACTIVITY, FORT LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS.

Analysis of phase IIIB of PE 63.8

[AD-A028816] p0180 N77-17049
ARMY CORPS AND GENERAL STAFF COLL., FORT LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS.

Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System (UTTAS), A critical look at its repairability

[AD-A0292038] p0216 N77-18029
ARMY COMMUNICATIONS COMMAND, FORT HUACHUCA, ARIZ.

Standard engineering installation package. US Army Airfield/Helipad air/ground communications

[AD-A0296913] p0312 N77-15274
ARMY CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING RESEARCH LAB., CHAMPAIGN, ILL.

Technical background: Interior criteria for planning rotary-wing aircraft traffic patterns, and siting noise-sensitive land uses

[AD-A031449] p0324 N77-22150
User manual: Interior procedures for planning rotary-wing aircraft traffic patterns and siting noise-sensitive land uses

[AD-A031450] p0324 N77-22151
ARMY ELECTRONICS COMMAND, FORT RUCKER, ALABAMA.

Digital generation of contour maps for raster scan display

[AD-A034663] p0370 N77-28135
ARMY ENGINEER WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION, VICKSBURG, MISS.

Improvements to airport drainage criteria, phase 1

[AD-A0336649] p0264 N77-20119
Recommended design for rigid-flexible airfield pavement structures

[AD-A031351] p0284 N77-20122
Usage of landing mat as an overlay on asphalt runway during military field exercise

[AD-A0339149] p0373 N77-24154
Summary of buckling and tension tests of landing mats as related to C-5A aircraft bow wave problems

[AD-A037000] p0388 N77-25198
Structural design of pavements for flexible airfields

[AD-A041300] p0483 N77-29174
Plastic pipe in airport drainage system

[AD-A041200] p0663 N77-29175
ARMY MATERIALS AND MECHANICS RESEARCH CENTER, WATERBURY, MONT.

Corrosion fatigue behavior of coated 4340 steel for blade retention bolts of the AH-10 helicopter

[AD-A033253] p0325 N77-22254
Secondary damage to aircraft by ricocheted small arms projectiles and fragments

[AD-A036755] p0876 N77-28114
Evaluation of scratch-and-spall-resistant windshields

[AD-A038849] p0891 N77-29146
ARMY MATERIALS AND MECHANICS RESEARCH CENTER, WATERBURY, MONT.

Design comparison between helicopter and tilt rotor aircraft

[AD-A027559] p0122 N77-14017
PROVING GROUND, MD.

Computer program for helicopter aerodynamic stability evaluation

[AD-A030816] p0239 N77-19075
ARMY MISSILE RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND ENGINEERING LAB., BEDFORD ARSENAL, ALA.

Investigation of jet plane effects on the longitudinal stability characteristics of a body of revolution with various fin configurations at Mach numbers from 0.2 to 2.3 (normal jet plane simulator)

[AD-A0249796] p0065 N77-12006
AH-1 helicopter vibration levels for stub wing mounted equipment

[AD-A026265] p0122 N77-14010
A launch transient experiment for imaging seekers

[AD-A026265] p0170 N77-16009
Aerodynamic characteristics of a series of bodies with and without tails at Mach numbers from 0.8 to 3.0 and angles of attack 0 to 45 degrees

[AD-A028328] p0224 N77-18065
An assessment of the Martin-Marietta high angle of attack aerodynamic methodology for body tail missiles

[AD-A028065] p0225 N77-18066
Computer controlled target locator/designator system

[AD-A031416] p0318 N77-22110
ARMY NIGHT VISION LAB., FORT BELVOIR, VA.

Wide area illuminator development for US Coast Guard HH-6P helicopter

[AD-A031432] p0381 N77-31322
ARMY TEST AND EVALUATION COMMAND, ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MD.

Safety (aviation material)

[AD-A010421] p0536 N77-11111
Army Airfield/Heliport Air/ground communications

[AD-A027027] p0127 N77-15004
AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH LAB., MILTON, MASS.

Evaluation of static-stability characteristics of two slender missile configurations at high angles of attack (0 to 90 degrees) and Mach numbers 0.2 through 2.5

[AD-A027027] p0172 N77-16067
Evaluation of two methods used to measure aerodynamic loads acting on captive store models in wind tunnel tests

[AD-A030208] p0177 N77-17016
Aerodynamic load characteristics of six 0.5-scale stores in the flow field of an F-4C aircraft at Mach numbers from 0.5 to 1.1

[AD-A029144] p0225 N77-19073
Experiments on the interference between a perforated-wall wind tunnel and transonic speeds

[AD-A023493] p0219 N77-10023
The AFXP-Hansen flow-field study

[AD-A023755] p0301 N77-11105
A wind tunnel captive aircraft testing technique

[AD-A023690] p0383 N77-11107
Variable-area subsonic diffuser study

[AD-A029352] p0177 N77-15004
Comparison of two methods used to measure aerodynamic loads acting on captive store models in wind tunnel tests

[AD-A030208] p0177 N77-17016
Aerodynamic load characteristics of six 0.5-scale stores in the flow field of an F-4C aircraft at Mach numbers from 0.5 to 1.1

[AD-A029144] p0225 N77-19073
Flow-field characteristics near the midwing weapons pylon of the F-16 aircraft at Mach numbers from 0.4 to 0.95

[AD-A028076] p0225 N77-18075
Evaluation of boattail geometry and exhaust plume temperature effects on nozzle afterbody drag at transonic Mach numbers

[AD-A030852] p0225 N77-18076
Evaluation of the aerodynamic interference of the tunnel 4T captive trajectory system on the separation characteristics of the BL6-27 store

[AD-A023063] p0290 N77-21065
Evaluation of jet simulation parameters for nozzle afterbody testing at transonic Mach numbers

[AD-A031525] p0290 N77-21065
Tests of the ORRA calibration models in three transonic wind tunnels

[AD-A031997] p0290 N77-21066
Aircraft motion sensitivity to cross and cross-coupling damping derivatives

[AD-A032654] p0337 N77-23100
Evaluation of probe sampling versus optical in situ measurements of nitric oxide concentrations in a jet engine combustor exhaust

[AD-A038176] p0339 N77-23100
Evaluation of an airjet distortion generator used to produce steady-state, total-pressure distortion at the inlet of turbine engines
Application of sputter-deposited lamellar coatings to NASA aviation safety reporting system
An improved projectile boattail, part 2
Calculations on airfoil-fuselage combinations in supersonic flow
Operational requirements for flight control and navigation systems for short haul transport aircraft
Investigation of factors controlling engine scheduled overhaul: T53/T55
Review of measurement and testing problems applicable to aircraft at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.3
Analysis of laminar-turbulent transition at Mach numbers 0.6 to 1.3
Analytical and experimental investigation of helicopter reliability growth evaluation
High-survivable transmission system
Helicopter drive system on-condition maintenance capability UH-1/AB-1
Correlation of AH-1G helicopter flight vibration data and tail boom static test data with NASTRAN analytical results
Development of design and manufacturing technology for ballistically-damage-tolerant flight control components
Correlation of AH-1G airframe test data with a NASTRAN mathematical model
Development, documentation, and correlation of a NASTRAN vibration model of the AH-1G helicopter airframe
Flight flutter testing of rotary wing aircraft using a control system oscillation technique
Rotor blade flapping criteria investigation
AH-1G helicopter aerodynamic and structural loads survey
Rotorcraft flight simulation with coupled rotor aeroelastic stability analysis. Volume 3: Programmer's manual
Rotorcraft flight simulation with coupled rotor aeroelastic stability analysis. Volume 1: Engineer's manual
Motorblade/fuselage combinations in transonic flow. Problems resulting from the application of the finite element method
Background on digital flight guidance systems

**B**

BALLISTIC RESEARCH LABS., ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MD.

An improved projectile boattail, part 2
Some supersonic wind tunnel nozzle boundary layer characteristics
Experimental measurements of the turbulent boundary layer on a yawed, spinning slender body
Calculations on airfoil-fuselage combinations in transonic flow. Problems resulting from the application of the finite element method

BATTLES COLUMBUS LABS., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIF.

NASA aviation safety reporting system
BATTLES COLUMBUS LABS., OHIO

Airframe propulsion lubrication film additives
Boundary lubricant surface films, volume 3
Exploratory development of design data on joints using fatigue-improvement fasteners
Air vehicle manufacturing technology program

BATTLES PACIFIC NORTHWEST LABS., RICHLAND, WASH.

Application of sputter-deposited lanexcer composite technology to the development of high-temperature turbine blade materials and airfoil fabrication

BEECH AIRCRAFT CORP., WICHITA, KANS.

In-flight measurements of the G/A-4/2 aerodynamic characteristics

BELL HELICOPTER CO., PORT WORCESTER, MASS.

Performance and safety aspects of the XV-15 tilt rotor research aircraft

BORING AEROSPACE CO., SEATTLE, WASH.

Helicopter reliability growth evaluation
High-survivable transmission system
Helicopter drive system on-condition maintenance capability UH-1/AB-1
Correlation of AH-1G helicopter flight vibration data and tail boom static test data with NASTRAN analytical results
Development of design and manufacturing technology for ballistically-damage-tolerant flight control components
Correlation of AH-1G airframe test data with a NASTRAN mathematical model
Development, documentation, and correlation of a NASTRAN vibration model of the AH-1G helicopter airframe
Flight flutter testing of rotary wing aircraft using a control system oscillation technique
Rotor blade flapping criteria investigation
AH-1G helicopter aerodynamic and structural loads survey
Rotorcraft flight simulation with coupled rotor aeroelastic stability analysis. Volume 3: Programmer's manual
Rotorcraft flight simulation with coupled rotor aeroelastic stability analysis. Volume 1: Engineer's manual
Motorblade/fuselage combinations in transonic flow. Problems resulting from the application of the finite element method
Background on digital flight guidance systems
Energy consumption characteristics of transports

A computational system for aerodynamic design

Further development of reliability analysis

The influence of the inlet duct contour on forward radiated fan noise

A method for predicting the stability characteristics of an elastic airplane

Subsonic, long-haul civil air transports

The 727/728 jet and fan noise flight effects study

Supersonic pressure measurements and comparison of theory to experiment for an arrow-wing configuration

Oblique wing transonic transport configuration

A new role for structures technology in aircraft design

Toward a second generation fuel efficient supersonic cruise aircraft

Toward a second generation fuel efficient supersonic cruise aircraft structural design for efficiency

Toward a second generation fuel efficient supersonic cruise aircraft performance characteristics and benefits

Applications of NASA-AEC delayed flap approach procedures to Boeing 727 airplane

Application of a finite difference method to the 3-D stress analysis of a turbine blades

Application of a finite difference method to the study of structural design concepts for an arrow wing supersonic transport configuration

Adhesive bonded aerospace structures standardized repair handbook

Preliminary examination of aircraft fuel systems for use with broadened specification jet fuels

Design and fabrication of graphite-epoxy bolted adhesive bonded joints

Application of a difference method to the analysis of transonic flow over oscillating airfoils and wings

Air traffic control experimentation and evaluation test

Technical and economic assessment of long-span-distributed load concepts for civil and military air cargo transports
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX

BROWN, BOVERI AND CO., LTD.

BOLT, BBBASBK, ADD BBiHAB, IDC., CABOGA FABK, CALIF.:
BOLT, BEBAHEK, ADD HBSBAB, IDC., CABBBIDGE, BASS.

BOLT VEBTOL co., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Test plan for aircraft runup noise penalty

A guide for estimation of aeroacoustic loads on data base for predicting noise from civil aircraft maintenance.

Product improvement program evaluation

Comparison of dynamic stall phenomena for the CH-47C vulnerability reduction modification

A mathematical simulation model of a 1985-era OS Army helicopter design datcom. Volume 1: Engineering analysis

Research requirements for development of regenerative engines for helicopters

Research requirements for emergency power to augment the energy consumption of helicopters

Active arm (external cargo) stabilization system

OS Army helicopter design datcom. Volume 1: Engineering analysis

Transmission condition assessment

Research requirements for improved helicopter rotor efficiency

A new helicopter structural design investigation; Volume 1: Investigation of advanced structural component design concepts

Heavy lift helicopter - Cargo handling ATC load analysis

Research requirements for development of regenerative engines for helicopters

Aircraft configuration noise reduction. Volume 1: Engineering analysis

Transmission condition assessment

Research requirements for development of improved helicopter rotor efficiency

Identifying and analyzing methods for improving the energy consumption of helicopters

The CH-47C vulnerability reduction modification program: Fly-by-wire backup demonstration

Comparison of dynamic stall phenomena for pitching and vertical translation motions

Product improvement program evaluation

BOLT, BBPAR, AND NKBA, INC., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Acoustical evaluation of the NASA Langley 1/8STOL wind tunnel

Data base for predicting noise from civil aircraft: Flight profile prediction

Development of prototype optical convolution airspeed sensor

A guide for estimation of aeroacoustic loads on flight vehicles, volume 1

Test plan for aircraft runup noise penalty evaluation

Noise reduction for business aircraft

Calculation of day-night levels (Ldn) resulting from civil aircraft operations

Effects of interior aircraft noise on speech intelligibility and annoyance

Coherence and phase techniques applied to noise diagnosis in the NASA Ames 7 times 10-foot wind tunnel nozzle 1

Calculation of sideline noise levels during takeoff

Selection of minimum day/night levels for noisemap contour calculations

Aircraft sideline noise: A technical review and analysis of contemporary data

Further sensitivity studies of community-aircraft noise exposure (NOISEMAP) prediction procedures

BOSTON UNIV., MASS.

Nonlinear steady incompressible lifting-surface analysis with wake roll-up

State-space formulations for flutter analysis

FCA? - New tool for the performance and structural analysis of complex aircraft with active control

BRITISH UNIV. (ENGLAND).

Carbon fibre reinforced plastic sandwich beam construction in the main wing structure of a T55 powered aircraft

An investigation of impingement forces due to wheel generated spray

British Aircraft Corp., Filton (England). Review of acoustic fatigue activities in the United Kingdom

A practical optimum selection procedure for a motor drive in active flutter suppression system design on an aircraft with wing mounted external stores

British Aircraft Corp., Presto (England).

Tornado flight loads survey

The effect of a command and stability augmentation system on flight testing

Dynamic loading of airframe components

British Aircraft Corp. (Operating) Ltd., Bristol (England). The benefits of an integrated digital powerplant control system

Flight assessment and development of the Concorde intake system

British Airways Medical Service, Middlesex (England). The use and control of hazardous materials in aircraft maintenance

British Columbia Univ., Vancouver.

Prediction of aerodynamic effects of spoilers on wings


Experiments with the runway visual range converter under different conditions of background luminance (RL)

Brown, Boveri and Co., Ltd., Baden (Switzerland).

Design of turbine, using distributed or average losses; effect of blower
The capability of the T-2 aircraft as a high forward flight angle-of-attack in-flight simulator. Volume 2: Operational considerations. [NASA-CR-194107] p0356 W77-26082 An optical flight test evaluation of a low-C g.2) Wrenwood, Md. Equation fail, motor position feedback and airframe angular acceleration feedback autopilots, or the angular acceleration model test. [AD-A039498] p0490 W77-29133 CHRYSLER CORP., NEW ORLEANS, LA. High supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of five irregular planar wings with systematically varying wing fillet geometry tested in the NASA/LeRC 4-foot UPWT (LEW 2) (LA45A/B) [NASA-CR-147628] p008 W77-10010 C-10
Rated aerodynamic characteristics investigation for the 0.04 scale model TE 1065 (Boeing 747-100) of the 747 CAM and the 0.0405 scale model (80-0) of the space shuttle orbiter in the NASA Langley V/STOL transition research wind tunnel (CAB), volume 3

[p0131 N77-15083]

Results of a carrier aircraft (model AI13191-4) verification test in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel using a 0.03-scale 747 CAM/orbiter model (CAB), volume 1

[p0262 N77-20081]

Results of a carrier aircraft (model AI13191-3) verification test in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel using a 0.03-scale 747 CAM/orbiter model (CAB), volume 2

[p0285 N77-20082]

Results of flutter test OS6 obtained using the 0.14-scale wing/eleven model (54-0) in the NASA LAARC 16-foot transonic dynamic wind tunnel

[p0292 N77-21177]

CINCINNATI UNIV., OHIO.

Quasi-three-dimensional laminar boundary-layer/supersonic flow

[p0249 N77-26957]

A two-dimensional cascade solution using miniaturized surface singularity density distributions - with application to fins, cooled tank, and blades.
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Optimal input design for parameter identification of dynamic systems

[p0131 N77-15048]

The effect of ablative conditions on carbon monoxide emissions from an idling gas turbine combustor

[p0541 N77-31148]

CIVIL AERBORICAL INST., OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.

An epidemiologic investigation of operation, age and exposure in general aviation accidents

[p0468 N77-29112]

CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY, BREDIL (ENGLAND).

Safety criteria for fall-out systems and their application

[p0375 N77-25058]

Civil airworthiness requirements for powerplant reliability
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CLEMSON COLL. OF TECHNOLOGY, POTSDBY, N.Y.

Cumulative deficiency and rigid pavement serviceability

[AD-A029696]

CLEMSON UNIV., S.C.

Optimization of active control systems to suppress flutter and minimize turbulence response

[p0355 N77-36158]

COAST GUARD, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Wide area altitude development for US Coast Guard HH-3F helicopter
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COLORADO STATE UNIV., FORT COLLINS.

Boundary layer shear stress in subsonic and supersonic flow
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Theoretical and experimental analysis of surface cracks emanating from fastener holes

[AD-A035817]

COLT INDUSTRIES, INC., WEST HARTFORD, CONN.

Engine evaluation of advanced technology control components

[AD-A025371]

COLUMBIA UNIV., NEW YORK.

Interior noise analysis and control for light aircraft
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A comparison of a laboratory and field study of annoyance and accessibility of aircraft noise exposures
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COBBITT ON AERONAUTICAL AND SPACE SCIENCES (G. S. SENATE).

Alternative fuels for aviation
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Airfoil efficiency program (S-REPT-94-633)

[p0178 N77-17032]

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS (G. S. HOUSE).

FAA procedures in making no hazard determinations with respect to structures near airports

[GOB-79-322]

COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS AND TRANSPORTATION (G. S. HOUSE).

Aviation safety. Volume 1: An inquiry into certain aspects of approach and landing weather phenomena and cockpit/tower relationship problems

[p0315 N77-22052]

Aviation safety. Volume 2: Aircraft cabin environment
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COMPUTATIONAL MECHANICS CONSULTANTS, NASHVILLE, TENN.

Numerical prediction of aerodynamic jet-flap flows
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COMPUTER SCIENCE CORP., FALLS CHURCH, VA.

System design study for VS universal data link and data link/AARS combinations
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COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIF.

Coputers for real time flight simulation: A rocket survey
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CONSERVATION NATIONALEMENT DES BENS ET METIERS, PARIS (FRANCE).

New buffetting acquisition methods
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CORNELL UNIV., ITHACA, N.Y.

SPARER: Simulation for the Performance Aircraft Engine Repair Systems
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CRAIGHILL INST. OF TECHNOLOGY (ENGLAND).

An application for variable inlet guide vanes in distortion suppression
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The variable geometry combustor
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CURTIS-WIGHT CORP., WOOD-RIDGE, N.J.

Performance, emissions, and physical characteristics of a rotating combustion aircraft engine
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DACON INSTITUTE TRAINING CENTER, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM, TAN.

Aircraft tires: Balance pad bonding integrity
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DATON UNIV., OHIO.

Landing gear-soil interaction development of criteria for aircraft operation on soil during cruising and transpax operations
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Ordnance impacts on jet engine fan blades
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DE HAVILLAND AIRCRAFT LTD., DOWNTOWN (ONTARIO).
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STOL developments
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A study of sudden ionospheric disturbances and their effect on VHF position fixing accuracy
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Bibliography on task-oriented flight control systems
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Advanced avionics for the A-10: A decision analysis model
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The evolution and control of different performance degradation processes in modern propulsion systems
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Improving jet engine reliability and maintainability: A conceptual approach
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Technology development of a CVD silicon carbide radial turbine rotor
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Technology development of a CVD silicon carbide radial turbine rotor
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Detailed design of a quiet high flow fan
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Basic aerodynamic noise theory
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Supercritical wing profile DPFLR-32. Results of calculations
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Real time data transmission and processing for the determination of aircraft antenna radiation patterns
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Implementation of task-oriented control laws
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Wing design by numerical optimization
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Trapped rubber processing for advanced composites
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Airframe noise of the DC-9
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Effects of forward motion on jet and core noise
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Minimization of airframe response during ground operations
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Modeling and parameter uncertainties for aircraft flight control system design
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Application of finite element approach to transonic flow problems
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Study of design and analysis methods for transonic flow
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Higher harmonic rotor blade pitch control
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Considerations of high altitude emissions
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FAA air traffic activity, fiscal year 1976
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Lighting study
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FAA air traffic activity, calendar, year 1976
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FINEE SCIENCE, INC., GARDENA, CALIF.
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Control power criteria for statically unstable aircraft
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Flight inspection data and crack initiation times
Application of fracture mechanics to the F-111 airplane
Prediction of transonic aircraft buffet response
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ASD advanced program research inlet data analysis report for 1/2-scale model inlet tests
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GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., BINGHAMTON, N.Y.
The 150 KVA marinating coil wind starter design electrical system phase 1
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GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., CINCINNATI, OHIO.
Quiet, Clean, Short-Haul Experimental Engines /QCES/ - A technology development program
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Analysis of pressure distortion testing
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Digital shaft encoder
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On noise structure-turbulence interaction problems
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FAUSTAFF. Description of a fighter aircraft loading standard for fatigue evaluation
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Crack propagation and residual static strength of typical aircraft forgings
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Computation of unsteady transonic flows by the unidisc method
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JOHNN FRANCO-ALLEMAND DE RECHERCHES, ST. LOUIS (FRANCE)
Portable N wave generators of different power for simulation of sonic booms
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Experimental study of lateral wind effect on free jet noise
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A review and analysis of the NITE II beacon collision avoidance system
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Flightdeck illumination for helicopters
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Radar microwave link pilot system upgrade and evaluation
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The measurement of microwave multipath in an airport environment
[AD-A037797/1] p0361 N77-25135
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT CENTER, RANDOLPH AFB, TEX.
Helicopter yaw axis augmentation investigation
[AD-A024521] p0037 N77-11066
Role of head-up display in instrument flight
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IOWA STATE UNIV. OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, Ames.
Multistage axial-flow turbocharger/axle production, transport, and interaction
[AD-A041108] p0543 N77-31173
ISSUE ASSOCIATES, INC., DENVER, COLO.
Comprehensive plan and development program for a regional industrial airport.
Springfield Municipal Airport for the City of Springfield, Missouri
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ITT GILFILLAN, INC., VAN NUTS, CALIF.
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[0326 N77-22177
J
JET PROPULSION LAB., CALIF. INST. OF TECH., PASADENA.
Airframe noise measurements by acoustic imaging
[AD-A038192/1] p0480 N77-26148
New potentials for conventional aircraft powered by hydrogen-enriched gasoline
[0312 J77-33192
An overview of Viking navigation
[0502 N77-04427
Effect of flight on jet noise from supersonic underepropelled flows
[AD-A038190] p0567 N77-51062
Experimental results of large-scale structures in jet flows and their relation to jet noise production
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Reduction of gaseous pollutant emissions from gas turbine combustors using hydrogen-enriched jet fuel
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JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV., BALTIMORE, MD.
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JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV., BALTIMORE, MD.
Direct-connect tests of hydrogen-fueled supersonic combustors
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Determination of longitudinal aerodynamic derivatives from steady-state measurement of an aircraft
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JOINT INST. FOR ADVANCEMENT OF FLIGHT SCIENCES, WASHINGTON, D. C.
Recent research on powered-lift STOL ground effects
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An experimental investigation of the trailing edge noise mechanism
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K
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Elastic pitch beam tail rotor for LOH
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Development program for field-repairable/expendable main rotor blades
[AD-A038083] p0228 N77-19064
Design study of a feedback control system for the Multicyclic Flap System rotor (MFS)
[NASA-CR-151960] p0363 N77-24055
Elastic pitch beam tail rotor
[AD-A035175] p0502 N77-15044
Design of selected helicopter components for ease of repair
[AD-A035152] p0384 N77-25158
Helicopter noise reduction design trade-off study
[AD-A038192/1] p0180 N77-26148
Helicopter transmission vibration and noise reduction program
[AD-A042605] p0581 N77-25136
KARAH SCIENCES CORP., COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.
An evaluation of boundary layer forces and measurement methods
[AD-A038097] p0540 N77-51418
KARATICS CORP., BLOOMFIELD, COR.
Preproduction test program, Kafer drive shaft coupling for OH-1 helicopter, phases 8, 9, and 10
[AD-A028202] p0179 N77-17044
KAHNER (LEO) ASSOCIATES, REDWOOD CITY, CALIF.
Critical analysis of comparisons between flight test results and wind tunnel test predictions in subsonic and supersonic transport aircraft
[NASA-TR-17105] p0222 N77-10089
Investigation of the steady-state behavior of two delta-wing hang gliders
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Flight test data for light aircraft spoiler roll

Theoretical prediction of over-wing-blowing flow effects with cross-blown lifting jets of general aviation airplanes

Influence of power on the spin of light planes

General study of light plane spin, aft fuselage geometry, part 1

Flow effects with cross-blown lifting jets of Y/STOL aircraft and their reactions on aerodynamic forces and moments of the airframe

KANSAS UNIV., LAWRENCE.

Theoretical prediction of over-wing-blowing aerodynamics

[ATAA-77-575]

Flight test data for light aircraft spoiler roll control systems

[SAA PAPER 770441]

Utilization of separate surface control systems on general aviation aircraft

[SAA PAPER 770471]

Flight evaluation of an advanced technology light twin-engine airplane (ALITL)

[KANSAS-CH-2823]

KANSAS UNIV., LAWRENCE FOR RESEARCH, INC.

Flight test data for light aircraft spoiler roll control systems

[KANSAS-CH-15236]

A research program to reduce interior noise in general aviation airplanes

[KANSAS-CH-15268]

Flight evaluation of a spoiler rcll control system on a light twin-engine airplane

[KANSAS-CH-15434]

A study of computer airplane design optimization

[KANSAS-CH-154270]

A research program to reduce interior noise in general aviation airplanes

[KANSAS-CH-154546]

KENTUCKY NBS., LEXINGTON.

Thermo-technical stress analyses of advanced turbine blade cooling configurations

[KENTUCKY-77-16066]

KLM ROYAL DUTCH AIRLINES, AMSTERDAM (NETHERLANDS).

Reliability versus cost in operating wide body jet engines

[KULITE SEMI-CONDUCTOR PRODUCTS, INC., RIDGEFIELD, N. J.]

Large quantity, high speed pressure data acquisition

[L LABORATOIRE DE RECHERCHES BALISTIQUES ET AERODYNAMIQUES, VENNON (FRANCE).

Supersonic aircraft after body study of a thick boundary layer on a two-dimensional step

[LBNR-E-815-4/4ASAE]

Development and tests of a simulator for a pendulum accelerometer

[LBNR-E-810-MT-32/STE]

LABORATORIUM FUR BETRIEBSFESTIGKAT, DABSTADT (WEST GERMANY).

Application of design data derived from fatigue tests with service-like load sequences for life prediction

[LBFB-FE-109/76]

Coaptation of prusses to increase the fatigue strength of aircraft structures

[LBFB-T-124/75]

FALSTAFF. Description of a fighter aircraft loading standard for fatigue evaluation

[LBFB-T-124/75]

Comparison of several models describing the gust loads on aircraft structures

[LBFB-T-130/76]

LEAR SINGLET, INC., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

The development of advanced automatic flap and décrab for powered lift short haul aircraft using a microwave landing system

[KANSAS-CH-151948]

LEAR SINGLET, INC., WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO.

C-24A Weather Landing System engineering support

[AD-4029467]

LINCOLN LAB., MASS. INST. OF TECH., LEXINGTON.

Development of a discrete address beacon system

[AD-4033685/7]

Radar detection of thunderstorm hazards for air traffic control. Volume 1: Storm cell detection

[AD-4032792]

Moving target detector, an improved signal processor

[AD-4052260]

Development of a discrete address beacon system

[AD-4031085]

Comparison of the performance of the moving target detector and the radar video digitizer

[AD-4040742]

LINKOPING UNIV., SWEDEN.

Comparison of several models describing the gust loads and stress analysis

[AD-A032115/2J]

Development of fire resistant, nontoxic aircraft interior materials

[AD-A029213/5]

Lockheed Aircraft Corp., Burbank, Calif.

P-15 flight simulator test program

[AD-4024523]

Lockheed-California Co., Burbank.

Experimental data and theoretical analysis of an operating 100 kw wind turbine

[AD-A0397331]

Probabilistic aspects of advanced composites for an L-1011 airplane

[SAA PAPER KM76-054]

New airport requirements study

[KANSAS-CH-2700]

Feasibility and tradeoffs of a transport fuselage fire management system

[AD-4032942/5]

Development of fire resistant, nontoxic aircraft interior materials

[KANSAS-CH-137920]

HISOR rotorcraft simulation. Volume 3: User's manual

[AD-4028417]

Advanced structures technology applied to a supercruise cruise arrow-wing configuration

[AD-4026417]

An advanced concept that promises ecological and economic viability

[AD-4023797]

A method of analysis for general aviation aircraft structural crashworthiness

[AD-4032435/2]

A 100-kw metal wind turbine blade basic data, loads and stress analysis

[NASA-CH-13956]

Effects of combined acoustic and flight loads of crack growth

[AD-4033573]

Flight service evaluation of novel-99/epoxy composite panels in wide-bodied commercial transport aircraft

[NASA-CH-174547]

L-1011 flight control system

[AD-4037499]

Ottawa stray light tests of an ice protection system applied to the CH-47 helicopter

[AD-4034458]
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Evaluation of structural design concepts for an arrow-wing supersonic cruise aircraft
[NASA-CR-156827] p0092 N77-29156
Pole-placement methods. A survey of applicable methods for flight control systems
[TT-7702] p0092 N77-29156
LYT ARSAnSPACE CORP., DALLAS, TEX.
Safe ejection envelope display system development program. Phase 4: Preliminary flight test
[AD-1530642] p0236 N77-19050
P-8 oblique wing structural feasibility study
[NASA-CR-150841] p0526 N77-30107
LUNDB UNIV. (SVEREIM)
Self-tuning regulators
p0329 N77-22814

MAR-AEROSTICS AND NOISE, INC., SEATTLE, WASH.
Noise certification considerations for helicopters based on laboratory investigations
[AD-A032020/3] p0174 N77-16065
MARTIN MARIETTA ARSACBUSETTS IBST. OP TECH., CAHBBIDGE.
Micros reliability analyses
p0580 N77-32149
MARTIN MARIETTA LABS., BALTIMORE, MD.
Integration of the 3-D harmonic kernel into the NASA F8C-DFBM aircraft
[AD-A299550] p0177 N77-17015
MARYLAND UNIV., COLLEGE PARK.
Aircraft operator - Would you buy higher DOC to lower noise and fuel use
p0267 A77-29041

M A S S A C H U S E T S INST. OF TECH., CAMBRIDGE.
The stochastic control of the F-BC aircraft using the multiple model adaptive control /MAC/ method
p0211 A77-13428
Stall flutter and nonlinear divergence of a two-dimensional flat plate wing
p0185 A77-21046
Relative effects on atmospheric ozone of latitude and altitude of supersonic flight
p0241 A77-26727
A reliable dual-redundant sensor FDI system for the NASA FBC-DHWF aircraft
p0267 A77-28007
Status report on the generalized likelihood ratio failure detection technique, with application to the F-8 aircraft
p0267 A77-28008
A spiral guidance approach concept for all-weather VTOL operations
p0804 A77-37739

Quantitative density visualization in a transonic compressor rotor
p0689 A77-41663
Linear regulator design for stochastic systems by a multiple time-scales method
p0668 A77-43771
Mass flow requirements for LFC wing design
[AD-A030899/3] p0082 N77-12019
Linear regulator design for stochastic systems by a multiple time scales method
p0053 A77-30107
An experimental investigation of helicopter rotor high frequency broadband noise
[AD-A030899/3] p0053 A77-30107
Linear regulator design for stochastic systems by a multiple time scales method
[AD-A030899] p0053 A77-30107

Analogue computation assessment of the risk of structural failure due to crack growth under random loading
[AD-A025266] p0530 N77-11042
Three-dimensional flow calculation for a transonic compressor rotor
p0530 N77-11042
Narrow-band passive systems theory with applications to positioning and navigation
[AD-A025743] p0530 N77-11042
Research on the exploitation of advanced composite materials to lightly loaded structures
[AD-A0302023] p0530 N77-11042
A dual-node generalized likelihood ratio failure detection approach to self-reorganizing digital flight control system design
[NASA-CR-150841] p0526 N77-30107
Wind energy conversion
[PA-256198/3] p0086 N77-15522

LOGGSHOOGHI UIV. OF TECHNOLOGY (ENGLAND).
Noise levels of jet transport aircraft during initial climb
p0539 N77-31139

LOCKHEED ELECTRONICS CO., BOSTON, Mass.
Backup flight control system functional evaluator software manual
[NASA-CR-151361] p0337 N77-23128

LOCKHEED-GEORGIA CO., MARIETTA.
Unsteady linearized transonic flow analysis for slender bodies
p0642 A77-40830
Upper surface blowing aerodynamic and acoustic characteristics
[AD-A025290] p0649 N77-11017
Program for establishing long-time flight service performance of composite materials in the center wing structure of C-130 aircraft.
Phase 4: Ground/flight acceptance tests
[NASA-CR-145036] p0033 N77-11032
W/T OL noise prediction (jet propulsion)
[AD-A028763/6] p0035 N77-11045
Effects of artificial stability on configuration design
p0119 N77-13992
Acoustic emission structure-borne noise measurements on aircraft during flight
[AD-A033480] p0119 N77-22111
Development of the technology for the fabrication of reliable laminar from control panels
[NASA-CR-145168] p0324 N77-22178
The generation and radiation of supersonic jet noise. Volume 1: Summary
[AD-A023278] p0337 N77-23119
The generation and radiation of supersonic jet noise. Volume 2: Flow noise, turbulance structure and laser velocimetry
[AD-A032801] p0386 N77-25177
The generation and radiation of supersonic jet noise. Volume 3: Turbulent mixing noise data
[AD-A032802] p0386 N77-25178
The generation and radiation of supersonic jet noise. Volume 4: Shock-associated noise data
[AD-A032803] p0386 N77-25179
LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE CO., HUNTSVILLE, ALA.
Analysis of transonic flow over lifting and oscillating airfoils
p0520 A77-47542
Development of predictive wave vortex transport model for terminal area wave vortex problems
[AD-A0290208/3] p0030 N77-11002
LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE CO., SUBURBAN, CALIF.
Effect of angle of attack and Mach number on slender wing aerodynamics
[AD-A024667] p0361 N77-37021
Civil uses of remotely piloted aircraft
[AD-A023281] p0521 N77-10047
Civil uses of remotely piloted aircraft
[NASA-CR-137895] p0521 N77-10048
LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT INST., WASHINGTON, D. C.
Sensitivity of arrow helicopter operability and support costs to changes in design and logistic parameters
[AD-A004323] p0539 N77-31139
LOUGHSBOROUGH UIV. OF TECHNOLOGY (ENGLAND).
Noise levels of jet transport aircraft during initial climb


Three-dimensional compressible flow through highly loaded axial compressor blade rows [AD-A027788] p0224 N77-18064

Numerical computation of stream intensity factors for aircraft structural details by the finite element method [AD-A031629] p0362 N77-20097

Fracture mechanics analysis of centered and offset fastener holes in stifferened and unstiffened panels under uniform tension [AD-A03203N] p0366 N77-20528

High speed helicopter noise sources [NASA CR-151998] p0440 N77-27878

A computer program for the identification of helicopter impulsive noise sources [NASA CR-151997] p0440 N77-27879

Studies on transonic turbines with film-cooled blades [AD-A036402] p0478 N77-28131

MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Validation of AV-8B V/STOL characteristics by full scale static and wind tunnel tests [IAIA PAPER 77-840] p0541 N77-19795

Static performance of vectoring/reversing non-axisymmetric nozzles [IAIA PAPER 77-840] p0651 N77-19795

Performance of steady and intermittent blowing jet flaps and spanwise upper surface slots [AD-A024364] p0927 N77-10027

Ground test of the D-shaped vented thrust vectoring nozzle [NASA CR-137959] p0124 N77-14037

Wind tunnel models for aero-optical interaction study [AD-A024025] p0073 N77-12078

Simulation test results for lift/cruise fan research and technology aircraft [NASA CR-137959] p0121 N77-14007

Mathematical model for lift/cruise fan V/STOL aircraft simulator programming data [NASA CR-151996] p0124 N77-14037


Study of a fail-safe abort system for an actively cooled hypersonic aircraft: Computer program documentation [NASA CR-149827] p0333 N77-23090

Turbofan engine multi-mission propulsion simulator wind tunnel demonstration model [AD-A034762] p0367 N77-24104

Additional degrees of freedom [NASA CR-149272] p0432 N77-26166

Aircraft hydraulic system dynamic analysis. Volume 3: Frequency response (HSPFB) [AD-A038601] p0492 N77-29159


MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS CORP., LONG BEACH, CALIF.

Aerodynamic validation of a SCAR design [NASA CR-2777] p0218 N77-18005

Design feasibility of an advanced technology supersonic cruise aircraft [NASA CR-151931] p0222 N77-18005

Structural design of supersonic cruise aircraft [NASA CR-151931] p0222 N77-18004

Performance and benefits of an advanced technology supersonic cruise aircraft [NASA CR-151931] p0222 N77-18004

MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS CORP., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Space shuttle engineering and operations support. Avionics system engineering [NASA CR-151364] p0380 N77-25236

MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY, INC., LATHAM, N. Y.

Fracture mechanics of jet engine nozzle seal for turbine engines [AD-A026916] p0224 N77-14994

MESSERSCHMITT-BOEING BLOHM G.B.B.B., HAMBURG (WEST GERMANY).

Theoretical and experimental investigation of noise shielding for jet engines [BMBF-V-76-021] p0125 N77-14993

MESSERSCHMITT-BOEING BLOHM G.B.B.B., MUNCHEN (WEST GERMANY).

On the calculation of the pressure distribution of wing-body combinations in the non-linear angle of attack range [AD-A022674] p0276 N77-20004

The intermittent jet for supersonic conditions increased with passage to operating in a range — a low cost engine [AD-A031711] p0321 N77-22110

Proof load testing on 300 M steel [NASA CR-151364] p0328 N77-25236

Longitudinal moment deviations of wings for large angles of attack in subsonic flow [NASA CR-151931] p0224 N77-29167

MESSERSCHMITT-BOEING BLOHM G.B.B.B., OETTLEDEN (WEST GERMANY).

Theoretical method for calculation of body and wing-body configuration coefficients up to extremely high angles of attack [BMBF-PB-95-11] p0282 N77-18059

Computer program for estimating coefficients of axisymmetric bodies at extremely high angle of attack [BMBF-PB-95-11] p0247 N77-18059

Non-linear effects in aircraft ground and flight vibration tests [BMBF-PB-1273-0] p0393 N77-25154

What is the right size for RFFIs? [BMBF-PB-1272-0] p0383 N77-25154

An exact hodograph method for the design of supercritical airfoils [BMBF-PB-1272-0] p0426 N77-26124

Present-day role of control and stability augmentation system and future trends [BMBF-PB-1102-0] p0431 N77-26155

Treatment of the nonlinear vibration of a variable sweep aircraft wing with its drive using a simplified wing model [BMBF-PB-1272-0] p0431 N77-26156

MESSERSCHMITT-BOEING BLOHM G.B.B.B., MUNCHEN (WEST GERMANY).

Evaluation of vibration levels at the pilot seat caused by wing flow separation [NASA CR-151364] p0532 N77-31078

MINISTERO DELLA DIFESA AERONAUTICA, ROMA (ITALY).

Military engine deterioration in service connected with life cycle costs [NASA CR-151364] p0592 N77-33183

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE, LONDON (ENGLAND).

Development procedures to promote reliability [NASA CR-151364] p0594 N77-34188

MINNESOTA UNIV., MINNEAPOLIS.

Dynamics and stability of lifting parachutes [NASA CR-151364] p0586 N77-29008

MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIV., MISSISSIPPI STATE.

Flight test evaluation of a method to determine the level flight performance of a propeller-driven aircraft [SAP PAPER 770770] p0393 A77-37088

Investigation of a stall deterioration system utilizing an acoustic stall sensor [SAP PAPER 770771] p0393 A77-37091

Aerodynamics of a horizontally-opposed aircraft engine instalations [IAIA PAPER 77-1243] p0509 A77-45500

Numerical solutions for laminar and turbulent viscous flow over single and multi-element airfoils using body-fitted coordinate systems [NASA CR-149827] p0333 N77-23090

Flight test evaluation of a method to determine the level flight performance of a propeller-driven aircraft [NASA CR-149827] p0218 N77-18005

Aerospace dynamics of a horizontally-opposed engine installation [NASA CR-149827] p0224 N77-18004

A study of the aerodynamics and cooling of a horizontally-opposed engine installation [NASA CR-151364] p0224 N77-18002
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICAL LAB., BANGALORE (INDIA).

Bird strike hazards: A bibliography, 1971 - 1976
AIAA 77-447

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1977 - Recent developments
AIAA 77-17021

Coputation of unsteady transonic flows by the
indicial method
AIAA 77-25805

Summary of NASA aerodynamic and heat transfer
studies in turbine vanes and blades
SAE PAPER 760917

Aircraft fuel conservation technology. Task
force report, September 10, 1975
NASA-TR-X-74295

Aeronautical Engineering: A special
bibliography with indexes, supplement 74
NASA-SP-70377

Aviation safety and operation problems research
and technology
AIAA 77-19041

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.
RESEARCH CENTER, ROCKETT FIELD, CALIF.

Miss 7-3 fire test facility - Aircraft crash
fire simulation
AIAA 77-17479

Feasibility of modern airships - Design
definition and performance of selected concepts
AIAA PAPER 77-331

Transonic performance of an auxiliary airflow
system for axisymmetric inlets
AIAA PAPER 77-1863

Implicit finite-difference computations of
unsteady transonic flows about airfoils,
including the treatment of irregular
shock-wave motions
AIAA PAPER 77-205

An approximate calculation of the strong
interaction on a transonic airfoil
AIAA 77-19900

A subsonic flow investigation on a research body
at high angles of attack
AIAA PAPER 77-180

Investigations related to the inviscid-viscous
interaction in transonic flows about finite
3-D wings
AIAA PAPER 77-209

Derivation of an integral equation for transonic
flows
AIAA PAPER 77-2244

Optimal control alleviation of tilting proprotor
gust response
AIAA 77-22685

Aeroelastic stability characteristics of an
oblique wing aircraft
AIAA 77-454

Numerical solution for subcritical flows by a
transonic integral equation method
AIAA 77-26761

The effect of varying freestream velocity on
dynamic stall characteristics
AIAA 77-26872

Experimental studies of trailing-edge conditions
on an oscillating airfoil at frequency
parameters of up to one
AIAA 77-850

Recent computation of viscous effects in
transonic flow
AIAA 77-28376

Finite-volume solution of the Euler equations
for steady three-dimensional transonic flow
AIAA 77-28240

A numerical solution of the axisymmetric jet
counterflow problems
AIAA 77-28409

A study of computer aircraft design
ASM PAPER 77-07-36

The oblique wing - Aircraft design for transonic
and low supersonic speeds
AIAA 77-30010

Variable thickness shear layer aerodynamics
revisited
AIAA 77-33191

Boundary layer shear stress in subsonic and
supersonic flow
AIAA 77-33841

Large-scale V/STOL testing
AIAA 77-3806

Computer manual
AIAA 77-3983
Tenth-scale powered model test of a tilting-mastel 
V/STOL airplane

[AIAA 77-594] p0350 A77-34951
Validation of AF-82 V/STOL characteristics by full scale static and wind tunnel tests

[AIAA 77-597] p0350 A77-34953
Design and evaluation of an integrated flight-control system concept for manual and VTOL operations

[AIAA 77-601] p0351 A77-34956
Spiral approach navigation concepts for VTOL aircraft using a microwave landing system

[AIAA 77-603] p0351 A77-34958
Flight evaluation of flight-path control required for the approach and landing of STOL aircraft

[AIAA 77-609] p0351 A77-34960
An in-flight simulation of VTOL hover control concepts

[AIAA 77-610] p0351 A77-34961
The transonic multi-foil augmentor-Wing

[AIAA PAPER 77-666] p0352 A77-34969
Analytical display design for flight tasks conducted under instrument meteorological conditions

p0355 A77-35918
Hot-wire anemometry for in-flight measurement of aircraft wake vortices

p0357 A77-36400
Implicit finite difference simulation of flow about arbitrary geometries with application to airfoils

[AIAA PAPER 77-665] p0360 A77-37019
Effect of wing tips on lift-generated wakes

[AIAA PAPER 77-671] p0361 A77-37025
Lift enhancement by an externally trapped vortex

[AIAA PAPER 77-672] p0361 A77-37026
Form drag, skin friction, and vortex shedding frequencies for subsonic and transonic crossflows on circular cylinder

[AIAA PAPER 77-687] p0361 A77-37034
Application of numerical optimization to the design of supersonic airfoils without drag crease

[SAB PAPER 770440] p0391 A77-37061
Propeller design by numerical optimization

[SAB PAPER 770451] p0392 A77-37072
Experimental investigations of thrust vectoring systems for VTOL aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 77-805] p0403 A77-38546
Calculation of transonic flow over supercritical airfoil sections

[AIAA PAPER 77-839] p0414 A77-38884
Evaluation of turbulence models for three primary types of shock-separated boundary layers

[AIAA PAPER 77-863] p0414 A77-38887
A review of advanced rotor research

[AMS 77-33-17] p0419 A77-40061
Status report on IV-15 Tilt Rotor Test Program

[AMS 77-33-64] p0421 A77-40087
Computation of viscous transonic flow about a lifting airfoil

[AIAA PAPER 77-679] p0441 A77-40700
A composite system approach to aircraft cabin fire safety

p0444 A77-40917
Modular high accuracy tracker for dual channel laser Doppler velocimeter

p0470 A77-40931
Advanced turbogop technology development

[AIAA PAPER 77-121] p0500 A77-40932
Application of powered lift and mechanical flap concepts for civil short-haul transport aircraft design

[AIAA PAPER 77-1237] p0501 A77-40933
Wing design by numerical optimization

[AIAA PAPER 77-1247] p0501 A77-40936
The computer for design and optimization

[p0510 A77-66136
Characteristics of the boundary-layer equations of the sinusus time-to-climb problem

[p0513 A77-66618
Improved computational treatment of transonic flow about swept wings

p0226 W77-10348
Rationale and description of a coordinated cockpit display for aircraft flight management

[NASA-TP-X-3457] p0355 W77-11044
Simulation of an automatically-controlled STOL aircraft in a microwave landing system

multipath environment

p0387 W77-11063
Conference on the Development of Fire-Resistant Aircraft Passenger Seats

Experiments planned specifically for developing turbulence models in computations of flow fields around aerodynamic shapes

p086 W77-11982
Spectrally balanced chromatic leading airfoils

[AIAA-CONF-10990-1] p0707 W77-12031
Wind tunnel investigation of a large-scale model of a lift-cruise fan/STOL aircraft with extended lift-cruise nacelles

A program for calculating turbulent-fan/normal lift-cruise propulsion system performance

Smoke generator

[NASA-CONF-10990-1] p0704 W77-13981
Scanning laser-velocimeter surveys and analysis of multiple vortex wakes of an aircraft

Further studies of static to flight effects on fan tone noise using inlet distortion control for source identification

Thermoplastic polymers for improved fire safety

[NASA-TM-X-732185] p0715 W77-14026
A simplified analysis of propulsion installation losses for computerized aircraft designs

Effect of drooped-nose flaps on the experimental force and moment characteristics of an oblique wing

Analysis of the development of dynamic stall based on oscillating airfoil experiments

Hingeless helicopter rotor with improved stability

The effect of forward speed on J85 engine noise from suppressor nozzles as measured in the NASA-Ames 40-foot wind tunnel

Advanced surface paneling method for subsonic and supersonic flow

p0217 W77-17999
Development of longitudinal handling qualities criteria for large advanced supersonic aircraft

p0218 W77-18006
FLIGHTSTAR: A computer program for the prediction of loads and stability and control of flexible aircraft

p0218 W77-18009
Advanced supersonic technology fuel tank test programs

p0221 W77-18036
Effects of spoilers and gear on B-717 wake vortex velocities

Flight evaluation of advanced flight control systems and cockpit displays for powered-lift STOL Aircraft

p0226 W77-18084
Factors influencing tolerance to wind shear in landing approach

p0226 W77-18085
Delayed flap approach procedures for noise abatement and fuel conservation

p0226 W77-18066
Tentative civil airworthiness flight criteria for powered-lift transports

p0227 W77-18090
Accident investigation: Analysis of aircraft motions from ATC radar recordings

p0227 W77-18091
A systematic approach to advanced cockpit warning systems for air transport operations: Line pilot preferences

p0229 W77-18116
Materials research for aircraft fire safety

p0229 W77-18116
Smoke generator
Influence of fuel temperature on supersonic Aerodynanic heat transfer to a hypersonic Crack growth in Ti-8Al-1Bo-1V with real-time and Besizing procedure for structures under combined mechanical and thermal loading Application of advanced technology to future long-range aircraft Crack growth in Ti-8Al-1Bo-1V with real-time and accelerated flight-by-flight loading Aerodynamic heat transfer to a hypersonic research aircraft model X-24C/ at Mach 6 Hypersonic technology approach to an expanded program Prediction of light aircraft interior noise Influence of fuel temperature on supersonic mixing and combustion of hydrogen An experimental investigation of airframe component interference noise Survey of inlet noise reduction concepts for gas turbine engines Heat sink structural design concepts for a hypersonic research airplane Analytical prediction of moisture absorption/desorption in resin matrix composites exposed to aircraft environments Flight simulation testing of advanced composites for supersonic cruise aircraft applications Validation of a flexible aircraft Takeoff and Landing Analysis /FATOLA/ computer program using flight landing data Simplified and refined structural modeling for economical flutter analysis and design Application of the aerodynamic energy concept to flutter suppression and gust alleviation using active controls A critical examination of the flap-lag dynamics of helicopter rotor blades in hover and in forward flight A study to determine the characteristic shapes of helicopter visual approach profiles Quasi-dimensional laminar boundary-layer separations in supersonic flow Mach 6 flowfield survey at the engine inlet of a research airplane Airframe technology for energy efficient transport aircraft Experimental study of error sources in skin-friction balance measurements NASA’s advanced control law program for the F-8 Digital Fly-By-Wire aircraft Aircraft operator — Would you buy higher DOC to lower noise and fuel use Energy and economic trade offs for advanced technology subsonic aircraft Rotor Systems Research Aircraft /BESA/ canopy explosive severance/fracture Some early perspectives on ground requirements of liquid hydrogen air transports A parametric model study of the noise generated by the aerodynamic interaction of the tail rotor with the wake of the main rotor Numerical solution of three-dimensional free turbulent shear flows Recent research on powered-lift STOL ground effects Theoretical prediction of over-wing-blowing aerodynamics
Boron-epoxy-reinforced titanium aircraft landing-gear drag strut [NASA-TN-D-8289]

 Auxiliary power system for activity cooled aircraft [NASA-CASE-LAB-11626-1]

 Analytical comparison of effects of solid-friction and viscous structural damping on panel flutter [NASA-TN-D-8253]

 The design and fabrication of microstrip omnidirectional array antennas for aerospace applications [NASA-TM-X-73979]

 Preliminary study of effects of winglets on wing flutter [NASA-TM-X-3433]

 Wing surface-jet interaction characteristics of an upper-surface blown model with rectangular exhaust nozzles and a radius flap [NASA-TN-D-8187]

 Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of 45 deg swept wings at Mach approximately 0.7 [NASA-TM-X-73942]

 Noise response of cavities of varying dimensions at subsonic speeds [NASA-TN-D-8351]

 Two-dimensional aerodynamic characteristics of several rotorcraft airfoils at Mach numbers from 0.35 to 0.90 [NASA-TM-X-73990]

 Aircraft design concept [NASA-CASE-LAB-11852-1]

 Apparatus and method for jet noise suppression [NASA-TM-X-11903-1]

 A review of several propulsion integration features applicable to supersonic-cruise fighter aircraft [NASA-TM-X-73991]

 Thermal design and analysis of a hydrogen-burning wind tunnel model of an airliner-integrated scramjet [NASA-TM-X-73931]

 Optimal one-section and two-section circular sound-absorbing duct liners for plane-wave and monopole sources without flow [NASA-TM-D-8348]


 Jet exhaust and support interference effects on the transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a fighter model with two widely spaced engines [NASA-TM-X-3424]

 Pressure distribution on a 1- by 3-meter semispan wing at sweep angles from 0 deg to 40 deg in subsonic flow [NASA-TN-D-8307]

 Effects of wing leading-edge radius and Reynolds number on longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of highly swept wing-body configurations in transonic speeds [NASA-TN-D-8361]

 A nonlinear theory for airfoils with trailing-edge jet flap [NASA-TN-D-8368]

 Low speed wind tunnel investigation of flight spoilers on trailing-vortex-elimination devices on an extended-range wide body tri-jet airplane model [NASA-TM-D-8373]

 Augmentation of maneuver performance by spanwise blowing [NASA-TM-X-73998]

 Transonic wind-tunnel tests of a lifting parachute model [NASA-TM-X-73902]

 A forebody design technique for highly integrated bottom-surface scramjets with application to a hypersonic research airplane [NASA-TN-D-8369]

 A flight instrumentnation system for acquisition of atmospheric turbulence data [NASA-TN-D-8316]

 Nonlinear curvature expressions for combined flapwise bending, chordwise bending, torsion and extension of twisted rotor blades [NASA-TM-X-73979]

 Subjective assessment of simulated helicopter blade-slap noise [NASA-TN-D-8359]

 Theoretical parametric study of the advantages of winglets and wing-tip extensions [NASA-TM-X-74003]

 Flight measurements of lifting pressures for a thin low-aspect-ratio wing at subsonic, transonic, and low supersonic speeds [NASA-TM-X-73987]

 The effect of variations in controls and displays on helicopter instrument approach capability [NASA-TN-D-8385]

 Application of a modified complementary filter technique for increased aircraft control system frequency bandwidth in high vibration environment [NASA-TM-X-74004]

 A linearised theory method of constrained optimization for supersonic cruise wing design [NASA-TN-D-8351]

 Development of an aerodynamic theory capable of predicting surface loads on slender wings with vortex flow [NASA-TM-D-8351]

 The role of finite-difference methods in design and analysis for supersonic cruise [NASA-TM-D-8385]

 Theoretical and experimental pressure distributions for a 71.2 degree swept arrow-wing configuration at subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speeds [NASA-TM-D-8307]

 Results of recent NASA research on low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic cruise aircraft [NASA-TM-D-8307]

 Upper surface nacelle influence on scramjet aerodynamic characteristics at transonic speeds [NASA-TM-D-8351]

 Simulator study of the low-speed handling qualities of a supersonic cruise arrow-wing transport configuration during approach and landing [NASA-TM-D-8307]

 Flutter suppression by active control and its benefits [NASA-TM-D-8307]

 Computer-aided methods for analysis and synthesis of supersonic cruise aircraft structures [NASA-TM-D-8307]

 Structural design studies of a supersonic cruise arrow wing configuration [NASA-TM-D-8307]

 Developments in steady and unsteady aerodynamics for use in aeroelastic analysis and design [NASA-TM-D-8307]

 Fatigue of titanium alloys in a supersonic-cruise airplane environment [NASA-TM-D-8307]

 Time-temperature-stress capabilities of composites for supersonic cruise aircraft applications [NASA-TM-D-8307]

 Experimental and theoretical low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a wingman airfoil as manufactured on a fiberglass sailplane [NASA-TM-D-8324]

 Computer program for calculating aerodynamic characteristics of upper-surface-blowing and over-wing-blowing configurations [NASA-TM-X-73987]

 Aircraft Safety and Operating Problems [NASA-SR-816]

 Review of operational aspects of initial experiments utilizing the U.S. MLS [NASA-TM-D-8324]

 Status of runway slipperiness research [NASA-TM-D-8324]

 Developments in new aircraft tire materials [NASA-TM-D-8324]

 Status of recent aircraft braking and cornering research [NASA-TM-D-8324]

 Rationale for structural inspections [NASA-TM-D-8324]
Preliminary test results of the joint PAA-DSP-NASA runway research program. Part 2: Traction measurements of several runways under wet, snow-covered, and dry conditions with a Douglas DC-9, a diagonal-braked vehicle, and a nu-meter

NASAD18 diagonal-braked test vehicle evaluation of traction characteristics of grooved and ungrooved runway surfaces at Miami: International Airport, Miami, Florida, 8-9 May 1973

High Reynolds Number Research
Aerodynamic characteristics of wing-body configuration with two advanced general aviation airfoil sections and simple flap systems

Comparison of VGH data from wide-body and narrow-body long-haul turbine-powered transports

Wind-tunnel testing of a 1/4 scale model of the bell ZS-1 transonic airplane. 1: longitudinal stability and control characteristics

Factors affecting static longitudinal stability and control

A comparison of the results of dynamic flight conditions in power-on flight with special reference to wind-tunnel testing, November 1982

Characteristics of swept wings at high speeds,

Characteristics of swept wings at high speeds,

Assessment of the airplane drag profiles at transonic and supersonic speeds, 15 July 1978

Proportioning the airplane for lateral stability

Low-speed wind tunnel investigation of an advanced supersonic cruise arrow-wing configuration

Load distribution on a closed-coupled wing canard at transonic speeds

Load distribution on a closed-coupled wing canard at transonic speeds

Subsonic and supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of a supersonic cruise fighter model with a twisted and cambered wing with 7-deg sweep

Compatibility check of measured aircraft responses using kinematic equations and extended Kalman filter

A comparison of the results of dynamic wind-tunnel tests with theoretical predictions for an aeromechanical gust-elimination system for light airplanes.
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX

Subsonic and supersonic longitudinal stability and control characteristics of an aft-tail fighter configuration with canard and canard wings and canard fuselage
[NASA-TR-D-8472] p0535 N77-31093
A description of the software analysis from flight and simulation data of the course control system in the TCF J-737 area navigation computer
[NASA-TR-74061] p0538 N77-31125
Studies of friction and wear characteristics of various wire-form wire-brush skids
[NASA-TR-D-8517] p0538 N77-31134
Vortex-lift roll-control device
[NASA-CASE-LAR-11868-2] p0549 N77-31176
Heat-transfer and pressure measurements on a simulated eleven deflected 30 deg near flight conditions at Mach 7
[NASA-TF-X-3563] p0545 N77-31440
Aerodynamic characteristics at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 2.16 for transonic cruise fighter configuration with a design Mach number of 1.8
[NASA-TF-X-3559] p0577 N77-32081
Effect of rotor wake on aerodynamic characteristics of a 1/6 scale model of the rotor system research aircraft
[NASA-TF-X-3548] p0577 N77-32083
An overview of concepts for aircraft drag reduction
p0578 N77-32092
Methods for reducing subsonic drag due to lift
p0578 N77-32093
Variation of pitching moment with engine thrust for a twin-engine commercial jet aircraft
[NASA-TF-X-3569] p0580 N77-32131
Pressure distributions on a 1- by 3-meter span wing with a nonuniform tip in subsonic flow
[NASA-TF-D-72655] p0585 N77-33103
Subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics and engine pressure distributions for an aircraft with an integrated engine designed for Mach 6 cruise
[NASA-TF-X-73917] p0585 N77-33108
Theoretical parametric study of the relative advantages of winglets and wing-tip extensions
[NASA-TP-1020] p0585 N77-33112
Transonic wind-tunnel investigation of the maneuver potential of the NASA supercritical wing concept, phase 1
[NASA-TF-X-3534] p0586 N77-33115
Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a supercritical-wing transport model with trailing-edge controls
[NASA-TF-X-3431] p0586 N77-33116
Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a supercritical-wing transport model with trailing-edge controls, supplement, part 1
[NASA-TF-X-3431-PT-1] p0586 N77-33117
Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a supercritical-wing transport model with trailing-edge controls, supplement, part 2
Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a supercritical-wing transport model with trailing-edge controls
Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a supercritical-wing transport model with trailing-edge controls
An elementary analysis of the effect of sweep, Mach number, and lift efficiency on wing-strutucture weight
[NASA-TF-D-74072] p0589 N77-33144
Behavior of aircraft anti-skid breakng systems on dry and wet runway surfaces: a slip-ratio-controlled system with ground speed reference from unbraked nose wheels
[NASA-TF-D-8455] p0589 N77-33150
A suspended anemometer system for measuring true airspeed on low-speed airplanes
[NASA-TF-D-8523] p0590 N77-33157
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.

SUBSONIC LIFECENTRE, CLEVELAND, OHIO
Skin friction on a flat perforated acoustic layer
p0046 A77-13729
A theoretical study of the acoustic impedance of orifices in the presence of a steady grazing flow
p0100 A77-17066
Status review of NASA program for reducing aircraft gas turbine engine emissions
p0103 A77-17126
Core noise measurements on a TF-102 turbofan engine
[ALAA PAPER 177-21] p0142 A77-19981
Flap noise and aerodynamic results for model QCS/H over-the-wing configurations
[ALAA PAPER 177-23] p0142 A77-19992
Prediction of laminar and turbulent boundary layer flow separation in V/STOL engine inlets
[ALAA PAPER 177-144] p0142 A77-19994
NASA 30,000 hour burst demonstration of closed Brayton cycle reliability
[ALAA PAPER 77-489] p0194 A77-23917
Overview of NASA's efforts related to manufacturing technology
p0212 A77-26-195
Advances in turbine blade temperature measurements
p0242 A77-26834
A microprocessor controlled pressure scanning system
p0243 A77-26838
Microprocessor-based multichannel flutter monitor using dynamic strain gage signals
p0243 A77-26839
A novel concept for subsonic inlet boundary-layer control
p0256 A77-27614
The impact of emission standards on the design of aircraft gas turbine engine combustors
[SAE PAPER 760909] p0259 A77-28220
Cyclic structural analyses of air-cooled gas turbine blades and vanes
[SAE PAPER 760918] p0259 A77-28226
Optical detection of blade flutter
[ASME PAPER 77-GT-66] p0264 A77-28577
NAS Altair, Clean General Aviation Turborfan
[UCG/UC program status]
[ASME PAPER 77-GT-77] p0264 A77-28588
Altitude engine test of a turboshaft exhaust gas mixer to conserve fuel
p0265 A77-29607
Concepts for the design of light-weight composite structures for rotor burst containment
p0301 A77-31575
Effect of endwall cooling on secondary flows in turbine stator vane
p0306 A77-32239
Analysis of control concepts for gas and shaft-coupled V/STOL aircraft lift fan systems
[ALAA 77-611] p0351 A77-34962
Design and performance of energy efficient propellers for Mach 0.8 cruise
[SAE PAPER 770458] p0392 A77-37077
Large quantity, high speed pressure data acquisition
[ASME PAPER 77-GT-97] p0265 A77-29607
Evaluation of an F100 multivariable control using a real-time engine simulation
[ALAA PAPER 77-635] p0409 A77-38552
Atmospheric effects on inlets for supersonic cruise aircraft
[ALAA PAPER 77-074] p0410 A77-38560
Aero-acoustic performance comparison of core engine noise suppressors on NASA quiet engine CT
[ALAA PAPER 77-922] p0412 A77-38597
Use of experimental separation limits in the theoretical design of V/STOL inlets
[ALAA PAPER 77-878] p0415 A77-41980
Advanced turboprop technology development
[ALAA PAPER 77-1223] p0500 A77-44234
Macroscopic study of time unsteady noise of an aircraft engine during static tests
p0504 A77-44543
Simulation of flight-type engine fan noise in the NASA-Lewis 9 x 15 anechoic wind tunnel
p0504 A77-44546
Core noise source diagnostics on a transonic engine using correlation and coherence techniques
p0504 A77-44547
Effects of forward velocity on noise for a J85 turbojet engine with multistage suppressor from wind tunnel and flight tests
p0504 A77-44660

C-29
OTW noise correlation for several nozzle/wing geometries using a 5:1 slot nozzle with external deflectors

Flight effects on exhaust noise for turbojet and turbobfan engines - Comparison of experimental data with prediction

Composite hubs for low cost turbine engines

Experimental data and theoretical analysis of an operating 100 kW wind turbine

Measurement of far field combustion noise from a turbofan engine using coherence functions

Interim noise correlation for some OTW configurations using external jet-flow deflectors

Over-the-wing model thrust reverser noise tests

Summary of forward velocity effects on fan noise

Aerodynamic performance of inlet multiple-pass-tube suppressors installed on NASA Quiet Engine 'C'

Effects of simulated flight on fan noise suppression

Investigation of rotor tip flow irregularities with stator vanes as a noise source

Aerodynamic performance of a scooped inlet

Emissions of an AVCO Lycoming 0-320 DIAD air cooled light aircraft engine as a function of fuel-air ratio, timing, and air temperature and humidity

Super sonic variable-cycle engines

Advanced combustion techniques for controlling NO sub emissions of high altitude cruise aircraft

The aspect of emissions standards on the design of aircraft gas turbine engine combustors

Effect of air temperature and relative humidity at various fuel-air ratios on exhaust emissions on a per-node basis of an AVCO Lycoming 0-320 DIAD light aircraft engine. Volume 2: Individual data points

Hot corrosion studies of four nickel-base superalloys: N-1900, NASA-TM 713C and IN738

Inlet noise suppressor design method based upon the distribution of acoustic power with node cutoff ratio

Early operation experience on the RBDA/NASA 100 kW wind turbine

Two-dimensional cold-air cascade study of a film-cooled turbine stator blade. 3: Effect of hole size on single-row and multirow ejection

Performance of 1.5-pressure-ratio fan stage at several rotor blade setting angles with reverse flow

Simulation of flight-type engine fan noise in the NASA-Lewis 9115 anechoic wind tunnel

Effects of forward velocity on noise for a J85 turbojet engine with multihole supersonic wind tunnel and flight tests

Macrocscopic study of time unsteady noise of an aircraft engine during static tests

Core noise source diagnostics on a turbofan engine using correlation and coherence techniques

Method of discrete modeling and its application to estimation of TP30 engine variables

Cold-air performance of a tip turbine designed to drive a lift fan. 1: Baseline performance

Summary of NASA aerodynamic and heat transfer studies in turbine vanes and blades

Interim prediction method for turbofan noise

Aerodynamic signatures of a model fan in the NASA-Lewis anechoic wind tunnel

Dual output variable pitch turbofan actuation system

Small, low cost, expendable turbojet engine. 2: Performance characteristics

Effect of ceramic coating of JT8D combustor liner on maximum liner temperatures and other combustion performance parameters

Effects of the clearance on overall performance of transonic fan stage with and without casing treatment

Reverse pitch fan with divided splitter

Prediction of laminar and turbulent boundary layer flow separation in V/STOL engine inlets

Core noise measurements on a TF-102 turbofan engine

Flap noise and aerodynamic results for model QCFB over-the-wing configurations

Supersonic variable-cycle engines

Aircraft Piston Engine Exhaust Emission Symposium

Introduction to NASA contracts

Composite hubs for low cost gas turbine engines

Internal flow characteristics of a multistage compressor with inlet pressure distortion

Aircraft Piston Engine Exhaust Emission Symposium

Supersonic cruise inlets for variable-cycle engines

Component test program for variable-cycle engines

Supersonic cruise inlets for variable-cycle engines

Control of propulsion systems for supersonic cruise aircraft

Composite materials research in support of supersonic propulsion systems

Aeracoustic studies of conical nozzles suitable for supersonic cruise aircraft applications

Technology for controlling emissions of oxides of nitrogen from supersonic cruise aircraft

Cold air performance of a tip turbine designed to drive a lift fan. 2: Partial admission

Acoustic and aerodynamic performance of a variable-pitch 1.83-meter-(6-ft) diameter 1.20-pressure-ratio fan stage (QF-9)

Status of NASA aircraft engine exhaust reduction and upper atmosphere measurement programs

Aircraft engine map-flare studies
Alternative aircraft fuels technology

Gas path seal technology

Performance of low-pressure-ratio fan stage at two off-design blade setting angles

Optical detection of blade flutter

Design and performance of energy efficient propeller for 0.8 cruise

Application of differential similarity to finding nondimensional groups important in tests of cooled engine components

Acoustic and aerodynamic performance of a 1.5-pressure-ratio, 1.83-meter (6 ft) diameter fan stage for turboshaft engines (GP-2)

A preliminary study of the use of intercooling and rebreathe in conjunction with regeneration for aircraft gas turbine engines


Preliminary studies of autoignition and flashback in a premixed-preignition flame tube using liquid fuel at lean equivalence ratios [NASA-TM-X-35266]

Variable-cycle engines for supercruise aircraft

Oil cooling system for a gas turbine engine [NASA-CASE-LW-12830-1] p0334 N77-23106

NASA Quiet General Aviation Turbofan (QGAT) program status [NASA-TM-X-35091] p0325 N77-23109


Inlet Reynolds number and temperature effects on the steady-state performance of a TP731-2 turbofan engine [NASA-TM-X-35171] p0371 N77-24138


Noise of fan designed to reduce stator lift fluctuations [NASA-TM-X-35171] p0371 N77-24140


Correlation of part-span dumper losses through transonic rotors operating near design point [NASA-TM-X-35171] p0371 N77-24140


The application of the Fourt approximation method to turbofan engine models [NASA-TM-X-35171] p0371 N77-24140

Exploratory investigation of the incipient spinning characteristics of a typical light general aviation airplane [NASA-TM-X-37650] p0334 N77-24140

FORTRAN program for calculating leading and trailing-edge geometry of turbine blades [NASA-TM-X-37650] p0334 N77-24140

Use of experimental separation limits in the theoretical design of V/STOL inlets [NASA-TM-X-37650] p0334 N77-24140

Comparison of jet exit number decay data with a correlation and jet spreading contours for a large variety of nozzles [NASA-TM-X-3821] p0371 N77-24140

Aerodynamic performance of 0.4066-scale model of JT8D rear fan stage with 5-duct intercooler [NASA-TM-X-3821] p0371 N77-24140


Development and verification of real-time, hybrid computer simulation of F100-PW-100(3) turbofan engine [NASA-TM-X-31018] p0371 N77-24140

Advanced turboprop technology development [NASA-TM-X-37650] p0371 N77-24140

ASDA (aircraft to satellite data relay) flight test report [NASA-TM-X-37650] p0371 N77-24140


ASDA (aircraft to satellite data relay) flight test report [NASA-TM-X-37650] p0371 N77-24140

Interaction of rotor tip flow irregularities with stator vanes as a noise source [NASA-TM-X-37650] p0371 N77-24140

Effects of simulated flight on fan noise suppression [NASA-TM-X-37650] p0371 N77-24140


Summary of forward velocity effects on fan noise [NASA-TM-X-37650] p0371 N77-24140

Nickel base alloy [NASA-CASE-LW-12270-1] p0371 N77-24140

Nonlinear aerelastic equations for combined flapwise bending, chordwise bending, torsion, and extension of twisted nonuniform rotor blades in forward flight [NASA-TM-X-37650] p0371 N77-24140


Identification and measurement of combustion noise from a turbofan engine using correlation and coherence techniques [NASA-TM-X-37650] p0371 N77-24140


Output feedback regulator design for jet engine control systems [NASA-TM-X-37650] p0371 N77-24140

Feasibility study of noise-level reductions for computer controlled channel equipment using underfloor environment air cooling [AD-A033053/0] p0286 N77-20513

Test and evaluation of a feasibility model XLS glide slope performance assurance monitor for the final approach path [AD-A039921] p0290 N77-21068

Evaluation of a red-silicone-coated visual approach slope indicator (VASI) lens [AD-A035516] p0291 N77-21073

NAVAID support of high-altitude area navigation routes [AD-A036388] p0317 N77-22065

Test and evaluation of an enroute system terrain-avoidance function with the NASS A-1321.1 system [AD-A036441] p0332 N77-23079

Applications of the simulation model for air traffic control communications [AD-A036738] p0365 N77-24087

Flight test and evaluation of NDB (McDonnell Douglas Electronics Corporation) collision avoidance system [AD-A037035/5] p0381 N77-25126

Area navigation/vertical area navigation terminal simulation [AD-A038423] p0404 N77-27093


Analysis of selected general aviation stall/spin accidents [AD-A040024] p0404 N77-29113

Longitudinal separation analysis of the central east pacific track system [AD-A040759] p0408 N77-29117

Evaluation of radio remote control system for airport wind aid [AD-A041603] p0409 N77-29126

Air traffic control experimentation and evaluation with the NASA ATS-3 satellite. Volume 2: Demonstration of satellite-supported communications and surveillance for oceanic air traffic control [FAA-RA-75-64-VOL-2] p0537 N77-31124

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS, BOULDER, COLO.

Cryogenic design and safety review NASA-Langley Research Center 0.3 metric transonic cryogenic tunnel [NASA-TM-78767] p0468 N77-28163

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Evaluated numerical data for the SST and chlorofluorocarbon problems: A case study of how to help the engineer and the modeller [NBS-NORD-159] p0525 N77-30102

Visual range: Concepts, instrumental determination, and aviation applications [NBS-RSRC-159] p0525 N77-30102

NATIONAL GAS TURBINE ESTABLISHMENT, FARBROOUGH (ENGLAND).

The effect of flight on the noise of subsonic jets [AD-A041753] p0532 N77-35176

NATIONAL GAS TURBINE ESTABLISHMENT, PIESTOCK (ENGLAND).

Some aspects of variable cycle propulsion systems [AD-A041753] p0532 N77-35176

Supersonic powerplant testing for preflight performance evaluation [AD-A041753] p0536 N77-24116

The effect of flight on the noise of subsonic jets [NWS-E-2537] p0584 N77-32550

NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATHEROSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION, BOULDER, COLO.

Development of a Doppler radar technique for the detection of bird hazards to aircraft [AD-A0300410] p0260 N77-20058

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF CANADA, OTTAWA (ONTARIO).

The rotating stator concept. Experimental performance characteristics compared with the conventional compressor [AD-A024818] p0039 N77-11411

NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD, WASHINGTON, D. C.


NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER, WADDINGTON, PA.

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format. Civil aviation, issue number 2, 1976 accidents [NTIS-BA-76-76] p0365 N77-24075


Briefs of accidents involving aerial application operations, US general aviation, 1975 [PB-267654/2] p0536 N77-31112


Briefs of accidents involving missing and missing later recovered aircraft, US general aviation, 1975 [PB-267650/6] p0537 N77-31115


NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS, MD.

Investigation into the feasibility of utilizing wind shear for obtaining continuous non-powered flight [AD-A032716] p0330 N77-23047
Statistical review of coating accelerometer data for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft. (AD-A001266) p0539 877-31140

Prediction of airborne target detection (AD-A091628) p0744 877-32871

NAVAL AVIATION INTEGRATED LOGISTIC SUPPORT CENTER, PAXFREES, Md. Practicality of predicting operational removals or failures of new avionic equipment (MTBF tracking of 5-2A avionics) (AD-A030317) p0233 877-18466

Procedure for the determination of Navy aircraft maintenace objectives (AD-A038290) p0471 877-28064

NAVAL CIVIL ENGINEERING LAB., PORT HUENEMER, Calif. Performance of pavement roughness on naval air operations (AD-A033556) p0324 877-22154

Expanding structural sandwich soil surfacing of fiberglass reinforced polyester and polyurethane foam (AD-A010850) p0460 877-28149

NAVAL ELECTRONICS LAB. CENTER, SAN DIEGO, Calif. FM-CW ranging multipath investigation for Navy VTOL aircraft (AD-A027190) p0125 877-16319

Results of 7-7 aloft bottoms up model and weight sensitivity analysis (AD-A033767) p0338 877-23350

A-7 airborne Light Optical Fiber Technology (AD-0720) demonstration project (AD-A039455) p0497 877-29952

NAVAL INTELLIGENCE SUPPORT CENTER, WASHINGTON, D. C. AB 212 AAW: New multipurpose helicopter for Italian Navy (AD-A026861) p0122 877-14015

The effect of wind tunnel floor boundaries on the flow past a wing of low aspect ratio (AD-A032527) p0331 877-23065

Low-aspect-ratio wing in a bounded viscous flow (AD-A032526) p0331 877-24066

NAVAL OCEAN SYSTEMS CENTER, SAN DIEGO, Calif. AN/FRC-56 helmet radio set upgrading. Recommended modifications require minimal resources but promise considerable improvement in reliability, operability, and logistics support (AD-A041190) p0545 877-31368

Hydraulic ram effect on composite fuel cell entry walls (AD-A024832) p0085 877-13548

A study of the failure of joints in composite material fuel cells due to hydraulic ram loading (AD-A027258) p0122 877-14016

Lifting surface theory for wings of arbitrary planform (AD-A032049) p0169 877-16000

Study and design of flight data recording systems for military aircraft (AD-A028662) p0187 877-17466

The implementation of a finite element computer code and associated pre- and postprocessor systems for military aircraft design and analysis 1 and 2 (AD-A032333) p0286 877-20530

Analysis of US Navy aircraft accident rates in major air vehicle commands (AD-A031837) p0316 877-22055

Analysis of U. S. Navy major aircraft accident rates by aircraft type (AD-A032379) p0316 877-22056

An investigation of stress determination for aircraft fatigue life estimation from in-flight strain data (AD-A031870) p0327 877-22541

A personalized system of instruction for aircraft performance (AD-A039654) p0476 877-28116

Aviation common ground support equipment replacement policy investigation (AD-A039160) p0390 877-29180

Statistical analysis of US Navy major aircraft accident rates, pilot and aircraft time-dependent variables (AD-A032096) p0525 877-30099

Introductory investigation of the Range Measuring system/data collection system (BM-2/DCS) (AD-A039921) p0526 877-30106
Three dimensional supersonic flow about sliced bodies

Numerical prediction of the unsteady flow in variable geometry engines - preliminary investigation

Analysis of unsteady flow in turbojet engine afterburners

Preliminary investigations of the unsteady flow in turbojet engines during transients

Theoretical jet exhaust noise model for the duct burning turbofan

Experimental clean combustor program: Noise study

Evaluation of augmenter light-off detection systems

Summary of the general aviation manufacturers' traffic control centre analysis and activities. Volume 3

Evaluation of aircraft piston engine emissions

Aerodynamic and acoustic tests of duct-burning turbofan exhaust nozzles

Compressor critical response time determination study

Analytical and experimental study of supersonic stalled flutter

Ultra high tip speed (670.6 m/sec) fan stage with composite rotor: Aerodynamic and mechanical design

Analytical screening of low emissions, high performance duct burners for supersonic cruise aircraft engines

Static performance of vectoring/reversing no-axisymmetric nozzles

Accelerated mission test: A vital reliability tool

Effect of simulated forward speed on the jet noise of inverted velocity profile coaxial nozzles

Combustion noise investigation

Variable stream control concept for advanced supersonic aircraft: Features and benefits

Coannular nozzle noise characteristics and application to advanced supersonic transport engines
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WETENSCAPPELIJKE EN TECHNISCH DOCUMENTATIE- EN INFORMATIECENTRUM VOOR DE LUCHMNacht, THE HAGUE (NETHERLANDS).
On the maintenance of aircraft engines. A bibliography, 1968 - 1975
[TDCK-67505] p0335 N77-13107

WICHITA STATE UNIV., KANS.
Experimental investigation of subsonic turbulent separated boundary layers on an airfoil
p0106 N77-17496

Measurement of post-separated flowfields on airfoils
p0109 N77-17499

Studies of flow separation and stalling on one- and two-element airfoils at low speeds
[SAE PAPER 770462] p0391 N77-37063

Use of simplified flow separation criteria for slotted flap preliminary design
[SAE PAPER 770481] p0394 N77-37097

An experimental investigation of the aerodynamics of the Kline-Fogleman airfoil
[AB-76-5] p0175 N77-16988

An-analytical model for highly separated flow on airfoils
[NASA-CR-152702] p0330 N77-23051

Force and pressure tests of the GA(W)-1 airfoil with a 20M aileron and pressure tests with a 30D Fowler flap
[NASA-CR-2833] p0278 N77-25083

A low speed two-dimensional study of flow separation on the GA(W)-1 airfoil with 30-percent chord Fowler flap
[NASA-CR-2846] p0370 N77-25090

WEIGHT STATE UNIV., DAYTON, OHIO.
Simplified unsteady aerodynamic concepts, with application to parameter estimation
[AI AA 77-1124] p0158 A77-43157

Life prediction techniques for analyzing creep-fatigue interaction in advanced nickel-base alloys
[AD-A038069] p0281 N77-28282

WILK LABS., INC., BARTON, VA.
Surface fluctuating pressure measurements on a 1/4-scale TC-10 boilerplate model
[AI AA 77-502] p2050 A77-38949

A finite element algorithm for sound propagation in axisymmetric ducts containing compressible mean flow
[AI AA PAPER 77-1301] p0565 A77-51057

WANG, STEVINS, FABIAN, ENGINEERS, NEW YORK.
Nondestructive evaluation of civil airport pavements
[AP-A036386] p0236 N77-42489

YOUNGSTOWN STATE UNIV., OHIO.
A terminal area guidance along curved paths: A stochastic control approach
p0282 N77-10383
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### Typical Contract Number Index Listing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contract Number Indexing</th>
<th>NASA-20034</th>
<th>p0283</th>
<th>p77-20110</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- **Listings in the index are arranged alphabetically by contract number.**
- **Under each contract number, the accession numbers denoting documents that have been produced as a result of research done under that contract are arranged in ascending order with the IAA accession numbers appearing first.**
- **The accession number is the page number where the citation may be found.**

### JANUARY 1978

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AP 7521-63201-DB-38-VOL-1</th>
<th>2176</th>
<th>77-15217</th>
<th>11-1</th>
<th>0298</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABPA OBDEB 2176</td>
<td>77-15217</td>
<td>11-1</td>
<td>0298</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### CONTRACT RUBBER INDEX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contract Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0168 W77-15987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0176 W77-16996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0439 W77-27429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0439 W77-27430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0595 W77-33201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0127 W77-14999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0119 W77-13988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0337 W77-23127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0337 W77-23128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0337 W77-23129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0337 W77-23130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0127 W77-14999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0119 W77-13988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0439 W77-27429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0439 W77-27430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0595 W77-33201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0127 W77-14999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0119 W77-13988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0439 W77-27429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0439 W77-27430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0595 W77-33201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0127 W77-14999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0119 W77-13988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0439 W77-27429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0439 W77-27430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0595 W77-33201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0127 W77-14999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0119 W77-13988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0439 W77-27429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0439 W77-27430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0595 W77-33201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0127 W77-14999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-02-02-01</td>
<td>p0119 W77-13988</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Additional Information
- **PROJ SQID**: 0036 W77-11059
- **PROJCT**: 0010 W77-17617
- **BB-BLD**: W77-29774

**General Notes:**
- For detailed project information, refer to the index above.
- Additional contracts and specifications may be available upon request.

---

**Contact Person:** [Contact Information]

**For Updates:** Please check the latest version on [Website Link].

---

**References:**
- [Contract Specifications Manual]
- [Project Status Report]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>743-04-12-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0064 w77-11997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0072 w77-12065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0425 w77-26069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0425 w77-26070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0475 w77-28109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0487 w77-29096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>754-62-01-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0586 w77-33116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>769-02-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0371 w77-24137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>791-40-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0238 w77-19069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>791-40-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0080 w77-13061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>791-40-08-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0175 w77-16989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0363 w77-24059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0535 w77-31094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0585 w77-33112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>992-22-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0439 w77-27794</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX**

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING / A Special Bibliography
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**Typical Report/Accession Number Index Listing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REPORT NUMBER</th>
<th>PAGE NUMBER</th>
<th>NASA ACCESSION NUMBER</th>
<th>ACCESSION NUMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6-343</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0278 S77-20028*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-659</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0172 S77-16068*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-653</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0388 S77-11000*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-656</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0363 S77-11004*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-657</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0288 S77-21003*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-658</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0378 S77-21005*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-659</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0238 S77-19069*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-660</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0435 S77-27006*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-661</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0475 S77-28008*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-662</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0388 S77-11000*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-663</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0363 S77-11004*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-664</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0288 S77-21003*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-665</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0378 S77-21005*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-666</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0238 S77-19069*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-667</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0435 S77-27006*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-668</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0475 S77-28008*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-669</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0388 S77-11000*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-670</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0363 S77-11004*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-671</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0288 S77-21003*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-672</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0378 S77-21005*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-673</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0238 S77-19069*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-674</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0435 S77-27006*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-675</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0475 S77-28008*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-676</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0388 S77-11000*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-677</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0363 S77-11004*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-678</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0288 S77-21003*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-679</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0378 S77-21005*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-680</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0238 S77-19069*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-681</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0435 S77-27006*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-682</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0475 S77-28008*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-683</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0388 S77-11000*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-684</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0363 S77-11004*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-685</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0288 S77-21003*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-686</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0378 S77-21005*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-687</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0238 S77-19069*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-688</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0435 S77-27006*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-689</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0475 S77-28008*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-690</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0388 S77-11000*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-691</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0363 S77-11004*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-692</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0288 S77-21003*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-693</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0378 S77-21005*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-694</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0238 S77-19069*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-695</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0435 S77-27006*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-696</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0475 S77-28008*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-697</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0388 S77-11000*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-698</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0363 S77-11004*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-699</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0288 S77-21003*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-700</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0378 S77-21005*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-701</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0238 S77-19069*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-702</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0435 S77-27006*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-703</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0475 S77-28008*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-704</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0388 S77-11000*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-705</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0363 S77-11004*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-706</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0288 S77-21003*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-707</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0378 S77-21005*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-708</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0238 S77-19069*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-709</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0435 S77-27006*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-710</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0475 S77-28008*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-711</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0388 S77-11000*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-712</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0363 S77-11004*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-713</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0288 S77-21003*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-714</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0378 S77-21005*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-715</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0238 S77-19069*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAF-N7-76-1</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0036 S77-13000*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAF-N7-76-7</td>
<td></td>
<td>p0032 S77-10000*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Listings in this index are arranged alphabetically by report number. The issue and page number indicate the actual Supplement and page where the citation may be located. The accession number denotes the number by which the item is identified. An asterisk (*) indicates that the item is a NASA report. A pound sign (#) indicates that the item is available on microfiche. A plus sign (+) indicates a document that cannot be microfiched but for which one- or two-facsimile is available.**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AD-A030816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A030835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A030867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A030894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A031095/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A031149/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A031274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A031343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A031368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A031416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A031449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A031450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A031455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A031473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A031479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A031525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A031595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A031777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A031829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A031833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A031836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A031866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A031877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A031923/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A031951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A031965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A031997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A032028/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A032063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A032079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A032137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A032141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A032150/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A032164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A032199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A032260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A032320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A032333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A032379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A032438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A032439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A032478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A032527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A032654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A032673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A032716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A032732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A032879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A032881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A033051/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A033053/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A033066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A033068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A033121/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A033199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A033215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A033295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A033298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A033425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A033506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A033540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A033542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-A033550</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p0380</td>
<td>W77=25111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p0380</td>
<td>W77=25110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p0379</td>
<td>W77=25105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p0378</td>
<td>W77=25104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p0377</td>
<td>W77=25103</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p0376</td>
<td>W77=25102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p0375</td>
<td>W77=25101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p0374</td>
<td>W77=25100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p0373</td>
<td>W77=25099</td>
<td></td>
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